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Preface

The Conference on Computational Interdisciplinary Science (CCIS) aims to be a meeting place of
researchers and students working in areas of science that use scientific computing in their research
projects. It is an initiative of the Pan-American Association on Computational Interdisciplinary Sci-
ences (PACIS) (http://epacis.net/epacis/) and has a periodicity of 2 years. Although there are other
forums that discuss related topics, such as Applied Computing, Bioinformatics and Computational
Physics, the CCIS seeks, in an innovative way, a broader dialog, which is inherently inter and multi-
disciplinary, where researchers from different areas can share their experiences and find solutions to
their computational problems.

The program of the 3rd. CCIS consisted of keynote lectures, contributed sessions and tutorials
on Computational Mathematics, Computational Physics and Astronomy, Computational Chemistry
and Computational Biology. Topics like computational methods applied in Space and Environmental
Sciences, Technology, Innovation and Economy are also in the conference scope. Contributions can
be oriented toward applications of computational methods, algorithms, numerical simulations and
high-performance computing (HPC) in Science and Technology.

CCIS 2014 was focused on the following topics:
GPU/GPGPU scientific computing; Computational Grid Applications; Cloud Computing and e-

Science; Fuzzy and Quantum Computing; Frontiers of Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics;
Frontiers of Computational Chemistry & Biology; Computational Data Analysis, Simulation and
Modeling; Validation in Astrophysics and Cosmology; Scientific Computing in Computer Science;
Environmental Sciences and Geography Modeling; Image processing; Big Data and Data Mining;
Parallel Numerical Algorithms; Libraries for Numerical Computations; Languages, Tools and Envi-
ronments for Programming Numerical Algorithms; Applications of Numerical Algorithms in Science
and Technology; Scientific Computing in Science and Engineering; Software Engineering for Scien-
tific Applications; Applications of Computer Science; Optimization; Engineering; Computer Science;
Telecommunications; Electrical Engineering

September 2014. Christian E. Schaerer, César A. Caretta
Conference Chairs

CCIS 2014
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Influence of chemical reactions on convective dissolution

Anne De Wit

Nonlinear Physical Chemistry, Unit Université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium

Abstract

When one liquid partially dissolves in another denser one beneath
it in the gravity field, buoyancy-driven convective fingering can appear
which enhances the further mixing of the two partially miscible liquids.
This is typically observed during CO2 sequestrationwhen injected less
dense CO2 is dissolving into saline aquifers. Upon dissolution, the
CO2 forms a denser boundary layer at the top of the aqueous solution
which next starts to sink with fingering convective flows. We investi-
gate both experimentally and theoretically the influence of chemical
reactions on the properties of such buoyancy-driven instability. We
show that a chemical reaction can either enhance or decrease the am-
plitude of the convective dissolution depending on the type of density
profile building up in time in the lower reactive solution. On the basis
of a reaction-diffusion- convection model, we classify the various possi-
ble cases as a function of the Rayleigh numbers of the problem. Using
a laboratory-scale system, we experimentally demonstrate the possi-
bility to enhance convective dissolution of CO2 in aqueous solutions
by simple reactions.
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A new model for single-particle diffusion processes under multiple
excitation states

Luiz Bevilacqua

A.L.Coimbra Institute COPPE/UFRJ, Brazil

Abstract

The bi-flux phenomenon occurring in a single component diffu-
sion process may be triggered by the presence of two distinct energy
states, say E1 and E2. Starting from a discrete approach considering
partial and temporary retention it was possible to derive the govern-
ing equation for this diffusion problem. For a one-dimensional flux in
an isotropic

pt = Dβpxx −Rβ(1− β)pxxxx (1)

medium the governing equation reads represents the fraction of parti-
cles in primary excitation state E1 and (1?β) represents the fraction
of particles scattering in the subsidiary excitation state E2. The pri-
mary flux, that is particles in excitaton state E1 follow the classical
Fick’s law. The velocity of the secondary Ψ2 = βRpxxxe1flux is given
byflux velocity for the secondary flow. We present the evolution of
the concentration p(x, t) for cases where β is constant compared with
the evolution of the concentration for cases where β varies in time.
Singular behaviours leading to negative values of the concentration as
function of R are presented. The influence of the boundary conditions
is shown to be critical for the concentration evolution. The bi-flux
theory is extended to a multi-flux process. Comments on the applica-
tions in the mathematical and computational modelling of particular
systems are introduced.
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Models for intracellular Ca2+ signalling

Geneviève Dupont

Unité de Chronobiologie Théorique, Faculté des Sciences, Université Libre de

Bruxelles, Belgium

Abstract

In cellular physiology, Ca2+ acts as a universal second messenger
responsible for a variety of responses, ranging from gene expression
to apoptosis. In most cases, the type of response is encoded in the
spatio-temporal organization of the Ca2+ increases. Since the experi-
mental discovery of Ca2+ oscillations and waves, modelling has been
extensively used to investigate how these auto-organized phenomena
are brought about. After reviewing the general mechanisms common
to most cell types, I will focus on the atypical Ca2+ responses that
are generated when Shigella, a widespread bacterium responsible for
dysentery, invades epithelial cells. Shigella usurps the Ca2+ signaling
machinery of the host cells to favour its development. In particular,
by creating a dense actin network at the invasion site, the bacterium
generates a localized Ca2+ response allowing the production of ATP,
which can in turn fuel further invasion processes. A computational ap-
proach of this phenomenon, taking into account the reduced diffusivity
of signaling molecules in the actin network as well as the interplay be-
tween Ca2+ and mitochondrial metabolism will be described.
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Complex dynamics of parametrically driven magnetic systems

David Laroze

Instituto de Alta Investigación, Universidad de Tarapacá, Arica, Chile

Abstract

The world of nanometric scale is becoming increasingly accessible
due to the remarkable development of experimental techniques. The
technological applications of nanostructures can be found in many dif-
ferent areas such as biomedicine or high-precision instrumentation. In
material science, one significant application of magnetic particles and
clusters is in the area of recording media [1] and so the magnetization
reversal is one of the fundamental features of data storage. Therefore,
a detailed study of simple magnetic systems is really important and
will be presented here.

Nonlinear time-dependent problems in magnetism have already
been studied in numerous cases. The standard approaches to model-
ing the classical magnetic systems are the Landau-Lifshitz or Landau-
Lifshitz- Gilbert (LLG) equation. Recent accounts of developments
can be found in Refs. [2-3]. In this seminar we present theoretical
and numerical results on deterministic spin dynamics of anisotropic
magnetic systems in the presence of a time dependent magnetic field
using the Landau-Lifshitz- Gilbert equation. In particular, we study
the case when the magnetic field consists in two terms. One has time
dependence, while the other is constant. We analyze different con-
figurations of the magnetic field orientation respect to the anisotropy
direction. We focus on zero-, one- and two-spatial dimensional sys-
tems, which correspond to a particle, a wire and a magnetic plane,
respectively.

In the magnetic particle case, we numerically characterize the dy-
namical behavior of the system by monitoring the Lyapunov expo-
nents, and by calculating Poincaré sections and Fourier spectra [4-
5]. In addition, we calculate analytically the corresponding Melnikov
function, which gives us the bifurcations of the homoclinic orbits. We
find a rather complicated landscape of sometimes closely intermin-
gled chaotic and non-chaotic areas in parameters space. Finally, we
show that when the magnetic forcing is quasi-periodic the system ex-
hibits strange nonchaotic attractors [6]. In the continuum case the
pattern formation is studied. In particular, we show that depending
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on the parameters the spatio-temporal magnetization field can exhibit
localized precession [7-8], propagative and non-propagative front so-
lutions [9-10], localized waves [11], two-soliton bound state solutions
[12], breather soliton solutions [13], as well as chaotic patterns [14].
Close to the parametric resonance instability, an amplitude equation
allows us to understand and characterize these states.

The author acknowledges partial financial support from FONDE-
CYT 1120764, Millennium Scientific Initiative, P10-061-F, Basal Pro-
gram Center for Development of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
(CEDENNA) and UTA-project 8750-12.
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Inference and structure discovery in biological networks

Alberto Paccanaro

Department of Computer Science at Royal Holloway, University of London,

United Kingdom

Abstract

An important idea that has emerged recently is that a cell can be
viewed as a complex network of interrelating proteins, nucleic acids
and other bio- molecules. At the same time, data generated by large-
scale experiments often have a natural representation as networks such
as protein-protein interaction networks, genetic interaction networks,
co-expression networks. From a computational point of view, a central
objective for systems biology is therefore the development of methods
for making inferences and discovering structure in biological networks
possibly using data which are also in the form of networks. In this
talk, I’ll present novel computational methods for solving biological
problems which can all be phrased in terms of inference and structure
discovery in large scale networks. These methods are based and extend
recent developments in the areas of machine learning (particularly
semi-supervised learning), graph theory and network science.

I will show how these computational techniques can provide effec-
tive solutions for biological problems such as: detecting protein com-
plexes from protein-protein interaction data; de-noising large scale
protein-protein interaction experiments; selecting genes which can be
used as biomarkers for biological processes. Finally I will describe
how these ideas could be applied to problems in the area of Network
Medicine, such as disease gene prediction and drug repositioning.
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From computational interdisciplinary sciences to integrative
transdisciplinary sciences: the Complex Systems Digital Campus

UNESCO UniTwin.

Paul Bourgine

Université Paris Saclay, École Polytechnique, Paris, France

Abstract

The aim of computational interdisciplinary sciences, like compu-
tational physics, chemistry or biology, is to simulate systems when a
model has been proposed by an interdisciplinary team. Such model
is generally a prototype in standard conditions and the distance with
phenomenological data is generally essentially qualitative.

The aim of integrative transdisciplinary sciences, like condensed
matter physics, integrative biology or ecology, territorial intelligence,
integrative social science, is to construct predictive multi-level models
of complex systems in vivo and in natura. The prediction paradigm
has to shift from predicting not what will happen in certainty but
what can happen in probability. Indeed this shift is necessary like in
quantum mechanics because the causality is entangled at all distances
in space between internal and environmental levels of organization and
at all distance in time through individuated history and individuation
processes. The criterium of success is thus well defined by the distance
between empirical and theoretical probability laws on their multi-level
dynamics like in quantum mechanics.

Peirce epistemological triangle provides another equivalent way to
present integrative transdisciplinary sciences. The triangle starts from
some surprising facts by abduction of new hypotheses in integrated
models. It continues by deduction of some expected facts from such
model change. And the triangle becomes closed by induction when
asking such expected facts to Nature .. but producing new surprises.
Such epistemological triangle is nothing else than assimilation of data
by models, as done by the brain at each sensorimotor cycle. Each
integrative science needs a new transdisciplinary scientific community
sharing the protocols (i) for producing its multi-scale dynamical data
in vivo and in Natura and (ii) for assimilating these multi-scale data
by its multi-levels integrated models. Here the Peirce epistemological
triangle abduction-deduction-induction helds at the social cognitive
level of scientific communities.
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The main objective of the Complex Systems Digital Campus (CS-
DC) is to organize the shift between computational interdisciplinary
sciences toward integrative transdisciplinary sciences. The CS-DC is
launching international e- laboratories and e-departments for helping
the new transdisciplinary communities to share all the research and
educational resources for facing their scientific and societal challenges
in the complex systems roadmap. The CS-DC is recognized in 2014
as an UNESCO UniTwin, twining a network of hundred universities
in the world, continuously increasing.
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High-performance-computing for heart simulations and its
complex spatiotemporal dynamics

Flavio Fenton

Physics Department, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA

Abstract

The heart is an electro-mechanical system in which, under normal
conditions, electrical waves propagate in a coordinated manner to ini-
tiate an efficient contraction. In pathologic states, propagation can
destabilize and exhibit chaotic dynamics mostly produced by single
or multiple rapidly rotating spiral/scroll waves that generate complex
spatiotemporal patterns of activation that inhibit contraction and can
be lethal if untreated. Despite much study, little is known about
the actual mechanisms that initiate, perpetuate, and terminate spi-
ral waves in cardiac tissue. In this talk, I will motivate the problem
with some experimental examples and then discuss how we study the
problem from a computational point of view, from the numerical mod-
els derived to represent the dynamics of single cells to the coupling
of millions of cells to represent the three-dimensional structure of a
working heart. Some of the major difficulties of computer simulations
for these kinds of systems include: i) Different orders of magnitude
in time scales, from milliseconds to seconds; ii) millions of degrees of
freedom over millions of integration steps within irregular domains;
and iii) the need for near-real-time simulations. Advances in these
areas will be discussed as well as the use of GPUs over the web using
webGL.
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Building security situational awareness

Raul Ceretta Nunes

Federal University of Santa Maria, Brazil

Abstract

Nowadays people and organizations are constant vulnerable to new
threats in cyberspace and protecting their network-available critical
information is a challenge. To detect threats in an effective and early
way we depend on the Early Warning Systems (EWS). These systems
help to build a security situational awareness from the monitored envi-
ronment to allow early reactions to malicious events, improving control
and monitoring of involved resources.

A security situational awareness system splits into four levels: (i)
perception of malicious events; (ii) comprehension of information; (iii)
ability to build projections based on historical data and (iv) resolution,
where countermeasures are needed to address the identified risks. This
talk will discuss how we can build each of these levels and why each one
depends on the efficient computational methods and interdisciplinary
knowledge.
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Environmental Risk Models and Applications

Dario Rodriguez Aseretto

Joint Research Centre, European Commission

Abstract

Demands on the disaster response capacity of the European Union
are likely to increase, as the impacts of disasters continue to grow both
in size and frequency. This has resulted in intensive research predom-
inantly on issues concerning spatially-explicit information, modelling
and map accuracy and their multiple sources of uncertainty. There
have been several recent catastrophic events including floods in Cen-
tral Europe, and severe forest fires in Sweden and Portugal. Further-
more, South America is also highly exposed to natural disasters such
as landslides, earthquakes and tsunamis. Floods and droughts are re-
current in the region and cause severe losses. These events highlight
the increasing need to develop activities that support Disaster Man-
agement. When a disaster happens, the main needs of the affected
population are temporary shelter, food, clean water, primary health
care, household items or clothes.

Advances in computing have enabled a data centred revolution in
science that has been significant: now we can develop and implement
very complex models in order to reproduce the physics of the natural
phenomena in an accurate, timely and effective manner. These ap-
proaches should help to enhance the power of community resilience;
i.e., improving the community’s capacity to resist, adapt or change in
order to achieve a new level of functioning or structure in the occur-
rence of extreme events and disasters.In this talk, we give an overview
of models and applications used for environmental risk assessment in
Europe. We focus on environmental data analysis, modelling, and
visualization. In general, environmental phenomena must be consid-
ered in a high dimensional feature space. They are also nonlinear and
highly variable at several spatial and temporal scales.

This presentation discusses several fundamental problems of pri-
mary importance in environmental risk models. Simulated and real
data case studies, including topo-climatic modelling, environmental
risks, natural hazards and renewable resources, are considered to il-
lustrate the most recent achievements and to highlight new challenges.
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El impacto de la filosof́ıa ágil (Agile) en las organizaciones que
desarrollan software

Álvaro Ruiz de Mendarozqueta

Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Argentina

Abstract

Las organizaciones de desarrollo de software que han ido intro-
duciendo métodos y prácticas ágiles, no sólo han cambiado los pro-
cesos sino que afectaron los paradigmas en que se basan los procesos
de desarrollo de software. Aquellas organizaciones que han mejorado
sus resultados por el empleo de métodos ágiles, se encuentran con que
sus proyectos aplican una filosof́ıa de trabajo (basada en el manifiesto
ágil) que parece oponerse a la que se usa en el resto de la organización.
A su vez el cambio de paradigma afecta a los roles y a las maneras de
comunicarse en los proyectos de desarrollo de software. El objetivo es
mostrar los posibles impactos y un enfoque para poder minimizarlos.
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Opportunities and Challenges for Green HPC

Carlos Juiz

Departamento de Ciencias de la Computación,

Universitat de les Illes Balears, Spain

Abstract

Recognizing the unsustainability in designing power hungry HPC
systems, in the recent years an effort towards an energy and perfor-
mance efficient HPC design is on the rise. Based on the available data
on top green HPC systems, in this paper we analyze the main compo-
nents of the HPC system with the attempt to provide an insight into
the green efficiency in line with the technology development. Using
global scale measurements, our goal is to discover the most promis-
ing designs and pinpoint on the existing main challenges that should
direct future research efforts.
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Upper critical dimension, Galilean Invariance, and exact solution
for the etching model

Fernando Oliveira

International Center for Condensed Matter Physics,

CP 04455, 70919-970, Braśılia DF, Brazil.

Abstract

We generalise the etching model [1] from 1+1 to d+1 dimensions.
The dynamic exponents of this model are compatible with those of the
KPZ uni- versality class. We investigate the roughness dynamics with
surfaces up to d = 6. We show that the data from all substrate lengths
and for all dimen- sion can be collapsed into one common curve. We
determine the dynamic exponents as a function of the dimension. Our
results suggest that d = 4 is not an upper critical dimension for the
etching model, and that it fulfills the Galilean Invariance [2]. Moreover
for d = 1 we obtain the exact exponents for the model and we show
that they belong to the KPZ universality class [3].
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A Survey of Results Concerning Steady Solutions and the
Stability of a Class of Rotating Flows

José Pontesa1, Norberto Mangiavacchia, Gustavo Rabello dos Anjosa, Rachel

Manh aes de Lucenaa, Gustavo C. P. Oliveiraa and Davi V. A. Ferreirab

aGroup of Environmental Studies of Hydropower Reservoirs GESAR/UERJ,
State University of Rio de Janeiro,

R. Fonseca Telles 121 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 20550-013 Brazil b Graduate Program
in Civil Engineering - Federal University of Rio de Janeiro

P.O. Box 68506, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 21941-972 Brazil

Abstract

We review the key points concerning the linear stability of the clas-
sical von Kármán’s solution of rotating disk ow, modified by the cou-
pling, through the fluid viscosity, with concentration field of a chemi-
cal species. The results were published by Mangiavacchi et al. (Phys.
Fluids, 19: 114109, 2007) and refer to electrochemical cells employ-
ing iron rotating disk electrodes, which dissolve in the 1 M H2SO4

solution of the electrolyte. Polarization curves obtained in such cells
present a current instability at the beginning of the region where the
current is controlled by the the hydrodynamics. The onset of the insta-
bility occurs in a range of potentials applied to the cell and disappear
above and below this range. Dissolution of the iron electrode gives rise
to a thin concentration boundary layer. The concentration boundary
layer increases the interfacial fluid viscoity, diminishes the diffusion
coefficient and couples both fields, with a net result of affecting the
hydrodynamic of the problem. Since the current is proportional to the
interfacial concentration gradient of the chemical species responsible
by the ions transport, the instability of the coupled fields can lead
to the current instability observed in the experimental setups. This
work reviews the results of the linear stability analysis of the coupled
fields and the first results concerning the Direct Numerical Simulation,
currently undertaken in our group. We also address the steady flow
developed between two coaxials counterrotating disks and close to a
semi-spherical rotating electrode in elecrochemical cells.

Keywords: Rotating disk flow, rotating semi-sphere flow, hydrodynamic

stability, finite element method

1E-mail Corresponding Author: jopontes@metalmat.ufrj.br
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1. STABILITY OF ROTATING DISK FLOW IN ELECTRO-
CHEMICAL CELLS

We review the problem of the stability other linear stability of the clas-
sical von Kármán’s solution of rotating disk flow, modified by the coupling,
through the fluid viscosity, with concentration field of a chemical species,
as found in electrochemical cells using rotating disk electrodes. A consti-
tutive equation relating the electrode viscosity to the concentration of the
iron ions generated by the dissolution of the electrode, is assumed. We show
that the coupling hydrodynamic field, to the iron concentration, which car-
ries the current changes the stability properties of the purely hydrodynamic
field, reducing the critical Reynolds number to the range of values attained in
electrochemical setups. Our results support also the hypothesis that oscilla-
tions of the interfacial concentration gradient are strong enough to drive the
current oscillations experimentally observed [5]. A brief review of a Finite
Element Code developed at our group and numerical results concerning the
base flow and some patterns emerging from the instability of the base flow
are also presented.

2. THE FLOW BETWEEN COAXIAL ROTATING DISKS

The flow between coaxial rotating admits steady solutions which are gov-
erned by a generalization of von Kármaán’s nonlinear time independent ODE
equations for a single rotating disk, that take into account pressure variations
along the radial direction. Families of solutions qualitatively similar exist for
variable distances between the disks. We present some families of solutions
obtained by integration of the generalized von Kármán’s ODEs equations
and some results of the numerical integration of the three dimensional time
dependent hydrodynamic equations, also including some solutions with pat-
tern formation beyond the stability limit of the azimuthal angle independent
[1].

3. THE CONCENTRATION ANDHYDRODYNAMIC FIELDS
CLOSE TO A ROTATING SEMI-SPHERE ELECTRODE

Rotating disk electrodes, regularly used in electrochemical cells present
the weakness of rapidly loosing the at shape due to the dissolution of the iron
electrode in the acid solution of the electrolyte. To overcome the problem
rotating semi-spherical electrodes have been used. In this setup the electrode
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maintains the original form, though loosing mass. The flow close to a rotating
semi-spherical electrode present some characteristics also found in rotating
disk flow and, at the same time, those found in boundary layers. A solution
in power series of the polar multiplying the functions which describe the
velocity profiles in the radial direction found by Howart (1951) is well known
[4, 3]. In the present work we generalize Howart’s solution by coupling the
hydrodynamic and the concentration fields through the same constitutive
equation assumed in the case of rotating disk flow. We presenrt The coupled
solution of the boundary layer equations and the first numerical simulations
of the three dimensional time dependent equations using the Finite Element
Method [2].
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Finite Element Simulation of Fingering in Convective Dissolution
in Porous Media

Rachel M. Lucenaa1, Norberto Mangiavacchi a, José Pontesa,

Anne De Wit b, and Gustavo Anjos a

aGroup of Environmental Studies for Water Reservoirs - GESAR, State
University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

bNonlinear Physical Chemistry Unit, CP 231, Faculté des Sciences, Université
Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), Brussels, Belgium.

Abstract

We address the problem of buoyancy-driven fingering generated in
porous media by the instability of a partially miscible fluid layer dis-
solving in another denser fluid placed below it. A 2D time dependent
numerical simulation is performed, assuming that the flow is governed
by Darcy’s law, along with the Boussinesq approximation to account
for buoyancy effects introduced by concentration dependent densities.
The velocity field is modeled by a vorticity-stream function formu-
lation. The resulting equations are solved through the finite element
method, with the material derivative of the concentrations numerically
represented by a Semi-Lagrangian Scheme.

Keywords: fingering, instability, finite element method.

1. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Fingering refers to hydrodynamic instabilities of deforming interfaces into
fingers during the displacement of fluids in porous media. These instabilities
are closely linked to changes in viscosity or density between the different
layers or within a single phase containing a solute invariable concentration
that affects the fluid density or viscosity[1].

Fingering occurs in a variety of applications, including CO2 sequestration
techniques, secondary and tertiary crude oil recovery, fixed bed regeneration
chemical processing, hydrology, filtration, liquid chromatography, and medi-
cal applications, among others. In fact, the phenomena are expected to occur

1E-mail Corresponding Author: rachel.lucena@uerj.br
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in different fields of science and technology, in which flows in porous media
are present.

We consider the problem of buoyancy-driven fingering generated in porous
media by the dissolution of a fluid layer initially placed over a less dense one
in which it is partially miscible. The focus is on the lower layer only where
the convective dissolution dynamics takes place.

A 2D time dependent numerical simulation is performed, assuming that
the flow is governed by Darcy’s law, along with the Boussinesq approximation
to account for buoyancy effects introduced by a concentration dependent
density. The viscosity is assumed as constant. A vorticity-stream function
formulation is adopted to solve the hydrodynamic field [2, 3]. The resulting
equations are solved through the finite element method, with the material
derivative of the concentrations numerically represented by a semi-lagrangian
scheme[4].

Boundary conditions for the velocity field are prescribed as no slip at the
upper and lower walls and periodic at the sidewalls. For the dimensionless
concentration field, we prescribe as boundary conditions no flux at the lower
wall, periodic boundary conditions at the sidewalls and at the top we set
a constant value equal to 1. The upper boundary is assumed as flat and
horizontal. The onset of fingering is induced by the numerical grid.

Darcy’s law and the advective-diffusion equation of the transport of the
relevant chemical species are solved in the weak form (also called variational
form). The variational form of the governing equations are obtained by prop-
erly weighting the equations with weighting functions. The global system,
with discrete representation of the derivatives and written in matrix form
reads:

Kψ + Mω = 0

Mω = RDxc (1)

(M + ∆tK) cn+1 −Mcnd = 0.

where Eq. 1 are the stream function, vorticity equation (Darcy’s Law) and
concentration transport equation, respectively, K is the stiffness matrix, M
is the mass matrix, Dx is the gradient matrix, cd is the concentration at the
departure points of the lagrangian trajectories.

The system of equations is solved in two steps. In the first one we obtain
the stream function and vorticity. Velocity components are then obtained
and introduced in the transport equation of c, which is subsequently solved.
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An incomplete LU pre-conditioner is applied to the matrices and the linear
systems are then solved with the use of GMRES (Generalized Minimal Resid-
ual) solver. Preconditioned conjugate gradients methods were also used to
obtain the velocity field from the stream function solutions.

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure (a) shows average concentration profiles c for different times, where
the dashed curves refer to the analytical solution related to the numerical
profile shown by the continuous curve of the same color. We can observe
that for t = 4000 a sharp distortion due to the perturbation growth, can be
observed in the nonlinear evolution regime of c (see Fig. (e)). Fig. (b) shows
the amplitude of perturbation modes of concentration and stream function
obtained from the solution of the governing equations using Fourier analysis,
at t = 3000.

(a) Average concentration profile (b) ψ and c for different modes

(c) Mode n = 3 (d) t = 3000 (e) t = 4000 (f) Forced

3. CONCLUSIONS

Solutions obtained up to now are in accordance with those found in the
literature [5]. The evolution strongly depends on the initial condition. We are
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currently investigating the nonlinear evolution of instabilities developed with
either a flat upper surface or forced by a deformed upper surface (Figs. 1(e)
and 1(f)).
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Abstract

This paper presents a comparative study of transport effects in
slug flows through numerical models settled upon volume-preserving
periodic arrays of bubbles. The behaviour of the flow is investigated
under an adiabatic laminar regime as usually found in microchannels,
as well as in microscale fluid applications. Full 3D Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS) are performed for three different cases of setups
containing both single and multiple bubbles. Profiles of the bubbles’
centroidal velocity are compared, as with the average mass flow rates
calculated over the periodic boundaries of the domain.

Keywords: Finite element, slug flow, periodic boundary conditions,

bubble.

1. INTRODUCTION

Slug flow (or Taylor flow) is a two-phase flow regime recognizable by
capsule-shaped elongated bubbles that separate portions of liquid forming a
scenario of high void fraction and large surface-area-to-volume ratio [1], [2].
The mutual and quasi-periodic interaction among the bubbles occurring in
this regime impacts directly mass transfer processes taking place mainly in
gas-liquid flows. Consequently, several applications of slug flows have been
developed in fields such as nuclear, biological and chemical engineering [3],
[4], [5].

In the leading edge of the recent technologies applied to efficient cooling
of microdevices, slug flows come up mainly due to the improved heat trans-
fer properties reached in this regime. Such quest for operative mechanisms

1E-mail Corresponding Author: gustavo.oliveira@uerj.br
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of high performance in heat dissipation uplifts interests to understand the
dynamics of multiple bubbles inside microchannels. For this reason, different
sights regarding both numerical and experimental methods are in promising
development [6], [7], [8]. The study of elongated bubbles and their heat trans-
fer effects were investigated numerically in recent papers [9] [10], reporting
the necessity of simulations containing several bubbles.

The present paper focuses on an adiabatic low-Reynolds modelling to
study the gas transport effects of the slug flow from distinctive configura-
tions of periodic arrays of bubbles conserving the same void fraction. Finite
element techniques are implemented via an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
[11], [12] description coupled with periodic boundary conditions and pressure-
driven flow as numerical strategies to represent the hydrodynamics of bubble
trains occurring inside a microchannel.

2. MODELLING OF BUBBLES IN PERIODIC ARRAYS

To represent mathematically the problems studied here, the model begins
from a primal base configuration of periodic array A1 which is formed by a
cylindrical domain of diameter D, length of period L and periodic boundaries
ΓL,ΓR encircling a Taylor bubble of volume Vg represented by a convex re-
gion Ω1. Operating as a branching process, two more configurations of arrays
A2 and A3 are obtained by sectioning the longest bubble into two or three
bubbles as depicted in Fig. 1. The length of the periodic cell is defined as
a function of the diameter and preserves the total volume regardless of the
configuration studied, as with the regions Ω2 and Ω3 that also keep the frac-
tioned volume. Moreover, a moving frame technique is applied in the models
by which the bubbles are kept fixed, while the cylindrical wall moves back-
wards with velocity equal to the average velocity of the bubbles’ centroids.
Furthermore, a negative pressure gradient is applied on the streamwise direc-
tion of the flow given by the positive x−axis so producing motion from the
left side to the right one. Clearly, the average centroidal velocity is reduced
to the centroidal velocity only for the case of a unique bubble.

The two-phase system aforementioned is governed by the dimensionless
ALE/FE incompressible Navier-Stokes equations embedded with additional
terms to take the contributions of the periodic pressure and interface force
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Figure 1: Diagram displaying the branch of a volume-preserving model into
three periodic arrays of Taylor bubbles in a cartesian system.

into account, being written, subsequently as

D(ρu)

Dt
= β î−∇P +

1

Re
∇ ·
[
µ(∇u +∇uT )

]
+

1

We
f +

1

Fr2
ρg (1)

∇ · u = 0 (2)

with
D(ρu)

Dt
=
∂(ρu)

∂t
+ (u− û) · ∇(ρu) , (3)

where u is the velocity field, ρ, µ, are the reference density and viscosity of
the fluid, respectively, û is the mesh velocity [13], g the vector of standard
constant gravity g, Re the Reynolds number, We the Weber number, and
Fr the Froude number. Furthermore, the term −β î is a vector with constant
value β, which is responsible for the mass flow. In turn, the original pressure
is replaced by the counterpart periodic P through a decomposition [12], thus
rendering the unknown to be found. Finally, the force field f amounts to the
jump conditions existing on the interface in accordance with the “one-fluid”
formulation and σ is the surface tension of the liquid assumed as constant.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Analyses of full 3D direct numerical simulations (DNS) performed for each
model of array are displayed in this section for an air-water duo. To single
out the ability of the numerical method to track the interfacial region of the
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bubbbles, Fig. 2 depicts the computational representation of the periodic
array A1 through a marker function separating the internal gas phase from
the external liquid phase. As can be seen through the inclined cut plane on
the bubble body, inner and outer element layers meet at the bubble body so
as to assure the propriety of thin thickness for the interface.

Figure 2: Overview of the gas-liquid periodic array for a single bubble
highlighted by a marker function.

Figure 3 depicts the profiles of the bubbles’ centroidal x−velocity ver-
sus the dimensionless time for each setup of array, whereas Fig. 4 plots the
element-averaged mass flows calculated in the periodic boundaries in each
case. From these figures, it can be inferred that breaking the longest bubble
in two or three smaller bubbles reduces both their average velocity and re-
spective average flow rates for the same value of the pressure gradient, thus
supporting that these flow properties depend slightly on the array configu-
ration.

Although the velocity profiles develop monotonically similar in each case,
the acceleration experienced by the longest bubble in the array A1 is higher
than those achieved in the other configurations. Furthermore, as depicted in
Fig. 5, the overall behaviour of the velocity for both the bubbles of A2 and
A3 is an identical motion within an equivalent simulation time.

Qualitative images of the pressure field of the periodic flows at a time
step far from the initial condition are organized in Figs. (5-7). Since the
pressure gradient affects the flow from left to right, higher pressures are felt
by the trailing bubble of A2 and outermost bubble of the train in A3. Equally
verified are the high pressure regions around the trailing bubbles’ cap due to
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Figure 3: Bubbles’ centroidal x-velocity profiles for the periodic arrays. (a)
array 1; (b) array 2; (c) array 3.
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Figure 4: Element-average flow rates for the periodic arrays obtained by
weighting of the mean velocity on the periodic boundaries.

a cumulative effect of wake interactions coming from the leading bubbles. In
the liquid portion, emphasis was given to the mesh construction only, since
the velocity field showed in the simulations was well uniform. By defining
subscripts a, w to stand for air, water, respectively, the physical properties
settled for the computations are specified in Table 1, from which Re ≈ 14.58,
We ≈ 0.20, and Fr ≈ 13, 22 are obtained.
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Figure 5: Pressure fields on the bubble’s interface for the array 1 (single
bubble).

Figure 6: Pressure fields on the bubbles’ interface for the array 2 (leading
and sequential bubble).

Figure 7: Pressure fields on the bubbles’ interface for the array 3 (train of
three bubbles).
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Physical property a w

density (ρ) 1.205 998.63
viscosity (µ) 1.820× 10−5 1.002× 10−3

surface tension (σ) - 0.0728

Table 1: Physical properties used in the air-water simulation setups (in S.I.
units).

4. CONCLUSION

This paper was intended to analyze comparatively the gas transport in
microchannel slug flows through periodic domains. The effect of the imposi-
tion of a pressure gradient along with a moving frame technique allowed the
settlement of economic simulation setups to assess the overall phenomena
taking place inside a confined microchannel. Average quantities of the bub-
ble velocity profiles and mass flow rates gave an insight about the transport
of the fractioned gas and it was verified that the change of such quantities
are slightly dependent on the array configuration.

By survey of the high pressure zones, we concluded that the trailing bub-
bles undergo cumulative influence both in the rear and cap regions, due to
the forcing of the pressure gradient and the wake interaction of the front bub-
bles. Since the flow parameters characterized a laminar regime, considerable
bubble asymmetries were not observed.

For future study, the inclusion of heat transfer sources as well as more
accurate analyses of the gas fractioning through bubble trains is suggested,
mainly for different pairs of substances, such as refrigerant fluids or even
more viscous liquids.
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Abstract

Local-equilibrium model for the closure of two-fluid models to be
used in the suspended sediment transport simulation is evaluated using
the point-particle direct numerical simulation.

Keywords: Suspended sediment transport, point-particle, direct nu-

merical simulation, local-equilibrium.

1. INTRODUCTION

The transport of sand-like suspended sediment in turbulent open channel
flow is important in many environmental and engineering applications [1, 2].
Complex physics, such as the sediment particles interactions with the fluid
turbulence and the near-wall effects, are involved in these phenomena.

The Eulerian-Eulerian (two-fluid) approach can be suitable for the com-
puter simulation of suspended sediment transport, but it requires large amount
of modelling in order to represent accurately the complex physics [3]. An ap-
proach less restrictive in terms of modelling is Eulerian-Lagrangian (particle-
tracking) Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), which becomes costly to be ap-
plied in engineering applications, but a validated Eulerian-Lagrangian DNS
can be used as a research tool in order to obtain better physical understand-
ing and for the systematic parametric studies for the two-fluid models [3].

Most engineering simulations in hydraulic is done using convection-diffusion
models: Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with mixing-
length or k − ε models for the turbulence closure and convection-diffusion
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transport equations for the sediment. In these models, some important pa-
rameters, like the fluid-particle settling velocity have to be determined using
empirical ad-hoc models.

In two-fluid models, two sets of averaged equations, one for each phase
(continuous: fluid flow, dispersed: sediment particles), coupled through the
interfacial stresses, are solved. The two-fluid models are more general and rig-
orous than convection-diffusion models and allow a systematic development
and testing of different physical-based models. Although, two-fluid models
are commonly used for solid particles in a gas flow, they usually were not
used for sediment transport (solid particle in a liquid flow). Only recently,
some works had applied two-fluid models to study some fundamental issues,
such as diffusion processes, or velocity lag of sediment [4, 5, 6].

In this work, we evaluate the two-fluid model for sediment transport using
particle-tracking DNS, specifically the term named kinetic stresses or particle
Reynolds stresses. This term accounts for the particle velocity fluctuations.
In order to solve the particle motion using two-fluid models, it is necessary
to close the set of equations providing a model for the particle Reynolds
stresses. The local-equilibrium model is commonly used for this purpose,
and it was initially presented by Tchen [7] and Hinze [8] for homogeneous
and steady turbulence. The author of [9] extended it taking into account the
“effect of crossing trajectories” and the “continuity effect” on the particles
dispersion, and the authors of [10] analysed the extended local-equilibrium
model for particles motion in stationary homogeneous fluid turbulence using
Large-Eddy Simulation.

For the particle-tracking DNS, the forces of the drag, gravity and sur-
rounding fluid stresses are considered acting on the particle in the center of
the particle, considering the size of the particle negligible. This method is
known as point-particle, and it was largely used in the particle-tracking DNS
and tested with experimental data [3]. The simulation is performed assuming
a dilute situation, hence one-way coupling is applicable. Only close to the
wall, the motion of the particles is influenced by the size of particles when
the particles are touching the bottom wall. We use a virtual bouncing wall
to ensure the particle resuspension; the authors of [11, 12] showed that this
simple approach gives accurate results.

We compute the ratio of particle to fluid Reynolds stresses for solid sedi-
ment particles in liquid fluid flow using point-particle DNS in order to eval-
uate the local equilibrium model presented by [10].

The next section, equations of motion for the point-particle DNS with
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simulations parameters and a brief model descriptions are presented. Then,
the last section presents results and concluding remarks.

2. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR PP-DNS AND MODEL
DESCRIPTION

The continuous phase is represented by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations given by:

∇ · u1,
Du1
Dt

= −∇p
ρ1

+ ν∇2u1,

where, u1 is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, ρ1 the fluid density, and ν the
fluid kinematic viscosity. In this work, we consider particle laden flow in a
dilute situation, so, it can be assumed one-way coupling, i.e., the effect of
the particle on the fluid flow and particle collision can be neglected.

The motion of the dispersed phase is given by:

du2
dt

=
1

τp
(u1 − u2) +

β − 1

β
g +

1

β

Du1
Dt

,

where, β = ρ2/ρ1 (with ρ2 particle density) is the particle-fluid density ratio,

τp = β
d2p
18ν

is the particle relaxation time with dp particle diameter and g is
the gravity acceleration.

We performed DNS simulations of particle laden open channel flow driven
by a constant streamwise pressure gradient. The solution of the continuous-
phase uses a standard finite volume code on staggered grid for incompressible
flows, using a two-step predictor-corrector solver, with second-order Adams-
Bashforth scheme. The time step is determined by the Courant stability
criterion. Free-slip boundary condition at the top of the channel, and no-
slip condition at the bottom-wall are imposed. In the stream and span-wise
directions we used periodic boundary conditions. For the discrete phase,
we integrated the particle equation of motion using an explicit method with
point-particle approach. The motion of the particles is calculated using sec-
ond order Runge-Kutta scheme and a tri-linear interpolation is employed to
calculate the fluid velocity at the particle position. The top and bottom wall
is considered as particle bouncing wall. More details of the code can be found
in [13].
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The shear Reynolds number based on the wall-shear velocity uτ and chan-
nel heightH is equal toReτ = 500. This gives a bulk Reynolds number, based
on the channel height and centreline velocity, of around Reb ≈ 10, 000. The
simulation is performed on a computational domain of size 6H × 3H × H,
corresponding to 3, 000×1, 500×500 in wall units in the stream (x), span (y)
and normal-wise direction (z), respectively. We use a grid of 192× 192× 192
nodes. For the stream and span-wise directions, we use a uniform grid spac-
ing, with ∆x+ ≈ 15.6 and ∆y+ ≈ 7.8, and for the wall-normal direction,
non-uniform grid spacing with a hyperbolic-tangent stretching: stretching
factor used was 1.7 that gives the smallest spacing at the wall (∆z+ ≈ 0.6)
and the largest spacing in the middle of the channel (∆z+ ≈ 4.73).

The same parameters of the flow and particle used in [11] are chosen:

β = 1.0367; d+p = 3.47; τ+p = 0.693; v+t = −0.236.

where vt is the particle terminal velocity. In [11], these parameters are chosen
in order to mimic as much as possible the experimental conditions of [14].
Total number of particle tracked is Np = 1× 105.

The local-equilibrium model for the particle dispersion proposed by [7]
and [8] neglecting the added mass and Basset forces is:

< u′2iu
′
2j >=

1 + b2StL
1 + StL

< u′1iu
′
1j > i, j = x, y, z, (1)

where, b = 1/β, StL is the Stokes number, and the variables with prime
symbol are the fluctuating part of the velocity. The Stokes number StL
relates the ratio of particle relaxation time to the some fluid time scale. The
authors of [10] used the eddy-particle interaction time τ12 for the fluid time
scale:

StL =
τp
τ12

(2)

The eddy-particle interaction time τ12 takes into account the fluid Lagrangian
turbulent time scale τ1 and the crossing trajectories effects proposed by [9]:

τ12 = τ1

[
1 +

β2U2
r

2
3
k1

]−1/2
(3)

where, β2 = 0.45, Ur is the averaged value of the local relative velocity and
k1 is the fluid turbulent kinetic energy.
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3. RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Initially, the particles are released uniformly distributed in the channel.
In the initial stage, large amount of particles are deposited on the bottom wall
due to the gravity effects, until the particle diffusion balances it. After this,
the statistically steady concentration is reached at approximately t+ = 5, 000.
The results is obtained using data from t+ = 12, 750 to t+ = 25, 000.

 0

 1

 2

 100  200  300  400  500

Wall distance (in wall units)

(1+b
2
 StL)/(1+StL)

<u'2xu'2x>/<u'1xu'1x>
<u'2zu'2z>/<u'1zu'1z>

Figure 1 - Evaluation of the local-equilibrium model.

The Figure 1 shows the values of the coefficient of the local-equilibrium
model, (1 + b2StL)/(1 + StL) from the equation (1), and the ratios of particle
Reynolds stresses to the fluid Reynolds stresses. The wall distance zero is the
bottom wall, and 500 is top free surface. The values of the Reynolds stresses
ratios computed are roughly constant with value about 1. Slight variation
near the bottom wall could be a consequence of the near wall effect, and
the variations near free surface is not clear, but it seems that there are not
enough particles to compute an accurate statistics, this because of the gravity.
From the figure, it can be observed that the value of (1 + b2StL)/(1 + StL)
is almost constant. Taking this result into consideration, it seems that the
introduction of the quite complicated formulation for the particle Reynolds
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stresses is not necessary, and a simple model for particle Reynolds stresses
being equal to the fluid Reynolds stresses, or at least proportional to some
constant raging from 1 to 1.1 could be reasonable.

Further research for the closure of others terms in the two-fluid models,
like drift velocity model, can be evaluated and analysed using point-particle
DNS.
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Abstract

The Langevin equation for some non-Markov processes was intro-
duced as a macroscopic model of various phenomena. The numerical
Modified Histogram Procedure (MHP) of reconstruction of the equa-
tion from time series was proposed. An efficiency of MHP was tested
on simulated time series (with short and long-tail distributions) gener-
ated by different Langevin equations. For exemplary geophysical time
series’ appropriate Langevin equations were reconstructed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main task of time series analysis is to understand the underlying
mechanism that generates the observed data and, in turn, to forecast future
values. In this paper we focus on a stochastic approach, therefore we assume
that generating mechanism is probabilistic and that the observed series is a
realization of a stochastic process. For example, many geophysical phenom-
ena, because of their complexity and our ignorance about details of internal
mechanisms and boundary conditions, should be described by using stochas-
tic processes. Geophysical time series show features like: fractal patterns,
long-tail inverse-power tails of distribution functions, long correlations and
persistence, which cannot be described by linear stochastic models. Inves-
tigation of these phenomena requires using of some nonlinear methods of
stochastic modeling.

Modeling lies at the heart of time series analysis. In a linear case, well
known modeling procedures were elaborated (ARMA, ARIMA, SARIMA,
etc.). However, methods of nonlinear time series modeling are much less
understood than classical methods for linear cases. The Langevin equation
introduces a nonlinearity in drift and diffusion terms and leads to a wide
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class of distributions (from Gaussian up to long tail). Therefore, using the
Langevin equation may provide some progress in the field of effective methods
of constructing nonlinear models from time series data.

A numerical procedure of reconstructing the Langevin equation from time
series was proposed in [1]. This direct procedure, based on the histogram of
joined distribution function, leads to approximation of terms in the equation.
However, the procedure was derived only for stationary Markov processes.

In this paper we extend the approach to stationary non-Markov stochas-
tic processes. A novel Langevin-type dynamics with non-Markovian features
is introduced and an associated Fokker-Planck-like equation for distribution
function is derived. Then, the numerical histogram procedure must be con-
siderably modified in order to be able to reconstruct the Langevin-type equa-
tion for non-Markov time series. We propose the Modified Histogram Proce-
dure. The performance of the new reconstruction procedure is analyzed on
simulated time series which are generated by different Langevin equations
with memory.

2. THE LANGEVIN EQUATION FOR SOMENON-MARKOV
PROCESSES

Discrete Langevin equation has the form:

y(t+ ∆t) = y(t) + a(y(t))∆t+
√
b(y(t))

√
∆tRt (1)

and describes an evolution of Markov process y(t) of order 1. Function a(y)
corresponds to deterministic force (drift) and b(y) to the stochastic force
(diffusion), Rt are independent random variables with normal density.

For non-Markov processes memory or non-local effects must be taken into
account. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the next state y(t+∆t)
of the process is dependent not only on the present state y(t) but also on the
previous state y(t−τ) with a fixed lag τ . In order to introduce the dependence
on the past, we modify the Langevin equation by introducing to the diffusion
term an additional random function c(∆Ly, d, rt) which determines the sign
of the diffusion term i.e.,

y(t+ ∆t) = y(t) + a(y(t))∆t+ c(y(t)− y(t− τ), d, rt)
√
b(y(t))

√
∆t|Rt|, (2)

where the parameter d and random variable rt will be explained later. The
modification enables to describe persistent processes and seasonal effects.
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For persistent processes the function c(∆Ly, d, rt) has the following form:

c(∆y, d, rt) =

{
1 if (∆y ≥ 0 ∧ rt ≥ d) ∨ (∆y < 0 ∧ rt < d)
−1 if (∆y < 0 ∧ rt ≥ d) ∨ (∆y ≥ 0 ∧ rt < d)

(3)

where ∆y(t) = y(t)− y(t−∆t), rt is a random variable with uniform distri-
bution in [0, 1] and d is the persistence parameter (0 ≤ d ≤ 1). The function
is keeping the tendency of increase of y(t) in the next step with probability
1 − d (tendency of decrease in the next step with probability 1 − d). For
d = 0 we have the full persistence, d = 1/2 leads to the Langevin equation
without the modification, for 1/2 < d < 1 the process is antipersistent.

For the case of time series with periodical correlation function, the func-
tion c(∆Ly, d, rt) is defined as follows:

c(∆Ly, d, rt) =

{
1 if (∆Ly < 0 ∧ rt > d) ∨ (∆Ly ≥ 0 ∧ rt ≤ d)
−1 if (∆Ly < 0 ∧ rt ≤ d) ∨ (∆Ly ≥ 0 ∧ rt > d)

(4)
and depends on the sign of the difference ∆Ly(t) = y(t)− y(t− (L− 1)∆t),
where τ is equal to the period L∆t. Here the function c(∆Ly, d, rt) represents
a relationship between the values of y(t− (L− 1)∆t) and those of y(t+ ∆t),
which are separated by the interval L∆t. For d = 0 the interrelation is
maximal.The condition d = 1 leads to the Langevin equation without the
modification.

3. THE RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

The idea of the reconstruction procedure arises from a correspondence of
the Langevin equation with the Fokker-Planck equation and bases on numeri-
cal estimations of joint distribution function. The histogram procedure (HP)
[1] fails in the case of Langevin equation with memory, because it leads to a
wrong reconstruction of the function a(y). However, the procedure estimates
the function b(y) correctly.

In the case of non-Markov processes y(t) the following equation describ-
ing an evolution of distribution function p(y, t) can be derived [2]:

∂

∂t
p(y, t) = − ∂

∂y
[a(y)p(y, t) + E(y)p(y, t)] +

1

2

∂2

∂y2
[b(y)p(y, t)] (5)

The function E(y) which modifies the drift term contains a contribution of
memory effects. However, basing on assumptions concerning the function
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c(∆Ly, d, rt), it is difficult to derive an analytical form of the function. For
reconstruction of Eq. (2) from time series we propose the Modified Histogram
Procedure (MHP) in which the contribution given by function E(y) can be
estimated. The MHP algorithm used in our work is summarized in three
steps as follows:

1. First, from the time series under investigation we estimate the param-
eter d. For persistent processes it corresponds to the Hurst exponent
H, which can be find by using the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis.
For processes with periodical correlation function the interdependence
parameter d can be deduced from a sum of products sign(∆Ly(i)) and
sign(∆y(i+ 1)).

2. Next, we apply the histogram procedure (HP) which leads to a first
reconstruction a1(y) of function a(y) and b1(y) of function b(y). In
the procedure an appropriate method of estimation of joint distribu-
tion function is crucial. Various methods can be applied, for example:
the histogram estimate or for the smooth function - the kernel density
estimation (KDE) for bivariate data. According to Eq. (5) the recon-
structed function a1(y) differs from a(y) for a deviation E(y), but b1(y)
should be a good estimator of function b(y).

3. In the third step a magnitude of the deviation is estimated. To this
end, the time series generated by the Langevin equation (2) with the
parameter d estimated in step 1 and reconstructed functions a1(y) and
b1(y) is treated as the input to the second use of the histogram pro-
cedure. At the result, functions a2(y) and b2(y) are reconstructed.
According to our assumption that the deviation of function a(y) is
similar in the first and the second use of the histogram procedure,
we calculate the difference a2(y) − a1(y) and subtract it from the
first reconstruction a1(y), i.e., the proper reconstruction should be
aR(y) = a1(y)−[a2(y)−a1(y)]. Both reconstructions of b(y) are similar,
therefore we can put bR(y) = (b1(y) + b2(y))/2.

The reconstructed Langevin equation has a form Eq. (2) with a(y) = aR(y),
b(y) = bR(y) and the parameter d estimated in step 1.
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4. TESTING OF THE MODIFIED HISTOGRAM PROCE-
DURE

For testing of the modified histogram method (MHP) we use the Langevin
equation (2) with different functions a(y) and b(y) and different values of the
parameter d. This makes it possible to compare reconstructed functions to
the input ones. We choose four examples which represent different stochastic
processes with short and long-tail stationary distribution functions (Gaus-
sian, exponential, lognormal and inverse-gamma) to show that the MHP is
an effective procedure for reconstruction of the Langevin equation from many
kinds of time series.

The similar procedure was applied to two examples of geophysical time
series: the persistent one [3] and that with a periodical correlation function
[4]. The reconstructed Langevin equations constitute macroscopic models of
these phenomena.
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Abstract

Demands on the disaster response capacity of the European Union are likely
to increase, as the impacts of disasters continue to grow both in size and
frequency. This has resulted in intensive research on issues concerning
spatially-explicit information and modelling and their multiple sources of
uncertainty. Geospatial support is one of the forms of assistance frequently
required by emergency response centres along with hazard forecast and event
management assessment. Robust modelling of natural hazards requires dy-
namic simulations under an array of multiple inputs from different sources.
Uncertainty is associated with meteorological forecast and calibration of the
model parameters. Software uncertainty also derives from the data trans-
formation models (D-TM) needed for predicting hazard behaviour and its
consequences. On the other hand, social contributions have recently been
recognized as valuable in raw-data collection and mapping efforts tradition-
ally dominated by professional organizations. Here an architecture overview
is proposed for adaptive and robust modelling of natural hazards, following
the Semantic Array Programming paradigm to also include the distributed
array of social contributors called Citizen Sensor in a semantically-enhanced
strategy for D-TM modelling. The modelling architecture proposes a multi-
criteria approach for assessing the array of potential impacts with quali-
tative rapid assessment methods based on a Partial Open Loop Feedback
Control (POLFC) schema and complementing more traditional and accu-
rate a-posteriori assessment. We discuss the computational aspect of en-
vironmental risk modelling using array-based parallel paradigms on High
Performance Computing (HPC) platforms, in order for the implications of
urgency to be introduced into the systems (Urgent-HPC).

Keywords: Geospatial, Integrated Natural Resources Modelling and Management,

Semantic Array Programming, Warning System, Remote Sensing, Parallel Appli-

cation, High Performance Computing, Partial Open Loop Feedback Control
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1. INTRODUCTION: CONTEXT, PITFALLS AND THE SCIENCE-
POLICY INTERFACE

Europe experienced a series of particularly severe disasters in the recent years
[1, 2], with worrying potential impacts of similar disasters under future projected
scenarios of economy, society and climate change [3, 4]. They range from flash
floods [5, 6, 7] and severe storms in Western Europe with an expected increasing
intensity trend [8], large-scale floods in Central Europe [9], volcanic ash clouds
[10, 11, 12] (e.g. after the Eyjafjallajkull eruption), large forest fires in Portugal and
Mediterranean countries [13, 14]. Biological invasions such as emerging plant pests
and diseases have the potential to further interact e.g. with wildfires [15] and to
impact on ecosystem services [16] and economy with substantial uncertainties [17].

It should be underlined that these recent highlights are set in the context of
systemic changes in key sectors [18, 19, 20] which overall may be expected to at
least persist in the next decades. As a general trend, demands on the EU’s re-
silience in preparedness and disaster response capacity are likely to increase, as
the impacts of disasters continue to grow both in size and frequency, even con-
sidering only the growing exposure (societal factors) [21, 22]. The aforementioned
examples of disturbances are often characterised by non-local system feedbacks
and off-site impacts which may connect multiple natural resources (system of sys-
tems) [23, 24, 25]. In this particular multifaceted context [26, 27, 28], landscape
[29] and ecosystem dynamics show intense interactions with disturbances [30].

As a consequence, classical disciplinary and domain-specific approaches which
might be perfectly suitable at local-scale may easily result in unacceptable simpli-
fications within a broader context. A broad perspective is also vital for investigat-
ing future natural-hazard patterns at regional/continental scale and adapting pre-
paredness planning [31, 32, 33]. The complexity and uncertainty associated with
these interactions – along with the severity and variety of the involved impacts [34]
– urge robust, holistic coordinated [35] and transparent approaches [36, 37]. At
the same time, the very complexity itself of the control-system problems involved
[38, 39, 40] may force the analysis to enter into the region of deep-uncertainty [41].

The mathematization of systems in this context as a formal control problem
should be able to establish an effective science-policy interface, which is not a triv-
ial aspect. This is easily recognised even just considering the peculiarities – which
have been well known for a long time – of geospatially-aware environmental data
[42] and decision support systems [43, 44, 45], their entanglement with growingly
complex ICT aspects [46, 47] and their not infrequent cross-sectoral characteri-
sation. Several pitfalls may degrade the real-world usefulness of the mathemati-
zation/implementation process. While it is relatively intuitive how a poor math-
ematization with a too simplistic approach might result in a failure, subtle pitfalls
may lie even where an “appropriately advanced” theoretical approach is proposed.
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Mathematization should resist silo thinking [48, 49] temptations such as academic
solution-driven pressures [37, 50] to force the problem into fashionable “hot topics”
of control theory: robust approximations of the real-world broad complexity may
serve egregiously instead of state-of-art solutions of oversimplified problems.

Other long-lasting academic claims are “towards” fully automated scientific
workflows in computational science, maybe including self-healing and self-adapting
capabilities of the computational models implementing the mathematization. These
kinds of claims might easily prompt some irony [51] among experienced practition-
ers in wide-scale transdisciplinary modelling for environment (WSTMe, [52]) as a
never-ending research Pandora’s box with doubtful net advantages [53]. Complex,
highly uncertain and sensitive problems for policy and society, as WSTMe prob-
lems typically are, will possibly never be suitable for full automation: even in this
family of problems, “humans will always be part of the computational process”
[54] also for vital accountability aspects [55].

While a certain level of autonomic computing [56] capabilities might be essen-
tial for the evolvability and robustness of WSTMe (in particular, perhaps, a higher
level of semantic awareness in computational models and a self-adapting ability
to scale up to the multiple dimensions of the arrays of data/parameters; see next
section), here the potential pitfall is the illusion of fully automating WSTMe. The
domain of applicability of this puristic academic silo – although promising for rel-
atively simple, well-defined (and not too policy-sensitive) case studies – might be
intrinsically too narrow for climbing up to deal with the wicked problems typical
of complex environmental systems [57, 58, 59].

The discussed pitfalls might deserve a brief summary. First, perhaps, is the risk
of “solving the wrong problem precisely” [60] by neglecting key sources of uncer-
tainty – e.g. unsuitable to be modelled within the “warmly supported” solution
of a given research group. During emergency operations, the risks of providing
a “myopic decision support” should be emphasised; i.e. suggesting inappropriate
actions [61] – e.g. inaction or missing precaution – due to the potential overwhelm-
ing lack of information [62] or the oversimplification/underestimation of potential
chains of impacts due to the lack of computational resources for a decent (perhaps
even qualitative and approximate) rapid assessment of them.

Overcoming these pitfalls is still an open issue. Here, we would like to con-
tribute to the debate by proposing the integrated use of some mitigation ap-
proaches. We focus on some general aspects of the modelling architecture for the
computational science support, in order for emergency-operators, decision-makers,
stakeholders and citizens to be involved in a participatory [63] information and de-
cision support system which assimilates uncertainty and precaution [64, 57]. Since
no silver bullet seems to be available for mitigating the intrinsic wide-extent of com-
plexity and uncertainty in environmental risk modelling, an array of approaches is
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integrated and the computational aspects are explicitly connected with the super-
vision and distributed interaction of human expertise. This follows the idea that
the boundary between classical control-theory management strategies for natural
resources and hazards (driven by automatic control problem formulations – “min-
imize the risk score function”) and scenario modelling under deep-uncertainty (by
e.g. merely supporting emergency-operators, decision-makers and risk-assessors
with understandable information – “sorry, no such thing as a risk score function
can be precisely defined”) is fuzzy. Both modelling and management aspects may
be computationally intensive and their integration is a transdisciplinary problem
(integrated natural resources modelling and management, INRMM [65]).

2. ENVIRONMENTAL RISK MODELLING - ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates a general modelling conceptualization where the interactions
among natural hazard behaviour, related transdisciplinary impacts, risk manage-
ment and control strategies are taken into account. The special focus on the many
sources of uncertainty [36] leads to a robust semantically-enhanced modelling archi-
tecture based on the paradigm of Semantic Array Programming (SemAP) [66, 67],
with an emphasis on the array of input, intermediate and output data/parameters
and the array of data-transformation modules (D-TM) dealing with them.

Arrays of hazard models h
ζf
j (·), dynamic information forecasts X ζX (i.e. me-

teorology) and static parametrisation θ ζθ (i.e. spatial distribution of land cover)
are considered. Their multiplicity derives from the many sources on uncertainty
ζ = {ζf , ζX , ζθ} which affect their estimation (or implementation, for the D-TM

software modules f
ζf
i (·) which are the building blocks of the hazard models h

ζf
j (·)).

Furthermore, during emergency modelling support the lack of timely and ac-
curate monitoring systems over large spatial extents (e.g. at the continental scale)
may imply a noticeable level of uncertainty to affect possibly even the location
of natural hazards (geoparsing [68] uncertainty). This peculiar information gap
may be mitigated by integrating remote sensing (e.g. satellite imagery) with a
distributed array of social contributors (Citizen Sensor [69, 70, 71]), exploiting
mobile applications (Apps) and online social networks [72]. Remote sensing and
the Citizen Sensor are here designed to cooperate by complementing accurate (but
often less timely) geospatial information with distributed alert notifications from
citizens, which might be timely but not necessarily accurate. Their safe integration
implies the supervision of human expertise, even if the task may be supported by
automatic tools [73]. Assessing the evolution in the timespan U t = [tbegin, tend] of a
certain hazard event for the associated array of impacts Ck,t may be also complex
(e.g. [41, 74, 75]). In particular, the array of impacts is often irreducible to a
unidimensional quantity (e.g. monetary cost) [76, 77].
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Figure 1 - Modular architecture for environmental risk modelling. Based on

Urgent HPC, it follows the Semantic Array Programming paradigm (image adapted

from [36, 52]) integrating as inputs remote sensing, meteo data and the Citizen Sensor.

The analysis of non-trivial systems subject to environmental risk and natural re-
sources management may naturally lead to multi-objective (multi criteria) control
problems, which might benefit from advanced machine learning techniques for
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mitigating the involved huge computational costs [78]. Indeed, the multiplicity
of modelling dimensions (states; controls; uncertainty-driven arrays of parame-
ters and scenarios; arrays of D-TM modules to account for software uncertainty)
may easily lead to an exponential increase of the required computational processes
(the so called “curse of dimensionality”). A viable mitigation strategy might be
offered by HPC tools (such as Urgent HPC [79, 80, 81]) in order to sample high-
dimensional modelling space with a proper method.

Box 1 – In a nutshell.

Context Demands on the EU’s resilience in preparedness and disaster response capacity
are likely to increase, as the impacts of disasters continue to grow.

• Classical disciplinary and domain-specific approaches which might be perfectly suit-
able at local-scale may result in unacceptable simplifications in a broader context.

Pitfalls Mathematization of systems in this context as a formal control problem should be
able to establish an effective science-policy interface. Academic silo thinking should
stop advertising solution-driven oversimplification to fit control theory “hot topics”.

• Although in this family of problems “humans will always be part of the computa-
tional process” (despite any academic potential illusion of fashionable full automation),

• evolvability (for adapting models to new emerging needs and knowledge) and ro-
bustness (for supporting uncertainty-aware decision processes) would still need

. a higher level of semantic awareness in computational models and

. a self-adapting ability to scale up to the multiple dimensions of the arrays of
data/parameters.

Multiplicity: uncertainty and complexity In this context, the boundary between clas-
sical control-theory management strategies for natural resources and hazards and sce-
nario modelling under deep-uncertainty is fuzzy (INRMM).

• A key aspect of soundness relies on explicitly considering the multiple dimensions
of the problem and the array of uncertainties involved.

• As no silver bullet seems to be available for reliably attacking this amount of
uncertainty and complexity, an integration of methods is proposed.

Mitigating with an integrated approach Array programming is well-suited for easily
managing a multiplicity of arrays of hazard models, dynamic input information, static
parametrisation and the distribute array of social contributions (Citizen Sensor).

• Array-based abstract – thus better scalable – modularisation of the data-trans-
formations (D-TM), and a semantically-enhanced design of the D-TM structure and
interactions (Semantic Array Programming) is proposed to consider also the array
of uncertainties (data, modelling, geoparsing, software uncertainty) and the array of
criteria to assess the potential impacts associated with the hazard scenarios.

• The unevenly available information during an emergency event may be efficiently
exploited by means of a POLFC schema.

• Its demanding computations may become affordable during an emergency event
with an appropriate array-based parallelisation strategy within Urgent-HPC.
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SemAP can simplify WSTMe modelling of nontrivial static [82, 83] and dynamic
[41, 75, 84] geospatial quantities. Under the SemAP paradigm, the generic i-th
D-TM module Yi = fi(θi, Xi) is subject to the semantic checks sem i as pre-, post-
conditions and invariants on the inputs θi, Xi, outputs Yi and the D-TM itself fi(·).
The control problem is associated with the unevenly available dynamic updates of
field measurements and other data related to an on-going hazard emergency. An
Emergency Manager may thus be interested in assessing the best control strategy
ut(·) given a set of impacts and their associated costs as they can be approximately
estimated (rapid assessment) with the currently available data. This data-driven
approach can be implemented as Partial Open Loop Feedback Control (POLFC)
approach [85] for minimizing the overall costs associated with the natural hazard
event, from the time t ∈ U t onwards:

ut(·) = arg minu∈U u
t , tend

[
C 1, tC 2, t · · · C k, t · · · C n, t

]
(1)

where the k-th cost C k, t is linked to the corresponding impact assessment cri-
terion. This POLFC schema within the SemAP paradigm may be considered a
semantically-enhanced dynamic data-driven application system (DDDAS) [41, 75,
84]. Finally, the Emergency Manager may communicate the updated scenarios
of the emergency evolution (by means of geospatial maps and other executive
summary information) in order for decision-makers and stakeholders to be able to
assess the updated multi-criteria pattern of costs and the preferred control options.
This critical communication constitutes the science-policy interface and must be as
supportive as possible. It is designed to exploit web map services (WMS) [86, 87]
(on top of the underpinning free software for WSTMe, e.g. [88]) which may be
accessed in a normal browser or with specific Apps for smart-phones [73].

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

NSF Cyberinfrastructure Council report reads: While hardware performance has
been growing exponentially - with gate density doubling every 18 months, stor-
age capacity every 12 months, and network capability every 9 months - it has
become clear that increasingly capable hardware is not the only requirement for
computation-enabled discovery. Sophisticated software, visualization tools, middle-
ware and scientific applications created and used by interdisciplinary teams are
critical to turning flops, bytes and bits into scientific breakthroughs [89]. Trans-
disciplinary environmental problems such as the ones dealing with complexity
and deep-uncertainty in supporting natural-hazard emergency might appear as
seemingly intractable [90]. Nevertheless, approximate rapid-assessment based on
computationally intensive modelling may offer a new perspective at least able
to support emergency operations and decision-making with qualitative or semi-
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quantitative scenarios. Even a partial approximate but timely investigation on
the potential interactions of the many sources of uncertainty might help emergency
managers and decision-makers to base control strategies on the best available –
although typically incomplete – sound scientific information. In this context, a
key aspect of soundness relies on explicitly considering the multiple dimensions
of the problem and the array of uncertainties involved. As no silver bullet seems
to be available for reliably attacking this amount of uncertainty and complexity,
an integration of methods is proposed, inspired by their promising synergy. Array
programming is perfectly suited for easily managing a multiplicity of arrays of haz-
ard models, dynamic input information, static parametrisation and the distribute
array of social contributions (Citizen Sensor). The transdisciplinary nature of
complex natural hazards – their need for an unpredictably broad and multifaceted
readiness to robust scalability – may benefit (1) from a disciplined abstract mod-
ularisation of the data-transformations which compose the models (D-TM), and
(2) from a semantically-enhanced design of the D-TM structure and interactions.
These two aspects define the Semantic Array Programming (SemAP, [66, 67])
paradigm whose application – extended to geospatial aspects [52] – is proposed to
consider also the array of uncertainties (data, modelling, geoparsing, software un-
certainty) and the array of criteria to assess the potential impacts associated with
the hazard scenarios. The unevenly available information during an emergency
event may be efficiently exploited by means of a partial open loop feedback con-
trol (POLFC, [85]) schema, already successfully tested in this integrated approach
[41, 75, 84] as a promising evolution of adaptive data-driven strategies [91]. Its
demanding computations may become affordable during an emergency event with
an appropriate array-based parallelisation strategy within Urgent-HPC.
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Abstract

Recognition is a basic, fundamental and complex function of com-
puter vision, where by a computing system is able to learn to recognize
shapes for later correctly classifying them. This paper involves the de-
velopment and implementation of a computer vision system, which is
able to perform the identification of a certain object group previously
”taught” to the system for subsequent classification and tracking. The
system is developed using digital image processing techniques and ar-
tificial neural networks in different stages according to a previously
designed architecture. The first step is training the artificial neural
network, for which are previously necessary the extracting of object
patterns, being this process accomplished through techniques of digi-
tal image processing, among which stands out the segmentation tech-
nique called Mean Shift. The neural network used is the multilayer
perceptron type, having its configuration two hidden layers, besides
the input and output layers; it applies Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm as its training algorithm. In a second stage, two processes are
performed: classification and tracking the objects under study. The
results, when testing with two different object sets, are quite satis-
factory. The identification and classification analysisof the artificial
neural network, yields an accuracy above 98%; while for the tracking
process there are very good results for scenes in which there are no
occlusions.

Keywords: computer vision, artificial neural network, digital image pro-

cessing, pattern recognition, heuristic algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual perception is the activity that most humans are able to perform all
day long. One of the biggest challenges that human faces, is to understand

1E-mail Corresponding Author: davidcantero.99@gmail.com
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image recognition organ function, in order to subsequently try to imitate
such operation through existing technologies, looking for solution to real
world problems. Computer vision arises inspired by human visual system
[1], which could be said to be the largest source of information for people, it
suggests processing information by different techniques, which are dependent
on the goals sought. The goal of computer vision is to model and automate
the visual recognition process, i.e., to distinguish between different objects.
Object recognition is one of the most fascinating abilities a human has since
childhood. A child is able to define and identify an objectat glance, or even
to tell its category, despite variations in appearance due to different reasons.

1.1. Importance and Motivation

Computer vision is a relatively new technological area compared to others,
and despite being very complex and difficult, it is constantly developing with
the emergence of new technologies over the years [1]. Recognition is a basic,
fundamental and complex computer vision function; whereby the system is
able to learn to recognize shapes for a later correct classification [2]; while
object tracking allows the analysis and observation of the trajectories and
behavior of them.

1.2. Objectives

1.2.1. General Objective

To identify and classify objects using Artificial Neural Networks and to
track their movements

1.2.2. Specific Objectives

• To process images captured by an optical sensor.

• To obtain object patterns.

• To identify the most appropriate neural networks model for the problem
stated.

• To train the neural network with the obtained patterns.
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• To classify objects captured by the optical sensor.

• To keep track of the studied object moving.

2. THEORICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. Computer Vision

Computer vision, also called artificial vision [3], is considered a branch of
classical Artificial Intelligence [4]. This includes a number of stages required
to give the computer the ability to capture and identify an image, so imitating
the process performed by humans. While the architecture and the stages of
a vision system are application dependent, some stages are found in most
applications, these latter are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Stages of an Artificial Vision System.

The artificial vision systems have different types of applications: mea-
surement, flaw detection, correction and recognition, which can be used in
areas such as industry, medicine and robotics.

2.1.1. Vision for Object Recognition

It is possible to consider two types of recognition [5], if a particular or
known object is looked for in the image, anobject detection is performed;
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however if different instances of a generic object classare sought, an instance
detection is performed. The last type is the process that divides objects into
different classes; for example, to recognize two different vehicle brands and
models, and according to certain shared characteristics, locate them in the
car class. Object recognition is based on assigning a class to different objects,
and the tool that makes this process is called a classifier [6].

2.1.2. Pattern Recognition

One feature is the basic unit used in representing objects [7]. These ob-
jects are represented by regions in a segmented image, they can be divided
into different sets, which from the classification view point is given according
to certain common characteristics. Some of these are measures of intensity,
color measurement, corners, texture, among others. These characteristics
are elementary numerical descriptions used by statistical object description.
The measured object according to its characteristics is called a pattern. The
pattern x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) that describes an object is a feature vector, and
the set of all forms of possible patterns is called feature space X. The clas-
sifiers are unable to recognize objects, but they can do it with the patterns
presented to them. The steps followed in pattern recognition are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Steps to pattern recognition.

2.1.3. Tracking objects in real time

Much of the tracking techniques or algorithms are based on scene change
detection in an image sequence [8]. Tracking may be simply defined as the
problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in the image plane as it
moves along, for that, the follower system assigns fixed labels to the object or
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objects to be followed during the image sequence. Difficulties in movement
monitoring include [8] abrupt changes in motion, changes in pattern appear-
ance, both: in the scene and in the object itself, and occlusions between
objects.

2.2. Digital ImageProcessing

Digital image processing (Figure 3) is described as the set of techniques
that generally have three main objectives [1]: enhancement, compression and
extracting a digital image measures so as to improve its visual interpretation
process by humans or by an autonomous machine system in a next stage.

Figure 3 - Steps to pattern recognition.

In the acquisition phase of the digital image, the image can be acquired
directly in that format, or by performing the sampling and quantification
thereof (the image). Preprocessing produces images with minimal unwanted
noise so as to facilitate the work of the following stages. At this stage the
operations are made on the images. Segmentation is the process by which the
scene object is analyzed isolately. Finally, in the phase of feature extraction,
data are converted in edges or points of the image so that they are readable
by computer.

2.3. Artificial Neural Networks
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Artificial Neural Networks are those used in order to mimic human brain
behavior, giving an unthinking object an approach to the information pro-
cessing capacity that people have. They can be used to solve problems in-
dividually or in combination with other techniques. They are able to solve
problems of identification, optimization, prediction and classification. The
elements which comprise an artificial neural network are (Figure 4): neu-
ron, where calculations are carried out, usually a weighted sum of the inputs
provided. Plus an activation function that generates anoutput. This basic
structure was proposed by McCulloch and Pitts [9].

Figure 4 - Basic structure of a neural network.

There are two phases in a neural network: training phase, where a set of
input data is used to determine the weights which define the network. These
are calculated iteratively with the aim of minimizing the error up until get-
ting an output close to the desired one. The other phase is called test phase
or information retrieval, in which a different set of data is used, from which
outputs are obtained. There are several artificial neural networks models,
among which may be mentioned: Perceptron, Multilayer Perceptron, Hop-
field networks, networks of radial basis neurons, Back propagation, among
others.

Multilayer Perceptron

The multilayer perceptron or MLP is a supervised neural network that
can take as input continuous or discrete values (binary), usually consisting of
a set of sensory units (input layer), one or more hidden layers and an output
layer as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Structure of a Multilayer Perceptron.

Having the network intermediate layers, the challenge was to find a learn-
ing algorithm to update the weights. Undoubtedly, the appearance of the
back propagation algorithm was the cornerstone for the interest resurgence
in neural networks, being since then one of the most studied and used algo-
rithms in learning process [10].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Resources Used

Hardware: Webcam, Notebook: 16 GB memory, Intel i7processor

Software: Technical programming language, Others, Lighting device.

3.2. System Architecture

The system architecture is defined as in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 - System Architecture.

3.2.1. Feature Extraction Module

In order to achieve this goal, tasks operations covering digital image pro-
cessing are performed. For object segmentation, it was used the technique of
moving average. A total of 18 distinctive object characteristics are extracted
from the objects, which are stored in an array, with their respective outputs
in another array. Average value of the Red component, Average value of
the Green component, Average value of the Blue component, Hue, Satura-
tion, Brightness or Value, Compactness, Entropy, Object statistics moments,
totaling 10.

3.2.2. Training Module

The type of ANN chosen for use in the application is the Multilayer
Perceptron (18 inputs nodes, 5 ouputs nodes, 2 hidden layers with 10 nodes
each one), due to its ability to successfully solve many problems. The training
role chosen is the one using the Levenberg-Marquardt method, having the
mean square error as a performance parameter.
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For training the ANN, 60% of the samples are allocated to the training
set and 40% to the test set, so as to use them in the recognition step.

3.2.3. Classification and Tracking Module

Run the whole process done in previous stages, but with the network
trained beforeh and so as to classify the objects in the scene sent by the web
camera and then to keep track of them.

4. TESTS AND RESULTS

In order to check the system operation, tests were carried out with two
sets of objects, divided into five classes. The first set of objects, called C1,
comprises the classes: Pencil, Compact Disc (CD), Notebook, Sharpener,
Eraser. Objects set C2 were used for the following tests, which consists of
5 kinds of fruits: Banana, Red apple, Green apple, Pear, Orange. Mean
error squared with a value of 10−9 is used as stopping criterion of the neural
network.

4.1. Set C1 recognition

The set is composed of 105 samples, which were divided: 60% for the
training set and 40% for the test set, i.e. 63 and 42 samples respectively.
The training process stops after 26 iterations when the error parameter is
minimized to the desired value.

4.2. Set C2 recognition

The set has 114 samples, which were divided into 60% for the training
process and 40% for the test set, i.e. 68 and 46 samples respectively. The
training process stops after 16 iterations (epochs) when the error parameter
reaches the desired minimum

4.3. Analysis of results

In order to perform the result analysis for the identification and classifi-
cation tests, confusion matrices were used, in order to obtain the sensitivity,
the ratio of false positives, the specificity and the accuracy of the ANN. From
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these matrices the total number of true positives, false negatives, false posi-
tives and true negatives are calculated, which are necessary for evaluating the
network. For Set C1, the network yields 40 true positives, 2 false positives, 2
false negatives and 166 true negatives. The results according to the criteria
presented above are exposed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Analysis of the results for the set C1

For Set C2, the network yields 44 true positives, 2 false positives, 2 false
negatives and 182 true negatives. The results, according to criteria presented
above,are exposed in Table 2.

Table 2 - Analysis of the results for the set C2
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Tracking tests

The mean shift tracking algorithm produced good results when the scene
is clean, without occlusion of the object. Occlusion is understood as the
partial or complete disappearance of the object under analysis. In cases
where there are object occlusions or when the object is in part out of the
scene, tracking is lost. For fast moving object, the algorithm takes time to
resume tracking it, but finds it again

5. CONCLUSIONS

A computer vision application was developed, with the capability to iden-
tify, classify and track certain objects. After analyzing the results, it is pos-
sible to state that the system has a very high efficiency and effectiveness.
Regarding the implementation of the artificial neural network, with the val-
ues obtained for both data sets, it is possible to express that it works quite
accurately for classifying objects presented, considering that obtaining classi-
fiers effectiveness of 100% is very difficult to achieve. One aspect to improve
is the tracking module, mainly for the occlusion problem which generated the
monitoring losing by the system. Another major problem presented was the
scene lighting, since a small change in it, critically affects the entire process.
Algorithms used for both tracking and segmentation, in this case the mean
shift algorithm, very effectively respond to the problem posed proving to be
robust algorithms for problems in this area.
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Abstract

Diabetic retinopathy is a condition occurring in persons with dia-
betes, which causes progressive damage to the retina and ultimately
case of blindness. Its detection in its early stage with proper and vigi-
lant treatment and monitoring of the eyes can reduce the risks. In this
work, a novel automatic detection of diabetic retinopathy is proposed
based on the combination of image segmentation, feature extraction
and Support Vector Machine classifier. The proposed approach gives
in 95% accuracy, resulting in a valid diabetic retinopathy detector.

Keywords: Retinal Images, Diabetic Retinopathy, Image segmentation,

Feature extraction, Blood Vessels, Hard Exudates, Microaneurysms, Support

Vector Machine.

1. INTRODUCTION
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) often has no early warning signs. Even mac-

ular edema, which may cause vision loss more rapidly, may not have any
warning signs until an advanced stage. Cataracts, glaucoma, and most im-
portantly, damage to blood vessels inside the eye, is a condition known as
diabetic retinopathy. The screening of diabetic patients for the development
of DR can reduce the risk of blindness in these patients by 50% [1].

Retinal image classification has been done by various methods [4], [8]
and [10]. These approaches are based on features extraction from the retinal
images using image processing techniques. Many works [11–15] describe dis-
tribution of exudates, count, size and the distribution of the hemorrhages and
microaneurysms considered for segmentation, an algorithm to grade the level
of retinopathy in retinal image and multiple classifiers for the classification
process.

Diabetes UK guidelines [6] establishes that any procedure used for screen-
ing sight diabetic retinopathy should have at least 80% sensitivity and 95%
specificity.
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The retinal blood vessels are derived from the central retinal artery and
vein, which lie in the optic nerve. The hard exudates (HE) are found in
diverse sizes from puny blots to booming tracts with clear peripheries and
the microaneurysms (MA) are the vital symptoms of Diabetic Retinopathy
and a tiny area of blood protruding from an artery or vein in the back of the
eye.

Blood vessels, hard exudates and microaneurysms segmentation is done
on retinal images because these are the best indicators of DR. The features
used include the areas of these segmented structures. By using Support
Vector Machine, we propose an automatic system which classifies as normal
or DR images, based on the features extracted.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides more
detailed information about the proposed methodology; the first part of the
method includes retinal structures and pathologies segmentation algorithms
and sequences of images generated by applying those algorithms. The second
part corresponds to feature extraction; here the input data is transformed
into the set of features. In the last part, the classification process is proposed,
which analyzes the numerical properties of various image features and orga-
nizes data into categories. In Section 3 experimental tests are described,
including the the characteristics of the images used, quantities of training
and test images and it is exposed the results in terms of sensitivity, speci-
ficity and accuracy metrics. Finally, Section 4 concludes and evaluate the
overall performance obtained in this work by the proposed methodology.

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The scheme for the proposed methodology is given in Figure 1. As a first
step, it segments blood vessels, hard exudates and microaneurysms separately
from input retinal images. Then as second step, the blood vessels, HE and
MA areas are extracted, so they can be used in third step for classification
by SVM classifier.
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Figure 1 Proposed Methodology, Steps: (a) Detection and segmentation,
(b) Feature extraction and (c) SVM classifier.

2.1 Detection and Segmentation

Segmentation is the process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image
such that pixels with the same label share certain visual characteristics. The
goal of segmentation is to simplify and change the representation of an image
into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze [2], [3]. Image
segmentation is used to locate structures of the eyes like blood vessels and
retinal eye abnormalities like hard exudates and microaneurysms.

Detection of Blood Vessels: This first part involves the extraction of the
green channel from image Iin because blood containing features appears most
contrasted in this channel. Over the green channel image is applied a con-
trast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [17] to smoothen the
background and intensity normalization such that it spreads pixel intensities
more evenly over the intensity range. After that, it is applied a median filter-
ing resulting in image Imf to remove noise, and then Imf with the enhanced
image to obtain highlighted blood vessels. This image is thresholded in in-
tensity to yield an new image. It is then applied a closing operator from
Mathematical morphology with a line structuring element to highlight the
vessels in the image; after that we delete small connected elements to remove
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noise in the binary image, the result image is the final Ibv image. The pro-
posed method can be seen in Figure 2, and the sequence of generated images
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 2 Blood Vessels detection block diagram.

Detection of Hard Exudates: HE are bright lesions, it is easier to detect
them in the intensity channel. As a first step of the algorithm the inten-
sity channel is obtained from the original RGB image Iin, then this image
is closed by a disk structuring element. After that, we obtain the bright
component applying Top-hat transform by a disk structuring element, the
resulting image is thresholded to yield a new image. From this new image
it is extracted the remaining parts of blood vessels. Because in some retinal
images circular edges are brighter, they can be recognized as hard exudates,
the morphological gradient is calculated and the circular edge is extracted
from the image. Also, the optic disc can be confused as hard exudate, to solve
this problem optic disc is identified and removed by method based on [7] to
get a final image Ihe.The proposed method can be seen in Figure 3, and the
sequence of generated images is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 3 Hard Exudades detection block diagram.

Detection of Microaneurysms: MA are difficult to detect in retinal images.
First, median filtering is performed on the green channel Iin to reduce noise in
the image; then it is applied intensity normalization and CLAHE for image
enhancement. Over the enhanced image is then applied a morphological
erosion by a disk structuring element. After that, it is obtained the internal
border by calculating the difference between the enhanced image and the
eroded one. This image is thresholded in intensity to yield an image with
MA patches. From this image, connected elements between minimum and
maximum pixels are extracted to obtain the possibles MA. Finally, a closing
operator by a disk structuring element is applied to highlight circle shaped
elements, obtaining a new image from which the circle shaped connected
elements are the MA detected Ima. The proposed method can be seen in
Figure 4, and the sequence of generated images is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 4 MA detection block diagram.

Figure 5 Blood Vessels segmentation images sequence (a) Retinal image,
(b) Green Channel image, (c) Equalizated image, (d) Intesity adjusted

image, (e) Median filtered image, (f) Subtracted image, (g) Thresholded
image, (h) Closed image, (i) Image with deleted connected elements, (j)

Blood Vessels Segemented Image Ibv.
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Figure 6 Hard Exudates segmentation images sequence (a) Retinal image,
(b) Intensity channel image, (c) Closed image, (d) Top-Hat transformed
image, (e) Thresholded image, (f) Blood Vessels image, (g) Circular edge

image, (h) Optic disc image and (i) HE segmented image Ihe.

Figure 7 Microaneurysms segmentation images sequence (a) Retinal
image, (b) Green Channel image, (c) Median filtered image, (d) Intesity
adjusted image, (e) Equalized image, (f) Eroded image, (g) Subtracted

image, (h) Thresholded image, (i) Image with deleted connected
components and (j) Image with circle shaped components Ima.
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2.2 Feature Extraction

The feature vector used for classification consists of three features ob-
tained from segmentation of retinal structures. These features are the area
of blood vessels (Fbv), hard exudates (Fhe) and microaneurysms (Fma). This
features are determined by finding the total number of white pixels in Ibv,
Ihe and Ima images respectively.

2.3 Classification

The classification is performed by a well known binary classifier called
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [16]. It achieves a significantly higher search
accuracy in image classification than traditional query refinement schemes
after just three to four rounds of relevance feedback. SVM receives a set of
training features, each marked as belonging to one of two categories, 0 if its
a healthy retina and 1 if it is a retina with DR; this allows to construct a
model that assigns one or another category of features to be classified.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

For these experiments, 100 images from MESSIDOR database have been
used. The resolution of these images are 2240 x 1488 pixels. For further
information about the database see in [5]. The images selected for testing
include blurry and low lighted images so as to test the robustness. The
diagnoses have been provided by medical experts for each image.

For MA and blood vessels segmentation, it was used a threshold value
of 30 and for HE segmentation the threshold value was 20; this values were
chosen empirically based on previous tests performed on a subset of the
database.

The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the classification are
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Sensitivity means the percentage of ab-
normal retinal images classified as abnormal, specificity means the percentage
of normal retinal images classified as normal and accuracy is percentage of
correctly diagnosed images of total quantity of images. As training images,
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Table 1: Classification rates results

Metrics Training images Test images Correctly classified Classification
Accuracy

Sensitivity 10 38 35 92.11
Specificity 10 42 41 97.67
Accuracy 20 80 76 95

twenty images (10 normal and 10 DR images) along with their correspond-
ing ground truths were used. For testing, a set of eighty images (42 normal
images and 38 DR images) were taken and their features were calculated.

From Table 1, it is observed that 1 from 42 normal images was not cor-
rectly classified, giving a 97.67 % specificity rate whereas 3 from 38 DR
images were misdiagnosed, that is 92.11% sensitivity rate, that will be a
total of 76 correctly diagnosed images from 80 test images obtaining 95%
accuracy rate.

During the experimental tests, when we increased the accuracy in the
detection of DR, it was perceived a decrease of the number of correctly iden-
tified as normal.

4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHERWORK

In this work, the detection and segmentation process is done by using
Mathematical Morphology and image enhancement techniques. This first
part performs image segmentation which includes the isolation of blood ves-
sels, HE and MA, after that the SVM classifier is trained through supervised
learning for the features extracted to classify the retinal images.

We achieved our goal of overcoming 80% of sensitivity and 95% specificity.
As furtherwork, we can add more features (such as soft exudates and hemor-
rhages) to increase the accuracy, use other retinal images databases, extend
the functionality by classifying the retinopathy grade by using a non-binary
classifier and compare the obtained results with the state of art.
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Abstract

Triatomines are vectors of Chagas, a neglected disease and a health
problem in 27 countries in Latin America. Although the burden caused
by Chagas disease decreased significantly between 1990 and 2001, cur-
rently is still greater than that produced by malaria, leishmaniasis,
leprosy and schistosomiasis [1]. The main mode of transmission is
through the vector, thus the importance of contributing with tools
for vector control and eventual elimination of the disease as a public
health problem. The main control strategy is focused on the chemical
spraying in infested dwellings with these insects, however quickly re-
infestation of houses and the restoration of the transmission cycle are
observed. Early detection of this process of reinfestation contributes
to the monitoring of these insects and prevents domestic vector trans-
mission. The purpose of this dissertation is to show the progress in
the understanding of the biological behavior of these insects in order
to open a window to the interdisciplinary audience, to promote the
innovation in new systems or tools that contribute to its control.

Keywords: Chagas disease, behavioral biology, vector, challenges to

control, new tools

1 Introduction

Triatomines are hemimetabolous insects. Before reaching adult stage, tri-
atomines progress through 5 larval instars, all of them obligatory hematophagous.
Nymphs require blood to achieve the molting process, while adults to keep
energy consumption during their activities. These insects live in sylvatic,
peridomestic and domestic habitats and their movement between these areas

1E-mail Corresponding Author: rojasdearias@gmail.com
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depends on the time of year, weather conditions, time of day and the physi-
ological condition of individuals [10]. It has been found that their movement
can be by flying or walking, mainly observed in females with fertile eggs [2].
There are several paradoxes related to their behavior. Like other nocturnal
insects are attracted by artificial light, however it has been reported that
are markedly photophobic. Currently, mechanisms of attraction to artificial
light have not been elucidated [9]. Other characteristic of these insects is their
immobility during the day, which is governed by the circadian clock. Phys-
ical contact with the surface and with other triatomines allows a mechanic-
sensorial stimulus that activates thigmotaxis. Triatomines are selective with
respect to humidity rather than temperature. After feeding triatomines move
towards places of lower temperature and decreases metabolism if access to
new sources of blood are not possible. Therefore, the selection of a shelter
depends of the multimodal integration of external stimuli and endogenous
signals [9].

2 How triatomines select their hiding places

Refuges are strategically selected in search of more suitable microclimate.
To reach them volatiles emitted by feces of triatomines distributed into the
environment in the proximities of their refuges are the main feature. The
feces emit pheromones, however to avoid empty sites attract triatomines, the
duration of the lure of feces is about 10 days. Taking into consideration both
phenomenon, it is therefore important to note that the attraction to light is
not similar when aggregation pheromones are present or absent [13, 9].

3 How triatomines locate their food sources

Host odors stimulate triatomines to leave their refuges when it detects at the
distance, the olfactory impulses indicate the direction but insects usually are
encourage moving against the current of air (anemotaxis). Like most sucking
insects carbon dioxide modifies the behavior of triatomines associated with
the endogenous circadian rhythm, stimulating the insects at early hours of
the scotophase. Carbon dioxide is not a specific attractant in triatomines,
in contrast are attracted by others like nonanal, isobutyric acid, and ammo-
nia present in the sweat of vertebrates. However, the insects are exposed to
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mixtures of odors, usually present in a synergistic way. Triatomines respond
to CO2 when concentration is around 300 ppm above the atmospheric con-
centration; however when lactic acid or fatty acids are exposed alone they
do not cause attraction. When CO2 is combined with lactic acid and fatty
acids could resemble a host [3, 4, 7, 5, 14]. The physical evidence that re-
lates to more attracting triatomines is heat and oriented towards the insect
host’s body, however little is known about how this system works. It has
been determined that Triatoma infestans detects heat of a face host up to 2
meters away and the body of a dog by several feet. Triatomines also detect
infrared rays; this is very important cue because the issue is not interrupted
by air currents or by the position of the insect. Remarkably triatomines are
exposed to multiple signals simultaneously, not only heat, so synergism can
be observed, so the response to the presence of a potential host depends on
the multimodal integration of a variety of evidences, the physiological state
of the insect and the individual experience [8, 11, 9].

4 How triatomines communicate with others

These insects use two systems for communication: a vibrating mechanism
and by other chemicals. The stridulation is used for sexual communication
and defense, while pheromones are used for different contexts. Stridulation
consists in a vibration that occurs when the insect rubs the tip of its rostrum
against a prosternal groove. This phenomenon occurs with alternate back
and forth movements. This vibration beeps, but since triatomines have not
auditory organs this vibration plays a fundamental role. Stridulation occurs
during mating, but is also used by females when are not receptive for copu-
lation. The vibration signals differ for each case (for matching or as alarm
for the defense) [15, 9]. Triatomines feces are sources of aggregation and ar-
resting pheromones, these are not species - specific and can therefore attract
other species. There is however hydrocarbons of cuticle origin, those insects
require physical contact with them, and generally correspond to arresting
pheromones [9]. Other pheromones are released during copulation, the ori-
gin of these volatiles has been controversial since it has been found butyric
acid (BA) from Brindley glands that is released when are disturbed and not
with sexual purposes; others suggest that sex pheromones are released by
metasternal glands of the female where there is no BA [6, 12].
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5 New advances in the understanding of the

biological behavior of triatomines

It is now known that insects are not small machines that respond to stimuli,
but rather have small brains that are capable of complex learning including
the acquisition of rules and concepts. However in Chagas vectors little in-
formation is known about mainly capability of learning due to weaknesses
in the proposed experimental designs. Nevertheless, this is a huge field for
experimentation due to triatomines are considered good models to measure
cognitive abilities as they can be bred in laboratory conditions, their sizes
are easier to handle and are easily stimulated by heat [17, 16]. Several tri-
atomine biology behaviors have been used to investigate control strategies as
capture traps and artificial refuges. Originally traps have been used with live
animals as hosts to attract triatomines, but are unusable for long periods,
for other cases have been used Baker’s yeast that produces CO2, or synthetic
pheromones and their synergism capacities. The biggest problem with these
traps is the limited persistence of attractants. Many issues in these assays are
unknown and required more research [14, 9]. Regarding triatomines disper-
sion, there are two issues: the role of signals for dispersion to look for a host
(this signal includes odors) and the second, orientation of triatomines based
on the light that is still widely discussed. Specifically it is necessary to know
if triatomines are really attracted to light or is an erroneous menotaxis. In
relation to the behavior of infected insect with Trypanosoma cruzi nothing is
known [9]. The genome sequence of Rhodnius prolixus has been elucidated,
giving the chance to open a new window for control research based in studies
of the molecular bases of their behavior. It is necessary more research in
their sensory capacities, how these insects access to information or localize
resources and communication, mainly how they use the multimodal sensory
inputs as well as how modulatory process of feeding are affected by insect
physiological processes and if these changes are induced by peripheral or cen-
tral components of the nervous system [9]. More work needs to be done in
different behavioral biology aspects of these insects; however, the own vector
is considered as one of the most fascinating models in insect science to carry
out experimentations in order to contribute to the knowledge to control main
vectors of Chagas diseases, which causes higher disabilities in Latin America
population.
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Abstract

Phage display technology has been developed and improved by re-
searchers from different fields, and its applications have extended from
protein engineering to biomaterial development. Phage display tech-
nology has been widely used in basic research such as studying the
sites and the networks of protein-protein interactions, and in applied
research such as developing new diagnostics tools, therapeutics and
vaccines and biomaterial. During this lecture, it will discuss how this
technology complements bioinformatics tools in the study of protein
interactions. Also it will explore the role of bioinformatics in the de-
velopment of new biotechnological products using filamentous phages.

Phages, also known as bacteriophages, are viruses that infect bac-
terial cells. Many phages such as M13 and fd are good protein ex-
pression vectors. In 1985, George P. Smith displayed foreign peptides
on the virion surface by inserting the foreign DNA fragments into
the filamentous phage gene III [1]. During this work, it was demon-
strated that foreign peptides in fusion proteins on the virion surface
were accessible and could be expressed in a functional form. Also in
that paper, Smith inferred that desired clones could be isolated from
a phage library of random inserts in a fusion-phage vector by one or
more rounds of selection. This allowed a direct correlation between a
genotype (gene sequence) with a phenotype (protein interaction).

By cloning large numbers of different DNA sequences into the
phage, is possible to produce display with a repertoire of many bil-
lions of unique displayed proteins. A phage display library is, in fact,
an ensemble of up to about 10 billion recombinant phage clones, each
harboring a different foreign coding sequence, and therefore displaying
a different guest peptide on the virion surface. This is called phage
display libraries.

Using phage display libraries is possible identify proteins able in-
teract to a specific target. The target of interest (could be a small
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molecule, protein or organism) is immobilized on a surface and ex-
posed to the phage display library. The bacteriophage particles dis-
playing on their surface a molecule with affinity for the immobilized
target will therefore bind and the rest of the library will be washed
away. The bound fraction can be eluted and amplified resulting in a
mixture of bacteriophage particles displaying the relevant molecule.
This procedure is repeated in a process called biopanning and allows
the identification of molecules with high binding affinity to the target
of interest.

Using mutagenesis techniques, is possible to produce a phage dis-
play library with multiple variants of the same protein; coupling this
with a directed biopanning is possible to identify mutants with higher
affinities to the selected target, this procedure is called Directed Evo-
lution [2]. This method enables the relatively rapid engineering of pro-
tein without requiring an in-depth understanding of structure/function
relationships.

The other procedure to produce engineered proteins is the rational
design, in this method proteins are modi

ed and assayed using computational tools. After that, mutations
are made in the protein and it function analyzed. However this ap-
proach requires an in-depth knowledge of the structural features of the
protein, and the complexity of the structure/function relationship in
enzymes has proven to be the factor limiting the general application
of rational design active site and their contribution to function.

Since both methods, rational design and directed evolution, pro-
duce different kind of information, a complementary approach in which
both methods collaborate in the improvement of protein function was
developed. In this approach directed evolution brings information to
rational design about the effect of change a position, and rational de-
sign brings information of which sites could be interest to modify by
directed evolution. Examples using this approach for the analysis of
proteins structure and function will be discussed.

In other terms, the capacity to transport peptides allowed the use
of this phage in the development of new diagnostics tools, therapeu-
tics and vaccines and biomaterial. Since the structure of the virus
is known, a rational design of recombinant virus using bioinformatics
tools, could be used in the development of biotechnological products.
During this presentation, it will analyze some examples of recombinant
phages developed using computational tools.

Keywords: Phage display, protein interactions, directed evolution.
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Abstract

In this work we demonstrated that the electrophoretic mobility of DNA
in agarose gel can be mathematically simulated by using Maxwell-Stefan
equations of mass transport as the constitutive equation of the mass conserva-
tion. Finite Different Lax-Friedrich approximation scheme was employed
to approximate the resulting nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tion. Here we used two-dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis (2Dgels)
to compare the electrophoretic mobility of supercoiled Dimers. Comparison
between experimental 2Dgels and numerical simulations showed a signifi-
cant agreement between both results, a fact that validate the approximation.

Keywords: DNA topoisomers, electrophoresis, 2Dgels, electrophoretic mobil-
ity, Maxwell-Stefan equations, Finite Difference Method, Lax - Friedrich scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bidimensional gel electrophoresis is one of the best methods to separate mole-
cules with different masses and shapes [1]. The DNA is a double stranded molecule
composed by so called nucleotides (Thymine, Cytosine, Adenine and Guanine). It
has been demonstrated that the electrophoretic mobility of the DNA molecules is
a function of the degree of supercoiling presented; in this way, the different types
are readily separated and identified [3, 4, 5]. Using mathematical simulations, we
were able to predict and reproduce the mobility of DNA molecules subject to the
electrophoretical variables (electrostatic potential, agarose gel concentration and
the DNA and buffer concentration).
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To better understand the contribution of DNA supercoiling to the electrophoretic
mobility we considered DNA molecules in the gel as a two-phase fluid model in
a porous media. Hence conservation law models are used for the mass and the
Maxwell-Stefan equation as a constitutive relation between the mobility of topoi-
somers and the electrostatic gradient of the 2D agarose gel electrophoresis. These
equations correlate the mass transport of a multicomponent system to a series of
driving forces like chemical activity, pressure gradient and the electrostatic poten-
tial [7]. Based on this model, we obtain a nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential
equation, which is subsequently solved using a Lax-Friedrich finite difference
scheme [8].

2. Numerical simulation of the electrophoretic mobility

In this section we considered that the porous media (gel) is homogeneous,
and rigid enough in order to neglect any modification in its structure and form,
also we assumed that the buffer ions are absorbed in the diffusion term and it is
determined experimentally. Finally, we considered the DNA as a fluid. The DNA
is denoted by subindex α while the buffer corresponds to the β component. Hence
the constitutive the Maxwell - Stefan equations for species α and β are:

xαxβ
Dαβ

(vα − vβ) +
xαvα
D∗
αg

= −xαzα
(
F

RT

)
∇φ (1)

xβxα
Dαβ

(vβ − vα) +
xβvβ
D∗
βg

= −xβzβ
(
F

RT

)
∇φ (2)

where x represents the molar fraction (saturation), vα the velocity of one compo-
nent, zα the elemental charge of the components considered, Dαβ the diffusivity
of α referred to β, F the Faraday constant,R the ideal gas constant, T the absolute
temperature and ∇φ the electrostatic potential applied. Equations (1) and (2) can
be reduced to the following expression for the velocity of

vα = −
(
F

RT
∇φ
)
Dαg

(
zα − zβ +

zβ
xα

)
+
vβDαg

Dβg

(
xα − 1

xα

)
, (3)

The value of vα was determined experimentally calculating the final position
of the topoisomers in the inmunotections and dividing it by the time required
for the electrophoresis. This value was employed to determine the experimental
value of Dαg and it was used to calculate the simulated value of vα in equation 3;
it was not possible to determine experimentally the value of vβ , so it was set as
proportional of the vα value.
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The conservation law for continuity of fluid α gives

∂txα − ∂r(v∗xα) = 0, (4)

where v∗ is mean fluid velocity given by v∗ := xαvα + xβvβ and ∂r denotes the
partial derivative with respect to the space variable, and t is the electrophoresis
running time. This equation was completed with the constitutive equations intro-
duced earlier. Combining the equations (3) and (4) we obtained the final equation
that must be approximate in order to simulate the electrophoretic mobility. So
combining and neglecting some terms, we obtained the following non-linear hy-
perbolic partial differential equation:

∂txα + ∂rf (xα, vα, vβ) = 0, (5)

where f (xα, vα, vβ) := (x2α(vα − vβ) + xαvβ).

Discretization of model equations. For simplicity in this section we rede-
fined xα(t, r) by u(t, r). We considered a spatial temporal dimensionless domain
for equation (5) of the form Ω̂× [t0, tf ] where Ω̂ = Ω ∪ ∂Ω with Ω = (r0, rf ). In
addition, a partition of the space in N intervals such as h = (rf − r0)/N and ri =
hi for all i = 0, ..., N . Analogously, the time was partitioned in M intervals such
as tj = τj with τ = (tf − t0)/M for all i = 0, ...,M . The discrete approximation
of u(τj, hi) ≈ uji . Then we discretized equation (5) using a finite difference
approxi-mation, the conservative nonlinear Lax-Friedrich method taking the form:

uj+1
i = uji −

τ

h

(
f̂ni+1/2 − f̂ni−1/2

)
, (6)

where f̂ni−1/2 = 1
2

(fi−1 + fi) − h
2τ

(
uni − uni−1

)
. It is important to emphasize the

necessity to satisfy the stability CFL condition max |∂uf(u, vα, vβ)| ≤ h/τ . The
value of max |∂uf(u, vα, vβ)| was determined from the Equation

max |∂uf(u, vα, vβ)| = |2xα
(
−CDαg

(
zα − zβ +

zβ
xα

)
+ vβDαg

xα − 1

Dβgxα
− vβ

)

+ x2α

(
CDαgzβ
x2α

+
vβDα

Dβgxα
− vβDαg(xα − 1)

Dβgx2α

)
+ vβ| (7)

where C = FE/(RT ) a constant for the conditions of simulated.

3. Comparison of experimental and numerical results.
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Figure 1: Plot of the mathematical approximation of the Maxwell-Stefan equation.

For numerical resolution we considered the following of the constants: Fara-
day constant F = 96485.34C/mol, electrical constant E = 100V/m, universal
constant of gas R = 8.314472J/mol.K, working temperature T = 293.16K,
zα = −38, zα = −3 and vβ = 1.92vα. The value of vα at each step is obtained by

vα = −3.5393e−11∆Lk3 + 1.2629e−10∆Lk2 + 2.6538e−8∆Lk + 8.4757e−7, (8)

where ∆Lk is the supercoiling degree of each topoisomer.
In Figure 2 is shown the difference mobility as a function of the ∆Lk for

supercoiled dimers for 1D and 2D electrophoresis inmunodetections. Observe
that the strong superposition of both results: simulation and experimental (elec-
trophoresis). In fact, the largest error was about 1.4mm, which can be considered
a very good agreement between both results. This results validate the model and
the numerical method implemented.

4. Conclusions

The numerical simulation showed very good approximation to the experimen-
tal results. The results obtained so far encouraged us to improve the modeling as
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Figure 2: Comparison of the experimental and the simulation data. Graphic rep-
resentation of the final position of dimeric topoisomers during the 1st and the 2nd
dimensions.

well as to develop faster numerical schemes.
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Abstract

This work involves the design and implementation of a device,
electronic sensor, capable of detecting the entry of Triatoma infestans
bugs (commonly known as vinchucas) into a trap, in order to study
the efficiency and effectiveness of kaolin porous tablets, produced to
promote slow release of the attractant pheromone, in this case the
benzaldehyde, to be applied during the vector control transmitter of
Chagas disease. Paperboard boxes are used as traps in which the
porous tablets impregnated with pheromone are placed. In addition,
optical methods are used, i.e., infrared photoelectric sensors (LEDs
senders and receivers) and a computer with a new software able to
record, filter and discriminate analog signals occurring with unex-
pected movement of bugs. With this new software it is possible to
analyze the applicability of the electronic system and the effectiveness
of the pheromone. The biggest challenge of this implementation is to
ensure the detection of the insect when it enters in the trap. These
photoelectric sensors are strategically placed at all entrances of the
traps. The system, sensor and pills are thoroughly tested in labora-
tory with controlled bugs (coming from CEDIC facilities) in different
states and sexes (nymphs and adults, males and females) for more
than 60 days. The results are considered satisfactory, since they ex-
ceeded the results generated by traditional systems through manual
detection.

Keywords: Infrared sensoring, Triatoma infestans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Paraguay, as well as in other Latin American countries, Chagas disease
is one of the pressing issues in the area of public health [1]. This disease is
caused by the parasite Trypanosoma cruzi, being Triatoma infestans insect,
or commonly called vinchuca, the main vector of South America [2]. Cur-
rently, it also comes to be a growing concern in European countries and the
United States, due to the growing eco-tourism to South American countries,
where Chagas disease is referred to as an exotic disease.

There are enough development of techniques to control bugs by pheromones
[3] in the literature. Thus, studies have been performed using different mate-
rials release pheromones attract way to control insect pests in agriculture
[4]. Lately, there were new systems for the particular detection of Tri-
atoma infestans. One of the instruments built by the CEDIC (Centre for
the Development of Scientific Research - Paraguay) in collaboration with
the Polytechnic School of the National University of Asuncion is a system
with sensors primed with preexisting pheromones [6], to which they incor-
porate slow-release tablets of the most attractive pheromones identified as
most attractive [7].

Because these new tablets are attractive by slow release of pheromones
over 90 days [7], monitoring or manual verification vinchucas presence could
be inefficient, especially if the traps are placed in remote areas of the cities.
This is the main motivation for the research of an automated detection of
vinchucas, and consequently, the reason for the design and development the
electronic device that present in this paper.

Therefore, the structure of the paper is as follows: first, we depict the lab
facilities on which were carried out the tests with controlled live vinchucas
strategically placing traps. Then the electronic and computer system for
the automated detection (physical configuration circuit, sensor locations and
programs involved) are described. Finally the results and the conclusions are
presented.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY

In order to avoid the possibility of vinchucas infestation, we built a cage
of nylon mesh, as Figure 1 shows. The cage had got two traps, one includ-
ing a tablet (T1) and the other without it (T2), both for the automated
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detection by sensors. The bugs were released in the center of the cage, so
they dispersed throughout the cage, slipping quickly into the darkest and
tight places. Afterwards, we observe that the vinchucas tended toward the
traps either T1 or T2, in order to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of
kaolin porous tablets. During the experiment, our electronic system would
be monitoring all the time the presence or absence of insect events in each
trap box.

Figure 1 - Test facility (cage) plan in top view.

We decided to place traps in the farthest the cage in order to discriminate
possible coincidences and observe clearly where the vinchucas were addressed.
Each trap had double-sided tape, so that any object should be stuck entering
the box, also trapping vinchucas.

3. DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONIC-COMPUTER SYSTEM

Each trap consists of a cardboard box with a small electronic circuit board
for each entrance into the box. Figure 2 shows each electronic board of each
entry containing two embedded photosensors (LTH1550 model) [5].

The central hub has a series of analog inputs, six channels in this case, to
receive signals from the photosensors. This centralized circuit communicates
with a computer on which runs an application that plots and records the
events of each trap. The whole detection system is outlined in Figure 3.
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Figure 2 - Schema of a box (trap) in top view.

Figure 3 - Overview of automated detection system.

Central Hub of sensors. The central hub is fully designed and assembled
exclusively for laboratory tests. It is based on a general purpose microcon-
troller PIC16F1825. This microcontroller is a 8-bit processor RISC, which
contains an integrated analog-to-digital converter (A-D) of 10-bit resolution,
with 12 input channels and a automatic acquisition module; plus many other
features [8].

In our experiments, only six input channels are used, (named as AI1
to AI6). There are wires to board terminal blocks for easy installation,
connecting the analog signal coming from the sensors and fed with 5V to the
board photo sensors. This power is used by the microcontroller itself, and
therefore used by a module of internal A-D conversion, so that the voltage
ranges are suitable for the entire system.
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Digital communication with the computer. In order to connect the elec-
tronic sensors to the computer, an UART standard RS232 protocol with a
computer compatible port is used. The hub module incorporates controller
hardware UART protocol, which facilitates programming by setting all re-
quired parameters, which in this case are: baud to 9600 bits / s, no parity, 1
stop bit, 8 data bits and no flow control.

Embedded Photosensor LTH1550. LTH1550 photo sensors are mounted
on small printed circuit boards to connect the necessary resistors for driving
the LED emitter (resistor 1[kohm]) and for excitation of the collector of the
phototransistor (resistor 100[kohm]) embedded encapsulation LTH1550 such
as shown in the diagram of Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Schema of the electronic light sensor plate for a LTH1550
module.

The phototransistor produces a LTH1550 variation proportional to the
intensity of light reflected at the same current through its own infrared LED
transmitter. This current change is directly related to Ohms law with vari-
ation of voltage for the AD converter through resistor 100[kohm] that goes
directly to the analog input channel of the microcontroller which converts it
to a variation of digital values given by Equation 1.

digital value =
V × (210 − 1)

V cc
, (1)

where V is proportional to the light intensity and it is multiplied by the
number of values that can take the AD converter which in this case, is 10
bits, so you can have 1024 possible values, from 0 to 1023. Vcc is the power
converter which is the same as the microcontroller and equal to 5[V].

Due to the environmental infrared light in the laboratory plus those emit-
ted by the LTH1550 photosensor by its own, the maximum variation of clarity
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and darkness is about 1[V] voltage, ranging from 3,5[V] to 4,5[V], correspond-
ing to maximum clarity and maximum darkness, respectively. The maximum
clarity reaches at a clear reflection of white paper in front of the sensor, at a
distance of 1[cm]., and the maximum darkness reaches at dark pad (simulat-
ing an adult bug) closer than the thickness of the pad (approximate height
of an adult vinchuca). This test was performed in order to calibrate and
to estimate the voltage variation when the vinchucas pass under the optical
sensor.

Tests with adult vinchucas produced a similar voltage variation, but not
reaching to the maximum intensity of the pad. This can be explained consid-
ering that the color of the insect vector is not completely black. Therefore,
this proves that the maximum variation in voltage is about 1[V].

Considering equation (1) above, the maximum variation in voltage of 1[V]
corresponds to a maximum variation of a digital value of 206 units, enough
to plot by the corresponding algorithm in the computer.

Location of sensors. In order to detect the vinchucas, we use the lighter
color of the box floor and the darker color of the insect vector to detect the
variation of light in the box trap. Thus, the LTH1550 photosensor can detect
this variation of dark and light when bug enters passing under the sensor,
located above each entrance to the trap.

Figure 5 - Front view of an entrance to the trap. Top: plate with a light
sensing LTH1550 and down two sensors. Dashed lines show the

approximate area of detection.

Finally, there are two LTH1550 per plate, and a plate for each entry. This
implies that we have 2 analog signal voltage variation per entry to the trap
that should go to the microcontroller analog channels at the central hub.
Since this set has 6 channels, we may cover up to 3 entries to the trap in our
laboratory cage.
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Programming the microcontroller. The logic programmed into the micro-
controller simply involves reading six analog channels, applying a filter by
averaging 25 samples of each channel and send a packet of data via UART
from ASCII to a connected computer. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the
function of an analog read channel and average filter application. This flow
is repeated for each channel whose result will be sent to the computer.

For this application the average filter is appropriate and sufficient for
the computational requirements needed for this digital process is low (and
the microcontroller used is low-end), because the input signal changes slowly
when entering the insect and the same is relatively slow moving as tested.

The number of samples was determined by the latency testing main oper-
ating cycle, which should at least read all channels about 5 times per second
to get a sense of real-time acquisition and subsequent plotting of the signal
from the sensors.

The reason why it is necessary the filter is simply to prevent outside
interference by occasional sudden changes in the signal, so that these are not
reflected in the computer and the algorithm does not detect it incorrectly.

Figure 6 - Flowchart of the acquisition and application of average filter for
each analog input channel of the microcontroller.

Computer Programming. The desktop application for Microsoft Windows
developed in Visual Studio Express 2010 capture the analog data filtered by
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the microcontroller and graphics via a GUI component called PictureBox.
Given that each light sensing plate includes two LTH1550 photo sensors, this
application first finds the average value of these two signals for a single graph
for light sensing plate or entrance to the trap.

When a dark object passes under the sensor, the voltage rises and delivery
photo sensor therefore accentuated curve upward enough to set a detection
algorithm, Figure 7 shows a dark object entering the box, it can be any
object the very dark or insect vector, and the curve shows along its width in
time throughout the entering process of the insect, from head to tail.

Through numerous laboratory tests, it has been verified that vinchucas
normally enter (or come close) to the trap slowly, but this process lasting
more than 1 minute. That is why the logic of counting takes a delay of 1
minute, so that if after detecting the first signal variation that exceeds the
upper threshold, a margin of safety time in which the bug can be taken, is
added shake their income, causing many changes in the signal, but inhibiting
their inaccurate count due to the delay (false positives).

Figure 7 - Screenshot of the graph generated by the computer software
when you enter a dark object. The red color represents the average value of

channel 0 and 1 (AI0). Green to the average value of channel 2 and 3
(AI2). So that two entrances are monitored with 4 channels.

Obviously the location of the reference lines will depend on the ambient
light, the color of the insect vector, the stability of the signal or electrical
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noise present on the power supply or the environment itself, among other
external factors unforeseen. That is why we developed the program provides
the option to calibrate, which is nothing more than eye locate references
lines or thresholds to be considered for the Schmitt trigger type behavior.
This calibration should be done whenever the sensors change of environment.
This is the main disadvantage of this method of optical detection, since it
depends pretty lighting and color work environment (or reflectivity of light)
of the object mentioned above.

The variation of digital values of 206 units found by equation (1) above
is what is represented in the graph of computer software and directly related
to the pixels on the screen (and GUI picture box object) and a scale factor,
but could relate also voltage or even better, with light intensity.

Surprisingly, despite stability in the signal observed during the day and
record all changes, the experiment provided the next day dawned, the algo-
rithm counted some vinchucas, but none of them caught in the trap. Because
of this, we decided to perform the experiments with night footage of more
than 10 hours straight, using cameras that capture infrared lights (having
a powerful transmitter) to film in the dark. This allowed also to show that
that despite the strong infrared light source there was vinchucas activity in
the cage.

Figure 8 - Flowchart counting logic in the computer software.
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4. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results of 52 hours of system testing is at a controlled
temperature of about 25 C, employing 6 vinchucas adult females in the cage,
and a cam capable of recording 13 hours maximum continued, and night
using infrared film.

Table 1 - Summary of studies with automatic and manual detection,
proving the effectiveness of the system.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

This work contributes to several important issues for further research
and improvements related to the investigation in the field. On one hand, the
developed system collaborated with a parallel work of checking the efficiency
and effectiveness of kaolin porous tablets, produced to promote the slow
release of the pheromone, in this case the benzaldehyde.

On the other hand, the effectiveness of a cheap and simple electronic sys-
tem for detection of dark objects (like a bug) entering a box is also shown.
Simple algorithms were developed based on the observed natural reaction of
these bugs. We have to point out the advantage of the automation of minia-
turized embedded systems and their low energy consumption. Moreover, the
electronic system is not complex also provides deployment in harsh environ-
ments. Furthermore it was also found that the presence of infrared light in
the environment does not prevent the normal activity of these bugs, which
was in strong doubt in the course of this work, which mostly operate at night
or in the dark.
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It is noteworthy that the main disadvantages of this method of detection
has to do with the optical sensor itself, which when infrared is strongly
affected by sunlight and by recognizing any dark object by reflection not
only detect vinchucas but any other insect or similar object. Therefore, it is
a challenge for the future work to be able to identify the object entering the
trap (not covered in this paper), in order to discriminate and avoid making
false positives in field, e.g. counting other species of bugs.
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Abstract

We study the deterministic spin dynamics of an anisotropic mag-
netic particle at

nite temperature using the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch equation. We
assume that the external magnetic field is comprised with a constant
and a time dependent term. We focus our study for temperatures
below of the Curie temperature. We characterize the dynamical be-
havior of the system through calculation of the Lyapunov exponents,
bifurcation diagrams, and Fourier power spectra. We find that the
system presents multiple transitions between regular and chaotic be-
havior when we varied the magnitude and frequency of the applied
magnetic field, and the temperature.

Keywords: Chaotic dynamics, Lyapunov spectrum, magnetization dy-

namics

The dynamical behavior of magnetic media in the fento-second and pico-
second regime can be possible due to the advances in the utra-fast pulsed
laser experiments. Some of the experimental observations, near to the Curie
temperature, are in agreement with the dynamics based on the Landau-
Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation [1]. This equation was derived for classical
ferromagnetic system by Garanin [2]. Recently, it was applied to micromag-
netic models at high temperatures [3]. In this work, we characterize the
dynamical behavior an anisotropic magnetic particle at finite temperature

1E-mail Corresponding Author: ojsuarez1@yahoo.com
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under the presence of a time dependent magnetic field using the LLB equa-
tion. We characterize this system through calculation of the Lyapunov ex-
ponents (LEs) [4, 5]. When the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) becomes
positive the system is a chaotic regime, while for LLE is zero or negative
the system exhibits regular states (quasi-periodic, periodic or fixed point).
Here, we explore the LEs as a function of the temperature, magnitude and
frequency of the applied magnetic field.

Figure 1 - Lyapunov exponent as a function of the frequency Ω for two dif-
ferent temperatures: T = 0 (a) and T = 0.6TC (b).

Figure 1 shows the LEs as a function of the frequency, at the two different
temperatures: T = 0 (a), and T = 0.6TC (b). In the frame (a) we observe
that the regular states are presented for low frequencies (Ω < 0.11) or for high
frequencies (Ω > 1.17), whereas the chaotic regimes occur for certain values of
Ω. Also, we observe alternation between chaotic and regular domains. When
the temperature is increased, higher amount of chaotic domains appear at
low frequencies as it is shown in the panel (b). At T = 0.6TC the threshold
in which the states become purely regulars is Ω = 0.732. Let us comment
that for higher temperatures we observe that chaos is vanished for lower
thresholds.
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Abstract
In this work we use quadratic programming in order to simulate

and control the heat distribution on an electronic circuit board. The
controller acts on the board in both transient and steady states, driv-
ing the temperature values from a given distribution to another de-
sired one. The control variable is subject to equality and inequality
constraints. The incorporation of inequality constraints in the syn-
thesis of the controller allows a better representation of the physical
conditions of the system model. A quadratic cost function is defined
to penalize the error between the reference value and the measured
value of the temperature, which is represented by the state variable
y. The energy employed by the control variable v is also included in
the cost function. So we have three weight factors (α, β, γ) associated
to each one of the terms of the cost function . The goal of this work is
to find the appropriate tuning of the mentioned weight factors so the
controller acts optimally over the circuit, keeping the control variable
v within the limits of the constraints. The results help to evaluate the
necessary constraints to obtain an optimal heat controller.

Keywords: Quadratic programming, Active Constraints Method, Op-

timal Control.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this work, we are interested in solving a parabolic constrained opti-
mization problem of the form:

min J (y, v)

subject to

{
H(y, v) = 0
G(y, v) ≤ 0,

(1)
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where J (y, v) is a cost function to be minimized establishing the performance
of the system, H(y, v) = 0 are the equality constraints representing the sys-
tem that corresponds to a parabolic state equation including the boundary
and initial conditions of the system, and G(y, v) ≤ 0 are the inequality con-
straints that are considered to model the restrictions on the control variables.

Parabolic optimal control problems model several processes in electronics
engineering that had an increasing interest in the last decade. Computational
aspects, when only equality constraints are considered, have been discussed
previously in [6,9], nonlinear aspects in [7] and parallel numerical implemen-
tations have been proposed in [8].

In this work we explore a numerical optimal solution of a heat distribution
in a 2D electronic circuit [5,9] subject to inequality restrictions on the control
variable v. The distribution of the temperature y on the circuit Ω is modeled
through a dimensionless heat equation with f modeling the internal circuit
sources terms. In problem (1) the dimensionless heat equation is represented
by H(y, v) = 0 and it is given by:

∂ty = 4y + v + f in Ω (2)

where y and v are the state and control variables, respectively. In addi-
tion, the initial condition z(·, t) = z0 at t0 = 0 and the boundary condition
z(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω for t0 < t ≤ tf are specified. To simplify the notation the
dimensionless variables incorporate the properties of the circuit.

The performance functional J (y, v) is given by

J (y, v) =
α

2

∫

Ω

∫ tf

t0

‖y − ỹ‖2
2 +

β

2

∫

Ω

‖y(tf )− ỹ‖2
2 +

+
γ

2

∫

Ω

∫ tf

t0

‖v‖2
2

(3)

where ỹ is the target function that the system has to follow or reach in tf .
The constants α, β and γ are the tuning parameters which affect directly to
the solution of the system. Finally, the inequality constraints are denoted in
(1) as G(y, v) ≤ 0 and take the form η ≤ v ≤ θ for all t ∈ (t0, tf ].

To solve numerically the optimization with the constraints problem pre-
sented above, either the objective function and the constraints are first dis-
cretized and then optimized or they are first optimized and then discretized.
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In the context of this work, following [9] we use the first discretize then
optimize approach, and an all-at-once approach. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the discrete optimization problem is in-
troduced. In Section 3, the active restriction method and its algorithm are
presented, the numerical results are discussed in Section 4 and the Conclu-
sions in Section 5. The results present the sensibility of the method to the
constraints, and they show that the more restrictive the constraint is, the
more iterations are needed for the convergence of the algorithm, resulting in
more computational time.

2. DISCRETE PROBLEM

The discretization of problem (1) is performed using a standard finite
difference scheme for the space and a backward Euler for the time resulting:

J (z,v) =
1

2
(z− ỹ)TK(z− ỹ) +

1

2
vTGv + (y − ỹ)Tg (4)

and {
Ez + Nv = f
η ≤ v ≤ θ

(5)

where z is state variable vector and v is the vector control variable. To
simplify the notation in the algorithm we define vector x := [zT , uT ]T . The
problem (1) with respect to the discrete expressions (4) and (5) takes the
form:

Minimize f(x) =
1

2
xTQx + xTp (6a)

Subject to

{
aix = bi, i ∈ E
ajx ≤ bj, j ∈ I (6b)

where Q ∈ Rn×n is symmetric positive definite and x,p, ai ∈ Rn. Vectors
bi and bj are appropriate vectors that model the equality and inequality
constraints. The sets E and I are index sets associated to the feasibility
region denoted by S and defined as:

S = {x ∈ Rn, aix = bi ∀i ∈ E , ajx ≤ bj ∀j ∈ I}. (7)

The restrictions associated to indexes i ∈ E are specified as active, since they
establish equality constraints, while the restrictions associated to indexes
j ∈ I are denoted as inactive.
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3. ACTIVE RESTRICTION METHOD

In the active restriction method, given an estimation xk ∈ S, a minimiza-
tion subproblem is defined with active restrictions associated to xk. The
active restrictions define a working set Wk := {i ∈ E + I, aix = bi}. If xk

is not the optimal solution, meaning that it does not minimize the quadratic
form, then a new direction and a new solution xk+2 has to be found, starting
a new iteration of the method. It is important to remark that when a new
solution xk+1 is found the working setWk can be modified, since any restric-
tion defined initially as active, can be now inactive and viceversa. The new
feasible direction dk is found by considering that x̃k = xk +dk is the solution
of the following minimization problem:

Minimize f(x) =
1

2
xTQx + xTp (8a)

sujeto a {aT
i x = bi, i ∈ Wk (8b)

and the feasible direction is dk = x̃k−xk and a new xk+1 solution is obtained
by:

xk+1 = xk + αkdk, (9)

where αk is chosen in order to assure that the new solution remains in the
feasible region S as follows

αk = min


1, min

j /∈Wk,
aT
j dk>0

bj − aT
j xk

aT
j dk


 . (10)

If αk < 1 there is a restriction which does not belong to Wk that intersects
with the direction dk. In this case, this restriction must be included into
Wk obtaining a new Wk+1 6= Wk. The method proceeds performing a new
iteration (computing a new (9)) and including new restrictions until xk+1 is
optimal (being a local minimizer), i.e. it is the minimizer in the polytope
defined by the active restrictions that belongs to S. This means that x̃k+1 is
a candidate for local minimizer in its working setWk+1 and since xk+1 = x̃k,
then dk = 0.
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Given a initial feasible solution x0;
Set W0 as a subset with the active restrictions associated to x0

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
Find the solution x∗ of the problem (8) below

Minimize f(x) =
1

2
xTQx + xTp

subject to aTi x = bi, i ∈ Wk

Compute dk = x∗ − xk.
if dk = 0 then

Compute λi satisfying (12)

∑

i∈W
λiai = Qxk + p

and set W =Wk;
if λi ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ Wk ∩ I then

STOP. The desired solution is xk;
else

Take j = maxj∈Wk∩I λj , xk+1 = xk; and Wk+1 ←Wk\j;
end if

else if (dk 6= 0) then
Compute αk, and xk+1 = xk + αkdk.
if αk < 1 then

(some restrictions must be included),
obtain Wk+1 including new restrictions to Wk;

else
Wk+1 ←Wk

end if
end if

end for

To verify if a candidate solution xk+1 with dk = 0 is a local minimizer,
the Lagrange multiplier λi of the following expression are computed [1]:

∑

i∈W
λiai = ∇f(x̂) = Qx̂ + p. (12)

If all λj, j ∈ W∩I are negatives or zero, then x is a local minimizer for prob-
lem 6 and it can be considered as its solution. On the other hand, if some
Lagrange multipliers λj are positive meaning that there is a feasible minimiz-
ing direction, then the restriction associated to those Lagrange multipliers
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must be included to the working set, so the new working set Wk ⊂ Wk+1

and the iteration continues. Details about the stopping criterion, as well as
the convergence criterion of the algorithm can be seen in [1]. The algorithm
is summarized as follows:

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section the numerical results of the following optimal distribute
parabolic control problem are presented:





zt + zxx = v, x ∈ Ω, t ≥ 0,

z(x, 0) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t = 0,

z(x, t) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, t ≥ 0

η ≤ v ≤ θ, η, θ ∈ R

(13)

where Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1]. The target function is chosen as target y∗(x) =
x1(1−x1)e−x1x2(1−x2)e−x2 . The functional to be minimized is given by the
expression (3).

The spatial domain Ω is discretized using a uniform grid with grid spacing
h = (1 − 0)/Nx. Nx = Ny are the number of grid points in the direction x
and y, respectively. The time domain [t0, tf ] is discretized in Nt points with
τ = (1−0)/Nt. The internal tolerance for the iterative method is tol = 10−6.

Experiment 1. In this experiment we analyze the influence of the tuning
parameters α, β and γ in the quality of the solution. To this end, we consider
values of η = −100 and θ = 100. These values are high enough to decouple
the influence of α, β and γ in the solution of the influence of η and θ. This
means that the inequality restrictions are not active.

The solution is for two values of α, leaving β and γ as constants is pre-
sented at Figures 1 (a) and (b). The Figure 1 presents the temperature at
the middle point of the circuit. Observe that increasing the value of α the
difference between the solution obtained by the algorithm y and the target
function ỹ is minimized. The optimal value of α is 33.81. The influence of β
is important to deal with the boundary layer in the neighborhood of tf . The
optimal value is found around β = 100.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Numerical solution and reference target function at the middle
point of the circuit. (a) α = 1, β = 100 and γ = 0.00001; (b)
α = 33.81, β = 100 and γ = 0.00001; (c) α 33.81, β = 0 and
γ = 0.00001; (d) α 33.81, β = 100 and γ = 0.00001; (e) α 33.81,
β = 100 and γ = 0.001; (f) α 33.81, β = 100 and γ = 0.00001;
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When the value of γ varies leaving α and β as constants, a better solution
y is obtained when γ is decreased, and in fact it can be observed a stronger
influence of γ in the solution than the other two parameters. The optimal
value of γ is found at 1e-5.

Experiment 2. In this experiment, the sensibility of the methods is
analyzed , in terms of number of iterations as a function of the parameters η
and θ, that defines the constraints (5). For this experiment it is considered
α = 33.81, β = 100 and γ = 0.00001, Nx = 10 and Nt = 257.

In Tables 1 and 2 the number of iterations and constraints required by the
Algorithm 1 are shown as a function of η and θ, respectively. Observe that
the algorithm is more sensible to θ (upper bound) than η (lower bound). In

upper bound θ
10 6 4 3.5 3 2.5 2

lo
w

er
b

ou
n
d
η -10 1 (0) 13 83 150 283 607 1058

-6 1 13 83 150 283 607 1058
-2 1 13 83 150 292 638 1159
-1 1 13 83 153 289 806 1223
0 1 13 91 185 312 802 1205
1 1279 1287 1347 1358 1437 1851 2142

Table 1: Number of iterations of the algorithm as a function of η and θ.

upper bound θ
10 6 4 3.5 3 2.5 2

lo
w

er
b

ou
n
d
η -10 0 24 164 298 564 1216 2134

-6 0 24 164 298 564 1216 2134
-2 0 24 164 298 568 1224 2140
-1 0 24 164 304 576 1222 2140
0 0 24 180 368 622 1228 2144
1 2716 2734 2852 2882 2978 3270 3956

Table 2: Number of active restrictions depending on the values of η and θ.

Table 1 can be observed that the number of iterations needed by the algo-
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rithm to obtain a solution is increased when the upper bound θ is tighter. A
similar behavior can be observed with respect to the lower bound η, although
for this case, the behavior is much smoother.

The behavior observed at Table 1 can be understood better observing the
Table 2. Notice that when the distance between θ and η are decreased, the
number of active restrictions is increased. Then the algorithm has a necessity
to increase the number of iterations for seeking a solution.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article a tool for analyzing the distribution of temperature in a
circuit board was presented. The problem of optimal distribution was mod-
eled using an optimization with constraints approach where the performance
functional was quadratic and the constraints were equality and inequality,
associated to the differential equation and the restriction on the controller.
The active restriction method was used for solving this optimization problem.
The results help to understand the value of the restriction in the inequality
constraints in order to have a physical relevant solution, as well as the de-
sired response (solution) of the distribution of temperature in the board. In
addition, it was observed that the more restrictive the inequalities are, it
is more difficult (it takes more iterations) to obtain the convergence of the
algorithm. As a consequence, the algorithm has more computational cost in
terms of running time.
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Abstract

An optimal control problem for parabolic differential equations can
be solved using numerical methods when there is no known algebraic
solution. This can be done using time and space discretizations and
finding an approximate solution. When the solution needed is not
just the last instant of the evolution, but every modeled instant, some
memory problems arise in the problem discretization, due to the huge
size achieved from the involved matrices.

This work presents a parallel solution scheme on Portable Extensi-
ble Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc) for an Optimal Con-
trol Problem for Parabolic Differential Equations using a dual layer
KSP solvers that uses the Multiple-Shooting method to overcome the
memory problems presented.

Keywords: Parabolic control, multiple-shooting, PETSc, Parallel com-

puting

1. INTRODUCTION

A large amount physical phenomenons are modeled by partial differential
equations (PDE) [2]. Some of those phenomenons studied in engineering are
diffusion processes such as the heat dissipation, polyphasic fluid diffusion,
diffraction tomography among others, are modeled by parabolic partial dif-
ferential equations. Furthermore, in order to interact with the processes, a
control function is introduced to the equations, so that the process can reach
some desired target value.

The optimal control problem rises when the usage of the control function
and the target process value are conflicting variables [16]. In this work, a
cost function J(y, v) is defined that relates the modeled process y and the
usage of the control variable v.
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{
minimize J(y, v)

s.t. ∇ty = ∆xy + v
, (1)

The solution of the control problem is to find v in order to satisfy (1).
This work presents theoretical bases used to solve (1), then discusses the

construction of a dual layer Krylov Subspace Problem (KSP) [2] solver in
PETSc. An example of this method was used in a previous work [1], where
execution results are shown, because this work focuses on general concepts
about using the dual layer KSP approach, no time results are presented.

2. PROBLEM MODEL

To solve the optimal control problem (1) the discretization proposed in
[7] is used, that uses the finite differences method for the time discretization
and finite elements method for the spatial discretization. This approach
transforms the problem into the linear system:




Q 0 ET

0 G NT

E N 0






z
u
q


 =




f1
0
f3


 (2)

The system (2) can be solved in terms of the discrete control variable u
as shown in [11, 12, 1]:

Hu = b (3)

where H = G + NTE−TQE−1N and b = NTE−T (QE−1f3 − f1). This is a
parabolic linear system and there are many solutions for this type of problem
in the literature [3]. The usual PDE solution involves building the input
matrix H and the right hand side vector b [2, 4, 10].

In this case, the input matrix H is dense because it involves an operation
with E−1, the inverse of the sparse matrix E [18, 17, 20] and this is very
expensive in computational resources [9, 19].

3. SOLUTION MODEL

The solution implemented in PETSc is a dual layer KSP scheme, to avoid
building matrix H [8]. The outer solver is used to solve equation (3) and the
inner solver is used to calculate the product of E−1 and a vector.
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To aid in the speed of the solution [1], the inner solver used finds a coarse
approximation with the Parareal method [14] using a multiple-shooting [6]
approach.

This work presents a way to build the fine and coarse matrices needed for
the parallel implementation of the dual layer scheme, then describes a way
to edit the standard Conjugate Gradient method (used as the outer solver)
to use the coarse inner solver. This inner solver is not included as a PETSc
routine [5], therefore the coarse inner solver functions are also described.

The main issues to build a functional solver is to address the locality of
the data structures. This is very important, because each processor can only
access its local data structures and its portion of the calculated solution. In
this type of data distribution, the full problem and solution are held among
the different processors.

For the coming subsections, the following naming conventions are used: q̂
is the size of the space discretization of the state function, p̂ is the size of the
space discretization of the controller, l̂ is the size of the time discretization
(considered as the fine time discretization), k̂ is the size of the coarse time
discretization (for the inner solver). Notice that k̂ must divide l̂ to have
proper decomposition from de whole problem, for the approximation in each
processor, and let m̂ = k̂/l̂ be the amount of fine intervals for each coarse
interval.

3-A. Local Data Structures

The local data structures used are available in all the processors, as this
structures are replicated its size should be small to avoid memory complica-
tions.

Using the method proposed in [1], the problem (1) is first discretized in
space and second in time. The space discretization is therefore considered as
a basic structure for both fine and coarse time discretizations.

All of the resulting matrices of the finite elements method [2] will be
included as local. This is:

Mż = Kz +Bu (4)
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Jh(z, u) =
α

2

∫ tf

t0

(z − z∗)TM(z − z∗) dt

+
β

2

{
[z(tf )− z∗(tf )]TM [z(tf )− z∗(tf )]

}
+
γ

2

∫ tf

t0

uTRudt

(5)

Equations (4) and (5) are the results of the discretization of Equation (1)
[8]. The matrices F0 = M and F1 = M + τK are also stored and they are
used as auxiliar in this approach.

3-B. Parallel Data Structures

This work is centered in the time parallelization of the problem, so the
parallel data structures used are the resulting matrices of the time discretiza-
tions and the solution of the problem.

The smallest size of the parallelization so that this approach can be used
is that each process holds at least one coarse time interval. To allow the
coarse approximation, the process should have the fine time intervals that
makes up the coarse time interval, so it holds at least l̂/m̂ fine time intervals.
The problem is divided in a way that the coarse time intervals belong to just
one process, in other words, each process has an integer amount of coarse
time intervals.

3-C. Algorithms

The outer KSP layer is just a slight variation of a standard solver. As
an example, the Conjugate Gradient method can be used for the outer layer
because the matrix H of Equation (3) is positive semidefinite [3, 8]. The
algorithm used for the Conjugate Gradient method [4], where A is the data
matrix, b is the right hand side vector, x0 is the initial solution guess, maxi is
the iteration limit for convergence and ε is the error tolerance for the solution,
is presented in Algorithm 1.

The function used to avoid building matrix H is presented in Algorithm 2,
where G,N,E,Q are the matrices presented in Section 2 and s is the vector
H must be multiplied with. All the operations used are standard sparse
matrix-vector operations, that result in a vector. Notice that this function
doesn’t create a dense matrix, since matrix H is not created and every matrix
used is sparse [1], which is the main advantage of this approach.
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Algorithm 1 Conjugate Gradient

Input: A, b, ε, x0,maxi
Output: x

1: r0 ← b− Ax0
2: p0 ← r0
3: i← 0
4: while ri+1 ≥ ε ∧ i < maxi do

5: αi ←
rTi ri
pTi Api

. Api is calculated by the Algorithm 2

6: xi+1 ← xi + αipi
7: ri+1 ← ri − αiApi . Api is calculated by the Algorithm 2

8: βi ←
rTi+1ri
rTi ri

9: pi+1 ← ri+1 + βipi
10: i← i+ 1
11: end while
12: if ri+1 < ε then
13: return xi . Convergent
14: else
15: return n.c. . Non-Convergent
16: end if

Because Algorithm 2 is called in every iteration of the outer solver, al-
though its possible to introduce a second standard iterative solver (not using
an approximation) would result in squaring the computational complexity of
the solution [1].

Algorithm 2 Matrix-Vector product Hs
Input: G,N,E,Q, s
Output: x . x = Hs = Gs + NTE−TQE−1Ns

1: s1 ← Gs
2: s2 ← Ns
3: s3 ← E−1s2 . Es3 = Ns is approximated by the Algorithm 3
4: s4 ← Qs3 . s4 = QE−1s2
5: s5 ← E−T s4 . ET s5 = Qs3 is approximated by the Algorithm 3
6: x← s1 + NT s5 . x = Gs + NT s5

The Parareal method implemented for the approximation is given by Al-
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gorithm 3, where b is the right hand side vector, Eg is the coarse precondi-

tioning matrix, C is the coarse state matrix, Z0 is the initial coarse guess, k̂
is the amount of coarse intervals, m̂ is the amount of fine intervals per coarse
interval and ε the error tolerance of the solution.

Algorithm 3 Parallel in time Parareal

Input: b, Eg, C, Z
0, k̂, m̂, ε

Output: y
1: S ← fineSolver(b, k̂, m̂) . Call to Algorithm 4
2: Z ← Z0

3: R← S−C ×Z . R1 ← S−CZ0, communicates Sk to the next process
4: ε0 ← ‖R‖
5: while ‖R‖/ε0 > ε do
6: coarse← E−1

g R . aux← E−1
g Ri

7: Z ← Z + coarse . Zi+1 ← Zi + aux
8: R← S − C × Z . Ri+1 ← S−CZi

9: end while
10: y ← marching(b, xi−1, k̂, m̂) . Call to Algorithm5
11: return y

In this implementation, the only explicit call for data communication be-
tween different processes is in Step 3 of Algorithm 3. The function fineSolver

acts as a preconditioner for the coarse system, and it is defined in the Algo-
rithm 4, while the function marching extends the coarse approximation to
the fine intervals.

Algorithm 4 fineSolver

Input: b, k̂, m̂
Output: S

1: for all k < k̂ do . parallel loop, distributed in k̂ processes
2: s← ~0
3: for all i < m̂ do . local loop
4: s← F−1

1 (F0s− b(k, i)) . sumi+1 = F−1
1 [F0sumi − b(jk−1 + i)]

5: end for
6: S(k) = s
7: end for
8: return S
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Algorithms 4 and 5 are similar, but while Algorithm 4 is used to get a
coarse grid starting point form a fine grid, Algorithm 5 is used to get a fine
grid from the processed coarse grid.

Algorithm 5 marching

Input: b, coarse, k̂, m̂
Output: y

1: for all k < k̂ do . parallel loop, distributed in k̂ processes
2: z ← coarse(k)
3: for all i < m̂ do . local loop
4: z ← F−1

1 (F0z − b(i, k)) . zi+1 = F−1
1 [F0zi − b(jk−1 + i)]

5: y(k, i) = zi
6: end for
7: end for
8: return y

The next section will analyze the PETSc functions needed to implement
the Algorithms.

4. PETSc

This section describes how to implement in PETSc the solution proposed
following the order of section 3.

The first definition needed is the data locality. PETSc needs to establish
the context in which each task will be launched and the context for each data
structure. The context SELF is used for local tasks and data structures and
the context WORLD is used for parallel tasks and data structures.

To build a local PETSc matrix mat from a standard C array M, of rows

count of rows and cols count of columns, the following code can be used:
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Local Matrix Creation

MatCreate(PETSC COMM SELF,&mat);

MatSetSizes(mat,PETSC DECIDE,PETSC DECIDE,rows,cols);

MatSetType(mat,MATAIJ);

for (i=0; i<rows; i++) {
for (j=0; j<cols; j++) {
if (val=M[i][j]) {
MatSetValues(mat,1,&i,1,&j,&val,INSERT VALUES);

}
}
}

To build a parallel PETSc matrix pmat, this creation statement includes
the number of rows of the whole matrix rows and number of columns cols,
the expected non-zero values per row of the diagonal dnz and the off-diagonal
onz [5], and it leaves PETSc to decide the amount of rows per process from
the amount of launched processes (the number rows per process can be forced
to ensure the correct functioning of the application).

During the insertion each parallel process should only access the rows it
owns, and the insertion uses the same MatSetValues function as in the local
matrix case:

Parallel Matrix Creation

MatCreateMPIAIJ(PETSC COMM WORLD,PETSC DECIDE,PETSC DECIDE,

rows,cols,dnz,PETSC NULL,onz,PETSC NULL,&pmat);

MatGetOwnershipRange(pmat,&rstart,&rend);

for (i=rstart; i<rend; i++) {
for (j=0; j<cols; j++) {

...

MatSetValues(pmat,1,&i,1,&j,&val,INSERT VALUES);

...

}
}

The basic operations used on this work are the matrix-vector product and
the vector-vector linear combination. Let pmat be a parallel PETSc matrix
of rows rows and cols columns and pvec,pvec2 parallel PETSc vectors of
cols elements, then the following operations can be used:
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Basic Operations

\\ Matrix-Vector product

VecCreate(PETSC COMM WORLD,&result);

VecSetSizes(result,PETSC DECIDE,rows);
VecSetFromOptions(result);

MatMult(pmat,pvec,result);

\\ Vector-Vector linear combination

VecAXPBY(pvec2,a,b,pvec); \\pvec2=a*pvec+b*pvec2

The context operations used in this work are a linear system solver and
the communication between processes. For the linear system, let Ax = b
be the problem where the matrix A is stored in the PETSc array pmat and
the right hand side vector b is stored in the PETSc vector pvec. For the
communication between processes, suppose that you want to copy the vector
elements stored in the index C vector ix of the PETSc parallel vector source,
to the respective ix2 index positions of the PETSc parallel vector dest.

Advanced Operations

\\ Ax=b solver

KSPCreate(PETSC COMM WORLD,&ksp);

KSPSetOperators(ksp,pmat,pmat,SAME NONZERO PATTERN);

KSPSetUp(ksp);

KSPSolve(ksp,pvec,result);

\\ Process communication

ISCreateGeneral(PETSC COMM SELF,size,ix,PETSC COPY VALUES,&from);

ISCreateGeneral(PETSC COMM SELF,size,ix2,PETSC COPY VALUES,&to);

VecScatterCreate(source,from,dest,to,&scat);

VecScatterBegin(scat,source,dest,INSERT VALUES,SCATTER FORWARD);

VecScatterEnd(scat,source,dest,INSERT VALUES,SCATTER FORWARD);

With this operations the steps required in the presented algorithms can
be built, therefore a program can be built in PETSc to solve a parabolic
differential control system.

5. Results

As this paper focuses on a general way to implement a dual layer KSP
solver, the results prove that the approach works without considering time
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investments, since they depend on the solvers used (both outer and inner
solver). Furthermore the infrastructure on which the application is run could
affect the resolution times of the different approaches.

Table 1: Outer iterations(Inner iterations)

εi IFOM pCG(1) pCG(2)

10−12 16(586) 16(586) 16(580)
10−10 17(510) 17(510) 17(502)
10−8 18(442) 18(442) 18(414)
10−7 18(362) 18(362) 18(364)
10−6 21(338) 21(338) 21(342)
10−5 24(274) 24(274) 24(280)
10−4 28(220) 28(220) 63(312)

Table 1 shows the iterations used for the resolution in the single pro-
cess reference paper [8] labeled as IFOM and iterations of different amount
of processes in the proposal labeled as pCG(p). Since columns IFOM and
pCG(1) are the same, the implementation is validated. This shows that the
dual KSP layer approach is a viable alternative to a traditional single KSP
layer approach and that it increases problem sizes that can be solved by each
hardware configuration, because no dense matrixes are built.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work presents details of the PETSc routines developed to implement
the temporal marching of evolution equations in the context of an in-time
parallelization scheme. The implemented routines can be used independently
of the number of processes launched in the computing platform, or the num-
ber of nodes and processors in which those processes are executed. This
allows an efficient implementation of evolution problems or more complex
ones such as the optimal control problems faced in this work.

In the Solution Model a suitable set of known methods are presented, to
find a solution using a double KSP layer approach. This selection of methods
should be taken as a guide to solve the problem, as there are more methods
that can be exchanged in either layer of the solution.

The most important PETSc functions needed for the implementation are
described, and some examples are presented that should give insight to make
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a working C program. The time advantages of the implementation presented
(using CG as the outer layer and Parareal in the inner layer) are discussed
in [1].
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Abstract

The Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method is normally
used for the solution of large, sparse and non-symmetric linear sys-
tems of equations Ax = b. Due to the hight computational cost of the
construction of an orthogonal basis for a Krylov subspace, in practice,
the restarted GMRES method (denoted as GMRES(m)) is used, since
it constructs a Krylov subspace of dimension m. However, if an ap-
propriate m is not chosen, the convergence of the GMRES algorithm
is not guaranteed thus the method may experience stagnation or slow
convergence. In the restarting strategy, important information is lost,
and the resulting subspace may not be rich enough to guarantee the
quality of the solution.

In this work we propose the appropriate combination of two tech-
niques. Firstly, we enrich the subspace using approximate harmonic
Ritz eigenvectors associated with the smallest harmonic Ritz eigenva-
lues. Secondly, to choose an appropriate parameter m, we consider the
GMRES(m) method as a control problem, in which the parameter m
is the controlled variable and chooses adaptively at each cycle. Nu-
merical experiments show that the control inspired Ritz - GMRES(m)
has good convergence and robustness than others adaptive method.

Keywords: GMRES, Krylov subspace, adaptive GMRES(m), control

strategy, Harmonic Ritz eigenvectors controller

1. INTRODUCTION

The GMRES(m) is a popular iterative method for solivng the large non-
symmetric system of linear equations

Ax = b (1)

At the jth cycle finds a solution of the form

xj = xj−1 + Vmyj, (2)
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where xj−1 is the previous approximate solution of x, and the residual is
rj−1 = b−Axj−1; then Vm is a n×m matrix where its columns form an orthog-
onal basis of the Krylov SubspaceKm(A, rj−1) ≡ span{rj−1, Arj−1, A2rj−1, ...,
Am−1rj−1}. Using the Arnoldi’s relation AVm = Vm+1H̃m, yj minimize the
l2-norm of the residual ‖rj‖2 = ‖b− A(xj−1 + Vmyj)‖2 = ‖βe1 − H̃myj‖2.

The GMRES(m) consists in setting a fixed a maximum m, hence when
the maximum m is reach, a new residual and a new Krylov subspace are
computed, performing a new cycle. GMRES(m) is framed in the control
formulation as follows:

zj = GMRES(A, rj−1,m)
xj = xj−1 + zj
rj = b− Axj

(3)

where xj is the state variable, and rj−1 and the parameter m are the control
variables. To improve zj (and consequently xj), it is possible to modify rj−1
or m or both, where m is directly associated to computational cost of the
method.

Properties of GMRES(m) are: 1) if m is not appropriate → GMRES(m)
converges slowly; and 2) important information of Km(A, rj−1) is lost at the
restarting → Km(A, rj−1), hence the new Krylov subspace may not be rich
enough to maintain the rate of convergence.

2. HPD-GMRES(m)

We propose the combination of two techniques: First Strategy: Modify
m at each iteration [5]. We use an updating law for m named discrete
Proportional-Derivative controller with the form [1]:

mj = mj−1 +

⌊
α
‖rj−1‖
‖rj−2‖

+ γ
‖rj−1‖ − ‖rj−3‖

2‖rj−2‖

⌋
. (4)

where α, γ ∈ R.

• If GMRES(m) has poor convergence → ‖rj−1‖
‖rj−2‖ ≈ 1, if α > 0, then mj

is increased.

• If GMRES(m) has a good convergence→ ‖rj−1‖
‖rj−2‖ ≈ 0 and

‖rj−1‖−‖rj−3‖
2‖rj−2‖ <

0. If γ is positive, the derivative part decrease the value of mj.
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Second Strategy: Enrich the Krylov subspace with Harmonic-Ritz vectors.
A harmonic Ritz value λ̃i with harmonic Ritz vector ϕi = Wgi, gi ∈ Cs×1,
with respect to the subspace AKs(A, r0) satisfies

(Aϕi − λ̃ϕi) ⊥ AKs(A, r0)⇐⇒ (AW )H(AWgi − λ̃iWgi) = 0. (5)

Then the reduced eigenvalue problem is the s × s generalized eigenvalue
problem

WHAHAWgi = λ̃iW
HAHWgi (6)

where W is a n× s matrix (its first m columns are Arnoldi’s vectors and the
last d corresponds to the approximate eigenvectors ϕ). Some gi associated
with the smallest λi are needed. An approximate eigenvector is ϕi = Wgi,
this deflates the smallest eigenvalues and thus improves the convergence.

At the end of jth restart cycle, HPD-GMRES(m, d) seeks the approximate
solution xj of the form

xj = xj−1 + zj with zj ∈ Km(A, rj−1) + {ϕi}di=1 (7)

where {ϕi}di=1 is a group of vectors constituted by d harmonic Ritz vectors
associated with the smallest d (in magnitude) harmonic Ritz values. The
pseudocode of the HPD-GMRES(m) is:

Algorithm

1. Given A, xj−1,rj−1,mj−1,ϕi.

2. Compute mj from Control strategy PD, do sj = mj + d.

3. Compute AWs = Qs+1H̃ using Arnoldi’s iterations.

4. Compute y = argminy∈Cs ‖ βe1 − H̃sy. ‖, if ‖ rj ‖< tolerance, then stop,
else compute the harmonic vectors ϕi and go to 1.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Here it is reported some numerical results tested on a variety of ma-
trices from Matrix Market Collection [10]), in particular the attention it is
concentrated in two benchmark problems: Sherman 5 and Sherman 3. Algo-
rithms configurations are: the initial solution is x0 = 0, stopping criterion is
‖rj‖
‖r0‖ < 10−9 and the maximum number of iterations is 1000.
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Table 1: Numerical results for Sherman 5 and Sherman 3.
Algorithms Sherman 5 Sherman 3

Time (sec) Iteration Time (sec) Iteration
LGMRES(27,3) 23,76 1000 7,06 289
GMRES-E(27,3) 8,35 275,6 38,14 1000
LGMRES-E(27,2,1) 33,55 665,2 8,37 220,2
HPD-GMRES(27,3) 14,94 74,6 17,84 72,6

For comparison purpose Ax = b was solved using: LGMRES(m, l) (ob-
tained from [11]) GMRES-E(m, d) (obtained from [4]), LGMRES-E(m, d, l,)
(obtained from [12]). The following values are considered for each method:
LGMRES(m, l), m = 27, l = 3; GMRES-E(m, d), m = 27, d = 3; LGMRES-
E(m, l, d), m = 27, d = 3, l = 3; HPD-GMRES(m, d), minitial = 27,
mstep = 3, mmin = 3, mmax = 200, α = 2, γ = 1. To evaluate the al-
gorithms were carried five runs and the results are averaged. For running
the controller parameters α and γ, it is considered α = 2 and γ = 1. This
increase the value of m when have slows down convergence, and decrease it
when have good convergence.

Figure 1: Relative residual norm Vs. Number of Restart Cycle.
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Comparing in Figure 1 the behavior of the residual of the methods im-
plemented, it is possible to observe that in all cases the HPD converges with
a appropriate rate of convergence. However, this improvement has a cost in
terms of timing (see Table 1 ) since the algorithm needs to compute Ritz
eigenvalues.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce the appropriate combination of two techniques
for restarting GMRES. Firstly, we enrich the subspace using harmonic Ritz
eigenvectors associated with the smallest harmonic Ritz eigenvalues. Sec-
ondly, we consider the GMRES(m) method as a control problem, in which
the parameter m is the controlled variable chosen adaptively in each cycle.
The advantage of this control strategy method is that only a few additional
vectors need to be stored and the controller has the capability to increase
the dimension of the Krylov subspace if any convergence problem is detected.
Numerical experiments in classical problems [5] show that the control inspired
HPD-GMRES(m) has good convergence properties in comparison to other
adaptive methods.
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Abstract

This work describes an Artificial Intelligence based technique to
prepare data for constructing a climate prediction empirical model
from reanalysis data in the South region of Brazil using Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN). The method uses Rough Sets Theory (RST) to
reduce the amount of variables. The input of ANN there is two kinds
of data: the variables chosen by the RST and full variables data to
learn the seasonal behavior of the variable precipitation.

Keywords: Climate Prediction, Neural Networks, Rough Sets Theory.

1. CLIMATE PRECIPITATION PREDICTION BY ANN

The development of regional climate models from data considers the hy-
pothesis that it is possible to extract information from historical data on
the behavior of climatic conditions. Accordingly, development methodology
needs to have a large number of data to ensure that the model considers a
wide range of situations. However, despite able to ensure, in principle, greater
robustness to the derived models, the handling of large volumes of data may
require much computational. In this paper considered the use of Rough Sets
Theory principles in extracting relevant information from the available data
to achieve the reduction among the variables used for forecasting purposes.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have emerged as excellent tools for de-
riving data oriented models because of their inherent characteristic of plastic-
ity that permits the adaptation of the learning task when data is provided.
In this regards, the use of an ANN is adequate to derive the forecasting
model proposed in this paper. For the problem of building prediction mod-
els, as proposed in this paper, are used Multilayer Perceptron and models of
recurrent Elman and Jordan [2].

1E-mail Corresponding Author: juliana.anochi@lac.inpe.br
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1.1 Rough Sets Theory

Rough Sets Theory was proposed in 1982 by Zdzislaw Pawlak as a math-
ematical theory to treat uncertain and imprecise information, by deriving
approximations of a data set [4]. Roguh Sets are based on the similarities
among objects measured by an indiscernibility relation, which establish that
a set of objects are similar (indiscernible) if they hold the same values for all
of their attributes.

Rough Sets Theory uses the concept of Information Systems in which the
available data are represented in a table in which the objects are displayed
in the rows and the attributes in the columns [3]. Formally, an information
system is composed of a finite non-empty set U (Universe) of objects and a
finite non-empty set A of attributes, IS = (U,A), so that, for each a ∈ A,
a : U → Va. The set Va is the set of values of a, that is, the domain of a.

A Decision System is an IS augmented with a decision attribute d /∈ A.
Formally, DS = (U,A{d}), where d /∈ A is the decision attribute [3].

The indiscernibility relation is used as a measure of similarity among ob-
jects. Thus, a set of objects with the same attributes are indiscernible if
only if their attributes hold the same values from their corresponding do-
mains. This is a equivalence relation that may be used to treat problems as
redundancy of attributes or the existence of irrelevant attributes in the data
assigned to only one representative of a class.

The attribute reduction procedure is performed by the discernibility func-
tion fA(B) derived from the discernibility matrix which is a symmetric matrix
constructed by comparing the attribute values that discern the objects. The
attribute representing discernible values are inserted into the matrix. Each
entry in the matrix consists of a set of attributes that distinguish a pair of
objects xi and xj expressed by [3]:

Mi,j = {a ∈ B|a (xi) 6= a (xj)} (1)

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and n = |U/INDA(B)|

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In the dimensionality reduction process the relevant attributes are those
that mostly occur in the data, in terms of the indiscernibility relation. The
data was downloaded from the reanalysis data repository from NCEP/NCAR.
The data consists of monthly means from January 2000 to December 2009.
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The geographic coordinates (Lat 35S, 22.5S) to (Lon 60W, 45W) with a
spatial resolution of 2.5o × 2.5o.

The available variables are: air temperature (airt), Zonal Wind Compo-
nents at vertical levels: 300hPa (v300), 500hPa (v500) and 850hPa (v850),
Meridional Wind Components at vertical levels: 300hPa (u300), 500hPa
(u500) and 850hPa (u850), Surface pressure (spres), Specific humidity (shum)
and Precipitation (prec).

The variables that were reduced by the use of RST are: airt (77%), u300
(79%), u850 (80%), v300 (77%), v500 (79%), v850 (70%) and spres (78%).
It is to be noticed that the variables that form the reducts have a presence
greater than 70% in the dicernibility function.

It is observed that of 7 variables out of 10, were considered relevant for
South. Figure 1 shows the results for season winter of 2007 in the South
region of Brazil.

Figure 1 - Estimation of precipitation in the winter of 2007 in the South.
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3. FINAL REMARKS

The proposed methodology works weel with Elman-ANN using RST. The
data reduction approach allows the derivation of smaller data sets derived
from the resulting reducts for the training phase of the neural network with-
out losing data expressiveness for forecasting purposes. Thus, the rough sets
technique used in the data reduction process allows the identification of rel-
evant information of the data for climate prediction. In addition, it is a
technique that approaches the problem of dealing with huge amounts of data
which is a characteristic of the processes in meteorology.
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Abstract

As the number of conflicting objectives increases, multi-objective
optimisation problems (MOPs) become harder to solve; reflecting this
difficulty, they even receive the name of many-objective problems.
Today, these difficult problems are mainly solved with evolutionary al-
gorithms as the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA).
This paper proposes the use of Particle Swarm Optimisation based
algorithms for solving many-objective problems presenting evidence
regarding the feasibility of the proposal.

Keywords: Multi-objective optimisation problems, Many-objective op-

timisation, Particle Swarm Optimisation, Non-dominated Sorting Genetic

Algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

In multi-objective optimisation problems (MOPs), conflicts among ob-
jectives usually prevent from having a single optimal solution but rather a
set of trade-off solutions known as Pareto optimal set [1, 2].

In the last years, it has been pointed out that the difficulty of MOPs
increases for many-objective problems, i.e. problems having 4 or more ob-
jectives [1, 3]. In Pareto-based algorithms, these difficulties are intrinsically
related to the fact that as the number of objectives increases, the proportion
of non-dominated elements in the populations grows, being increasingly diffi-
cult to distinguish among solutions using only the dominance relation [2, 4].
Additionally, several algorithms are based on data structures with complex-
ities that grow exponentially in the number of objectives and other factors
[3, 5].

Once an algorithm finds a Pareto set, a decision maker selects a solution
from this optimal set. This decision making is beyond the scope of this
paper, which is limited to the steps required to obtain a good approximation
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to the Pareto optimal set. At this stage, visualization of solution alternatives
becomes very important. Although several methods have been proposed to
this aim [6], there is a lack of a simple and intuitive way to represent solutions
in objective space with more than three objectives [1].

As the number of objectives grows, the following phenomena becomes
evident:

• Pareto-based algorithms as the well established NSGA are unable to
provide the required selection pressure towards better solutions in order
to conduct an efficient evolutionary search [1, 2].

• For a given set of solutions, as the number of objectives m increases,
the expected growing of the domain space proportion e containing the
points that the Pareto dominance classifies as non-comparable is given
by the following expression:

e =
2m − 2

2m
(1)

Note that lim
m→∞

e = 1. This phenomena indicates that Pareto dom-

inance may be inadequate to discriminate among solutions in many-
objective problems [1, 4].

In the following sections important concepts for understanding of MOPs
are introduced. Also, this work illustrates the feasibility of using MOPSO for
solving many-objective problems. Therefore, two multi-objective algorithms
are described, first NSGA-II [7] and then, two variants of MOPSO [5, 8]. In
Section 5, a complexity analysis on the mentioned algorithms is shown while
in Section 6 our experimental tests are described and results are presented.
Finally, in Section 7, conclusions and future work are depicted.

2. MULTI OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION

Problems addressed in this paper are mainly many-objective. Usually,
these problems have conflicting objectives and solving them is not a trivial
task. Often, when dealing with more than one objective, the need of selecting
a solution among a set of non-comparable solutions arises, because a single
optimal solution may not exist.
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Definition 1 Multi-objective optimisation problem [1]: Let F be a set of m
objective functions {f1, f2, · · · , fm}, fi : Rn ⇒ R, a MOP is defined as:

Optimise (Maximise/Minimise) y = F (x) = (f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fm(x))

x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) ∈ X ⊆ Rn

y = (y1, y2, · · · , ym) ∈ Y ⊆ Rm

(2)

subject to
x
(L)
i ≤ xi ≤ x

(U)
i ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} (3)

g(x) = (g1(x), g2(x), · · · , gk(x)) ≤ 0 (4)

x is a vector of n decision variables, while y represents an m-dimensional
objective vector. Constraints (3) represent 2n variable bounds that help
to define the decision variable space or decision space X . Objective func-
tions constitute a multi-dimensional space called the objective space, termed
as Y . Vector g is composed of k constraint functions (4) which shape the
feasible region. Solutions that do not satisfy constraint functions and/or
variable bounds are called infeasible solutions, while solutions that meet all
constraints (3) and (4) are feasible solutions. The set of all feasible solutions
Xf is known as the feasible region. The domain of each fi is Xf . For each
solution x ∈ Xf there exists a point y in the objective space. This Xf defines
the feasible objective space Yf :

Yf = F (Xf ) =
⋃

x∈Xf

{F (x)} (5)

As previously stated, problems with m ≥ 4 are called many-objective;
otherwise, they are simply referred to as multi-objective optimisation prob-
lems.

In a feasible set of solutions Xf , given 2 solutions u, v ∈ Xf , It is said
that u Pareto dominates, or simply dominates v (denoted as u � v) if it is
not worse in any objective and it is strictly better in at least one objective
[1, 2].

Definition 2 Pareto Optimal set. For a given MOP the Pareto Optimal set,
denoted as P∗, is defined as the set of non-dominated feasible solutions, i.e.:

P∗ = {x ∈ Xf |@ x′ ∈ Xf such as x′ � x}
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Definition 3 Pareto Optimal Front. For a given MOP the Pareto Optimal
Front, denoted as PF∗, is defined as the image in objective space of the
Pareto set P∗, i.e.:

PF∗ = {y = F (x) ∈ Yf |x ∈ P∗}

3. NSGA-II

The reference algorithm in current literature for solving MOPs with evol-
utionary algorithms is undoubtedly the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Al-
gorithm II (NSGA-II) [1, 7]. This algorithm depicts a fast non-dominated
sort procedure to classify individuals in a set of candidate solutions called
population in several non-dominated fronts (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1: Fast Non-dominated Sort, responsible of the m(2N)2 com-
plexity of the algorithm.

input : P

foreach p ∈ P do

Sp = ∅; np = 0;

foreach q ∈ P do

if p � q then

Add q to set Sp of solutions dominated by p;

else if q � p then np = np + 1 ;

if np = 0 then prank = 1; F1 = F1 ∪ {p};
i = 1;

while Fi 6= ∅ do

Q = ∅ // Used to store members of the next front;

foreach p ∈ Fi do

foreach p ∈ Sp do

nq = nq − 1;

if nq = 0 then qrank = i + 1; Q = Q ∪ {q};
i = i + 1; Fi = Q;

Additionally, NSGA-II presents a crowding distance value di to pre-
serve diversity. It implements a crowded-comparison approach using another
method called crowding distance assignment. It depends in a new operator
called crowded-comparison operator (≺n) which defines a partial order as
follows:

i ≺n j ⇐⇒ (Fi < Fj) ∨ (Fi = Fj ∧ di > dj) (6)

where Fi is the front containing solution i [7].
In evolutionary algorithms as NSGA-II, a set of candidate solutions is

known as population. In the main loop of NSGA-II, a parent population
Pt and another offspring population are combined into a set Rt and then
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separated in several non-dominated fronts Fi. Afterwards, every generated
front is assigned a crowding distance until the new population Pt+1 grows to
the population size limit N . Eventually, elements of the next unused front
are sorted to complete the population. Finally, a new offspring population
Qt+1 is generated [7].

Regarding complexity, according to the analysis given in by Deb et al.
[7], the complexity of the operations in one iteration are:

1. non-dominated sorting : time complexity on the order of m(2N)2 be-
cause of the two nested loops used to divide the population in non-
dominated fronts, and the comparison of solutions (Algorithm 1).

2. crowding distance assignment : since it has to sort m times, and the
complexity is given by the sorting algorithm, the overall time complex-
ity is on the order of m(2N) log(2N).

3. sorting on ≺n: time complexity on the order of 2N log(2N). Each sort
produced in a front is given by the sorting algorithm.

The overall complexity of the algorithm is therefore on the order of m(2N)2,
which is governed by the non-dominating sorting part of the algorithm. It
is shown in Sections 5 and 6 that iterating over a population of 2N has
considerable impact on execution time.

4. MOPSO

4.1. Particle Swarm Optimisation

The Particle Swarm Optimisation meta-heuristic (PSO), developed by
Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [9], is inspired in social behaviour of individu-
als like bees and birds, which perform a collective zone exploration looking
for food or guiding the swarm or flock to desirable locations. PSO basically
consists in an iterative algorithm having a group of individuals called swarm,
in which each individual called particle explores the decision space looking
for optimal solutions.

In a n-dimensional decision space, each particle i in the swarm knows its
current position xi=[xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xin ], its current velocity vi = [vi1 , vi2 , · · · , vin ]
which led it to its current position, and the best position it has been pi =
[pi1 , pi2 , · · · , pin ] called best personal position. Additionally, all other particles
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are aware of the best position found by the entire swarm g = [g1, g2, · · · , gn]
called global best position.

At every iteration t, every component j of the position and the velocity
is updated for each particle i as follows:

vt+1
ij = ω × vtij + C1 × rand()× (ptij − xvtij) + C2 × rand()× (gtij − xtij) (7)

xt+1
ij = xtij + vt+1

ij (8)

where ω is the inertia parameter, C1 is called the cognitive parameter, C2 is
the social parameter and rand() is a procedure that returns a random value
in [0, 1].

Equation (7) is used to update the velocity of the i-th particle from its
current velocity, the euclidean distance to its best personal position, and the
euclidean distance to the best global position.

In (8), position vector components belonging to the i-th particle are up-
dated using the updated velocity. The use of distances in (7) is to achieve
an “attraction” for the particle towards both its personal best position and
the global best position. This distances are called cognitive factor and so-
cial factor respectively. Parameters C1 and C2 are constants that determine
how accelerated is the particle towards the mentioned factors [9], defining
the maximum influence of these factors in (7). In a similar fashion, rand()
is used to define the real influence of such factors. The final outcome is the
preservation of diversity.

The inertia parameter ω introduced by Eberhart and Shi [10] is used to
command the impact of the previous velocities in the calculations for the
next value. ω manages the balance between the global and personal decision
space exploration [11]. Big values of ω lean toward exploring new areas
(exploration), but small values are in favour of searching areas close to the
current position (exploitation). It is usual to limit the growth of the velocity
by defining a maximum value vmax [11]. After calculating the new velocity,
it is moderated:

if vij > vmax then vij = vmax

else if vij < −vmax then vij = −vmax

(9)

Finally, if the position reaches the limit of the feasible decision space Xf ,
it is normally “bounced” in the opposite direction on the component that
reached the limit. This ensures that every solution found in the iteration
process will be inside the feasible set of solutions.
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4.2. Particle Swarm Optimisation in Multi-Objective Problems

Adapting the PSO algorithm to optimize a multi-objective problem re-
quires a modification of the concept of better personal position and best
global position. Since having conflicting objectives result in non-comparable
solutions, now the algorithm must handle a best personal repository for every
particle and a global best repository as well. An adaptation to the PSO al-
gorithm to solve MOPs is known as Multi Objective Particle Swarm Optim-
isation (MOPSO) [12]. In this Section two variants of MOPSO are briefly
presented.

4.2.1 Moore and Chapman (1999)

Moore and Chapman [5] introduced a method in which every particle
stores a best personal repository for every non-dominated positions it has
visited. This version is simply referred to as MOPSO in this work. A global
best repository is maintained as well, storing the non-dominated positions
visited by the entire swarm. To calculate a new velocity, every particle selects
a random element from its personal repository to use in (7) as best personal
position. Similarly, a random element of the global repository is selected to
use as global best position.

Algorithm 2: Moore y Chapman’s MOPSO with complexity on the order
of mN2.

input : ω,C1, C2, vmax, N

for i = 1 to N do

Initialize the i-th particle with a random velocity and position;

eval(i);

Update the personal repository if the i-th particle (Pi);

Update the global repository (G);

while not stop condition() do

for i = 1 to N do

Select best personal position (random element in Pi);

Select best global position (random element in G);

Calculate new velocity for the i-th particle (eq. 7);

Limit velocity components to vmax (eq. 9);

Calculate a new position for the i-th particle (eq. 8);

Update position to constraints if necessary;

for i = 1 to N do

eval(i);

Update the personal repository if the i-th particle (Pi);

Update the global repository (G);

Return non dominated solutions(G);

As complexity is concerned, it is clear that, for every iteration, going
through every component on the decision space to calculate in the first loop
drives on the order of N2 complexity. Also, comparing non-domination in the
best particle selection is on the order of M . Therefore, the overall complexity
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is MN2. Note that spatial complexity (or memory needs) increases due to
storing a personal repository for each particle resulting in an overall spatial
complexity on the order of nN(N + 1) (Algorithm 2).

4.2.2 Coello and Lechuga (2002)

Coello and Lechuga [8] presented a version of MOPSO in which a fixed
size repository stores every non-dominated solution found by the swarm in
the exploration process. That repository employs an adaptive mesh scheme in
which the explored space is represented in bounded regions called hypercubes.
In this work, this version is referred to as MOPSO CL.

Each hypercube is given a score equal to dividing a constant number like
10 by the total number of non-dominated solutions contained by it [12]. Such
score is later used to select the best global position from the repository, which
is updated in every iteration, inserting every non-dominated solution found
by the swarm and removing the ones that prove to be dominated by the new
solution. If the repository is full while inserting a new solution, a solution is
removed from the hypercube containing the largest number of solutions. In
Algorithm 3 the procedure for assigning solutions to hypercubes is shown.

Algorithm 3: Assign Solutions to Hypercubes using MOPSO CL, with
complexity on the order of ndiv

m.
input : G,ndiv,m

qtyHypercubes = ndiv
M ;

H = initialize hypercubes(qtyHypercubes);

for i = 1 to m do

maxi = 1 get max( Gi );

mini = 1 get min( Gi );

for i = 1 to m do

ampi =
maxi−mini

ndiv−1
;

inii =
mini−ampi

2
;

for i = 1 to |G| do

for i = 1 to |G| do

j = Calculate index for particle i;

insert particle in hypercube(H[j],G[i]);

for i = 1 to qtyHypercubes do update calif(H[i]);

Regarding the complexity of this version, it is clear from the last loop
that it is on the order of ndiv

m.

5. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The complexity analysis was performed taking into account the original
definition of the algorithms [5, 7, 8]. In what follows, a summary based on
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algorithms presented in Sections 3 and 4 are illustrated. These results are
completely congruent with the ones proposed by the authors:

• NSGA-II: On the order of m(2N)2, as stated in Section 3.

• MOPSO: On the order of mN2, as stated in Section 4.2.1.

• MOPSO CL: On the order of ndiv
m, as stated in Section 4.2.2.

Considering that this work is mainly interested in many-objective problems
(m may be very large), experiments with MOPSO CL are not presented due
to its exponential growth in m. However, it is worth noting that this complex-
ity is given by the hypercube administration (see Algorithm 3). Therefore, an
adaptation of MOPSO CL is suggested to take advantage of a sparse matrix
representation for many-objective problems.

Let the relation U be:

U =
complexity(NSGA)

complexity(MOPSO)
=
m(2N)2

mN2
= 4 (10)

It is clearly expected that MOPSO’s execution time be around 4 times
faster than NSGA-II’s; therefore, it may be a good idea to use MOPSO to
solve many-objective problems. To validate this statement, in the following
section our experimental tests are shown.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the complexity analysis presented in Section 5, the following
experiments was performed: varying m (dimension of objective space), n
(dimension of decision space), N (population size limit) and E (evaluation
limit), execution time is compared.

Being tMOPSO and tNSGA execution times for NSGA-II and MOPSO re-
spectively, the improvement ratio τ is calculated as follows:

τ =
tNSGA

tMOPSO

(11)

This clearly means that, for a given configuration, if τ > 1, MOPSO is faster
than NSGA-II.
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6.1. Environment

3.000 parameter combinations where executed: N ∈ {100, 200, · · · , 1000}
for population size limit, m ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12} for number of objectives,
n ∈ {14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19} for decision space dimension, and finally E ∈
{1000, 2000, · · · , 10000} for number of executions of the objective functions,
used as stop criteria.

Both algorithms were used to solve the same problem: DTLZ1 [13]. Once
these executions where finished, correlations for every parameter of the men-
tioned variables and τ were calculated.

6.3. Execution Times

Table 1: Average execution times with 3.000 executions.
algorithms Execution time (seconds)
NSGA-II 35.087
MOPSO 3.063
τ 11.455

As expected, τ > 1 in every performed test, proving the feasibility of
using MOPSO with many-objective problems.

The hardware used in this experiments is an Intelr CoreTMi7 CPU 970
@ 3.20 GHz with 12 GB RAM and running Fedora 20.

In the rest of this section, correlations for each variable are presented to
show the impact of each variable in execution times.

6.3. Correlations

The influence that each variable has over execution times are studied by
analyzing the correlations between τ and each variable. Correlations are
shown in Table 2.

From the calculations, it is clear that increasing N , m and E lean towards
using MOPSO for solving many-objective problems. However, when increas-
ing n NSGA-II still looks as a right choice, although it is worth noticing that
large values of n naturally increases E.
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Table 2: Experimental Correlations
Variable Correlation Comment favoured algorithm
ρτ,N 0.796 Strong influence of N MOPSO
ρτ,m 0.257 Weak influence of m MOPSO
ρτ,n −0.912 Strong influence of n NSGA-II
ρτ,E 0.787 Strong influence of E MOPSO

7. Conclusions and future work

With the presented evidence, it is clear that MOPSO is a feasible altern-
ative for solving many-objective problems. Given the considerable difference
in execution times in the studied algorithms, it does not seem reasonable to
limit the number of executions of the objective function as stop condition.

As future work, authors are working on performing quality measurements
(not presented in this work); analysing the complexity of other algorithms;
and correlating other variables’ impact in quality of the generated approx-
imation solution set.
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Abstract

Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA) are used to solve
complex multi-objective problems. As the number of objectives in-
creases, Pareto-based MOEAs are unable to reproduce the same ef-
fectiveness showed for two or three objectives. Thus, several authors
proposed preference-based methods as an alternative. On the other
hand, parallelization has shown to be useful in evolutionary optimiza-
tions. This paper combines for the first time seven preference-based
methods for many objective optimization in a multi-threading par-
allelization framework. Preference-based methods were used to re-
place the elitism procedure of the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II. Executions of each alternative were carried-out for the
DTLZ-2 problem in a commodity multi-core platform. Obtained so-
lutions were compared by different criteria, providing some insights
into the improvements that the proposed combination may offer in
many-objective optimization.

Keywords: Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms, Many-objective Optimization, Par-

allel Evolutionary Algorithms

1. Introduction

Multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) have several, possibly con-
flicting, objectives to optimize. Conflicts between objectives lead to a set of
solutions called the Pareto set, denoted as P⋆, while these solutions mapped
to the objective space form the Pareto Front (PF⋆). In most practical cases,
it is difficult to obtain a complete and exact Pareto set of a MOP. Multi-
objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) have proven to be very effective
to provide near optimal approximations in complex multi-objective problems
having two or three optimization objectives [2].

A solution is said to be dominate another one if it is not worse in any
objective and it is strictly better in at least one objective, thus, Pareto

1E-mail Corresponding Author: clucken@pol.una.py
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set is formed with solutions that are non-dominated with respect to the
whole search space [4, 2]. As the number of objectives increases, so does
the number of solutions that dominance operator classifies as equivalent (or
non-comparable) leading to a reduction of the search ability of Pareto-based
MOEAs [9].

Improving MOEAs’ performance to solve the so-called many-objective
problems, i.e. problems having more than 4 objectives, is an important
research area and different alternatives were proposed [18]. Among these al-
ternatives are comparison relations with preference information for solutions
[9, 8, 9, 14, 7, 11].

On the other hand, parallel MOEAs (pMOEAs) are able to use larger
populations and to reduce the execution time [2]. The literature reports var-
ious parallel MOEAs (pMOEAs) that have been used to solve diverse prob-
lems [15]. These pMOEAs were mainly developed and tested in distributed
memory parallel systems; however, nowadays availability of lower cost shared
memory multi-core platform requires a review of the parallelization methods
in the new existing environment in order to leverage the computational power
that these platforms may offer.

Parallel Pareto-based MOEAs has been extensively studied for a small
number of objectives [2], and some works compare preference relations for
many-objective problems [3, 11, 10]; however, to the best of our knowledge
they were not tried in a parallel framework. Therefore, this paper presents
for the first time a comparison of two parallelization approaches for the Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [5], using seven ranking
methods proposed for many-objective optimization problems [9, 8, 7, 14, 11].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods and
the parallel MOEA framework considered in this work. Section 3 presents
the experimental setup and obtained results. Finally, Section 4 presents
conclusions and future works.

2. Methods considered in this work

2.1. MOEAs considered for parallelization

Several modifications of the NSGA-II [5] ranking method were proposed to
be used in many-objective optimization [18]. Also, in this paper the NSGA-II
algorithm is used as test bed. With NSGA-II, the fitness of a solution is based
on two values: its non-dominance ranking and its crowding distance. At each
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generation, an elitism procedure based on these values is used to ensure that
the best elements survive from one generation to the next. Details of the
NSGA-II can be found in [5].

In this paper, the following operators and ranking methods are used to
modify the fitness assignment procedure of the NSGA-II, for space reason
the details are not explained here but we refer the interested reader to the
corresponding references:

1. Favour relation [8]: this relation counts the objectives in which a given
solution outperforms another. Given x and x′ ∈ Xf , where Xf represents
the feasible solution space, it is said that x is favoured than x′, denoted
as x ≺favour x

′, if and only if

nb(F(x),F(x
′)) > nb(F(x

′),F(x)) (1)

nb(F(x),F(x
′)) = |{fi(x) s.t. fi(x) < fi(x

′)}| (2)

In [8], the favour relation is proposed to be used with the Satisfiability
Class Ordering classification (SCO) procedure [8] to sort solutions.

2. ǫ−Preferred Relation [14]: the ǫ−Preferred relation compares solu-
tions by counting the number of times a solution exceeds user defined ǫi
limits for each dimension and, in case of a tie, it uses the favour relation.
Given two solutions x and x′ ∈ Xf , it is said that x is ǫ−preferred than x′,
denoted as x ≺ǫ−preferred x′, iff: x ≺ǫ−exceed x′∨ (x′ 6≺ǫ−exceed x∧x ≺favour

x′), where x ≺ǫ−exceed x′implies that:

|{i : yi < y′i ∧ |yi − y′i| > ǫi}| > |{i : y′i < yi ∧ |y′i − yi| > ǫi}|

As in [8], in [14] the SCO algorithm is used to rank solutions.

3. Preference Ordering based on order of efficiency (POk) [7]: a
solution x is considered to be efficient of order k if it is Pareto optimal
in the

(
m
k

)
subspaces of the objective space taking into account only k

objectives at a time. The order of efficiency of a solution x, denoted by
K(x) is the minimum k value for which x is efficient. Based on the order
of efficiency a ranking procedure is proposed in [7].

4. Preference Ordering based on efficiency degree (POk,z) [7]: this
method refines the ranking based on POk when several solutions share
the same best order of efficiency. A solution x is efficient of order k with
degree z if F(x) is not dominated by any member of the Pareto Front
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for exactly z out of the possible
(

m
k

)
k-element subsets of the objectives.

Details of the ranking method based on efficiency degree are in [7].

5. −ǫ-DOM ranking [11]: the −ǫ-DOM distance replaces the NSGA-II
crowding distance. The −ǫ-DOM distance of a solution x is:

max{fi(x
′)− fi(x) : fi(x) < fi(x

′) , i ∈ {1, . . . m}} , or

0 if 6 ∃i such that fi(x) < fi(x
′), i ∈ {1, . . . m}

Therefore, given solutions x and x′, mepsd reflects the smallest ǫ value
such that if subtracted from all objectives of F(x′), x′ dominates x, while
the −ǫ-DOM rank value is the minimum of such values.

6. Crisp (1 − k)−dominance relation [9]: this relation counts the ob-
jectives in which a solution is better or equal than another. Let x and
x′ ∈ Xf , F(x) = y, F(x′) = y′, it is said that x (1 − k)−dominates
x′ iff : ne(y,y

′) < m and nb(y,y
′) ≥ m−ne

k+1
, where m is the number

of objectives, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, nb is as in Eq. (2), and ne(F(x),F(x
′)) is

|{fi(x) s.t. fi(x) = fi(x
′)}|. The (1− k)−dominance relation serves as

a new definition of optima, called k-optimality, as well as the correspond-
ing optimal set of solutions [9].

7. Fuzzy (1 − kF )−dominance relation [9]: the fuzzy extension of (1 −
k)−dominance is defined by determining membership functions µi

b , µ
i
e and

µi
w for each objective function i. There are several membership functions

that can be used. In case of a trapezoidal function four parameters (a, b,
c, d) are required to represent a meaning of equality and difference.

2.2. Parallel Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms

This section introduces the island-based parallel framework considered in
this paper. The island model is the most popular parallelization paradigm
for MOEAs [2], it consists of a number of subpopulations or islands evolving
independently which are provided with a mechanism to interchange individ-
uals exploring for global optima. As the goal here is not to provide a full
pMOEAs’ survey, readers are kindly referred to [15, 16, 2] for further reading.

There are several alternatives to develop a pMOEA [16]. However, most
pMOEAs are based on the parallelization of a current MOEA; particularly,
the NSGA-II [5] is a good option for parallelization [17]. Therefore, this work
considers NSGA-II as foundation for parallel implementations that differ in
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at least one of the following features: the way in which the ranking of individ-
uals is produced, i.e. how fitness is assigned; the number of subpopulations
and the process used to form subpopulations. Regarding the ranking of solu-
tions, this work uses the original NSGA-II method and the seven alternatives
presented in Section 2.1. While, considering how pMOEAs divide the main
population, this work considers a random distributed population pMOEA
(RND) and a K-means based distributed population pMOEA (KM) [13].

In the RND distribution, the population is randomly divided into a num-
ber of equal size partitions. While, the KM distribution is based on the
original proposal of Streichert et al. [13] which used K-means to divide the
search space of a given optimization problem in suitable partitions without a
priori knowledge of its search space. In [13], zone constraints are implemented
to limit subpopulations to their specific region. In this paper, K-means is
used to divide the population; however, zone constraints are not considered.

An evolutionary iteration comprises the procedures of fitness assignment,
selection, crossover, mutation and elitism that are carried out by a MOEA
to produce a new offspring from the current population. As a mechanism to
search for global optima, some methods, as in [12], combine subpopulation
evolutions with iterations where the whole set of solutions is considered to
be subject of the evolutionary process. In a parallel multicore platform, the
aforementioned approach can be efficiently applied for interchange informa-
tion between subpopulations; therefore, it is considered in this work.

Algorithm 1 presents the basic framework for the parallel implementation
of the NSGA-II and its variants used in this work. First, the algorithm reads
and set its parameters; besides the ussual MOEA parameters, also, the total
number of evolutionary steps (itg), the number of single thread iterations
(its), and the number of parallel iterations (itp) must be given. Then, the
global number of iterations t is set to 0, and the global population Pt is
created at random. Thereafter, its evolutionary iterations are executed in a
single thread considering the evolutionary population as a whole. The next
step is to split P (t) using the procedure PM in τ subpopulations (P 1

t . . . , P τ
t ).

Once the global population was partitioned, τ threads are created, one for
each island. Each thread has an identifier Id, thus at each thread Id, evo-
lution of P Id

t occurs during itp iterations. When running parallel iterations
in all the threads end, the global count of iterations t is updated to t + itp.
The procedure continues until t reaches the maximum number of iterations.
Finally, the final set of solutions is saved.
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Algorithm 1 Basic framework for parallel implementations used in this work
Read parameters: population size (N), selection, crossover and mutation probability. Set the ranking
method RM and its parameters. Set the population partition method PM, the number of islands to be
used τ . Read itg , its, itp: the maximum number of iterations, the number of single thread iterations
and the number of parallel thread iterations.
Set t = 0
Create a initial random global evolutionary population Pt

while t < itg do ⊲ itg is the total number of evolutionary steps performed
while (t + 1) mod its 6= 0 do ⊲ its: iterations considering the evolutionary population as a whole

Evolve Pt in Pt+1 using the NSGA-II with a given ranking method
t = t + 1

end while
Split Pt in P 1

t , . . . , P τ
t using a given population partition method PM

In τ parallel threads
for t′ = 0 to itp do ⊲ itp: iterations considering the population as subpopulations in parallel

Evolve P Id
t+t′ in P Id

t+t′+1
using the NSGA-II with a given ranking method

t′ = t′ + 1
end for
End parallel
t = t + itp

end while
Save non-dominated solutions from Pt

3. Experimental comparison

3.1. Experimental setup and metrics

In order to determine if, in a many-objective optimization problem, the origi-
nal NSGA-II and its seven variants (presented in Subsection 2.1) can improve
their results by parallelization, this paper compares the results obtained by
their parallel and sequential implementations. The parallel versions are based
on the framework presented in Subsection 2.2 using the RND and the KM
distribution. The test problem used in this work is the DTLZ-2 with 8 ob-
jectives [6].

Parallel methods were executed using 2 and 4 threads. Thus, a total
of 40 different combinations of number of threads, ranking and distribution
methods were executed. For each combination, 10 runs were performed using
the same set of 10 initial populations. Executions were executed using the
following common parameters: population size: 400, stopping criterion 400
iteration, binary coding of 32 bits per variable, one point crossover proba-
bility: 0.8, mutation probability: 0.002. For the ǫ-Preferred relation, the ǫ
value is 0.0001; for the (1 − k)−dominance relation, k is 0.5; and, for the
(1 − kF )−dominance relation, k is also 0.5 and a fuzzy trapezoidal rule is
used (a = −0.001, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0.001). No fine tuning of the above
parameters was considered. For parallel methods subpopulation iteration is
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set to 5, followed by another 5 iterations of the whole population until the
stop criterion is reached.

Sequential and parallel programs were programmed in the C language.
Parallel methods were implemented for execution in Sharing Memory Plat-
forms using the OpenMP library [1]. The experimental computational plat-
form was a machine provided with two Intel Xeon quad-core Processors E5640
(12M Cache, 2.66 GHz, 5.86 GT/s) and 16 GB of main memory running the
GNU/Linux operating system.

To evaluate a given set of non-dominated solutions St in a population Pt,
different aspects of it may be measured as the proximity to the true Pareto
Front and the distribution or the extend of solutions. Therefore, the following
metrics are considered in this work [4]:

1. Number of solutions in PF⋆ (N): this metric counts the obtained solutions
that are in the true Pareto set. In DTLZ-2 the Pareto Front is composed
by those solutions having

∑m
i=1 fi(x)

2 = 1 [6]. The N metric is expected
to be maximized.

2. Generational Distance (GD): this metric measure the average distance
between obtained solutions in objective space and the true Pareto Front of
the problem. Thus, this metric should be minimized. Since GD requires a
reference PF ⋆ to be computed, and equations to produce PF ⋆ are known,
a set of a set of 2000 optimal solutions was determined analytically.

3. Spread (∆): this metric measures the extent of the Pareto Front that
the obtained set of solutions covers. The spread metric is expected to be
minimized.

4. Spacing (S): this metric measures if the obtained non-dominated solutions
are uniformly distributed. The metric is the average distance of each point
from its nearest neighbour, thus, if solutions are uniformly distributed the
value of this metric approaches zero. Then, the value of this metric is
expected to be minimized.

3.2. Experimental results

Table 1 shows average values and standard deviation of the considered met-
rics evaluated over the final result of the 10 runs performed for each imple-
mented combination. In this table, each row corresponds to a given ranking
method, while columns are for the execution type. Besides the metrics values
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Number of solutions in the Pareto Set (N)
Part Sequential 2-RND 2-KM 4-RND 4-KM
NSGAII 0.0(0.0) 0.0(0.0) 0.1(0.3) 0.1(0.3) 0.0(0.0)
ǫ-DOM 342.5(6.576) 337.9(5.262) 346.4(11.706) 340.8(8.328) 358.0(9.529)
ǫ-Preferred 72.6(83.493) 120.7(57.331) 67.5(38.792) 151.0(77.062) 100.9(44.7)
(1− k)-dom. 264.2(104.945) 349.4(86.165) 233.2(88.933) 339.7(60.402) 235.3(76.013)
(1− kF )-dom. 388.3(35.1) 399.5(0.671) 399.3(0.9) 398.8(0.980) 399.2(0.980)
Favour 143.0(101.444) 155.2(59.499) 167.1(52.922) 229.4(105.428) 132.4(60.622)
POk 385.8(5.192) 384.2(3.572) 390.7(6.357) 381.3(4.124) 393.4(2.107)
POk,z 390.3(3.226) 383.7(2.648) 391.0(1.897) 385.9(3.961) 393.0(2.608)

Generational Distance (GD)
Part Sequential 2-RND 2-KM 4-RND 4-KM
NSGAII 2.69E-02(1.40E-03) 2.74E-02(6.50E-04) 2.59E-02(8.64E-04) 2.69E-02(1.11E-03) 2.50E-02(9.60E-04)
ǫ-DOM 7.06E-03(5.26E-04) 7.02E-03(7.44E-04) 6.70E-03(9.12E-04) 6.37E-03(6.31E-04) 5.20E-03(5.76E-04)
ǫ-Preferred 2.04E-05(9.98E-06) 1.11E-05(4.14E-06) 1.51E-05(5.24E-06) 9.46E-06(2.35E-06) 1.15E-05(3.11E-06)
(1− k)-dom. 7.07E-06(1.90E-06) 5.96E-06(1.55E-06) 7.47E-06(1.99E-06) 5.81E-06(5.65E-07) 7.18E-06(1.21E-06)
(1− kF )-dom. 1.39E-03(8.97E-04) 1.10E-03(6.46E-05) 1.09E-03(6.74E-05) 1.12E-03(9.24E-05) 1.12E-03(8.13E-05)
Favour 1.14E-05(5.98E-06) 9.49E-06(3.57E-06) 8.52E-06(1.45E-06) 7.58E-06(1.79E-06) 1.15E-05(6.60E-06)
POk 6.00E-03(1.36E-03) 5.02E-03(5.19E-04) 4.64E-03(1.70E-03) 4.17E-03(9.55E-04) 1.90E-03(8.24E-04)
POk,z 5.39E-03(1.11E-03) 5.17E-03(8.94E-04) 5.49E-03(1.81E-03) 4.29E-03(8.19E-04) 2.22E-03(7.52E-04)

Spread (∆)
Part Sequential 2-RND 2-KM 4-RND 4-KM
NSGAII 3.19E-01(1.77E-02) 3.09E-01(1.55E-02) 2.98E-01(1.25E-02) 2.96E-01(1.73E-02) 2.73E-01(1.05E-02)
ǫ-DOM 5.21E-01(4.00E-02) 5.45E-01(3.10E-02) 5.03E-01(3.15E-02) 5.84E-01(3.69E-02) 5.15E-01(4.51E-02)
ǫ-Preferred 1.00E+00(1.15E-06) 1.00E+00(9.41E-09) 1.00E+00(2.21E-07) 1.00E+00(4.90E-12) 1.00E+00(1.80E-08)
(1− k)-dom. 1.00E+00(2.84E-11) 1.00E+00(0.00E+00) 1.00E+00(1.61E-13) 1.00E+00(0.00E+00) 1.00E+00(6.49E-13)
(1− kF )-dom. 8.03E-01(1.23E-01) 7.43E-01(3.78E-02) 7.72E-01(4.02E-02) 7.42E-01(3.00E-02) 7.83E-01(6.25E-02)
Favour 1.00E+00(5.52E-11) 1.00E+00(1.62E-13) 1.00E+00(5.16E-11) 1.00E+00(7.28E-14) 1.00E+00(2.12E-09)
POk 7.10E-01(3.24E-02) 7.36E-01(5.28E-02) 8.45E-01(7.34E-02) 9.32E-01(1.18E-01) 9.66E-01(1.25E-01)
POk,z 7.14E-01(3.95E-02) 8.10E-01(1.60E-01) 8.28E-01(4.37E-02) 8.68E-01(7.02E-02) 9.43E-01(6.97E-02)

Spacing (S)
Part Sequential 2-RND 2-KM 4-RND 4-KM
NSGAII 3.41E-01(1.45E-02) 3.24E-01(1.20E-02) 3.16E-01(1.04E-02) 3.05E-01(1.36E-02) 2.97E-01(1.66E-02)
ǫ-DOM 3.29E-01(2.80E-02) 3.36E-01(2.58E-02) 3.09E-01(3.25E-02) 3.27E-01(2.55E-02) 2.48E-01(1.72E-02)
ǫ-Preferred 2.04E-07(5.17E-07) 1.45E-09(3.02E-09) 2.56E-08(7.58E-08) 4.57E-13(1.11E-12) 4.92E-10(1.35E-09)
(1− k)-dom. 1.83E-14(5.46E-14) 4.30E-18(9.51E-18) 1.40E-14(3.70E-14) 5.55E-18(1.31E-17) 3.28E-14(9.83E-14)
(1− kF )-dom. 8.32E-03(1.64E-03) 8.14E-03(1.83E-03) 7.67E-03(1.57E-03) 8.17E-03(2.09E-03) 8.04E-03(1.40E-03)
Favour 2.03E-12(5.46E-12) 6.64E-15(1.23E-14) 2.69E-13(7.10E-13) 1.51E-15(4.24E-15) 7.73E-11(2.31E-10)
POk 1.39E-01(2.24E-02) 1.24E-01(2.01E-02) 9.75E-02(2.71E-02) 1.00E-01(2.70E-02) 4.14E-02(1.34E-02)
POk,z 1.33E-01(3.53E-02) 1.29E-01(2.74E-02) 9.88E-02(2.69E-02) 1.05E-01(2.69E-02) 5.16E-02(2.72E-02)

Execution Time (seconds)
NSGAII 76.1(0.294) 62.6(1.42) 67.5(0.866) 50.4(0.685) 56.0(0.588)
ǫ-DOM 108.8(0.902) 89.7(0.389) 90.5(1.62) 73.6(0.568) 78.6(1.14)
ǫ-Preferred 134.4(2.13) 106.0(0.624) 118.4(2.37) 87.4(0.676) 102.5(2.69)
(1− k)-dom. 92.3(0.451) 78.2(0.676) 86.3(2.85) 62.8(0.782) 75.7(2.18)
FAFuzzy 232.0(8.18) 165.6(3.19) 182.8(3.59) 142.7(1.06) 156.1(6.11)
Favour 116.5(2.71) 92.8(1.23) 104.4(2.27) 78.2(1.88) 91.1(1.86)
POk 81.0(0.696) 70.9(0.536) 74.2(1.52) 58.0(0.709) 67.0(1.60)
POk,z 81.3(0.788) 71.0(0.738) 74.1(0.99) 57.7(0.898) 66.3(2.30)

Table 1: Average values of metrics N, GD, Spread, Spacing, and execution time for the
methods considered in this work solving the DTLZ2 problem with 8 objectives

of the obtained solutions, Table 1 also shows the average and standard devia-
tion of the execution time in seconds of each implementation as an additional
metric. The column label Sequential shows the values for sequential execu-
tions; the columns 2-RND and 2-KM are for the values for parallel executions
using the random and K-means population distribution methods with two
threads, respectively. Similarly, 4-RND and 4-KM are for parallel executions
using using the random and K-means population distribution methods with
threads.

To analyse the results in Table 1, for each metric, the best metric value
for each row (ranking method) is boldfaced, while, the best value for each
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column (execution method) is in gray. Thus, a cell that is in boldface and
gray is for the solution set with best metric value. In this way, it is eas-
ier to note that for most of the considered metrics, at least one parallel
implementation obtains a solution set that is better than its corresponding
sequential counterparts in convergence or diversity. The result is remarkable
since parallel and sequential implementations were executed using the same
number of iterations, and, therefore, the same number of objective function
evaluations. Moreover, parallel implementations obtain better results with
improved execution times.

As it is expected, regarding the metrics related to convergence (GD andN
) executions of the original NSGA-II with the considered parameters obtain
worse values than the alternatives that were proposed for many-objective
problems. However, considering the Spread of solutions NSGA-II obtains
the best values.

The implementations of (1−kF )-dominance relation obtain the best con-
vergence values, but they cover a small portion of the Pareto Front as their
Spread metric indicate. In fact, with the exception of ǫ-DOM, the alterna-
tives to the original NSGA-II ranking procedures obtain solutions concen-
trated into a region with Spread values greater than 0.7. Spacing values
shows that in spite that solutions provided by (1−k)-dominance and Favour
concentrate in a small area their solutions are better distributed than in the
case of the other alternatives.

Regarding the number of solutions in the Pareto Front, results of the
ǫ-DOM sequential and parallel implementations ranks 4 or 5 to eight, with
an average value of more than 340; while, regarding the Spread metric these
implementations receive the second position. Thus, ǫ-DOM implementations
obtain many solutions covering a larger portion of the Pareto Front than
the other alternatives. In spite of an analysis of the ǫ-DOM spacing metric
results show that solutions in the covered region are not well distributed, we
consider that this method offers the best trade-off between convergence and
diversity among the considered ranking methods.

Between the population distribution methods considered in this work,
the results show that the best parallelization choice (and the number of sub-
populations considered) depends on the ranking method to be used. As an
example, for the N metric and the ǫ-DOM ranking, the KM with 4 subpop-
ulations obtains the best value; for the ǫ-Preferred the best value is for RND
using 4 partitions, while, in case of the (1−k)-dominance the best result also
is for the Random partitioning, but with two subpopulations. Other exper-
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iments are needed to determine the relation that exist between the metric
results and the ranking and partition methods with varying population size
and number of subpopulations.

4. Conclusions and future work

The increasing availability of multi-core platforms made necessary to adapt
existing serial and parallel algorithms, as well to assess them in this new com-
puting platform. Also, development of newer algorithms for many-objective
problems is needed. A first step for this development is to analyse the current
existing alternatives.

In this work, sequential and parallel versions of the NSGA-II using differ-
ent ranking methods that have been developed for many objective problems
were evaluated over a set of performance metrics. Comparison between the
various considered methods was executed using a single parallel framework
in order to combine the different methods that have been considered.

The obtained results have shown that in most of the studied cases parallel
MOEAs outperform their sequential counterparts. Comparison results have
also shown that, for the considered experimental setting and metrics, the best
serial ranking method is, in general, the best in parallel executions. Among
the considered ranking methods, the ǫ-DOM ranking appears to provide the
best trade-off between convergence and diversity. The obtained results, also
indicates that different methods may be useful at different moments of the
search of solutions. Thus, the algorithm choice must consider if the desition
maker is interested into obtain a solution set with a large diversity or if it is
interested in emphasizing convergence to a given region.

Future works include, among others: to extend the comparison to other
problems; to test the proposed parallel approach with different thread num-
bers and parameters; to analyse the relations among population sizes, num-
ber of subpopulations, and partition and ranking methods; to improve the
partition techniques; and, to analyse optimized parallelization schemes. Ad-
ditionally, the development of new metrics for many-objective problems is
needed to evaluate the convergence and diversity properties of the obtained
solution sets.
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Abstract
Contrast enhancement is fundamental in image processing, as a

preprocessing step for other high level applications. Capturing images
sometimes results in poor details of the scene. Transforming the image
to improve details is essential to any contrast enhancement operation.
Contrast enhancement can be divided into two approaches: global and
local. In global approach, a transformation function is applied to the
image at once, while in local approach a function is applied to blocks of
pixels. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization(CLAHE)
is an algorithm that improves image contrast locally, but requires 2
parameters to be determined; to address this complex tuning prob-
lem, we propose a method to find optimal parameters using PSO,
evaluating two metrics: Entropy, which maximizes the amount of in-
formation, and SSIM, which evaluates the image distortion level of the
resultant image. Experimental results show that CLAHE gives a good
level of contrast enhancement for general images and the parameters
are not the same for each one.

Keywords: Contrast enhancement, particle swarm optimization, struc-
tural similarity index, entropy, contrast limited adaptive histogram equaliza-
tion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Images captured by any device may not reflect properly the fine details of

the captured scene because they may contain some areas brighter than others
or shadows that hides image details [1]. Contrast Enhancement is a technique
which tries to reveal hidden or barely perceptible details. It consists in
the expansion of the range of gray levels by modifying the histogram of
the image [2]. Besides providing a better view of the details of the image,
contrast enhancement is normally used as a form of preprocessing, serving
as an input to more complex applications (e.g. feature detection, pattern
recognition, monitoring images, medical images, and others) [3].
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One contrast enhancement method is the Histogram Equalization (HE),
which consists in transforming the distribution of gray levels. HE is very
popular due to its simplicity and effectiveness [4]. However, it often does not
give the best visual results. Various techniques have been developed based
in HE [5], [6], [7]. For our work, we have chosen a technique called Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [9]. This algorithm is
an extension of the Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) [8]. Also, we
will use Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm in order to find the
appropriate parameters for CLAHE. To assess the quality of the solutions,
we will use two evaluation metrics: Entropy, and Structural Similarity Index
(SSIM)[12]. In [11] a method is proposed, which finds the optimal parameters
of CLAHE, but unlike our approach, the image degradation is not taken into
account as a metric for evaluation. We compare our results with the results
of this method and we noted that the use of the image degradation as a
metric marked a noticeable difference between the results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the His-
togram Equalization. The CLAHE algorithm is briefly described in Section
3. In Section 4 we define the evaluation metrics. Section 5 presents the PSO
applied in this work; while in Section 6 the obtained results are presented
and discussed. Finally, Section 7 states our conclusion.

2. HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION
The Histogram is a distribution of the gray levels of an image. Histogram

Equalization(HE) consists in applying a transformation function of the cu-
mulative distribution of gray levels in order to obtain a new distribution that
approximates an uniform distribution, this is, the same amount of pixels for
each gray level. However, HE has some drawbacks, such as noise amplifi-
cation, contrast over-stretching, or it can change the overall brightness [4],
[11], [14]. For these reasons, HE based methods are divided into two major
categories: global and local methods [15] to be explained in the next section.

2.1. Global Histogram Equalization
Global HE uses the histogram information of the entire input image in

its transformation function [15]. In this approach, the contrast stretching is
limited to the gray levels with high frequencies. That is, the high frequency
gray levels dominate the low frequency gray levels. In this situation, the
global approach transforms the gray levels and the dominating gray levels
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that have higher frequency gain contrast stretching, which causes a significant
contrast loss for the gray levels with less occurrence. Additionally, in most
cases, the neighboring pixels may not get captured and transformed with
precision.

2.2. Local Histogram Equalization
Local HE tries to resolve the issues associated with global HE. It divides

the image into sub images and equalizes them independently. There are
many ways to divide an image into blocks of windows. One simple way is
by dividing the image in two windows. Another way is to slide the window
pixel by pixel on the entire image sequentially, but only the pixels that fall
into the window are considered for the equalization. This gives an equal-
ization centered in the window and only the gray levels within the window
are allowed to get better enhancement of the portion of the image that is
hidden or difficult to visualize with a global equalization. However, local HE
is computationally expensive, and sometimes causes over-enhancement.

To address the issues showed before, one of the local methods, Contrast
Limited AHE (CLAHE) will be explained on the next section.

3. CONTRAST LIMITED AHE
The natural behavior of the human eye is to assess the information con-

tained in an image, based on its local components. Hence, it might be relevant
to perform a contrast enhancement based on the local region approach. For
AHE, it is implemented by optimizing contrast within rectangular regions of
the image, so called contextual regions [9], with the region dimensions de-
fined as (Rx,Ry). Then, the histogram equalization is performed within the
contextual regions.A bi-linear interpolation function is executed on contex-
tual regions boundaries to correct inconsistencies between them. One of the
characteristics of AHE is that is capable to enhance contrast information of
the image[10].

AHE is associated with noise amplification, particularly visible in areas
where there are homogeneous gray levels. This problem can be solved by
limiting the contrast enhancement in such areas. The idea behind CLAHE
is to limit the amount of pixels that can reach a certain gray level, thus
correcting the gray level peak associated to the homogeneous regions. The
pixels are redistributed in order to clip the peak, and are equally redistributed
across the histogram of the contextual region. We can define the clip limit C
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as a factor associated with the average of the histogram contents. When we
define a low coefficient, the local histograms will not show heights associated
to homogeneous areas, thus giving a narrow enhancement. When we choose
a higher C , we get a behavior of CLAHE that turns out to be equivalent to
the AHE algorithm. In Figures 1(a) and 1(b), we see an example of directly
applying CLAHE using arbitrary parameters: contextual region (Rx,Ry) =
(8, 8) and C = 3.

(a) Original image (b) After applying
CLAHE

Figure 1: An example of applying CLAHE.

We need to define certain comparison metrics in order to determine the
quality of the results obtained. Those metrics are described briefly in the
subsequent section.

4. COMPARISON METRICS
4.1. Entropy
Information entropy is a coefficient that gives a quantitative measure of

the randomness found within the signal carried by the image[16]. When we
measure entropy of two qualitatively similar images, we have in our hands an
instrument to evaluate if there is an improvement in the amount of informa-
tion carried by the images. The information found within gray scale images
is defined as a coefficient which shows how much of the enabled gray levels
are effectively used to construct the image [17].

In order to formulate the information entropy, it is fundamental to define
the histogram of an image, as shown in (1):

H = {hi ∈ [0...N ] | i = 0, 1, ..., L− 1} (1)
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where hi is the counting of occurrences of the i− th gray level composing
in the image; N is the total number of pixels of the image, note that N =∑L−1
i=0 hi; L is the maximum gray level defined to represent gray scales of the

image. For a 8-bit scale, the maximum gray level is 28 = 256 possible gray
levels. Then, the normal distribution of the gray scales of the histogram is
defined as:

Pi = hi
N

(2)

finally, we can formulate the entropy of a given image as (3):

H = −
L−1∑

i=0
Pilog2(Pi)[bits] (3)

It is desirable to measure the entropy of an image because it is directly
related to the brightness homogeneity [18]. Another important feature is
that it is directly related to an efficient usage of the available gray levels of
the image.

For the preservation of the structural characteristics of the enhanced im-
age, the SSIM is defined in the next section.

4.2. Structural Similarity Index
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) is a coefficient that is capable of as-

sessing the structural information changes, giving a good measure of the
image distortion. SSIM lies on the idea that there is a strong dependency
between pixels that are close to each other [12]. Traditional methods like
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), and Mean Squared Error (MSE), are in-
consistent with human eye perception[13]. SSIM is calculated across several
windows that are defined within the image.

Let x and y be two windows at equal cartesian coordinates, for the original
image and the resultant image, respectively; then, we can formulate SSIM as
in (4):

SSIM(x, y) = (2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)
(µ2

x + µ2
y + c1)(σ2

x + σ2
y + c2)

(4)

where µx is the average of x; µy is the average of y; σ2
x is the variance

of x; σ2
y is the variance of y; σxy is the covariance of x and y; c1 = (K1L)2

where L is the dynamic range for the pixel values (255 for a 8 bit grayscale
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image) and K1 � 1 is a small constant; c2 = (K2L)2, and K2 � 1. c1 and c2
are constants to stabilize the division when the denominator tends to zero.

When it comes into practice, a single coefficient is taken to assess the
entire resultant image quality, hence the Mean of SSIM (MSSIM) is defined
as measuring the image quality as a whole. It is defined in (5):

MMSIM(x, y) = 1
M

M∑

j=1
SSIM(xj, yj) (5)

where x and y are the original and resultant images respectively; xj and
yj are the image pixels at the j − th window; and M stands for the total of
windows that where used to process the original image.

5. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic which has been

applied successfully in several optimization problems, in a broad range of
scientific research fields[19].We define PSO as follows[20]: Let i be a com-
plete cycle of execution of the algorithm, denominated iteration, and a D-
dimensional search space; then, each particle of the swarm is composed by
a series of vectors, where −→xi is the current position of a particle within the
search space; −→pi is its previous best position, and −→vi is its velocity. We can
describe −→xi as an array of coordinates, in which a point of the solution space
is completely defined. When a particle evaluates this solution against the
best solution it has found so far, the solution is stored in −→pi ; symilarly, the
best position achieved by the whole swarm is stored in −→pg . A single particle
moves towards a new point to the next evaluation, adding −→vi coordinates to−→xi , and the algorithm adjusts a new −→vi , which can be seen as a movement
pace. Taking this description into account, we might be able to formulate
the PSO algorithm as showed in (6):





−→vi = ω−→vi + U(0, φ1)
⊗

(−→pi −−→xi ) + U(0, φ2)
⊗

(−→pg −−→xi ),
−→xi = −→vi +−→xi

(6)

where ω is the inertia weight; −→U (0, φi) represents a function of random
numbers between [0, φi], generated on every iteration for each particle, and ⊗

is a scalar-vector multiplication. In Algorithm 1, the PSO-CLAHE pseudo-
code used in this work is shown.
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initialize inputImage, numIterations, numParticles, w, i, φ1, φ2;
for each particle xi do

initialize xi randomly and set the velocity −→vi to 0;
outputImage = runCLAHE(xi, inputImage);
Ai = calculateFitness(outputImage, inputImage);
set the local best −→pi of the particle to its initial position;
set the global best particle −→pg if the current particle is better;

end
while i = 0, i < numIterations do

for each particle xi do
calculate the new velocity −→vi according to Eq. (6);
calculate the new position −→xi according to Eq. (6);
outputImage = runCLAHE(xi, inputImage);
Ai = calculateFitness(outputImage, inputImage);
actualize the local best −→pi if the current particle is better;
actualize the global best −→pg if the current particle is better;

end
end
return −→pg ;

Algorithm 1: PSO-CLAHE proposed pseudo-code

Figure 2: PSO-CLAHE relationship

In the context of the problem being addressed, a particle is composed by
the input coefficients for CLAHE, this is −→xi = ((Rx,Ry),C ), where (Rx,Ry)
is the contextual region in which the local histogram equalization is per-
formed, and C is the coefficient of clip limit applied by the particle. The
inertia weight value ω is set to 0.1, and −→U (0, φi) takes values between 1.5
and 2.5 for every iteration.

To evaluate the quality of the results achieved by the particle, a fitness
function is defined: Let A be such function, and given Entropy (3) and
MSSIM (5) which are obtained from the resultant image, we can formulate
A as showed in (7):
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A = H ×MSSIM (7)
PSO stores a new −→pi every time A−→pi

< A−→xi
, and stores a new −→pg whenever

A−→pg
< A−→xi

. This comparison series occurs until a stop criterion is reached. In
Figure 2 is presented the relationship between PSO and CLAHE algorithms.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six images were chosen to test the PSO, see Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and

5(a), 5(b), 5(c). For every image, 10 tests were run; the population was
configured with 100 particles and 50 iterations as stop criterion. The best
fitness (the best result in terms of gain of entropy and loss of Structural
Similarity) from the tests for PSO-CLAHE was taken for every image, and
results are listed in Table 1. In Table 2, we show the results we obtained using
a state-of-the-art method for Contrast Enhancement [11], for comparison
pourposes.

Normalized Coefficients Fitness Parameters applied
Image Name Original H H MSSIM Best A Rx Ry C
Lenna 0.9306 0.9813 0.9246 0.9073 2 3 1.1604
Flowers 0.8748 0.9201 0.9103 0.8375 42 6 0.5590
Mammogram 0.8217 0.8732 0.9052 0.7904 7 3 1.5883
Giraffe 0.6724 0.8127 0.7984 0.6489 72 5 2.1555
Trees 0.7675 0.8382 0.8187 0.6862 17 17 2.4977
Woman 0.6685 0.9327 0.7296 0.6804 5 2 8.0793

Table 1: Summary of Results for PSO-CLAHE

Normalized Coeffients Fitness Parameters applied
Image Name Original H H MSSIM Best A Rx Ry C
Lenna 0.9306 0.9948 0.8208 0.7639 2 2 0.030
Flowers 0.8748 0.9906 0.631 0.5519 2 2 0.044
Mammogram 0.8217 0.9564 0.6215 0.5107 2 2 0.051
Giraffe 0.6724 0.9754 0.3169 0.2131 2 2 0.056
Trees 0.7675 0.9842 0.5735 0.4402 2 2 0.063
Woman 0.6685 0.7936 0.5735 0.3834 32 32 0.042

Table 2: Summary of Results for the method proposed on [11]

When comparing Table 2 against Table 1, it is seen for all rows that
resulting entropy coefficients from the method proposed in [11] are higher for
every row listed, than the ones obtained from PSO-CLAHE; this is because
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in Table 2, entropy was maximized, without setting a explicit constraint
that prevents image quality degradation. Therefore, the fitness coefficients
resulted lower for every row in Table 2, when compared with the same values
in Table 1. Finally, we can state that images obtained with our method show
better image quality, and less amplified noise when compared with resultant
images obtained from the method in [11].

(a) Original
image - Mammo-
gram

(b) Original image
- Tree

(c) Original image -
Giraffe

(d) Result -
Mammogram

(e) Result- Tree (f) Result - Giraffe

Figure 3: Original images and best solutions for PSO-CLAHE

(a) Result - Lenna (b) Result - Flowers (c) Result - Mam-
mogram

Figure 4: Image results for the method proposed on [11]
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The enhanced images are shown in Figure 3(d), 3(e), 3(f) and Figure
5(d), 5(e), 5(f). It is remarkable that there was a perceptible enhancement
of contrast in every image in Figures 3 and 5, and that there was no amplified
noise. In Figures 3(d), 3(f) and 5(f), we obtained better appreciation of image
details. Meanwhile, in Figures 5(d) and 5(e), strong contrast was achieved.
It is clearly shown that, in Figure 5(d) there is little noise amplification,
when comparing with Figure 1(b).

(a) Original image -
Lenna

(b) Original image -
Flowers

(c) Original image -
Woman

(d) Result - Lenna (e) Result - Flowers (f) Result - Woman

Figure 5: Original images and best solutions for PSO-CLAHE

7. CONCLUSION
This paper states a promissory approach for Contrast Enhancement. We

proposed the use of PSO to find the optimal parameters of CLAHE, a local
HE method, regardless of the nature and size of the image, based on Entropy
and SSIM as the metrics that determine which parameters are optimal. The
results indicated that our method can be applied to any type of gray level
images, gives good results in terms of visual assessment, and it is not limited
to a particular type of image. Using Entropy and SSIM yields images with
a good natural appearance, and without amplifying noise, which is a serious
drawback of AHE-based techniques. As a future work, it might be interesting
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to apply PSO-CLAHE in order to perform Contrast Enhancement on HDR
images [21] .
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Abstract

Multiobjective optimization problems (MOP) with more than three
objectives in conflict are known as Many Objectives and generally are
more difficult to solve than MOPs with two or three objectives. The
literature reports that algorithms for solving MOPs, such as NSGA-
II, have difficulty to converge when the number of objectives scale to
four or more. In searching of approaches to efficiently solve MOPs
cataloged as Many Objectives, this paper explores the application of
alternative algorithms based on Harmony Search (HS).

Experimental results up to sixteen objectives in test problems
widely accepted, DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, are reported and compared with
performance metrics such as hypervolumen and error. Experimental
results demonstrate the viability of Harmony Search based algorithms
to effectively solve Many Objective Optimization Problems.

Keywords: Multi-objective optimization, Many Objective Optimiza-

tion, Harmony Search, Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION

In many Multiobjective Optimization Problems (MOPs), obtaining a
complete and accurate set of solutions may become pretty difficult. Multi
Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) have demonstrated ability in
obtaining approximations or a complete solutions sets in MOPs with 2 and 3
objectives. However, in recent years, several researchers have reported diffi-
culties in convergence when applying MOEAs in solving problems with 4 or
more objectives, known as Many Objectives Optimization Problems [9].
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Moreover, Farina [2] presents the following equation:

e =
2M − 2

2M
(1)

where e is the proportion of a M -dimensional space in which its components
certainly could be in the solution set of a given MOP. Clearly, when the
number of objectives M tends to infinity (M → ∞), e turns equal to 1, or
what is the same, any solution in the objective space could be considered
as a feasible solution of the MOP. Then, we can conclude that MOEAs and
any other approach based only in Pareto optimality may be inadequate to
determine appropriate solutions of Many Objective Optimization Problems.

Another difficulty for some MOEAs are data structures and subroutines
whose computational costs increases exponentially when the objective num-
ber grows. Finally, also occurs that the number of candidate individuals
required for approximating the entire solution set increases as the dimen-
sionality of the objective space grows [9].

The next sections are as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to
multiobjective optimization and the concept of Many Objective. In sections 3
and 4, both NSGA-II algorithm and Multiobjective HS algorithms are briefly
described. Then, performance metrics and obtained experimental results are
presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 conclusions of this work are
shared.

2. MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION AND MANY OB-
JECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

Assuming that all objectives should be minimized, and that all are equally
important and independent, a MOP is expressed as follows:

Minimize y = F (xi) = (f1(xi), f2(xi), . . . , fM(xi)) ∈ Yf (2)

Subject to xi ∈ Xf

where xi is a decision vector in the feasible decision space Xf , y is an M -
dimensional solution in the feasible solutions space Yf , fm(xi) is the m-th
objective function, and M is the number of objectives in the problem.

Given two solutions xi and xj both belong to Xf , is said that xi Pareto-
dominates xj (denoted as xi � xj) if and only if:

∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : fm(xi) ≤ fm(xj) ∧
∃m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : fm(xi) < fm(xj) (3)
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Otherwise xi and xj are non-dominated solutions, resulting both equally
feasible.

Finally, Fleming et. al. [3] introduced the notion of Many Objective in
cataloging MOPs with a number of objectives in conflict or in competition
of four or more (M ≥ 4). Several authors [2, 3, 6, 9] concluded that Many
Objective Optimization Problems are difficult to solve compared to standard
MOPs with two or three objectives because of the following reasons.

• The increase of an M -dimensional space proportion in which solutions
certainly could be in the solution set is given by equation 1. Clearly
when M tends to infinity, e turns equal to 1, or what is the same, the
whole objective space.

• Data structures and subroutines whose computational costs increases
exponentially with the objectives number.

• The number of candidate individuals required for approximating the
entire solution set increases as the dimensionality of the objective space
grows.

3. NSGA-II: Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

NSGA-II is an MOEA of reference for solving MOPS [9]. This algorithm
has two main methods which respectively allow the fast classification of solu-
tions into a set on several non-dominated fronts and preserve diversification
of solutions. These methods are the fast non-dominated sorting and the
crowding distance.

In most MOEAs, such as NSGA-II, a set of candidate individuals called
population is repeatedly evolving until to find a solution, or a set of them in
case of MOPs (Pareto solutions set). In the main loop of NSGA-II, Algorithm
1, a parent population Pt and a new generated population Qt, both of size
N , are combined into a new set Rt = Pt∪Qt of size 2N . Rt is separated into
several non-dominated fronts Fi and next, the crowding distance operator
is applicated to each front Fi, until selecting a new population Pt+1 of size
N [1].

4. MULTIOBJECTIVE HARMONY SEARCH
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Algorithm 1: NSGA-II Algorithm
t← 0;
Generate random population Pt;
Apply fast-nondominated-sort to Pt;
Assign to each solution in Pt an adaptability value equals to its dominance level;
Generate a population Qt from Pt;
while stopping criterion not meet do

Rt ← Pt ∪Qt;
F ←fast-nondominated-sort(Rt);
i← 1;
Pt+1 ← ∅;
while |Pt+1| < N do

crowding-distance-assignment(Fi);
Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪ Fi;

i← i + 1;

Sort Pt+1 according to crowding distance operator;

Keep in Pt+1 the first N solutions;

Generate a population Qt+1 from Pt+1;

t← t + 1;

Harmony Search (HS), first introduced in 2000 [5], is a metaheuristic
optimization technique based on the principles of musical improvisation and
correctly applied to MOPs by Ricart et. al. [8] in 2011.

The main aggregation proposed by Ricart et. al. [8] to Harmony Search
to solving MOPs is a ranking assignment to solutions based in a propose by
Fonseca and Fleming [4], where the ranking of a solution xi in an iteration t
is defined by follow equation:

rank(xi, t) = 1 + p
(t)
i (4)

where p
(t)
i is the number of solutions in the current iteration that dominate

the current solution in question.
In [8] two multiobjective harmony search proposal are introduced which

are described below.

4.1 MOHS1: MULTIOBJECTIVE HARMONY SEARCH, 1ST
PROPOSAL

This multiobjective variant does not introduce significant changes in the
original HS algorithm [8]. The main idea is the use of the Harmony Memory
(HM) as repository for the best trade-off solutions found, specifying a ranking
for them according to the Fonseca-Fleming method. The pseudocode for this
proposal is shown in algorithm 2.

The algorithm begins by reading initialization parameters and populating
HM with random solutions. Next, at each iteration, the algorithm tries to
find a new trade-off solution using the decision variables of the solutions in
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for MOHS1
Input: F(x), HMCR, PAR, HMS, MI, FW
Output: P extracted from HM
Randomly initialize HM;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied do

Improvise a new solution xi;
Calculate the Pareto ranking of xi considering HM;
if xi has a better ranking than the worst solution in HM then

Update HM with xi;

HM. The new generated solution is ranked with respect to HM. If its ranking
turns better than the worst ranked solution in HM, the new solution is stored
in HM replacing the worst one [8].

At each iteration, the non-dominated solutions stored in HM represent
an approximation to the Pareto set. When the stopping criterion is met, the
solutions with ranking equal to one (nondominated solutions) stored in HM
are returned as the best approximation to the Pareto optimum decision set
for the MOP.

4.2 MOHS2: MULTIOBJECTIVE HARMONY SEARCH, 2ND
PROPOSAL

The main idea of this proposal is to generate a new memory HM2 at each
iteration with the same size as the original memory, HM1. From the union
of both memories (HMu ← HM1 ∪ HM2) only half the number of solutions
are admitted as components of the memory for the next iteration.

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode for MOHS2
Input: F(x), HMCR, PAR, HMS, MI, FW
Output: P extracted from HM1
Randomly initialize HM;
while stopping criterion is not satisfied do

Empty HM2;
while HM2 is not filled do

Improvise a new solution xi from HM1;
Store xi in HM2;

HMu ← HM1∪ HM2;
Calculate Pareto ranking of HMu using Fonseca-Fleming;
Empty HM1; R← 1;
F ← Extract all solutions from HMu with ranking R;
while HM1 has space ≥ |F| do

Move all solutions from F to HM1;
R← R + 1;
F ← Extract all solutions from HMu with ranking R;

T ← Space left in HM1;
if T > 0 then

Truncate F to size T;
Move every solution F to HM1;
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As shown in algorithm 3, MOHS2 begins generating random solutions
until HM1 is filled. Next, at each iteration, solutions for HM2 are improvised
using values of decision variables contained in HM1. Once all solutions for
HM2 are generated, HMu is calculated as HM1∪ HM2, and then the Fonseca-
Fleming ranking of HMu is calculated.

Once the ranking assignment is finished, solutions in HMu are group in
several fronts according to their ranking. Then solutions from this fronts
are transferred to a new HM1 in ascending order, i.e. solutions in the front
with the lowest ranking first, and then those fronts with successively higher
rankings. When the number of solutions in a front exceeds the available
space in HM1, a truncating procedure is applied until the size of the front is
equal to the space available in HM1. Finally, having completed the transfer
of solutions, HM1 has a new set of solutions for the next iteration.

5. COMPARISON EXPERIMENT

A comparison experiment was made between MOHS Algorithms and
NSGA-II for solving Many Objective Optimization Problems DTLZ1 and
DTLZ2 with 2, 3, 4, 8 and 16 objectives for each problem, based on the
following metrics

• Error. DTLZ problems have the peculiarity that the error of approx-
imation of solutions can be simply calculated by the following formu-
las [6]

DTLZ1→ E = 1/N
∑N

j=1(
∑M

i=1 fi − 0.5) (5)

DTLZ2→ E = 1/N
∑N

j=1(
∑M

i=1 f
2
i − 1) (6)

• Hypervolumen. It is a generally accepted metric of comparison that
evaluates both diversity and convergence and is calculated based on
a common point of reference in order to obtain a scalar value repre-
senting the space covered by each approximation set. We used the
implementation of the metric developed by Fonseca et al. [7].

Each problem was solved 10 times for each algorithm in 2, 3, 4, 8 and
16 objectives. For each result the values for error and hypervolume met-
rics were calculated. Then the metrics results were normalized and aver-
aged. Also for each problem in each algorithm were taken samples of the
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approximate solutions in time instants determined by the following geomet-
ric series 100ms, 200ms, 400ms, . . . , 102.400ms. For the tables below, the
algorithm names are abbreviated as follow. NSGA-II as N2, MOHS1 as HS1
and MOHS2 as HS2.

Tables 1 and 2 show the values obtained at each instant for the error
metric observed for DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 problems respectively and finally the
best obtained value in each number of objectives considered is highlighted
in bold. MOHS1 clearly obtains better values than MOHS2 and NSGA-II in
both DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 problems.

Time 2 Objectives 3 Objectives 4 Objectives 8 Objectives 16 Objectives
ms. N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2
0.1k 1E-2 8E-1 6E-1 1E+1 1E+0 2E+0 2E+2 2E+0 4E+0 3E+2 9E+0 1E+2 4E+2 8E+0 4E+2
0.2k 2E-3 2E-1 5E-1 6E-2 7E-1 9E-1 1E+2 7E-1 9E-1 4E+2 3E+0 1E+2 4E+2 3E+0 4E+2
0.4k 1E-3 1E-4 3E-1 1E-2 3E-1 9E-1 7E+1 2E-1 7E-1 4E+2 1E+0 2E+2 4E+2 2E+0 5E+2
0.8k 4E-5 2E-5 3E-1 5E-4 2E-3 4E-1 4E+1 1E-2 6E-1 4E+2 6E-1 3E+2 4E+2 8E-1 5E+2
1.6k 1E-5 4E-6 2E-1 4E-4 2E-4 3E-1 7E+1 2E-3 2E-1 4E+2 2E-1 4E+2 4E+2 3E-1 5E+2
3.2k 9E-6 8E-7 1E-1 2E-4 3E-5 5E-2 8E-1 7E-4 3E-2 4E+2 1E-1 5E+2 5E+2 6E-2 5E+2
6.4k 3E-6 3E-7 4E-5 4E-4 9E-6 1E-3 2E-1 2E-4 2E-2 4E+2 5E-3 5E+2 4E+2 7E-3 5E+2

10.2k 5E-6 5E-8 2E-5 5E-4 3E-6 3E-4 4E-1 7E-5 3E-3 4E+2 2E-3 5E+2 4E+2 8E-3 5E+2
25.6k 2E-5 2E-8 4E-6 3E-4 5E-7 1E-4 6E-1 2E-5 3E-3 4E+2 9E-4 5E+2 4E+2 3E-3 5E+2
51.2k 8E-6 5E-9 1E-6 7E-4 1E-7 3E-4 1E+0 2E-6 2E-3 4E+2 5E-4 5E+2 4E+2 2E-3 5E+2

102.4k 2E-5 6E-10 4E-7 3E-4 3E-6 2E-4 1E+0 3E-5 3E-3 4E+2 2E-3 5E+2 4E+2 2E-3 5E+2

Table 1: Error metric result for test problem DTLZ1

Time 2 Objectives 3 Objectives 4 Objectives 8 Objectives 16 Objectives
ms. N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2 N2 HS1 HS2
0.1k 2E-3 2E-3 6E-3 3E-2 2E-2 1E-1 2E-1 8E-2 7E-1 7E+0 6E-1 2E+0 6E+0 6E-1 3E+0
0.2k 1E-3 8E-5 1E-3 2E-2 9E-3 9E-2 9E-2 4E-2 4E-1 8E+0 4E-1 3E+0 8E+0 4E-1 5E+0
0.4k 1E-3 2E-6 1E-4 2E-2 2E-3 5E-2 8E-2 1E-2 3E-1 8E+0 3E-1 4E+0 9E+0 3E-1 6E+0
0.8k 1E-3 6E-7 1E-5 2E-2 2E-4 2E-2 8E-2 4E-3 2E-1 9E+0 2E-1 5E+0 8E+0 2E-1 8E+0
1.6k 1E-3 6E-7 3E-6 1E-2 8E-5 1E-2 8E-2 1E-3 1E-1 9E+0 1E-1 7E+0 8E+0 2E-1 8E+0
3.2k 1E-3 5E-7 8E-6 1E-2 4E-5 8E-3 7E-2 3E-4 7E-2 8E+0 1E-1 9E+0 7E+0 1E-1 9E+0
6.4k 1E-3 3E-5 1E-5 2E-2 9E-5 6E-3 7E-2 4E-4 6E-2 7E+0 7E-2 9E+0 6E+0 1E-1 9E+0

10.2k 1E-3 4E-7 4E-6 2E-2 7E-7 3E-3 7E-2 4E-6 6E-2 7E+0 6E-2 1E+1 7E+0 9E-2 9E+0
25.6k 1E-3 2E-6 9E-6 2E-2 9E-6 4E-3 6E-2 4E-4 5E-2 8E+0 4E-2 1E+1 7E+0 7E-2 9E+0
51.2k 1E-3 9E-7 3E-6 2E-2 4E-5 7E-3 6E-2 6E-5 5E-2 8E+0 3E-2 1E+1 7E+0 6E-2 9E+0

102.4k 1E-3 4E-7 3E-6 2E-2 3E-7 5E-3 7E-2 4E-4 5E-2 8E+0 2E-2 1E+1 8E+0 5E-2 9E+0

Table 2: Error metric result for test problem DTLZ2

In addition, Figures 1 and 2 respectively show the behavior of the three
algorithms in problems DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 with 4 and 16 objectives.

Next, the obtained values for Hipervolumen metric are presented in Tables
3 and 4. MOHS2 slightly obtains better values than MOHS1 and NSGA-II
in both DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 problems for low number of objectives. For
high number of objectives MOHS1 obtains better values than MOHS2 and
NSGA-II algorithms.

6. CONCLUSION
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Figure 1: DTLZ1 with 4 and 16 objectives

Figure 2: DTLZ2 with 4 and 16 objectives

The experimental results presented in this work confirm that difficulties in
solving MOPSs increases when the objectives number grows, such as reported
in the literature.

Also, the results show that Multiobjective HS proposals are equally com-
petitive that traditional algorithms for MOPs, such as NSGA-II.

In respect to the error metric, is seen that MOHS1 algorithm is superior
to the other algorithms in all test problems and in all considered objectives
numbers. Also, is noted that MOHS2 has a performance comparable to

M → 2 Obj. 3 Obj. 4 Obj. 8 Obj. 16 Obj.
Alg. ↓ HV SD HV SD HV SD HV SD HV SD

MOHS1 0.9888 0.4529% 0.9644 1.8770% 0.9999 0.0023% 1.0000 0.0000% 1.0000 0.0000%
MOHS2 1.0000 0.0050% 1.0000 0.0362% 1.0000 0.0000% 0.9957 0.1388% 0.9836 0.5147%
NSGA-II 0.9965 0.0444% 0.9707 0.6070% 0.9999 0.0128% 0.9899 0.0007% 0.9889 0.0003%

Table 3: Hypervolume metric values and Standard Deviation for DTLZ1
problem.
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M → 2 Obj. 3 Obj. 4 Obj. 8 Obj. 16 Obj.
Alg. ↓ HV SD HV SD HV SD HV SD HV SD

MOHS1 0.9932 0.1356% 0.9932 0.2891% 1.0000 0.2672% 1.0000 0.5257% 1.0000 0.4124%
MOHS2 1.0000 0.0091% 1.0000 0.1959% 0.9956 0.2478% 0.8504 1.2346% 0.7499 1.8342%
NSGA-II 0.9969 0.0482% 0.9596 0.5085% 0.9445 0.5147% 0.8222 8.9635% 0.9892 0.5303%

Table 4: Hypervolume metric values and Standard Deviation for DTLZ2
problem.

NSGA-II.
Regarding to the Hypervolume metric, is noted that MOHS2 slightly out-

performs the other algorithms in a low number of objectives, M ≥ 4, and
that MOHS1 has slightly better results in high number of objectives. How-
ever, no major differences are observed between all considered algorithms,
which suggests that all they have good performance in terms of diversity of
solutions.

In general, algorithms with a logic that try to find at same time opti-
mal and diverse solutions, such as NSGA-II and MOHS2, lose the ability
to converge when the objectives number increases. in contrast for MOHS1
algorithm, whose logic is based only in enhance solutions after each itera-
tion, is apparently unaffected by the increase of objectives number, but in
lack of a solutions conservation strategy is subject to the fluctuation of the
approximations calculated, as shown in graphs.

As final conclusion is demonstrated the need of study and development
of alternative mechanisms that must be applied to traditional algorithms in
order to overcome the current difficulties of lack of convergence and fluctua-
tion in approximation when solving Many Objective Optimization Problems.
Investigation of such alternatives will be the subject of future works.
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Abstract

The reactive power compensation (RPC) problem is formulated as
a combinatorial optimization problem involving nonlinear objective
function with multiple local minima. In this paper, as a new ap-
proach, different multi-objective ant colony optimization (MOACO)
algorithms are applied to the reactive power compensation problem.
The objectives selected for this study were minimizing the investment
of reactive compensation devices, minimizing the average voltage de-
viation and minimizing the maximum voltage deviation, in this paper
employs six MOACOs algorithms which differ primarily in how they
use the criterion of the information obtained during the construction
of a solution, how to update this information, the number of colonies
used and how they are treated information for optimal solutions from
the standpoint of multi-objectives. To analyse the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of these modern search algorithms, the proposed methods
are applied to the IEEE 118-bus standardized system and the results
are compared with each other, using comparison metrics.

Keywords: Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization, Reactive Power

Compensation, Comparison metrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is extremely important to operate Electric Power Systems,
EPS, as efficiently and reliable as possible. A way to increase EPS reliability
simultaneously reducing electric power losses is by Reactive Power Compen-
sation, RPC. In an EPS, the main goal related to the RPC is to determine the
adequate size and the physical distribution of capacitive or inductive com-
pensation devices . This optimization task generally involves several factors

1E-mail Corresponding Author: dpinto@pol.una.py
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such as investment or transmission losses, that are subject to operational con-
strains such as reliability and voltage profile. These factors, considered as the
optimization objectives, usually are contradictory,therefore, in the last years
this problem has been treated as a Multi-objective Optimization Problem,
MOP[1]. Multi-objective Ant Colony Optimization algorithms, MOACO,
have shown excellent results solving complex MOP [2], therefore, it is a in-
teresting task to apply different MOACOs to the RPC and analysis which
one presents the best performance.

2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

A Multi-objective Optimization Problem, MOP, [3] generally consist in
a set of n parameters or decision variables, a set of k objective functions
and a set of m constraints. The objective functions and the constraints are
functions of the decision variables. A MOP can be defined as:

Optimise

y = f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)) (1)

subject to:

e(x) = (e1(x), e2(x), . . . , em(x)) ≥ 0 (2)

where:
x n-dimensional decision vector, X denotes the decision space, y is a

k-dimensional objective vector, and Y denotes the objective space. Opti-
mize, depending on the problem, may mean minimize or maximize. The
constraints set e(x) ≥ 0 defines the feasible solutions set Xf ant its cor-
responding feasible objective vectors set Yf . Each solution of the MOP is
represented by a n-tuple x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), which defines a objective vector
y = (f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)), where each x must satisfy the constraints set
e(x) ≥ 0.

In a single objective optimization problem the feasible decision vectors
are completely sorted by the objective function. This is, when two feasible
solutions, u and v, are compared only one of the three fallowing options is
satisfied: f(u) > f(v), f(u) = f(v) o f(u) < f(v). However, in a multi-
objective context there is not a single best solution, but a set of best trade
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off solutions. In this set, no solution can be consider better than the others
if all objectives are considered simultaneously. Usually, there are conflicting
objectives, this is, the optimization of a objective implies the degradation of
some other objective. Therefore, a new concept of optimality must be define
for a multi-objective context.

Before explaining the Pareto dominance, some mathematical relations
must be defined. Given two decision vectors u, v ∈ X.

f(u) = f(v) if and only if fi(u) = fi(v)∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , k (3)

Considering a minimization context, given two decision vectors u, v ∈ X,
u dominates v (denoted as u � v) if u is better or equal than v in every
objective and strictly better in, at lest, one objective. This is:

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} : fi(u) is better or equal than fi(v) (4)

Note that the above definition of Pareto dominance is independent of
whether the problem is a minimization problem, maximization problem or
a combination of both. The vector u is non-comparable to the vector v,
denoted as u ∼ v, if and only if, u 6� v ∧ v 6� u ∧ u 6= v. Alternatively,
u . v denotes that u dominates or is non-comparable to v. If x ∈ Xf , x is
non-dominated respect to a set Q ⊆ Xf if and only if:

∀v ∈ Q : (x . v) (5)

If x is non-dominated respect to the set Xf , and only in that case, x is a
optimal Pareto solution P ∗ and can be defined as the set of decision vectors
non-dominated with respect to Xf , this is:

P ∗ = {x ∈ Xf | x is non-dominated with respecto to Xf} (6)

Therefore, the corresponding objective vectors set Ptrue = f(P ∗) is the
optimal Pareto front.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
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The RPC problem is considered for this paper as a MOP with three
objectives to be minimized as follows:

1) Investment in reactive power compensation devices. This optimization
objective is related to the resources optimization.

2) Average voltage deviation. This objective measures the general quality
of the solution.

3) Maximal voltage deviation. This objective indicates the quality of the
solution for each busbar, it is designed to avoid large voltage deviation at
any busbar.

4. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION

Ant Colony Optimization, ACO, is a meta-heuristic inspired by the be-
haviour of real ants colony [4]. It has been shown that ants are able to find
shortest path from their nest to food sources. These ants choose the way for-
ward with a probabilistic decision biased by the amount of pheromone: the
more stronger the pheromone trail, the greater the chance of choose a path
[2]. The meta-heuristic ACO uses simple agents called ants and a pheromone
matrix τi,j, it also take in consideration heuristic information by a param-
eter ηi,j known as visibility, ants do not modify this heuristic information
during the algorithm execution. The relative influence between heuristic in-
formation and pheromone level is define by the parameters β and α. The
ant k located in the node i employs a decision rule based on the pheromone
trail τi,j and the heuristic information ηi,j to determinate the probability of
choosing node j ∈ Ji as next node to visit, where Ji is the set of nodes in
the neighbourhood of i. This decision rule is defined by:

Pi,j =




ταi,j ·η
β
i,j∑

x∈Ji
ταi,x·η

β
i,j

, si j ∈ Ji
0, otherwise


 (7)

Upon completion of a solution, the ant evaluates the solution and modifies
the pheromone trails on the pheromone matrix τ = {τi,x}, to keep the knowl-
edge of areas already explored. This information saved on the pheromone
matrix will guide the search for future ants. The algorithm can also include
a process of pheromone trails evaporation after each iteration. The update
and evaporation pheromone process is performed according to the equation
[2]:

τi j = (1− ρ) · τi j + ρ ·∆τ (8)
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where ρ represents the evaporation coefficient, and ∆τ , in a minimization
context is calculated as:

∆τ =
1

fk(x)
(9)

with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , b} considering an update based on a single objective.
In case b objectives are optimized simultaneously the next equation can be
considered [10]:

∆τ =
b∑

k=1

1

fk(x)
(10)

to normalisation purposes the fk values are divided by a maximum value
predefined. Therefore, the pheromone trail update is proportional to the
solution performance considering all the problem objectives.

5. MOACO ALGORITHMS

A total of six MOACOs were selected for this paper as fallows:

1) Multiple Objective Ant Q Algorithm (MOAQ): this algorithm was
proposed by Mariano and Morales in [5], based on the Ant-Q algorithm
[6]. An ant colony is dedicated to each objective. Therefore, a problem
with b objectives wil have b ant colonies, each colony optimizing a different
objective. The transition rule is based on the pheromone matrix τ , and
the visibility η, for the transition each colony employs a rule denominated
pseudo-random-proportional, according to equation 7. The update of τij is
based on the equation 8. The expression γ · maxz∈Jjτjz is added to ∆τij,
where γ represents the learning step [6] and denotes the quality of the path
according to the information learned in the past.

2) Pareto Ant Colony Optimization (PACO): this algorithm proposed
in [7] employs b pheromones tables (τ b), one for each objective. In every iter-
ation an ant determines a set of weights, in [7] these weights were randomly
selected, δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δb), and uses then to evaluate the transition rule.
Considering the ant in the i state, the j state is selected according to:
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j =

[
maxj∈Ji

{
(
∑b
k=1 δk · τ ki,j)α · ηβi,j

}
, if q ≤ q0

ι̂, otherwise

]
(11)

where ι̂ is a random variable selected according to the probability distribution
generated by the equation:

pi,j =




(
∑b

k=1
δk·τki,j)α·η

β
i,j∑

x∈Ji

{
(
∑b

k=1
δk·τki,x)α·ηβi,x

} , if j ∈ Ji

0, otherwise


 (12)

The two best ant for each objective update the corresponding pheromone
matrix according to the equation 8, employing an elitist update process.
Every time an ant moves to a new state, a local step by step update process is
perform. This update process is apply to the b pheromone matrices according
to 8, considering a constant value for ∆τ = τ0, this represents the initial value
of the pheromone trails, defined a priori.

3) Multi-objective Ant Colony System (MOACS): proposed by Baran
and Schaerer en [8] as an extension of the MACS-VRPTW [9]. The MOACS
gives the same importance to all objective, this is the main difference with
the original algorithm [8]. Originally it was implemented with three objec-
tives, with a unique pheromone matrix to minimize simultaneously the three
objectives. Therefore, the information of good solutions is equally impor-
tant for each objective function in the Pareto Front. This algorithm uses
the pseudo-random-proportional rule and selects the state j as next state to
visit, considering the ant in state i, by the equation:

j =

[
maxj∈Ji{λi,j.[η′i,j]λβ.[η′′i,j](1−λ)β}, if q < q0

ι̂, otherwise

]
(13)

where ι̂ is a random variable selected according to the probability distribution
generated by the equation:

pi,j =




λi,j .[η
′
i,j ]

λβ .[η′′i,j ]
(1−λ)β

∑
x∈Ji

λi,j .[η′i,j ]
λβ .[η′′i,j ]

(1−λ)β , if j ∈ Ji
0, otherwise


 (14)
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Every time an ant moves from state i to state j, performs a local pheromone
update according to equation 8, with ∆τ = τ0, the initial value of pheromones.
When a non-dominated solution is found, the Pareto Set is updated and the
pheromone matrix is reinitialized because the information was learned with
dominated solutions [8]. If a dominated solution is found, the pheromone
update is made according to 8, with ∆τ defined by the multi-objective ex-
pression 10.

4) Multi-objective Max-Min Ant System (M3AS): proposed in [10] as
an multi-objective version of the Max-Min Ant System [11]. The original
algorithm considered four objective functions. A global pheromone matrix
keeps the information of pheromones for all the objectives. An ant in state
i chose the next state to visit according to the probability p given by the
equation 14 of the MOACS.
The non-dominated solutions update the pheromone matrix according to 8
with a ∆τ calculated by 10. If τij > τmax, then τij = τmax, with τmax = ∆τ

(1−ρ)
,

and if τij < τmin , then τij = τmin, with τmin = ∆τ
2m·(1−ρ)

. Therefore, a lower
and upper bound is imposed to the pheromone level.

5) Multi-objective Omicron ACO (MOA): algorithm initially proposed
as a bi-objective MOACO in [1], based in the OA by Gomez and Baran [12].
In this paper the MOA was modified for three objectives, for this, a single
pheromone matrix and three different visibilities, one for each objective, are
employed. The MOA uses a population, P, of non-dominated solutions to
update the pheromone matrix. As transition rule the multi-objective exten-
sion of the MOACS, equation 14, was employed. In the pheromone update
process a constant pheromone value is added to all

La actualización de feromonas se basa en depositar una cantidad con-
stante en todos los arcos que componen todas las soluciones de la población
P. La regla se basa en el parámetro O (Omicron) al igual que en el OA. De
esta manera, se mantiene el nivel de feromonas con una cota inferior y otra
superior, como se muestra en la sección dedicada al OA.

6) Multi-objective Ant System (MAS): proposed by Paciello et all. in
[2] as an multi-objective extension of the Ant System [4]. The modifications
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are focus on the selection of the next state and in the pheromone update
process. The stochastic selection of the next state to visit uses the expression
14, based on the MOACS. The MAS uses a single pheromone matrix with a
visibility for each optimization objective and the ants are spread in different
decision space regions according to a λ = m value.

λ takes discrete values equally spaced between 1 and the number m of
ants, this is λ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Thus, a distribution is obtained in the solution
space of the problem, where for example, in the bi-objective context, the ant
with λ = 1 is specialized in the second objective and an ant with a λ value of
M is specialized in the first objective. Clearly the other values of λ represent
intermediate degrees of specialization between these two extremes.

The pheromone update is done after all solutions of the iteration are
finished, and only the non-dominated solutions found during the iteration
update the pheromone matrix. The update rule uses the expression 8 with
∆τ according to 9, therefore, the update process depends on the evaluation
of the solution according to all objective functions.

A mechanism to control the algorithm convergence is introduce. The
pheromone matrix is reinitialized if during K ′ generations, with K ′ defined
a priori, no new non-dominated solutions are found. This encourages the
exploration of new paths. This mechanism helps to avoid local optima con-
vergence.

These algorithms were selected considering the good performance they
have exhibited solving complex MOP. It is important to remark that all of
the MOACOs had to be specially formulated to be applied for the multi-
objective RPC problem.

6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULT ANALYSIS

To validate the algorithms the well known IEEE 118 Bus Power System
was employed, and ten different executions of each MOACO was performed.
As aforementioned, a multi-objective algorithm generates a set of tradeoff
solutions, none of which can is better that other consider all objective, this
is, a set of non-dominated solution. This set of solution is denoted as Pareto
Front of the algorithm, FP .
To analysis the performance of the MOACOs applied to the RPC problem a
set of comparison metrics was selected. These metrics evaluate the solution in
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different ways considering the characteristics of a MOP. The metrics selected
for this paper are:

1) Distance M1: calculates the average distance between each point of
the calculated Pareto Front, FP , and the nearest point of the Optimal Pareto
Front, PTrue.

M1(FP ) =
1

|FP |
∑

p∈FP
min {d(p, q)|q ∈ PTrue} (15)

where PTrue was considered as the set of all non-dominated solutions found
by all algorithms in all executions.

2) DistributionM2: is the average of solutions in a FP that are separated
by a distance bigger than a σ predefined.

M2(FP ) =
1

|FP | − 1

∑

p∈FP
q ∈ FP |d(p, q) > σ| (16)

3) Extension M3: indicates the distance between the extreme solutions
in FP .

M3(FP ) =

√√√√
k∑

i=1

max(|pi − qi|)|p, q ∈ FP (17)

Metrics M1, M2 and M3 are defined in [13]. The set PTrue considered to
evaluate these metrics is the set of all non-dominated solutions found by the
six algorithms in all executions. In all cases the distance metric employed is
the standard euclidean distance between two point, denoted as d(p, q).

The comparison metrics for the six MOACOs are shown in Table I.
Analysing Table I it can be notice than MOACS algorithm presents very
good performance, showing it capability to obtain a set of solutions very
close to those considered as optimal. Considering metric M2, MOACS ob-
tained the best distribution of FP , in metric M1 and M3 MOACS generated
the second FP closer to the PTrue and with the second largest extension.
PACO algorithm also obtained good M2 and M3 metrics, it has the second
best distribution and the largest FP , but it had the worse results in M1

metric, this is, it generated the FP farthest from PTrue.
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ALG M1 ALG M2 ALG M3

M3AS 0,055 MOACS 41,66 PACO 2,453
MOACS 0,072 PACO 36,94 MOACS 2,441

MAS 0,075 MOA 26,39 M3AS 1,381
MOA 0,076 MOAQ 24,31 MOA 0,177

MOAQ 0,081 M3AS 17,63 MOAQ 0,156
PACO 0,088 MAS 15,76 MAS 0,151

Table 1: M1, M2 and M3 comparison metrics.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents for the first time, to the authors knowledge, a com-
parative study of six different MOACOs applied to the RPC problem with
three different objectives. To analysis the algorithms performance, three well
known performance metrics were employed. Analysing these metrics it can
be concluded that MOACS algorithm shows the most promising results for
the problem in study. It is propose, as future work, to: i) apply more MOA-
COs to the MORPC problem, ii) consider more comparison metrics and iii)
perform a statistical analysis of the results.
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Abstract

Network virtualization is a key component of the Future Internet.
A central problem in Network Virtualization is the process of mapping
virtual networks over a substrate or physical infrastructure. Due to
its special characteristics, optical networks scenarios require different
approaches for this problem named Virtual Optical Network Embed-
ding (VONE). This paper presents a survey of current research in the
VONE problem. Their main features are provided and some aspects
of related important topics are presented.

Keywords: Optical Networks, Network Virtualization, Virtual Optical

Network Embedding.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term Network Virtualization is used to describe the technologies
that creates logically isolated network partitions over shared physical (or
substrate) network infrastructures, so that multiple virtual networks can
simultaneously coexist over the shared infrastructeres [1]. In that sense,
network virtualization covers both node and link virtualization, which are
the fundamental components of a network. Although a broad set of com-
mercial solutions was developed for node and link virtualization for years,
e.g. Layer 2 Virtual LAN (VLAN), Virtualized Private Networks (VPN),
Software-enabled NIC virtualization, TDM/FDM, etc. [2], in recent years
virtualized networks have attracted the attention of research and industry
communities. One of the first objectives of research in this area was to imple-
ment platforms to test novel or proposed Internet architectures and protocols
(testbeds), as VINI/Trellis, G-Lab and OneLab [3,4]. Furthermore, several
research projects were driven to explore the various aspects of network vir-
tualization addressed by these projects, as OpenFlow and GEYSERS [6,7].
These projects have left clear that Network Virtualization will constitute a
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Figure 1: An example of Network Virtualization

key component of future Internet [5] One of the main challenges in network
virtualization is the problem of how to allocate or map virtual networks in
a substrate or physical network. This problem is named Virtual Network
Embedding (VNE). Nowadays, we can find surveys as [8,9] that are related
to the VNE problem for generic networks (packet switched) or L2-L3 vir-
tualization networks. In Figure 1, taken from [9], a network virtualization
environment is showed, in which two Network Infrastructure providers (InP)
coexist. Two Virtual Network requirements, coming from different Service
Providers (SP) have been mapped or embedded, assigning physical network
resources to virtual nodes and links.

In optical networks, this process is named Virtual Optical Network Em-
bedding (VONE). Optical network virtualization is still under initial study
[12]. This is because of its analogue nature, diverse optical transmission tech-
nologies and the complexity of the virtualization approach suitable for optical
networks. It causes that these specific features need to be taken into consid-
eration, and contributes for the need of research on specific algorithms for
the VONE problem. In this work we present a survey on the main proposed
approaches about the VONE problem. We also propose a way to classify
them and enumerate some aspects on special topics related to them.

2. VIRTUAL OPTICAL NETWORK EMBEDDING (VONE)
PROBLEM

The Virtual Optical Network Embedding (VONE) problem, often referred
also as Virtual Optical Network Assignment (VONA) problem, deals with
the efficient allocation of Virtual Optical Network (VON) requests over a
substrate (or physical) optical network owned by one or more Infrastructure
Providers. This problem can be treated as two separated sub-problems: 1)
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The assignment of virtual optical nodes to physical nodes, or Virtual Optical
Node Mapping, and 2) the assignment of paths formed by consecutive links
in the substrate network (lightpaths) to virtual links (Virtual Optical Link
Mapping). To find a way to classify the different approaches for the study of
VONE problem, we focus on its following aspects:

1. Online vs offline problem [8]: In the VONE on-line (dynamic) problem,
the VON requirements can come and leave dynamically and are not
known before their arrivals. They must be mapped as they are arriving.
In the VONE off-line or static problem, all the requirements are known
in advance.

2. Types of optical infrastructure networks: Depending on the technology
in the substrate nodes, we can classify the networks using two points
of view: a) SLR/MLR/Elastic networks, and b) Transparent/ Opaque
networks.

Single Line Rate (SLR), Multi Line Rate (MLR) and Elastic optical
networks. In conventional Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM),
the fiber bandwidth is divided in sub-carriers of 50 or 100 GHz. There
is just one type of transponder, with transmission rate of 10, 40 or 100
Gbps in each sub-carrier. This kind of network are also named Single-
Line-Rate (SLR) optical networks. Mixed-Line-Rate (MLR) optical
networks provide an extra degree of flexibility for bandwidth provision,
allowing different kinds of transponders in the same optical network.
Different modulation technologies are also coexisting, appearing unde-
sired effects of some modulation format over each other in contiguous
transponders, named non-linear Physical Layer Impairments (PLI). Re-
cently, the development of optical orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OOFDM) as a viable modulation for optical transmission [10]
permits fiber bandwidth to be divided into slots with a finer granularity,
with frequency slots (FS) of a few GHz. OOFDM variable-bandwidth
transponders can use more than one spectrally contiguous FS if needed,
to allocate efficiently the traffic on the fiber. Such optical networks have
therefore been called Elastic optical networks or Flexible-grid optical
networks [11].

Transparent vs Opaque Networks. In Transparent networks there are
no all-optical or optical-electrical-optical (O/E/O) spectrum converters
in the substrate network. All connections in a individual VON must be
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using the same spectrum, and the Wavelength Continuity Restriction
(WCR) must be applied in all the VON. In opaque networks, only
applies the WCR to each virtual optical link (different links in the
same VON can be using different spectrum).

3. Metrics: The most used metrics to evaluate the quality of an embedding
simulation in VONE approaches are blocking ratio and Number of used
links or number of used wavelengths. In the on-line version, blocking
ratio evaluates the relation between the blocked or rejected requests
(which could not be mapped) with the accepted requests. In the off-
line version of the problem, its analogue is the Number of installed
networks. These metrics have a strong relation with the capacity of
the algorithm to find the most load balanced solution. On the other
hand, number of used links or number of used wavelengths evaluates
the capacity to find the solution with least cost of network resources.

It is very important to note that in most papers only one metric is used.
In the literature it have been proposed several possible parameters[8],
considering the various aspects to evaluate in the performance of a
single VNE approach.

4. Node mapping: Many proposed schemes leads only with the virtual
link mapping, considering the virtual nodes already mapped, using ge-
ographical restrictions. Only a few works lead with virtual node and
link mapping, most of them taking into account a CPU capacity of
data centers attached to substrate nodes, which have to be shared with
the VON. [30,31] make an one-to-one virtual node mapping, i.e. only
one virtual node is allowed to be mapped on a substrate node.

Taking this into account, in Figure 2 we present a list of VONE approaches,
with their most important contribution and features.

3. RELATED RESEARCH AREAS TO VONE PROBLEM

VN Reconfiguration. In the on-line scenario of VNE problem, the re-
quests are mapped in the infrastructure network as they arrive, and must be
retired when their life time expires. This process causes that the mapping of
currently mapped VN stayed non-optimal. This situation can increase the
blocking probability of incoming requests. Therefore, the Virtual Network
Reconfiguration problem (VNR) leads on re-allocating or migrating virtual
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resources (nodes and links) to improve the resource utilization of the infras-
tructure network. The VNR problem can be classified as proactive when it
is realized in order to avoid future rejections, and as reactive, when the VNE
strategy rejects a VN request.

The VNR has not been much studied yet. Only a few works can be
found in the literature. In [32] the authors propose path migration but not
node migration, to improve the utilization of bandwidth assigned to virtual
networks. [33] presents a reactive approach with an ILP formulation and a
heuristic, taking into account the cost incurred by the disrupted services. For
optical network environments, in our best knowledge only the work in [34]
presents an optical VNR approach, which is a reactive process that attempts
and tries to migrate a subset of VN nodes to relieve congestion on overloaded
optical substrate links.

Survivable VNE. The Survivable Virtual Network Embedding (SVNE)
problem assigns resources to virtual network requirements, in presence of ar-
bitrary node and link failures. The survivability of optical networks has been
extensively studied [35,36]. In virtual networks environments, the scheme
must guarantee the survivability of all virtual nodes and links, and not only
the connectivity of nodes as other type of environments.

The approaches differs mainly in the type of failure (multiple/single fail-
ure of links/nodes), and whether backup resources are reserved in advance or
not (restoration/protection schemes). Several works on SVNE are applicable
to optical networks, or are specific for this technology. [37] defines content
connectivity and provides an ILP formulation to maintain content connectiv-
ity in optical networks. Rahman and Boutaba in [38] present a formulation
of the SVNE problem and propose a heuristic to solve single substrate link
failures in VNE. [39] analyses adaptive virtual optical networks planning
considering requirements such as service resilience. Finally, Meixner et al
in [40] presents a study of the disaster-resilient and post-disaster-survivable
VN mapping problem using a probabilistic model to reduce the expected VN
disconnections.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a survey of current works on Virtual Optical Net-
work Embedding (VONE) problem, which leads on optimizing the mapping
process of multiple virtual optical networks on one substrate optical network.
Important aspects of this problem were discussed and taken into account
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to propose a classification of the VONE problem (online/offline problem,
SLR/MLR/elastic transparent/opaque substrate network, metrics used to
evaluate the efficiency of the approach, whether node mapping is considered
or not). We also discuss some research areas strongly related to VONE prob-
lem, as Virtual Network Reconfiguration (VNR) and Survivability of VNE.

It is to be noted that only a few works optimizes both node mapping and
link mapping. In node mapping it is necessary to clearly define the resources
to share with virtual nodes. Some works define the switching capabilities,
while others focus on CPU capabilities of attached data centers to substrate
networks. It would be interesting to increase the range of metrics used to
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed solution. Almost every work propose
the blocking rate or number of mapped networks as unique parameter. Other
possible metrics could be the revenue/cost ratio, the utilization of network
resources or the total length of virtual links. The process or Virtual Net-
work Reconfiguration has not been much studied yet and it would be a good
opportunity to future works.
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Abstract

Scientific aplications increasingly generate an large volume of data.
For this reason, are necessary new methods for manipulate these data.
This work proposes the use of the integration of database by grid
computing applications. Taking as example the LAG-Clima project
was developed an integration of their data for facilities the distribution
between the nodes of the grid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a new source for understending has emerged for the science de-
velopment based on data-intensive computing, sometimes called the Fourth
Paradigm [8]. Tremendous amounts of information are gathered thanks to
sophisticated technologies for the observation system and computers. In this
context, the technology of grid computing provides mechanisms to share and
coordinate the use of several computational resources in different institu-
tions distributed geographically, in order to create a single virtual computer
capable of achieving high processing rate and storage capability [5].

Meteorological and climate studies are examples of the use of sophisti-
cated computational tools. These have obtained considerable notoriety in
recent years due to the interference of weather and climate on human activi-
ties. On the other hand, this means a huge amount of data to be storaged and
analised. Today, the meteorological community has access to a giant quan-
tity of observational data from different sources (weather stations, satellites,
spacecraft, weather balloons, etc.), as well as a set of models used to generate
simulated data and/or systems interpolated, employing the high performance
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computing. Therefore, there is an intense demand on data storage, with ne-
cessity of computational tools for analysis [9].

The demand for data storage is growing not only in science, but also for
commercial applications. The database technology together with web appli-
cations offers to the users the posibility to storage their data, allowing full
manipulation, i.e., insertion, delete, update, and query of the data. Due a
series of facilities, such technologies are used in meteorological and climato-
logical applications to provide important services such as weather and climate
forecast [6][11].

The goal of this work is to developed the database and the web appli-
cation for the Latin American Grid for Climatology Project (LAG-Clima).
The activities developed in the context are related to grid computing, for
establishing a collaborative infrastructure to process and storing data using
computing resources for geographically distributed institutions. The research
team consists of researchers, experts, and collaborators from several institu-
tions: Servicio Meteorologico Nacional (Argentina), Group of Parallel and
Distributed Processing (Informatics Institute, UFRGS), Associate Labora-
tory for Computing and Applied Mathematics (LAC-INPE, Brazil), Faculty
of Mathematics (National University of Trujillo, Peru), Unidad de Ciencias
de la Atmosfera (Universidad de la Republica), Direccion Nacional de Mete-
oroloǵıa (Uruguay) and Grenoble Informatics Laboratory (LIG, France) [2].

In the LAG-Clima project, the processing is distributed among institu-
tions, with local data storage system. Such strategy becomes difficult sharing
data among the researchers, including to spread the information for the so-
ciety. Therefore, it is important to use Information Technology Resources,
such as Management Systems Database and web applications, to promote
the dissemination of data. This is the paper focus: a contribution for devel-
opmenting tools for storage and exchange data on a grid computing environ-
ment [15].

2 METHODOLOGY

The database integration is the process where several databases are trans-
formed in only one database. which the input a set of databases and output
is a single integrated scheme [14]. For this purpose, we have used advanced
database technology and web tools.

The beginnings of the database technology coming from 70s, starting
with the first file systems [16]. Such technology was to maintain digital
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records allowing storage of a large volume of data. But the safe handling
and administration of a database requires a set of programs able to offer
this possibility to its management and especially to its users. This role
is played by the Database Management System (DBMS), it is a software
to become easier the tasks of definition, construction, and manipulation of
databases. These systems have the ability to ensure data protection against
malfunctions or failures in hardware or software, and manages the security
against unauthorized access [4].

In this work, an object-relational System Manager was used: the Post-
greSQL. This database environment pioneered many concepts, and such fea-
tures were incorporated in commercial DBMS. The PostgreSQL is a free
software, and it can be used, modified, and distributed by anyone for any
purpose, from business to science. One advantage of the PostgreSQL, amont
others, is the full compatibility with the SQL standard [12].

The database developed follows a relational model. The model repre-
sents the data in a natural way, i.e, eliminating auxiliary structures for the
database storage task. The data representation in the relational model con-
sider data as a relation, i.e, an arrange organized into table with rows and
columns, asssociating attributes [7].

For developing a database, it is necessary to model its structure from the
data. Three steps should be observed: Conceptual Model, Logic Model and
Physical model. The latter step is the actual implementation of the database,
creating the entities and their attributes in DBMS adopted [13].

The task of the web application is providing access to database using
a browser. Several strategies can be applied: object-oriented requirements
analysis should model the real-world entities by means of object and classes.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a method of object-oriented de-
sign. The UML can be used for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and
documenting the applications [1]. Technologies used in this step can include:
Java programming language by its wide use in web applications [10]; Java
Database Connectivity (JDBC) for object relational mapping [3].

3 DEVELOPMENT

The LAGClima has a grid infrastructure for climate prediction and ex-
change data, and they are scattered on various institutions. A database
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integration is proposed into a single centralized database, where information
can be accessed to users through a web application.

Firstly, a modeling of data characteristics is required. The data are clas-
sified into three types:

1) Observational data: are groupings of data acquision from sensors
in meteorological stations, for a 10 years period (1991-2000). A monthly
average is calculated for different weather variable (pressure, temperature,
precipitation, etc).

2) Simulated and interpolated data: Data are obtained from computer
processing.

From the knowledge of the characteristics from the project data, the in-
tegrated database was modeled. The data are divided into three classes,
as already mentioned: observational, interpolated, and simulated. Each
class embraces weather variables: precipitation, temperature, wind, radia-
tion, among others. Each data is associated with a period, a location, and
region (geographic coordinates). The data must be considered an entity with
relationships with the other entities: period, local (station and coordinates),
and class. Therefore, the database will be able to store any type of weather
data, and hence allow queries by location, region, or period.

A web application was developed to allow the access the central database.
This feature allows all institutions has access to the integrated database.
This tool allows the user to search the data by class, region, local (weather
station), or time period. The selected data becomes available for download:
a file to be transfered to the user computer. The queries are formulated
by graphical interfaces on the browser, where parameters are collected for
searching.

The use of data integration through database and web application allows
the full access to the data in the integrated database. Figure 1 parcially
shows the web application. Figure 1a displays the Query menu, showing
different types of data. Figure 1b shows the results of the search: by period
and region.
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Figure 1 - Database on LAG-Clima web-site. a) Choose the type of data.
b) Query result of precipitation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The integration of databases for climate purposes was carried out. The
use of relational database and consistent management systems allow effi-
ciently track the data for the LAG-Clima project. The internet and web
applications are easy way to access the project data for different users and
institutions. The database integration on the grid environment provides in-
tegrity, security, and availability of data to users. Therefore, the results
reported are very encouraging for the application of the mentioned technolo-
gies on grid computing applications, as reported for the LAG-Clima project.
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Abstract

Very few entrepreneurs can succeed with little outside assistance. Mostly,
only a proactive perspective towards entrepreneurship is able to expand
the number of businesses that start up and expand. Certainly this is a
big job and many actors have to face this at one time or another. As a
consequence, entrepreneurship needs a good information system. Usually
a regional entrepreneurship network provides support in many ways to
a set of entrepreneurs and organizations. On the other hand, most en-
trepreneurship projects refer to identify needs and meet them in a specific
spatial context. Therefore it is necessary to link entrepreneurial with the
availability of spatial data. An entrepreneurial ecosystem is proposed in
this paper, composed of a thematic geoportal and a data warehouse. Also,
an according framework, the flow diagram and a case study containing two
fact tables are presented.

Keywords: entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial ecosystem, geoportal, spatial

data infrastructure, data warehouse

1 INTRODUCTION

An entrepreneur is an individual who sees an unfulfilled opportunity and uses it
to create new economic value. Nevertheless, networks and different kind of orga-
nizations are required to support entrepreneurs, such as regional entrepreneur-
ship networks.

By the other way, spatial data infrastructure is considered as a response of
society on the growing demand for spatial information, associated to the increas-
ing relevancy of spatial information for every days functioning of states, busi-
ness and citizens. As a solution, a geoportal is used for searching, visualizing,
and downloading spatial data and services. Particularly, thematic geoportals
are map viewers with information on a specific theme from different providers.
Thus, as a global entrepreneurial ecosystem is emerging, why not think in an
enterpreneurship geoportal?

In this paper we combine spatial data with business intelligence in an en-
trepreurial ecosystem composed by an entrepreneurial thematic geoportal and
a data warehouse.

This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 a synthesis of the
state of the art in entrepreneurship and spatial data infrastructures is presented.

1E-mail Corresponding Author: esther@ccee.edu.uy
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In Section 3 we introduce the entrepreneurial ecosystem proposal, followed in
Section 4 by a case study. Finally, in Section 5 conclusions and future works
are presented.

2 RELATED WORKS

A brief outline of the principal issues considered in the literature is presented in
this section. First, entrepreneurship basic concepts are presented, followed by
spatial data infrastructure, next by entrepreneurship & spatial data infrastruc-
ture and finally entreprenurial value chain.

2.1 ENTREPRENEURSHIP

An entrepreneur is an individual who sees an unfulfilled opportunity and uses it
to create new economic value. Entrepreneurship is considered as a booster for
the economic growth through the diffusion of innovations and a solution to face
unemployment. In the two cases (innovation and creation of one’s own job), en-
trepreneurship refers to risk taking [16], and four pillars support entreneurship:
entrepreneur’s resource potential, market characteristics, economic organization
features and public policies to create and develop business.

Very few entrepreneurs can succeed with little outside assistance. Mostly,
only a proactive perspective towards entrepreneurship is able to enlarge the
number of businesses that start up and expand. Certainly this is a big job and
many actors have to play a part. As a consequence, entrepreneurship requires
a well thought out system of support. It is well known that many people dream
of becoming entrepreneurs, but seldom use or know how to access the resources
needed to be able to success. Appropriate networks creation is therefore critical
to support entrepreneurs.

A Regional Entrepreneurship Network is a set of entrepreneurs, organiza-
tions, and residents working together to make sure that entrepreneurs get the
support they need to start up and flourish. A Regional Entrepreneurship Sys-
tem includes: a coordinated system of easily accessible technical assistance and
training, local communities that value entrepreneurs and link them to appropri-
ate services, access to appropriate capital, the formation of clusters that provide
sector-specific assistance, and a process for gathering information about gaps in
the system and developing policy and new services to address those gaps [9].

Most entrepreneurship projects refer to identify needs and meet them in a
specific spatial context. Therefore it is necessary to link entrepreneurial with
the availability of spatial data.

2.2 SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE

Development of Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) is considered as a response of
society on the growing demand for spatial information, associated to the grow-
ing relevancy of spatial information for every days functioning of states, business
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and citizens [13]. The growing relevance demands to be able to organize and
combine data across different disciplines and organizations. As a consequence
Spatial Data Infrastructure refers to a complex, fuzzy an evolving concept.

Spatial Data Infrastructures are considered non-trivial for many reasons: 1)
the SDI concept is ambiguous, and its understanding needs cross-disciplinary
research, 2) SDIs are multi-faceted and have a reciprocal (dual) relationship
with their (societal) context, 3) the development of concrete SDI initiatives has
to cope with risk [2] [3].

Spatial data play an important role to recognize and transform nature. Com-
pared with general data, spatial data has features of spatial, timeliness, multidi-
mensional, large amount and complex spatial relationships. While spatial data
is described as specific geographic location and spatial distribution of objects in
real world, the non-spatial data is all the data except the spatial data [18].

Spatial Data Infrastructure aims to assist the spatial enablement of societies.
One of the key characteristics of spatially enabled societies is the availability
of spatial information to governments, citizens and businesses as a means of
organizing their activities and information [11].

A geoportal is a crucial component of an Spatial Data Infrastructure, used
for searching, visualizing, and downloading spatial data and services [15] . In
particular, thematic geoportals are map viewers with information on a specific
theme from different providers. The aim of the thematic geoportals is facilitat-
ing the use of geoinformation for the end user and speed up search.

In order to meet the demands of the modern information society, analyzing
the space is a very important issue. Geo referenced thematic data, includes
economical, demographical, educational and social conditions data, etc. As a
consequence of wide access to data, published by numerous websites, informa-
tion acquisition is not a problem any more. The real problem is how to transform
information in useful knowledge [5].

Usually a user who searches for geographical, statistical information or who
intends to spatially locate events does not expect a different form of information
gathering other than a map or an atlas. Thus, the cartographic form of transfer
meets the users expectations. This is one of the important prerequisites of
the product usefulness. Another positive result of accessing maps in websites
is related to intuitive maintenance and effectiveness of distribution of spatial
information. Due to diversity of data published in geoinformation websites, a
map usually plays the role of integrating particular information components.
The map is also the basic element of the website composition. Next, the two
issues discussed above are linked.

2.3 ENTREPRENEURSHIP & SPATIAL DATA

Discovery of the critical links used by innovation institutions in a regional eco-
nomic system, is the aim of an analytical tool, as stated in [17]. Tracing inter-
actions and identifying institutions location, conditions for each institution to
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stimulate innovation and thus to participate in successful regional innovation
strategies are detected. Whether and how innovation institutions at regional
levels are helpful in finding combinations of regional and firm attributes to in-
centive innovations are analyzed. Best combinations of attributes (i.e. new
product development, technologies knowledge transfer, promoting research and
development) are identified and provide information for decision making about
how innovative institutions can act as potential key facilitators or constructors
of regional development.

As spatial determinants of entrepreneurship, quality of physical infrastruc-
ture and workforce education are the strongest factors with labor laws and
household banking access also playing important roles [6]. An extensive evi-
dence shows agglomeration economies among manufacturing industries, in par-
ticular, supportive industrial structures for input and output markets strongly
linked to higher rates of local entrepreneurship.

The relationship between regional characteristics and individual entrepreneur-
ship must be analyzed with a special focus on individual opportunity perception
[14]. Based on insights from multiple disciplines its possible to investigate how
regional knowledge creation, economic conditions and an entrepreneurial culture
affect individual opportunity perception, which in turn affects individual start-
up intentions and activity. Evidence suggests that individual opportunity per-
ception might play an important role in the cascading down process of regional
characteristics towards the individual. From a person-focused perspective, re-
sults suggest that regional characteristics which are objective may operate
as background (or distal) factors in that they affect proximal predictors of en-
trepreneurial behavior. Objective regional characteristics may drive individual
regional opportunity perception, which then drives individual entrepreneurship
[14].

Innovation ecosystems have emerged as an important context for entrepreneur-
ship [12]. Ecosystem entrepreneurs, however, face a unique set of challenges
associated with the need to balance the goals and priorities set by the ecosys-
tem leader with the goals and priorities of the new venture. In this context,
analyzing the value chain in the entrepreneurial field is essential.

2.4 ENTREPRENURIAL VALUE CHAIN

Gaps on the role of operations management across the entrepreneurial value
chain can be analyzed in an integrative perspective of the decisions faced by
entrepreneurial firms to manage entrepreneurial uncertainty, knowledge, scal-
ability and sustainability [10]. Resources and routines accross entrepreneurial
value chain is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Evolution of resources and routines across the entrepreneurial
value chain. Adapted from [10] .

Entrepreneurial routines and resources are closely linked in a regional scope.
As a consequence, an entrepreneurial regional innovation system is needed to
enhance individual entrepreneurial efforts. Several regional policies aim to stim-
ulate regional development promoting entrepreneurship. The policies applied
and the entrepreneurship underlying concepts, usually differ comprising diverse
mechanisms to support and stimulate entrepreneurship. A list of topics and
attributes based on the dichotomies urban vs rural and centre vs periphery in-
cludes: economic environment, natural environment, social environment, human
capital, settlement, accessibility and spatial distance [1].

Analytics and data based managerial solutions are evolving rapidly and be-
ing used by almost every organization. Business Intelligence analytics trends
are: self service, pervasive, scalable, georeferenced and geospatial applications,
clickstream crunching, cloud and respond to urgent issues [4]. The concept of
analytics-as-a-service (also referred as Agile Analytics) is turning utility com-
puting into a service model for analytics. New and improved architectures are
needed to be able to process very large amount of structured and unstructured
data in a very short time to produce accurate and actionable results. Different
kind of users can access a virtual slice of the main data warehouse server where
they can store and analyze their own data sets. Analytics-as-a-service in cloud
generates economies of scale by providing many virtual analytical applications
with better scalability and higher cost savings.
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Having presented the related work, in the next section an inclusive en-
trepreneurship and geoportal proposal is presented.

3 ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM

A global entrepreneurial ecosystem is emerging. In this section, we introduce
a web-based analytical entrepreneurial information system proposal, conformed
by an entrepreneurial thematic geoportal and a data warehouse. Currently, dif-
ferent type of organizations, star-ups, local and government agencies accumu-
late, update and use large amounts of entreneurial spatial data. As a rule data
have different formats, which don’t ‘allow their effective processing. To solve
this fragmented situation, an analytical information system for entrepreneurship
data querying is represented in a web-based resource named Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Thematic: GeoPortal and Data Warehouse. This kind of analytical
information resource helps to ensure interoperability between different actors in
the information exchange and improve the quality services provided to organi-
zations and entrepreneurs.

The global system framework is presented in Figure 2. Requirements and
resources are identified and accordingly derived to geoportal or data warehouse,
as the most important form of channeling. Based on appropriate resources
and requirements, geoportal and data warehouse are designed, according to the
critical success factors and success metrics defined. Considering a single system
composed of a geoportal and a data warehouse (instead of twoseparate systems),
maps and data warehouse fact-tables must be in consonance.

Figure 2 - Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Thematic GeoPortal and Data
Warehouse Framework .

Georeferenced entreprenership data are visually presented using thematic
maps, such as entrepreneurship organizations, entrepreneurship networks, en-
trepreneurship clusters, entrepreneurship resources (including, inter alia, finan-
cial, technical, education and motivation), entrepreneurs and projects regis-
trated in one or more entrepreneuship organizations.
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A Data Warehouse is considered in two ways, to store and analyze: a) web-
site navigation, and b) different entrepreneurial features.

The term clickstream denotes the path an user takes while visiting a web
site. Clickstream data offer a wide range of opportunities for data analytics[7][8].
Two Clickstream Fact Tables are defined: a) Clickstream sessions fact table, and
b) Clickstream pages fact table.

OLAP querys related to different entrepreneurial features are developed
through Entrepreneurial organizations fact table, Entrepreneurial networks fact
table, Entrepreneurship resources fact table, Entrepreneurs fact table, and En-
trepreneurial projects fact table.

Figure 3 presents the system Flow Diagram. Data Capture and Preprocess-
ing are common to both (Geoportal and Data Warehouse), ETL (Extraction,
Transform and Load) are specific for Geoportal and Data Warehouse. Geoportal
and Data Warehouse construction and usage analysis are set forth separately.
Finally, an integrated vision is obtained through Clicksteam Data Warehousing.
Definitely, maps and data warehouse fact-tables must be in consonance.

Figure 3 - Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Thematic GeoPortal and Data
Warehouse Flow Diagram .

4 CASE STUDY

In this section we present the proposal prototype integrating spatial and oper-
ational data in an entrepreneurial ecosystem. As an example of the fact tables
created two dimensional schemas are presented. The session data dimensional
schema is presented in Figure 4. Entrepreneurship organization and thematic
map dimensions are specific to this work. However, the remaining dimensions
are the typical dimensions used in web server logs analysis. In the same way,
usually considered clickstream facts such as time and number of pages are in-
cluded.
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Figure 4 - Clickstream sessions fact table .

Entrepreneurial proyects fact table shown in Figure 5, allows OLAP querys
of budget (estimated and final) and duration (estimated and final) across date,
entrepreneur, project, spatial location, financial support, entrepreneurship or-
ganization and main market

Figure 5 - Entrepreneurial projects fact table shows most required project
features. .

For example, whith real test data loaded in Entrepreneurial projects fact table,
it was found the importance of certain factors in the success of a project.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we presented an entrepreneurial Ecosystem based on an entrepreneurial
Thematic Geoportal and Data Warehouse. The solution was initially a pro-
posal adapted to Asociación de Universidades Grupo Montevideo requirements.
Nevertheless, it can be easily extended to support entrepreneurs in many other
regions and also promote entreneurship internationalization. Asociación de Uni-
versidades Grupo Montevideo (AUGM) 2 is a network of public, autonomous

2ttp://grupomontevideo.org
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and self-governing universities in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay
and Uruguay. Was born in August 1991 in response to university challenges
with the aim of working for excellence, quality, relevance and fulfill the tasks
required in public higher education.

For many people entrepreneurship is considered as a drug that does not fully
satisfy them with a single dose. Many programs promote entrepreneurship, and
make easier higher social acceptance and access to risk capital. The problem
to be solved in this paper, is how to provide information to organizationsto be
able to better promote entrepreneurs.

With the prototype it was found that the same project was funded in sev-
eral countries at the same time or at successive times. We conclude that by
using the proposed Entrepreneurial Ecosystem, it will be possible to rationalize
investments for these institutions.

In future works Web Usage Mining techniques will be applied to discover
patterns in geoportal users navigation and Data Mining techniques will be used
to discover patterns in entrepreneurship data.
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Abstract

We describe program HiPerWalk, which is a new simulator of
the main quantum walk models using high-performance computing
(HPC). The simulator is able to generate the dynamics of discrete-time
quantum walks and coinless quantum walks, and will be able simulate
continuous-time and Szegedy’s quantum walks. It has an user-friendly
input and is able to use hybrid HPC architectures, which includes
the main ones available nowadays. The simulator outputs the main
statistics associated with the probability distribution of the quantum
walk in data files and automatically generates plots. The simulator
is written in open-source non-proprietary codes and employs freeware
languages: Python, Neblina, Gnuplot, and OpenCL.

Keywords: Quantum computing, quantum algorithms, simulation, quan-

tum walks, parallel programming languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

The discrete-time quantum walk model (DTQW) on the line was in-
troduced by Aharonov et al. [4] and it was generalized to regular graphs
in Ref. [3]. In the DTQW, the particle hops from site to site depending
on the value of an internal degree of freedom, which plays the role of the
coin. Quantum walks on N -dimensional lattices were studied by many au-
thors [19, 31, 22] and display the key feature of spreading quadratically faster
in terms of probability distribution, compared to the classical random walk
model on the same underlying structure [5]. The DTQW was successfully
applied to develop quantum algorithms, specially for searching a marked
node in graphs [29, 8, 25]. There are other models of quantum walks and
some of them do not use an auxiliary Hilbert space and have no coin. The

1E-mail Corresponding Author: portugal@lncc.br
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continuous-time quantum walk model introduced by Farhi and Gutman [16]
and the coinless quantum walk model introduced by Patel et al. [23] are exam-
ples of such models. The coinless model can be used to search a marked node
on two-dimensional finite lattices with the same number of steps (asymptot-
ically in terms of the system size) compared to the coined model, with the
advantage of using a smaller Hilbert space [9]. Going to the opposite direc-
tion, Szegedy’s quantum walk model [30] uses the largest Hilbert space the
dimension of which is the square of the dimension of the coinless model.

In this work, we describe a new high-performance quantum-walk simula-
tor, called HiPerWalk, that can be used to obtain the dynamical evolution of
the quantum walk models and can be used to calculate the main statistical
distributions associated with the probability distribution. The simulator has
three main parts: 1) an user interface built in Python that generate matri-
ces and vectors (propagator and initial condition) based on the input to be
used in the core of the program, 2) a core program written in the Neblina
language (developed by one of us) which is able to run matrix calculations
in heterogeneous HPC architectures, 3) a module that calculates the main
statistical distribution and generates data files, output files, and plots. In the
present version, only the DTQW and the coinless models were implemented
and described.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the only simulator of its kind, ex-
cept for the QWalk program [21], which simulates only DTQW on one- and
two-dimensional lattices. A version of QWalk using HPC was described in
Ref. [28].

2. QUANTUM-WALK MODELS

The goal of the new simulator is to generate the dynamics of the main
quantum-walk (QW) models known in Literature in a generic graph. In
this Section we briefly describe each one of these QW models and point out
the main references. There are four models: 1) Discrete-Time Quantum
Walk (DTQW), 2) Continuous-Time Quantum Walk (CTQW), 3) Szegedy’s
Quantum Walk, and 4) Coinless Quantum-Walk.

The Discrete-Time Quantum Walks were the first to be proposed [4] and
it was successfully used to solve the problem of quantum spatial search on
lattices and hypercubes. Shenvi et al. [29] developed a quantum search al-
gorithm for the hypercube with time complexity O(

√
N), where N is the
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number of vertices of the graph. This result has a quadratic gain over the
corresponding classical algorithm. Ambainis et al. (AKR) [8] used a similar
method to develop a quantum search algorithm in two-dimensional lattices
in time O(

√
N logN) almost quadratically better then the time O(N logN)

of the classical algorithm. Tulsi [32] introduced an extra qubit in the sys-
tem and improved the complexity of the AKR algorithm. Ambainis et al.
(ABNOR) [6] also showed how to eliminate amplitude amplification method
used in the AKR algorithm by doing post-processing calculations. Moreover,
Refs. [2, 17, 1] describe similar methods to many other graphs generating
new efficient quantum algorithms.

The concept of Continuous-Time Quantum Walks were proposed by [15].
One of the first applications was the NAND-tree evaluation in time O(

√
N)

developed in Ref [14]. Discrete versions of the latter were presented in [10, 7,

11] requiring time N
1
2
+O(1). The evaluation of minimax trees using N

1
2
+O(1)

oracle queries was discussed in [12].
Szegedy’s quantum walk model is used to obtain results in generic graphs.

Szegedy [30] showed that the quantum hitting time has a quadratic gain
compared to the classical hitting time for the problem of detecting whether
a set of vertices is marked, in connected, regular and non-bipartite graphs.
Santos and Portugal [26, 27] analyzed the search problem on the complete
graph and on the cycle. With different proposals, Magniez [20] and Krovi et
al. [18] developed quadratically faster quantum algorithms to find a marked
vertex on ergodic and reversible Markov chains.

The Coinless Quantum-Walk model was originally described by Patel et
al. [23, 24] and the application for searching on two-dimensional lattices was
performed numerically. Ambainis, Portugal, and Nahimov [9] analytically
proved that the coinless quantum walk in two-dimensional lattices, using the
same tessellation proposed by Falk [13] has complexity O(

√
N logN). This

result has the same complexity of the algorithm that uses quantum walks
with coin. However, it is important to note that the coinless quantum walk
needs no additional space and therefore this algorithm uses minimal memory.
Here, we use Falk’s method to implement this model. The evolution operator
is defined by a graph tessellation. The simplest line or even-cycle tessellation
is based on two sets of orthonormal vectors

∣∣u0x
〉

= cos
α

2
|2x〉+ eiφ1 sin

α

2
|2x+ 1〉, (1)

∣∣u1x
〉

= cos
β

2
|2x+ 1〉+ eiφ2 sin

β

2
|2x+ 2〉, (2)
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which are used to define the reflection operators

U0 = 2

∞∑

x=−∞

∣∣u0x
〉〈
u0x

∣∣− I, (3)

U1 = 2

∞∑

x=−∞

∣∣u1x
〉〈
u1x

∣∣− I. (4)

For a N -cycle (N must be even), index x runs from 0 to N − 1. One step of
the quantum walk is driven by the unitary operator U = U1U0.

3. SIMULATION USING HPC

The notable progress of GP-GPU architectures in recent years and the
emergence of many other accelerator architectures like FPGA, IBM’s Cell and
Intel’s MIC (Xeon Phi) indicate a strong tendency towards the heterogeneity
in HPC. In this context, we use the Neblina language2 to simulate QWmodels
using parallel resources.

Neblina is a language focused on establishing a parallel computing layer
requiring minimal knowledge of the user about parallel programming. For
programming in Neblina, the operations are sequential independently of the
underlying architecture. The Neblina interpreter sends the data to the par-
allel processing unit (either CPU or GPU or other) increasing productivity.
This is performed transparently by using OpenCL paralell API, which ac-
cesses heterogeneous architectures. The simulation of QWs uses highly scal-
able matrix-matrix and matrix-vector operations that allow speedups when
we use Neblina as the core program. We are interested also to obtain the
statistical data of the dynamics (standard deviation, limiting distribution,
mixing time and so on) of QW models. Besides simulation, the calculation
of those metrics can generate large overheads in the overall processing time
and some theoretical results can only be confirmed by performing simulations
with large number of elements (asymptotic behavior).

Our simulation of QWs goes through three distinct major steps:

• Conversion of the input parameters into unitary operator U , which de-
scribes the dynamical evolution. These parameters can be the under-
lying structure (line, lattices, cycles, and others), coin operator, initial
states, and so on.

2http://www.lncc.br/∼pcslara/neblina
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• Application of unitary operator U on a quantum state |ψ〉 generating
vector U i|ψ〉 for i = {1, . . . , T} for large values of T .

• Statistical interpretation of U i|ψ〉 for i = {1, . . . , T}. This includes the
probability distribution, standard deviation, limiting distribution, and
so on.

For the first we use the Python programming language that allows a high
abstraction and complex data structures facilitating the process of converting
input parameters into matrices and vectors. Second step is certainly the most
costly one. In this step we use Neblina, which calls OpenCL to parallelize
the application of matrix U on the quantum state |ψ〉 (a vector). So, this
part can be performed in a GP-GPU or in a CPU multicore using the same
program code. Neblina outputs files with the statistics associated with the
probability distribution that are used to generate plots using Gnuplot (third
step).

4. HIPERWALK: HIGH-PERFORMANCEQUANTUM-WALK
SIMULATOR

HiPerWalk3 is a freeware open-source program that allows the user to per-
form simulations of quantum walks on graphs using HPC. The user can use
the parallel resources of the computer, such as accelerator cards, multicore
CPU and GPGPU to speedup the overall process without knowing paral-
lel programming. It is under development and employs Python, OpenCL,
Neblina4, and Gnuplot languages.

In the current version of HiPerWalk, the input text file is the main in-
terface between the user and the simulator. The parsing process is case
sensitive, and the user must take care whether the commands are typed in
upper or lower case. The main input commands are:

WALK <MODEL> selects a quantum walk model. Currently it can be DTQW1D,
DTQW2D, COINLESS1D, CUSTOM. This is a required command.

3The program can be download from http://qubit.lncc.br/hiperwalk.
4The Neblina Programming Language can be downloaded from http://www.lncc.br/

~pcslara/neblina or from the mirror http://qubit.lncc.br/neblina.
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DIRECTORY <NAME> defines a directory path which is used by the simulator
to save the output files. This is a required command. The <NAME> must
not have SPACE of TABULAR character.

GRAPH <TYPE> <SIZE> defines the graph in which the simulator will per-
form the walk.
GRAPH CYCLE <NUMBER_OF_VERTEX> generates anN -cycle. GRAPH LINE

generates a line. This is a required command. <NUMBER_OF_VERTEX>

must be positive integer number.

STEPS <T> defines a positive integer number that will evolve the system
at time T. This is a required command. <T> must be positive integer
number.

BEGINCOIN

...

ENDCOIN

This block defines the coin operator. The options are HADAMARD <N>,
FOURIER <N>, GROVER <N>, which produces the Hadamard, Fourier, or
Grover operators (dimension N×N). A customized coin matrix can be
defined by inputing each entry aij + i bij as follows:
BEGINCOIN
a11 b11 . . . a1N b1N
...

. . .
...

aN1 bN1 . . . aNN bNN

ENDCOIN

BEGINSTATE

...

ENDSTATE

This block defines the initial state of the quantum walk.

For the coined case, the initial state has the form |ψ〉 = ∑
i αi|ci〉|pi〉,

where αi ∈ C, |ci〉 is a coin state, and |pi〉 is a position state. Each
term in the sum must be entered in a line as follow:

re(αi) im(αi) ci pi
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For example, state |ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ i|1〉)|0〉 corresponds to

BEGINCOIN

0.70710678118654746 0 0 0
0 0.70710678118654746 0 0
ENDCOIN

The coinless case follows a similar pattern. If the initial state is |ψ〉 =∑
i αi|pi〉, then each term in the sum produces a line with the syntax

re(αi) im(αi) pi

BEGINTESSELLATION

α φ1

β φ2

ENDTESSELLATION

Parameters α, φ1, β, φ2 defines the unitary operator of the COINLESS1D
model. See examples for the details.

SIMULATION <TYPE>, defines the simulation type: PARALLEL or LOCAL. PARALLEL
means that the parallel architecture of the user’s machine will be em-
ployed. Neblina and OpenCL are requirements and must be properly
installed. LOCAL means that the calculation will not use parallel re-
sources and will be performed by Python. The default value is LOCAL.

PLOTZEROS TRUE forces the simulator to save and print probabilities that
are exactly zero. This command can be suppressed and the default
value PLOTZEROS TRUE avoids to save zeros.

PLOTS TRUE forces the simulator to generate the graphics of the mean and
the standard deviation using Gnuplot. This command can be sup-
pressed and the default value avoids to create the graphics and is equiv-
alent to PLOTS FALSE.

ANIMATION TRUE forces the simulator to save data and make a plot of the
probability distribution at each time step. At the end, the simulator
generates an animation file called evolution.gif.

ALLSTATES <N> forces the simulator to save the states for all time steps
are multiple of N. If N=1, all intermediate states will be saved. This
parameter is optional. The default is to save only the last step. The
value of N must be a non-negative integer.
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HARDWAREID <N> forces the simulator to use the Nth processor unit (parallel
device), which is described by command neblina -l. The default value
of N is 0. The value of N must be a non-negative integer.

Comments can be introduced by putting the character # in the begining
of the each line.

5. EXAMPLES

In this section we show two one-dimensional examples using the coined
and coinless quantum walk models. Consider two input samples. The left
(right) input is an example for the coined (coinless) model.

1 WALK DTQW1D 1 WALK COINLESS1D

2 NAME DIR1 2 NAME DIR2

3 3

4 STEPS 100 4 STEPS 50

5 GRAPH LINE 5 GRAPH CYCLE 240

6 6

7 BEGINCOIN 7 BEGINSTATE

8 HADAMARD 2 8 1 0 120

9 ENDCOIN 9 ENDSTATE

10 10

11 BEGINSTATE 11 BEGINTESSELLATION

12 0.70710678 0 0 0 12 1.57079632 0

13 0 -0.70710678 1 0 13 2.09439510 0

14 ENDSTATE 14 ENDTESSELLATION

15 15

16 SIMULATION PARALLEL 16 SIMULATION PARALLEL

The left column shows an input sample using the coined quantum walk on
a line. The initial condition is |ψ〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 − i|1〉)|0〉. The coin is the

2× 2 Hadamard matrix. The right column shows an input sample using the
coinless quantum walk on a cyle with 240 vertices. The required parameters
for this model are α = π/2, β = 2π

3
and φ1 = φ2 = 0. The initial condition

is |ψ〉 = |120〉.
Fig. 1 shows the final probability distribution for each case generated by

HiPerWalk. The simulator also produces a graph of the standard deviation.
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Figure 1: Probability distributions after 100 steps for the coined model (left)
and after 50 step for the coinless model (right).

Fig. 2 shows the standard deviation as a function of the number of steps for
left-side input (coined model). This figure uses the gnuplot fitting to find
the scaling parameters of the standard deviation. From the result, one can
easily verify that the standard deviation increases linearly with the number
of time steps, as expected.
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Figure 2: Standard deviation for coined model experiment.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have briefly described a new simulator called HiPerWalk (high-perfor-
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mance quantum-walk simulator), that can be used to generate the dynamics
of the main quantum walk models described in Literature. Up to now, only
the discrete-time coined and coinless quantum walk models have been im-
plemented. The continuous-time and Szegedy’s quantum walk models are
currently being implemented.

This new simulator has two major advantages: 1) it has an user-friendly
input, and 2) it is able to use hybrid HPC architectures, which include Xeon
processors, Xeon Phi, Tesla cards, graphic cards, intel multi-cores, and oth-
ers. The load is automatically balanced among the available processors and,
to use the simulator, no knowledge of parallel programming is required.
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Abstract

This work introduces an innovation Cellular Automaton (CA) model
applied for freeway traffic. Besides reproducing basic traffic propri-
eties, the proposed model herein is also capable of mimicking different
drivers’ style, including their fluctuation and variation. The model
herein considers differentiated acceleration policy which use the con-
cept of acceleration rate to describe the drivers nature. Furthermore,
the proposed model includes a randomness in the anticipation policy.
The randomness of both policy is given by Beta probability density
function (PDF). In doing so, the CA model herein is able to describe
different unpredictable behavior of drivers’ styles. The simulations
developed and discussed give rise to a phase diagram which resembles
the fundamental real data diagram.

Keywords: drivers’ style, anticipation policy, acceleration policy, cellu-

lar automaton.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular traffic has grown every year due to the modern society de-
mands by mobility, which has led to serious traffic jam problems in most big
cities around the world. Traffic prediction and simulation became a hotspot
research topic in different fields, being a fundamental service for the pop-
ulation’s wellness. Scientific computational systems and efficient numerical
algorithms are important instruments for dealing with this kind of problems.

Since the road saturation increases faster than its expansion, a correct
comprehension of traffic flow is able to help us understand and manage the
vehicular traffic motion in order to minimize the traffic effects. As a result,
several mathematical models have been proposed. Louis A. Pipes [1] was
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one of first researchers in studying the traffic motion in the 1950s, which
describes mathematically the vehicular motion.

Several researchers have tried to describe mathematically traffic flows and
understand its bottlenecks. These models are typically classified as macro-
scopic or microscopic. Among the microscopic models, Cellular Automaton
(CA) has been adopted with good results, due to the fact that it creates
similar behavioral features of traffic vehicular motion, such as the relation of
flow-density and the metastable phase [2].

In this paper we propose a Cellular Automata model applied for traffic
simulation which brings an important innovation approach for the accelera-
tion policy, taking into account an acceleration rate. Moreover, our model
also considers the movement of ahead vehicle through the anticipation policy.

To model both policy acceleration and anticipation employed Beta prob-
ability density function (PDF) which work together with more refinement
spatial discretization. This approach allows to mimic the uncertainly nature
of drivers and is able to represent several realistcally drivers’ style. As a
consequence, the proposed model allows studying how the different drivers’
styles affects the global behavior of the highway, flow-density relation.

In this work some related work is reviewed in Section 2, following we
describe employed variables on traffic simulation based on cellular automaton
and the base model as well as its extension in Section 3. We present our
proposed model in the Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks about the
proposed model as well as the future work are discussed in Section 5.

2. TITLE OF THIS SECTION

The Cellular Automata (CA) is a model mathematical widely employed
for describing a complex and dynamic system, such as traffic, crowd simula-
tion, etc [3]. Its concept was presented by J. Von Neuman [4]. A theoretical
systematic description of CA was developed by Wolfram [5].

CA models applied to traffic problems can describe basic properties of
the traffic. They are used for representing the vehicular movement across
the lattice, which represents the highway. Nagel and Schreckenberg (NaSch)
[6] proposed the successful model that has been widely employed.

A well known family of these solutions is named slow-to-start. This model
tries to mimic the driver inertia in returning his velocity whenever he stops.
This family was introduced by Takayasu and Takayasu (T2) [7] and following
several other works also tried to resemble the driver inertia [8, 9]. Despite
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depicting metastable region, this family model should work with more than
one probability with a different range of values, i.e., Basically, these models
require a combination of more the one uniform probability density function.
At last, metastable region relies on its initial condition: For free flow, the
vehicles must be distributed uniformly by the CA lattice. On the other hand,
jammed flow is represented by vehicles in jammed state on the CA lattice.

Another family of CA applied for traffic are related to those that include
anticipation feature. These models resemble the continuity of drivers’ move-
ment in the next instant time. The concept adopted in this approach is that
every driver considers that his vehicle in the front will move with the same
velocity as in the previous time instant. The disadvantage of this model
family is given by the unpredictable driver’s behavior due to correct velocity
definition. Emmerich et. al [10] suggests that each vehicle may adjust its
velocity considering the movement of the vehicle in the front at the next
time instant, but this strategy depends on flow and the results show that
the flow becomes jammed prematurely, besides not reproducing metastable
phase. Another strategy considers a percentage of velocity of the vehicle
in the front as proposed by Larraga et. al [11], including a safety distance
among vehicles. Break light models is a subset of this family, which adopts
a signalize strategy [12]. Other strategy adopted by anticipation model was
proposed by Lima [13], where a recursive procedure is added in order to
correctly define each vehicle velocity.

3. TRAFFIC SIMULATION BASED ON CA

Probabilistic CA models employed in traffic simulation have a basic set
of rules. In general, the following models extend these basic rules. The
variables space and time are both discrete so, xti ∈ Z and t ∈ N. The
highway is considered to have periodic boundary condition, i.e., the position
X is the same as position X+L where L is the length of the circuit. Likewise,
the ith vehicle is the same as the (i + N)th vehicle, where N is the number
of vehicles.

Besides, several models adopt the spatial discretization of one cell with
7.5 meters and the time evolution scale is measured in seconds. In this
case, one cell denotes one vehicle. However, others spatial discretization can
be employed [12] in order to better modeling vehicles with different length
(buses and trucks). The variable (vti) denotes the velocity of the ith vehicle
at time instant t, in cells per time, while xti denotes the spatial position. The
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distance between two vehicles in a time instant is represented by dti, and the
maximum speed allowed is given by vmax. Finally, probabilistic character
of the models describes whenever a vehicle will maintain or not its velocity,
accelerating 1cell/s (7.5m/s).

In this work we introduce a novel model which is an extension of our
previous work [14] and adopts a new probability function (PDF), named as
the Beta PDF. This PDF is used to define the anticipation policy and is able
to include greater flexibility to differentiated policies anticipation.

Algorithms 1 and 2 describe our base model. Our solution is explicit
in time and pretends to ensure the individual correct velocity definition,
considering the movement of the ahead vehicle in the anticipatory policy.

This base model is composed by two stages. In the first, velocities are de-
fined while, in the second, positions of all vehicles are updated. The former is
described by lines 2-14 and the latter is treated by line 17, both in algorithm
1. Velocity definition and position updating are independent tasks. More-
over, they are not tied to the flow direction of the simulation, thus allowing
free choice of access to the data structure.

Algorithm 1 The Base Model - main algorithm

1: for all vehicles do
2: vti ← min[vt−1

i + 1, vmax]
3: p← randomize number ∈ [0, 1]
4: if p ≤ pm and vt−1

i > 0 then
5: vti ← vt−1

i − 1
6: end if
7: αt

i ← Beta(a, b)
8: dtis ← (xt−1

i − xt−1
i+1 − 1) + [vt−1

i+1 × (1− αt−1
i+1)]

9: if vti > dtis then
10: vti ← dtis
11: end if
12: if [vt−1

i × (1− αt
i)] > dtis then

13: call Solver Vehicles’ Cluster (i)
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all vehicles do
17: xti ← xt−1

i + vti
18: end for
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The anticipatory policy is composed by two steps: in the first, the driver
behavior is modelled with an expectation factor of how the ahead vehicle
will move in the current time instant. This is given by a random value for
considering the movement of the ahead vehicle, which is produced using the
PDF. In the second step, based on this perception, the driver adjusts his
velocity in order to prevent a cell of CA to be occupied by more than one
vehicle, which would characterize an unreal collision.

The expectation is given based on a PDF through the α parameter which
represents a percentage of velocity of the ahead vehicle. The α parameter is
chosen based on Monte Carlo - rejection technique [15].

Therefore, this expectation term is added to the distance between two
vehicles, as described by dtis which is calculated in line 5 of algorithm 1 and
line 3 of algorithm 2.

Besides that, whenever a driver notices that he will move less than the
previous one could consider, he signalizes to it in order to avoid an eventual
collision. Moreover, the signalization procedure is propagated for all vehicles
affected by that one which move less than expected. This set of vehicles is
named as a cluster of vehicles.

After defining the cluster, each vehicle of the cluster adjusts his velocity
in accordance to the distance between it and its ahead one, added with a
new expectation term (line 3 of algorithm 2). In this case, vehicles can move
less than expected again and a new sub-cluster is built.

Line 10 of Algorithm 1 shows how the vehicles cluster is built. Algorithm
2 solves the vehicles cluster, creates the sub-clusters (line 8) and solves the
sub-clusters recursively.

Algorithm 2 The Base Model - Solver Vehicles’ Cluster algorithm

1: while vehicles do
2: αt

i ← Beta(a, b)
3: dtis ← (xt−1

i − xt−1
i+1 − 1) + [vti+1 × (1− αt

i+1)]
4: if vti > dtis then
5: vti ← dtis
6: end if
7: if [vti × (1− αt

i)] > dtis then
8: call Solver Vehicle’s Cluster (i)
9: end if

10: end while
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In a previous work, we employed the normal PDF in order to consider the
movement of ahead vehicle. However, the so-called Beta is more flexible PDF
can be employed to describe the randomness in the anticipatory policy due to
shows an easy way to configure several different curves defined between zero
(0) and one(1). Furthermore, the curves shape are symmetric or asymmetric
and can assume different shapes [16].

For simulation, we adopt the same configuration of our previous work
[17], where the simulated domain is in one-dimension and, the spatial dis-
cretization is given by one cell of 7.5meters, which represents one vehicle.
The tests are performed with circular highways, under periodic boundary
condition, with 300 cells. The maximum speed limit is 5 cells per second
(135km/h).

In order to analyze the influence of Beta PDF, we choose three range of
values, as following: the first, with Beta(a = 1, b = 20), has α value close to
zero, which means that the vehicles have the expectation that their ahead
vehicles are going to maintain its velocity at the current time instant. The
second range, Beta(a = 4, b = 9), describes drivers who consider the ahead
vehicle velocity with lesser probability than the previous parameters. The
last one, Beta(a = 9, b = 9), represents vehicles which tend to have the
smallest expectation of ahead vehicle velocity. Fig. 1 illustrates the three
obtained curve shapes.

Fig. 2 shows the fundamental diagram of three curve shapes. As ex-
pected, vehicles that move farther or closer to another produce higher flow-
density relation.

Employing the Beta FDP as an anticipation policy also produces excellent
results. Furthermore, this FDP makes the model more flexible due to several
other curves that can be drawn, allowing to simulate several different drivers’s
styles [18]. However, these results are similar to the previous one, where
normal PDF in the anticipation policy was employed.

Considering the fact that, we propose a modification to the Algorithm 1,
where the Beta PDF is also used to define the vehicles’ acceleration policy,
employing the concept of acceleration rate.

4. THE PROPOSED MODEL

In general, CA models applied for traffic simulation adopt the Uniform
PDF to describe the uncertainty of drivers’ styles. These models define when
a vehicle is going to accelerate or not. Considering of the Beta PDF as
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Figure 1: Beta curves.

mentioned in the previous section, we propose a modification for the model,
where the Beta PDF is also applied for acceleration policy. Therefore, the
use of Beta PDF allows the vehicles to define their acceleration rate, i.e.,
the vehicles are able to specify a quantity of cells they are moving at current
time instant, relying on the Beta PDF parameters.

Besides that, in this work we also include a higher spatial refinement
discretization, as suggested by [19]. Therefore, we adopt cells of 1.5meters,
being a vehicle now composed by five cells. With this spatial refinement
discretization combined with the curves shapes (Fig. 1), we are able to
represent much more discrete values in both policy. The speed limit becomes
to 25 cells per second (135km/h).

Indeed, a refined discretization allows the modeling of different rates of
acceleration, i.e., a vehicle is able to increase its velocity in a range from zero
to five cells per seconds (7.5m/s). Moreover, this higher discretization yields
more representation of α parameter (lines 4 and 2 of Algorithms 1 and 2
respectively).

The acceleration policy is described by Eqs.:

α = Beta(a, b) (1)
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Figure 2: Fundamental diagram.

vti = min[vt−1
i + (δ × (1− α)), vmax] (2)

where the Eqs. 1 and 2 replace the lines 2-6 of Algorithm 1. δ ∈ [0..5] and
represents the rate of vehicle acceleration. α is random chosen in order to
determinate how much is the acceleration. Thus, the acceleration value is
given by δ × (1 − α). Finally, the vehicle is limited by the the maximum
speed limit of highway (vmax).

Additionally, a driver accelerates his vehicle in the same way he considers
the movement of the ahead vehicle, i.e, the same Beta PDF is employed for
both acceleration and anticipation policy. Therefore, when the parameter
α is sorted close to 0, the driver accelerates 5cell/s (7.5m/s) in the current
time instant and moves close to the ahead vehicle. Otherwise, α values near
to 1 correspond to the drivers that maintain their velocity, increasing 0cell/s
in the current time instant. In this case, the vehicle maintains far from the
ahead one.

To validate our proposed model, the simulation executes with the same
configuration of the previous simulations. Fig 3 presents the fundamen-
tal diagram of three different curves shape. While the closest is given by
Beta(a = 1, b = 20), Beta(a = 4, b = 9) value depicts a middle and the
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Beta(a = 9, b = 9) models farthest.
Fig. 3 also depicts the basic features of traffic simulation independently

of Beta PDF employed. All developed simulations produced the three phase
of traffic as well as the metastable region.

Additionally, the tests also showed that our model is robust and sta-
ble. The results reaffirm the flow theory, since the farthest drives maintain
distance one to another, leaving several empty space on the highway and,
consequently, making the highway jammed prematurely. This style is de-
scribed by parameters a = 9 and b = 9 at the PDF. On the other hand,
for the closest style, parameters a = 1 and b = 20, makes a higher value of
flow-density relation [20].

The acceleration policy increases the way of simulating the traffic using
CAs. Instead of defining when a driver is going to increase his velocity or not,
given by the p probability in Algorithm 1 (line 3), the proposed acceleration
policy determines how many cells (an acceleration rate) a vehicle is going to
accelerate, similar to what is made by the real driver. Moreover, the Beta
PDF parameter allows to model several different drivers’ styles, depending
on the adopted parameters.

Likewise, all vehicles are going to increase their velocity up to the max-
imum speed limits or the allowed by the flow, apart from the Beta PDF
adopted. The farthest style consumes more time than the closest one, since
the former is going to accelerate few cells per second. In contrast, the latter
style accelerates almost 5 cells/s (7.5m/s) at most of the time instants.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose new CA model applied for traffic simulation explicit in time
with anticipation and differentiated acceleration policy. Thus, the model
herein allows to simulate different driving styles. These driving styles are
given by both: anticipation and acceleration policy. The former is responsible
for the driver perception in considering the ahead vehicle movement, while
the latter defines how the vehicle is going to increase its velocity in the current
time instant.

Therefore, the proposed model herein presented depicts an innovation
acceleration policy, due to the fact that the proposed acceleration policy
specifies the acceleration rate instead of dealing with when a vehicle acceler-
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Figure 3: Fundamental diagram with refined discretization and new acceler-
ation policy.

ates or not. In face of this, the model enriches the fundamental diagram, in
both theoretical and real data.

Furthermore, the Beta PDF and the refinement discretization are able to
resemble different drivers’ styles in both policy of the model, in acceleration
and anticipation policy.

Despite the proposed model represents the nature of drivers’ styles, two
other questions arise from this work: i) how many different drivers’ styles
exist on traffic and; ii) With this new acceleration policy approach, we can
simplify the model.

At last, the curve shape employed describes the global highway behavior
from a local interaction in according to the traffic theory [20]. In other words,
how far or close the vehicles move one to another affects directly the flow-
density relation. Furthermore, the fundamental diagram depicts the basic
feature of traffic simulation as well as the flow-density relation in according
to the driver’s style.
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Abstract

From the beginning of the Internet, web applications authentica-
tion is a real concern issue for users that need to protect personal or
very sensitive information. The traditional authentication mechanism,
username and password, although it may have potential vulnerabili-
ties, till now remains the most widely used authentication method on
the web.

We present the Multifactor Transparent Authentication (MFTA),
a scheme that aims to increase the security of web applications au-
thentication compared to a two factor authentication mechanism, but
keeping the ease of use and the deployability challenge. It uses the
user’s PC as a second factor device, and checking some features of
the user’s PC, in the background, when authenticating. It focuses
mainly on organizations where the users do not need to change their
computer, or do not have the need to connect from another computer.

Keywords: Authentication, Multifactor, Login, Web, Security.

1 Introduction

The username and password till now remains the most widely used authenti-
cation mechanism on web applications. It is easy for developers to implement
on a server and the users are used to it.

There are many problems with this mechanism. One of them could be
the reuse of passwords by users across many web sites [3], so the compromise
of one web site could lead to the compromise of other web sites. According to
a study conducted by Internet security company BitDefender, over 250,000
usernames, email addresses and passwords, it founds that 75% of users had
one common password for social networking and accessing their email [7,
11]. For those users who use a different password for each site, the problem
is to remember all of them when there are a significant amount of sites
[10]. Another problem is phishing, when Internet intruder use some scams to

1E-mail Corresponding Author: aerivarola@gmail.com
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obtain passwords and financial data [8]. These threats cause mainly financial
damage, but they can also cause damage ranging from minor annoyances to
real threats to life.

There are many alternatives to the traditional username and password
authentication mechanism. The two factor authentication [1], the Federated
login and password managers are good approaches but Bonneau evaluation
framework [4] shows that none of them meet the requirements of security,
usability, or deployability in practice. It is known that mosts of the users
prefer comfort over security when it comes to authentication mechanism,
thus usability is a very important issue on authentication. The schemes
described before change somehow the user experience so it makes it difficult
to implement within an organization.

For an organization that has a web application with valuable information,
and just specific clients need to access from inside or outside the organization,
none of the existing authentication mechanisms provide enough security with-
out affecting the usability and deployability, therefore we propose the Multi
Factor Transparent Authentication scheme (MFTA) which tries to deal with
the issues mentioned above.

This paper is organizated as follows. Section 2 presents a review of au-
thentication methods. Section 3 describes our proposed scheme. The ar-
chitecture of MFTA is presented in the Section 4. We evaluate the MFTA
scheme considering the Bonneau evaluation framework [4] in Section 5. Fi-
nally, Section 6 presents the final considerations, conclusions and our work
in progress.

2 Related work

In this section we examine some related work and how they attempt to
address the security issues with the authentication.

The Federated Login, like OpenID [2], Facebook Connect [9] and
BrowserID [14], allows users to have just one account on an identity provider
to which the websites consult for the validity of the user’s identity. All other
websites (usually called relying parties) do not ask the user to authenticate
directly instead they consume identity assertions from the identity provider
[6]. This could be a good approach to solve the problem of remembering
many passwords by reducing to one account at the identity provider, but
does not solve the original problems of passwords because people still could
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use a weak password on the identity provider, and if this gets compromised
then all the others websites would be too. Another challenge that this scheme
face is that the identity provider may misuse personal information and the
adoption of the mechanism by other websites.

Two Factor Authentication. This is possibly one of the most widely
used authentication mechanism, which is defined by two of the following
three factors; something the user knows (e.g. password), something the user
has (e.g. phone, smart cards, tokens) [18], or something the user is (e.g.
biometric, like fingerprint or voice print). The big problem with this approach
is that the user always needs to carry the second factor device, if they loose
or forget the device, they won’t be able to login at the website. Users prefer
easiness and simplicity over security [17]. or if it’s intended to use something
the user is, it will face the problem of deployability.

Password Managers. Firefox [15], LastPass [12] and PwdHash [16],
are some examples of advanced kinds of password managers that are built into
browsers: they are a good choice to provide different passwords for different
sites preventing phishing attacks and password sharing. These advanced
password managers, however, have their own set of usability issues [5], like
the fact that users no longer know the passwords for certain sites and if they
forget their own password for the password manager, they could possibly lose
all their information.

3 MFTA Scheme Approach

With this work we propose a variation of multiple factors authentication
mechanism, but without the need of a cellphone or hardware token, for that
it will use the user’s PC features as a second factor for authentication.

Scope. The scheme is aimed at web applications, where the web applica-
tion provides a service to a third party. This scheme is not general purpose,
but targeted to an organization that wants to give access only to certain peo-
ple belonging to a group or sector within an area or region (e.g. Country).
Below are outlined the goals for this work.

• Transparent to the user. We are convinced that innovative multifactor
approaches are promising, and we believe that the proposed scheme will
be an asset if it is transparent to the user, which is why transparency
is proposed as central axis in this work.
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• Increased security through a second factor mechanism. Second factor
authentication mechanisms provide an extra security to web applica-
tions, but it usually comes at the expense of usability.

• Platform independent. In order to make it useful, the scheme needs to
work well on most common browsers, and be operating system inde-
pendent.

• Contingency mechanism. We provide a contingency mechanism when
the user needs for any reason use another computer that it is not his
own.

Assumptions. It’s assumed that the user only accessess the web appli-
cation from a single PC in one place, using this as a second factor device
and considering that the PC does not change regularly. Access from any
other PC or elsewhere that is not his is considered suspicious. We assume
that the user does not change his computer regularly, nor any other feature
registered. Considering that this could be implemented in a service company
with very sensitive information (e.g. a bank, cooperative, credit card pro-
cessing, etc), we assume that there is a security administrator that usually
monitors the server for alerts. We assume that an attacker somehow obtains
the user’s credentials via phishing or cross site passwords reuse, and manages
to successfully connect to the web application from somewhere unusual. We
assume that in some cases users might use weak passwords that are easy to
guess. An attacker can perform a man in the middle attack interposing be-
tween the user and the server to which user is authenticating, thus obtaining
the user’s credentials. We allow an attacker introduce some kind of malware
(such as Keyloger) or virus and collect information and obtain the password.

4 Architecture

Our scheme uses the IP address and the user agent information as additional
factors to verify the user authenticity. The scheme architecture is explained
below.

When the user enters his username and password into a web application as
usual, these are sent to the server along with the IP address and the user agent
information. Once we have the information, the MFTA will classify the user
agent information as follow: browser, operating system, device (e.g. personal
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computer, smartphone, tablet, etc). The IP address will help us determine
the network and from where the connection is comming. To analize the user
agent, the scheme will use the UADetector [13] library, which will provide
us the information we need. We do this by using a Servlet and the function
provided by the API:

out . append ( agent . getName ( ) ) ;
out . append ( agent . getOperatingSystem ( ) . getName ( ) ) ;

These features will be saved and compared with the user’s PC features
the next time the user signs in. As the first time the user will have no data
to compare with, the scheme will automatically let the user log in and save
the information that corresponds to the user’s PC. For each user there would
be a trusted computer list that is saved on the server, similar to what Google
has, so that way it will be possible to compare user’s PC features everytime
the user signs in.

Contingency Mechanism. Considering that for any reason the user
needs to change his computer or some other features that our scheme regis-
tered, then it will let the user log in, and send an email to the user and the
the security administrator notifying of the change in the users features.

Modes. The proposed scheme could work in two different modes, flexible
and strict mode. The first one, could let the user log in from a different
computer that never used before, but it will send and alert to his email
with the login notification, after that, if the user don’t take any action, the
computer from where was logged will be included into the registered computer
list. The strict mode rejects, and notify the security administrator, any user’s
login attempt if the user’s computer is not in the registered device list, except
when an user login for the first time with his computer. A new computer
can also be added manually on the registered device list.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate our approach with other two approaches that are the most widely
used at the moment, the passwords and Google 2 step verification, consid-
ering the usability, deployability and security metrics proposed in Bonneau
evaluation framework [4]. We evaluate the flexible and strict mode of the
MFTA. The table 1 shows the result of the comparative evaluation of MFTA
and some others authentication mechanisms.
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Passwords n n y n y y s y y y y y y y n s n n n n n y y y y
Google 2-SV n n n n y s s s s n n y y n s s y y n y y y y y y
MFTA flexible n n y n y y y y y y s y n y y s s s n s s y y y y
MFTA strict n n y n y y s y y y n y n y y y y y n y y y y y y

Table 1: Comparative evaluation of the MFTA with some others schemes. ”y”
means the benefit is provided, ”s” means the benefit is somewhat pro-
vided, while ”n” means the benefit is not provided.

Usability. The MFTA flexible mode scores better than the Google 2-
SV and ties with the password approach. In the infrequent-errors the flexible
mode offers the benefit because if the user changes his computer, will still be
able to log in. However the strict mode won’t let the user log in if he change
his compute, it will need the intervention of the security administrator to add
the manually the new computer to the registered device list, so we considered
that the benefit is provided somewhat if the computer change is programmed.

Deployability. Both mode of the MFTA approach are not mature yet,
so for the moment they could not provide the benefit of mature. We consider
the benefit of server-compatible is provided somewhat in the flexible mode
because no change need to be made to the authentication scheme on the
server side, just need to gather some information. On the other hand, the
strict mode does not provide that benefit because of the change that needs
to be done.
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Security. On these metrics we can see that the MFTA, in both modes,
provides a better security than passwords and the strict mode score better
over Google 2-SV. We can not say the same about the flexible mode, but
considering the scope of the work we believe the MFTA score well on the
metrics described in the evaluation framework.

6 Conclusion

In this work we introduced the MFTA approach, which provide a better au-
thentication mechanism for websites considering the scope proposed before.
The MFTA provides usability benefit as well as conventional passwords do.
At the same time it use some of the user’s PC feature to provide a better
security like second factor authentication do.

The fact that the user does not need to carry any device with him, pro-
vides the ease of use plays a key role in authentication, so that’s why we
propose the MFTA to be transparent, while increasing the security. We
think that this is a viable approach and a base for other possible solutions.
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Abstract

Calibration for flight simulation is parameter identification pro-
cess. The process is formulated as an optimization problem, and it is
solved by using a new approach named Multiple Particle Collision Al-
gorithm (MPCA). Results show a good performance for the employed
approach.

Keywords: Dynamic Flight, Parameter Identification, Multiple Particle

Collision Algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Flight simulators can provide a suitable alternative to simulate real flight.
The applications are focused on to increase the security through the training
of crew, evaluation task, and data from simulator can be used to validation
and certification of aircraft systems. However, it must convey some degree
of realism to the user to be effective. In the present study, a new meta-
heuristics is applied, named MPCA [1], for calibrating of a dynamic helicopter
flight simulator [2]. The MPCA optimization algorithm was inspired from
some typical phenomena inside of nuclear reactors during the neutron travel:
absorption and scattering of multiple particles.

2. CALIBRATION OF HELICOPTER FLIGHT MODEL

The equations of motion are nonlinear, but it is to derive a linear differen-
tial equations, by considering small perturbations around on an equilibrium
point (represented by subscript 0). The linearized dynamical model is ex-
pressed by:

d

dt

[
Xl

Xd

]
=

[
Al C1

C2 Ad

][
Xl

Xd

]
+

[
Bl D1

D2 Bd

][
∆δl(t− τ)
∆δd(t− τ)

]
+ ẋbias (1)
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where Xl and Xd represent the longitudinal and lateral movements. There-
fore, it can be expressed by:

dX

dt
= AX +B∆δ(t− τ) + ẋbias (2)

X = [∆u ∆w ∆q ∆θ ∆v ∆p ∆φ ∆r]T (3)

∆δ = [∆δB ∆δC ∆δA ∆δP ]T (4)

Values of interest for system identification are the elements of matrix A
(stability derivatives), matrix B (control derivatives), and τ the delays as-
sociated with the aircraft response. Furthermore, the additon of tendency
vector, xbias, is constant and unknown. This vector is introduced in the
mathematical model to represent measurement errors and noise produced by
transducers and instrumentation [3]. Let J(Ω) be the cost function, given
by:

J(Ω) =
n∑

i=1

‖Xobs
i −Xmod

i (ti,Ω)‖22 (5)

Ω =

(
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∆ṗbias,∆φ̇bias,∆ṙbias,∆vref ,∆pref ,∆φref ,∆rref , τa, τp) (6)

where n is the number of measurements.
The minimum of the objective funcion J(Ω) – see Eq. (5) – is found

by using a new meta-heuristics: MPCA, based on the canonical PCA. The
MPCA uses a set with m particles, where a mechanism to share the particle
information is employed. This is addressed with the blackboard, where the
Best-Fitness is copy for all particles in the process. For parallel machines, a
MPI (Message Passing Interface) version code was implemented [1].

The sinusoidal maneuver is represent by δ in the flight model. MPCA
results take in consideration the average of 4 experiments, with synthetic ex-
perimental data. Two particles were used, under 10 iterations (exploration).
The calibration with MPCA has a good agreement with real dynamics (see
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Lateral Velocity in Body Axis.
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Abstract

Hypertension is the main contributor to premature cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality. According to the Panamerican Health Orga-
nization, if uncontrolled, hypertension can cause terrible health issues
such as kidney failure, myocardial infarction, among others. This work
identified the main issues associated to automated hypertension diag-
nosis, such as technique to diagnose, attributes to take into account
and data validation. It also considers issues related to monitoring of
ambulatory patients, such as connectivity, mobile networks, privacy
and physiological signs to monitor. We propose a novel solution by
incorporating new context information to assist diagnosis, combin-
ing machine learning techniques with fuzzy logics and implementing
a system entirely based on agents.

Keywords: hypertension-diagnosis, multi-agent, monitoring, pervasive.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hypertension, has been globally recognized as the main contributor to
premature cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. In fact, numerous projects
aim at effectively controlling the disease and expect a significant impact
in health among the world population. If hypertension is properly con-
trolled, cardiac mortality would decrease 49% while stroke mortality would
decrease 62% [1]. Uncontrolled hypertension, however, according to data
from Panamerican Health Organization (PAHO) has terrible consequences
such as myocardial infarction, kidney failure, blindness and heart failure.

This work has identified two main problems based on the previously men-
tioned facts. Essentially, these two issues correspond to diagnosing the dis-
ease and monitoring patients who’s already been diagnosed.

1E-mail Corresponding Author: jcespedes@pol.una.py
2E-mail Corresponding Author: cvillalba@pol.una.py
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Let’s consider diagnosis of hypertension first. A clinician would follow
the guides in the Joint National Committee (JNC)3 report [2], such as per-
forming laboratory tests and measuring the patient’s blood pressure at every
visit to the clinic. For example, according to interviews with a hypertension
specialist, the current approach to diagnose hypertension in Paraguay, is to
obtain a patient’s blood pressure reading and match it against any of the val-
ues appearing in table 1. However, most healthcare professionals are aware
of the existence of factors causing a temporary elevation of blood pressure,
misleading them to diagnose a person as a hypertensive patient. Another
problem related to diagnosis is the classification of hypertension. For exam-
ple, a patient with Pre-hypertension should modify its lifestyle to include a
healthier one and he must be monitored regularly, because there is a chance
that he will become a hypertensive patient. Other issues related are pseudo-
hypertension, isolated systolic hypertension and white-coat hypertension, as
[3] explains. In addition to diagnosing based on measurements at the clini-
cian’s office, there is also the existence of Ambulatory Blood Pressure Mon-
itoring (ABPM), which allows to obtain several blood pressure readings and
store them in the device. Normally, the equipment is worn for 24 hours and
is set to measure the patient’s blood pressure automatically every 15 minutes
during daylight and every 30 minutes during the night. However, this isn’t
a hassle free method. As an example, one problem in Paraguay is that it
isn’t available at every clinic. If it is available, the cost of it isn’t affordable
for most people. Another problem is how blood pressure variability is taken
into account, the current approach is to use the standard deviation but there
is another method, which according to [13], better correlates blood pressure
variability with cardiovascular events. A final issue is the length of the study,
diagnosis could be more precise if more readings were available since, as [4]
states, a 24 hours monitoring allows a clinician to obtain a patient’s blood
pressure more precisely, thus longer periods could be even better.

The second main issue identified, is that of monitoring patients. A hy-
pertensive patient needs to avoid severe blood pressure elevations4 because
it could lead to hypertensive emergencies5 or urgencies6. Most of the time,

3The Joint National Commitee (JNC) is a committee coordinated by the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI). It provides reports containing guidelines for
prevention and control of hypertension.

4Generally, a blood pressure of 180/20 according to JNC report number 7 [2].
5Severe blood pressure elevation that produce damages to target organs [2].
6Severe blood pressure elevation that does not produce damages to target organs [2].
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Figure 1: Blood Pressure Classification as in [2]. Shows new categories in-
troduced in report 7.

patients do not experience any signs of high blood pressure and they can
only notice situations like these if they use the device to measure their blood
pressure, or if they visit a clinic or drugstore. The former leads to two prob-
lems, it requires proactivity from the patient and it is almost impossible to
detect emergencies or urgencies. Also, if users would like to keep track of
their blood pressure readings, they would have to do it manually.

This work proposes a system for pervasive monitoring of hypertensive
patients, using wireless sensors, and diagnosis support, which helps the clin-
icians along the task of diagnosing hypertension. In section 2, we present
works dedicated to automated diagnosis and monitoring of patients. In sec-
tion 3 we describe our proposed solution to the problems mentioned earlier
in this section. Finally, section 4 presents the concluding remarks.

2. STATE OF THE ART

We will will specify the programming paradigm7 authors chose, types of
devices used as sensors and processing units, variables measured, the selected
mechanism for diagnosis support and emergencies detection.

2.1. Automated Diagnosis
First, let’s take into consideration works in the field of automated diagnosis,
which implies some software assisting the clinician along the task, like [5]

7Programming paradigm is whether an object oriented approach was used to implement
the system or an agent oriented approach.
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which considers age, weight, body mass index (BMI), blood pressure and
heart frequency as features. For the classification task it uses both ap-
proaches, a fuzzy expert system8 and a hybrid approach, a Neural Fuzzy
Expert System (NFS). Whereas, [6] uses the above features but adds height,
head circumference, chest circumference, waist width and gender as features.
For classification, it uses Support Vector Machines9 trying different kernel
functions10. Another work in the area of hypertension diagnosis is [7], which
uses the same features as [5] and implements a NFS, allowing it to classify
hypertension as stage 1, stage 2 or stage 3. In [8] authors implement a hy-
brid approach to achieve diagnosis, they use Case Based Reasoning (CBR)
and Genetic Algorithms (GA). Other works implementing machine learning
techniques to diagnose different diseases are [9] and [10], where tools such
as SVMs, NFS and data mining are used. While in [11], Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) is used, which is a technique for analyzing complex decisions,
based on mathematics and psychology.

Most of the works so far expect input data to be correct, since their
only purpose is to diagnose without concerning about data gathering. There
are works integrating data gathering, real time processing (more on this
later) and diagnosis support, such as [12], where the author retrieves an
Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal from a 3-leads portable ECG device and
processes it in a smartphone, to detect a possible heart attack. Then, there
is [13] in which the authors get blood pressure data from ambulatory blood
pressure monitor and set thresholds for eliminating outliers. Both works
are implemented with the traditional object oriented approach. For works
relying on user input, we can mention [14], which operates in one of two
ways to diagnose a disease, the first one called Procedural Diagnosis and
the second one Heuristic Diagnosis. Procedural Diagnosis, imitates current
practices and the latter uses the stored data to diagnose. It is implemented
using standard passive objects. In [15], [17] and [18], agents are the core

8A fuzzy expert system is an expert system that uses a collection of fuzzy membership
functions and rules, instead of Boolean logic, to reason about data. The rules in a fuzzy
expert system are usually of a form similar to the following: if x is low and y is high then
z = medium.

9Support vector machines (SVMs) are supervised learning models with associated learn-
ing algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns, used for classification and regres-
sion analysis.

10Capability to project points in a higher dimensional space in order to (try to) improve
data separability.
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implementation objects. The first two utilize knowledge bases to diagnose
certain diseases and to allow the system to learn new rules, while the third
one achieves diagnosis by means of a classifier.

Some issues related to automated diagnosis have to do with data that
should be fed to the system, in order to obtain the output desired with an
acceptable precision. When the set of input data is defined, there is the
problem of handling incorrect or missing data, and what technique will be
applied to diagnose the patient. Most works define the features they consider
to be important for diagnosis but there aren’t any rules or recommendations
about which ones to consider. With respect to diagnosis techniques, works
could implement machine learning, rule based systems and other analysis
techniques. Also, once a diagnosis technique is selected, researchers must
select a tool among the many existing to apply the technique.

2.2. Patient Monitoring Systems
For works dedicated to monitoring patients, we consider as relevant those
that can detect emergency situations. One of them is [19], which detects two
physiological disorders including hypertension and hypotension, by means
of blood pressure and pulse rate sensors. For emergency detection makes
use of a fuzzy inference system and its implementation is entirely based on
object oriented paradigm. Another one is [12] which detects possible heart
attacks via a portable ECG sensor, its implementation is based on object
orientation and it uses a classifier (machine learning) to detect emergencies.
Then there is [20], where the authors detect emergencies by using context
information via sensors installed in patients’ homes and physiological data,
applying fuzzy logics to identify abnormal situations. Everything is stored
in some data repository along with contextual information. Some like [21]
only use a smartphone as sensing and processing unit. Its authors detect
falling incidents and send a Multimedia Message (MMS) to notify about
the incident, a falling event is captured via the built-in accelerometer the
smartphone has. It performs a real time classification using SVM and the
implementation is based on passive objects. In [16], however, authors use
a smartphone to receive data from a wireless blood pressure monitor only
and to transmit incoming data to a server for processing. It allows to notify
medical personnel about emergency situations when detected. Emergencies
are detected using conditional rules.

For works implemented using agent technology, we can mention [22], that
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combines wireless sensors with data mining techniques and can detect emer-
gency situations. In [23], no wireless sensors are used, instead it notifies
about emergency situations based on user input. It aims at developing a
generic framework for assisting patient-physician interaction. Another ap-
proach to monitor patients is to develop a generic framework like [24], which
allows any number of sensors to be attached to the patient. It can detect
abnormal situations using a knowledge Base (KB).

Automated monitoring, also presents some problems. Since this work
considers monitoring by means of sensors, lack of connectivity between these
sensors and the processing device is a severe error. It was mentioned earlier
that emergencies or urgencies would hardly be detected, if the patient had
to manually measure its blood pressure, but it is also impossible to notify
about the detected emergency to clinicians, if there aren’t internet or mobile
networks available. Another problem is concerned with the privacy of pa-
tients. If wireless sensors are used to monitor the patient and these sensors
send their readings to a mobile processing unit, signals from patient A could
be sent to patient B’s mobile processing unit. Also, a mechanism to allow
access to health data only to the owner or his clinician must be implemented.
One final issue is defining the kind of data sensors need to provide, in order
to achieve a high level of confidence in the task of monitoring a hyperten-
sive patient. In most works, privacy issues are handled by authenticating
device’s MAC address when using wireless sensors and username/password
authentication when users want to input data or connect to a physician. In
order to overcome connectivity issues, when there is need of connecting to
geographically distant devices and no internet connection available, devices
would use alternative connections such as SMSs or MMSs.

3. SOLUTION PROPOSAL

This work is based on proposals such as [10], [13] and [16], where the
authors use sensors like ambulatory blood pressure monitor, heart rate, oxy-
gen, ECG, among others and a mobile phone as the base station in charged
of receiving sensor data and processing those incoming signals.

Our proposal aims at the design and development of a mobile pervasive
healthcare system, to seamlessly monitor hypertensive patients and provide
diagnosis support. In order to monitor patients, we use a wireless blood
pressure monitor, a portable 3-leads ECG sensor and an activity tracker
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device. The processing unit is an ordinary android-based smartphone. In
Figure 2 we can observe a graphical description of our approach.

Figure 2: Graphical description of the proposed solution.

Figure 3: Analysis performed on data received from sensors.

The solution has the following behaviour. All three sensors connect to the
smartphone using wireless connection and transmit the data they’re sensing
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to this mobile unit. The smartphone performs a real-time analysis to deter-
mine whether a patient’s health status is normal or not, as shown in Figure
3. All data is submitted to a main server where sensed data is stored, la-
belling each record with the current health status. Real-time analysis allows
to identify whether it is necessary to notify the patient, the doctor or both
in case of abnormal situations, so that they can act accordingly.

The other part of the solution is related to processing stored informa-
tion in the main server. We said earlier that no matter what the patient’s
health status is, it is stored in a central repository. This allows the system to
support the clinicians in the diagnosis of hypertension. For such a task, we
decided to use machine learning techniques by using vowpal wabbit11, which
is a tool implementing linear regression to achieve data classification. Be-
sides diagnosing the disease, storing health data could be useful for further
investigations in many areas and the patient has an overview of his/her blood
pressure behaviour. Clinicians would also benefit from the available repos-
itory, since they have enough information to decide whether the treatment
needs modifications or it should remain as currently is. Although we saw
many works in State of the art section doing automated diagnosis, this solu-
tion proposes to include a new sensor, which is the activity tracker, allowing
us to combine machine learning with partially fuzzifed features.

The system proposed is designed using an Agent Oriented Software En-
gineering (AOSE) methodology which, we believe, allows a more intuitive
approach because of the concept12 based on the characteristics of agents [25]
presents.

• Reactivity : intelligent agents has the capability to perceive their envi-
ronment and respond in a timely fashion to changes in it in order to
satisfy their design objectives.

• Proactiveness : intelligent agents are able to exhibit goal-directed be-
haviour by taking the initiative in order to satisfy their design objective.

• Social ability : intelligent agents are capable of interacting with other
agents (and possibly humans) in order to satisfy their design objectives.

11http://hunch.net/~vw/
12Wooldridge [25], states that an attempt to define an agent is as hard as trying to

define intelligence, instead it is better to define the characteristics agents possess.
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This solution requires cooperation among its components, thus it requires
social ability. It demands reactivity, since components interacting with pa-
tients and doctors, need to immediately notify them when an emergency
situation arises. Finally, it requires proactivity, to allow each component to
be autonomous so that they can achieve their objectives. Therefore, it is not
only naive to think of another paradigm that does not involve agents, but
also counter-intuitive.

Since this is an area which hasn’t been standardized yet (unlike object
orientation), it is difficult to implement systems based entirely on agents.
Therefore, this work is designed as one with agents as its main elements but
implemented utilizing object orientation. These objects are structured to
allow a multi-agent system to be built on top of them, almost in a straight-
forward manner, once this technology is standardized or more tools become
available.

Our proposed solution tackles the problem of privacy and authentication
using the device unique MAC address and prompting for username/password
authentication whenever someone wants to access its health data. If a com-
munication between the server and the smartphone isn’t available due to lack
of internet or mobile networks, SMSs are used to transmit the alert to server.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work has presented a solution proposal adding an extra feature for
automated diagnosis, such as fuzzified user activity information. It uses ma-
chine learning techniques as some of the works mentioned in state of the art
section, and deals with data validation to obtain reliable results following
the pre-established rules approach found in some works. It is designed us-
ing an agent-oriented methodology and all of its components are structured
to allow a straightforward multi-agent implementation. Issues regarding to
monitoring are also taken into account, for example, an user needs to provide
his username and password in order to access its own health record.

As future work is left the full implementation of the system and perform-
ing tests with patients. Those tests would allow to determine the efficiency
of the system in assisting diagnosis and early detecting emergency situations.
We also need to come up with a system providing user friendliness, so that
users would not be reluctant to use it. Furthermore, the system needs to be
robust enough when no internet connections are available.
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Abstract

Electronic Health Records (EHR) contain information from health-
care providers involved in a patient care. The common approach to
achieve an interoperable EHR is the exchange of information between
each provider by the implementation of message protocols. Tradi-
tional EHR systems are based on diverse standards, implementation
languages, and information models. As consequence, EHR systems
are fragmented and unable to exchange data. Data integration and
interoperability are the major challenges faced by traditional EHR
systems. Therefore, in this work we propose a Centralized Health In-
formation Exchange Model (CHIEM). All healthcare providers would
be able to obtain an updated and integrated EHR for a given patient
by making a single request to a central system. The CHIEM architec-
ture is cloud based, and the information model relies on archetypes
that represent healthcare concepts from community defined minimum
set of data (MSD). The main goal of the CHIEM is to provide a single
point of request to healthcare providers, including those without an
EHR system, that are interested in obtaining an integrated electronic
health record of patients.

Keywords: EHR, information exchange, archetypes, cloud computing,

minimum set of data, CHIEM.

1. INTRODUCTION

The technical and semantics heterogeneity among electronic health records
(EHR) systems are barriers to data integration and interoperability in health-
care environment. Data integration from different system sources demands
a high grade of data interoperability. Most healthcare information systems
persist data in proprietary formats [1].

1jromero@pol.una.py
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In this article, we propose a centralized interoperable architecture model
named Central Health Information Exchange Model (CHIEM). Healthcare
providers would be able to obtain an updated and integrated EHR for a
given patient from a central system. The Central Health Information System
(CHIES) is the central system in the CHIEM, it acts as an intermediary
when gathering data related to a patient. The main goal of the CHIEM is to
provide a single point of request to healthcare providers that are interested in
obtaining an integrated electronic health record of some patient. With this
approach, none of the provider should be concerned about compatibilities
issues regarding heterogeneity of the EHR systems within the healthcare
ecosystem.

In our proposed model, the problem is reduced to a single point communi-
cation between each EHR system and the CHIES. The model can be scalable
in a long term by adapting new members to the current patient healthcare
system in a transparent way. Shared information is standardized and stored
in a central repository managed by the CHIES.

All standardized information stored in the CHIES central repository will
be available to serve requests from all the healthcare providers. The central
repository and the services provided by the CHIES are maintained in a cloud
based infrastructure. This ensures availability and scalability of the system
through the features offered by cloud computing. In this sense, the model is
reliable with a single robust centralized architecture, rather than depending
on the availability of multiple systems and services maintained by different
institutions.

There are various works that treat this problem already [1, 5, 8, 10].
Our model contemplates a larger scope when considering healthcare centers
without EHR systems, and bases data exchange in a standardized minimum
set of data (MSD) defined in the healthcare community.

The rest of this article is organized as following. In section 2 we give a
background related the proposed model. In section 3 the CHIEM is described
in detail. In section 4 related works are discussed. Finally, conclusion and
future works are presented in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section we will expose a background literature regarding the defi-
nition of our proposed model.

2.1. Cloud computing implication
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One of the dominant paradigm in nowadays internet service is cloud com-
puting. In [2] cloud computing is defined as a large pool of virtualized re-
sources (hardware, development platforms and/or services). The key feature
in cloud computing is that resources, such as hardware and software, can
dynamically adapt their configuration based on traffic load basis. Cloud
computing is often classified in three type of services: Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
[2].

2.2. Information model: the two level approach
In OpenEHR standard, system implementation is unbound from the com-

plexity of clinical information workflows and the semantic model within clin-
ical domains. OpenEHR proposes a two level modeling approach. The first
level is the information Reference Model (RM), and the second is the high
level formal modeling of clinical content. Only the first level is implemented
by software development [3], while the second level is achieved through defi-
nition of archetypes and templates.

Archetypes constitute an expression of semantic domains, independent of
the technology, and used to guide the database schemes, software logic and
GUIs definitions. Grouping archetypes conforms templates, which define
particular workflows within a given institution [3]. The Reference Model
defines data types and data structures to support archetypes.

2.3 Minimum Set of Data
There is a set of data considered necessary and common for users commu-

nity across healthcare centers, thus standardization of this set is a priority
[7]. This set is called Minimum Set of Data (MSD). The MSD is the core
of health related data required by a determined group of common users, in
our case, healthcare specialists. Each user group can extend or enhance the
MSD according to their needs [7].

3. THE CENTRALIZED HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE
MODEL

The CHIEM architecture is composed by a central cloud service and mul-
tiple communication interfaces to exchange data with the involved EHR sys-
tems.

The CHIES is a central server in the cloud and has its own EHR reposi-
tory (Figure 1). CHIES architecture relies on an IaaS service. IaaS provides
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virtual computational resources and allows easy scalability by increasing re-
sources as the demand of our system grows. With this cloud modality, system
administrator will be able to manage each layer above the hardware infras-
tructure [2].

Data stored in the central repository is standardized, new EHR entries
must be mapped to the CHIEM information model in order to be persisted.
All services provided by CHIES are offered to the stakeholders through inter-
net within a secure channel communication. Secure channel communication
relays on HTTPS protocol. Services include interfaces to query and add
information.

Figure 1 - CHIEM architecture based on star scheme.

Heterogeneity in EHR systems are due to the use of diverse standards,
implementation languages and information models. Integration of a new
member that may act as consumer/producer of information takes two steps:

1. Define the protocol to be used in the data exchange.
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2. Implement CHIES interface to consume data.

In the first step, the data exchange protocol in each case should be defined.
The CHIES needs to know and learn how to communicate with each EHR
system. This will allow to consume data from the external EHR systems.
Standardization of data to be stored in the central repository will be done
in the CHIES. Moreover, when retrieving information from CHIES, EHR
systems would be able to receive data in its local format.

The second step involves the implementation of the interface offered by
CHIES to consume information. The services offered in CHIES to query data
are generic, adapting the communication protocol according to the negotia-
tion done with each EHR system in the first step.

Once these two requirements are met, external EHR systems would be
able to start collaborating in the integration of the patients EHRs, and also
consuming all EHR information stored in the central repository.

As seen in Figure 1, the CHIEM architecture is structured in a star scheme
basis. CHIES is in the core of the star, and each healthcare EHR system acts
as a node connected to the core.

Figure 2 - CHIEM is based on event information basis.
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The main advantage in this approach is that interoperability agreement
among healthcare centers is not necessary. To exchange and consume patient
data, just a communication channel to the central system is necessary, avoid-
ing a peer-to-peer communication connection between each pair of healthcare
centers.

An overview of the services offered in the proposed model is presented in
Figure 2. The three main services are: information gatherer, retrieval and
EHR. The information gatherer is a generic service to receive and standardize
EHR data from external systems. The retrieval service is basically a set of
REST web services that will allow external system to query data from the
central repository (CHIES Storage). The EHR service is a web client module
that allows integration of patients data from healthcare centers without an
EHR system.

The proposed system is based on events. In this work we consider an event
as a broad way of defining information within the CHIEM that is generated
when a document needs to be stored in the central repository.

W4 [6] defines an event in terms of a four-tuple questions (who, where,
what, when). Based on this approach, an event is composed by four general
characteristics:

1. Author: can include to general practitioner, specialized clinicians, nurse,
laboratory staff member, among others.

2. Healthcare point: may include a public or private hospital, laboratory,
medical office, others.

3. Data: consists the main information to be stored in the central repos-
itory, associated with the created event. A variety of healthcare infor-
mation may be held in an event. For instance, ambulatory care, clinical
diagnosis, laboratory tests results, vital signs tests results are a some
examples of healthcare information.

4. Date & Time: corresponds to the date and time the event was generated
in CHIES.

3.1. CHIEM Modules
The CHIES core is divided in three main modules: information gatherer,

information retrieval and EHR. Each of them is described below.

3.1.1. The information gatherer
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The objective in this module is to gather patient information that is
distributed across healthcare EHR systems. The actual scenario is that each
EHR system has its own data representation and communication protocol.
The CHIES consumes patients data that are based on the Minimum Set of
Data (MSD) from each external system. To simplify integration of external
sets of data we propose an Exchange Information Stack (see Figure 3). The
Exchange Information Stack consist of five major layers. The first layer
corresponds to source EHR systems. Source EHR systems are the external
system running into different healthcare centers. These systems are generally
a proprietary implementation with particular data representation and models
[1].

Figure 3 - Exchange information stack.

According to [11] EHR systems contemplate data exchange. Thus, it is
assumed that a communication protocol is already implemented in these
systems. There are many heterogeneous information models and exchange
protocols that need to be integrated. The source exchange protocol layer
corresponds to each external EHR implemented protocol. CHIES will be
able to communicate with each protocol. A requirement to external EHR
systems is that the set of data to be exchange should be aligned with the
MSD established in the community. The first two layers in the exchange
information stack corresponds to external EHR systems. The next three are
related to the CHIES in our model.

The central system would be able to implement the necessary external
protocols to communicate with each source EHR systems. This concept is
illustrated in the third layer.
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The main objective of the gatherer module is to integrate the recollected
data. This is achieved in the information mapping layer. In order to ob-
tain a repository with a homogeneous information model, integration must
include standardization of data. We assume that external EHR systems to
be integrated in our data scheme are adapted to the community definition
of the MSD. It constitutes the basic information to be exchanged among
all healthcare EHR systems. Although MSD definition may change in time,
CHIEM will dynamically adapt to this changes by employing the two level
modeling approach [3].

We base our information model in the OpenEHR standard [5]. Archetypes
are defined to capture a set of data that conform healthcare concepts. Groups
of archetypes are used to define more complex concepts or workflows. As the
MSD varies in time, changes can be easily reflected in our model by simply
modifying definitions in the archetypes. Archetypes and workflows are used
to capture the semantic meaning of the stored data. None of the logic or
implemented software to store data should be affected by this changes. The
lower level in the two level approach is called the Reference Model (RM) and
constitute the support to map the concepts within archetypes to the storage
in a generic way.

Data integration is composed of three process: conformance of the MSD
within each healthcare EHR system, mapping of each concept within the
MSD to the archetypes and, finally, storage of archetyped concepts through
the reference model (RM). This last process is performed in the persistence
layer.

3.1.2. Information Retrieval
The information retrieval module purpose is to provide access to the

full set of patients EHR gathered from external sources and stored in the
CHIES. External EHR systems can obtain the integrated EHR of a patient
by performing a single request to the CHIES information retrieval service.

The process for retrieving data from the CHIES is based in the exchange
information stack (see Figure 3) in up-to-bottom direction. First of all, data
is extracted from the persistence layer in the CHIES according to the re-
quest from the external EHR system. Then, the information mapping layer
matches the CHIES data format to the external format and performs data
exchange according to the protocol used by the external system. Finally, the
response is receive in the source EHR system.

Retrieval information services will be offered via REST, URIs and HTTPS.
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We will base our REST approach in the querying mechanism proposed in [9].
In [9] openEHR Reference Model objects stored in the central repository are
available as resources identified by URIs. URI templates can be used to
specify URI structures with variable parts as in:

https://ehr.chies/ehr:{ehr id}/{object id}@{version}

These paths extracted from archetypes are the basis for queries into the
data. Archetype Query Language (AQL) is a declarative query language de-
veloped specifically for expressing queries for retrieving clinical data found in
archetype-based EHRs. Syntax is independent of applications, programming
languages, system environment, and storage models. To perform queries is
necessary to first translate the clinically targeted Archetype Query Language
(AQL-queries) to native storage targeted query languages (such as SQL or
XQuery). Just after this, the query can be executed natively in the database.
Responses are converted to the different external EHR systems representa-
tions. To enhance availability and response time, healthcare EHR systems
could make a local copy of the CHIES registers, or set a cache between the
CHIES and their EHR system.

3.1.3. EHR module. Cloud computing as SaaS for healthcare
centers

The EHR module aims to accomplish the delivery of an EHR system
service for those healthcare centers that currently do not own one, or would
like to move from its current system to our service. The EHR module will
be offered as a cloud computing Software a Service (SaaS) modality. The
service run entirely in the cloud, just a regular internet connection and a
capable device with a internet browser would be needed to access it. New
instances of the EHR module will be created for each new healthcare center
client. Each healthcare center client will be able to define its own workflow
by grouping available archetypes.

With the SaaS modality, healthcare centers will have an EHR system at
disposal. Hence, installing a large IT infrastructure to implant this system
will not be necessary for them. This will allow big savings not just in IT
equipment, but also in trained employee required for the datacenter man-
agement and maintaining. Another advantage of SaaS is the shorter time to
deploy the system to production. Instead of acquiring, installing and con-
figuring an own technological infrastructure, with the cloud approach just
a few steps configuration will be required to deploy the system. The SaaS
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modality will facilitate the spread of EHR systems to healthcare centers that
are isolated or have economic resources limitations [1, 5].

With the EHR module, data collected in these healthcare centers will
already be in the standardized information model. Therefore, the mapping
process is not needed. Data will be in the corresponding archetyped format,
ready to be stored in the central repository through the reference model.
The EHR web client will also implement the retrieval service interface. Thus
clients are going to be able to query patients records stored in the central
repository.

4. RELATED WORKS

In this section we will discuss some of the related works and proposals that
pursue integrating health information of patients. A system called Lifelong
Personal Health Record (LLPHR) is described in [8]. In LLPHR, clinical
records are gathered through logical links to records stored in each healthcare
system. The LLPHR system works as an index to obtain the distributed
records across healthcare facilities in the region associated to the system. In
LLPHR there is a strong dependency on external systems. Integrated EHR
is accomplished by gathering the EHR pieces from each external EHR system
at request time. When health professionals request to a single patients health
history record via a local system in a hospital, a single request is sent to the
LLPHR server. This server responds with a list of the patient EHRs links.
Then, individual request are sent to each healthcare system in order to obtain
the global patient EHR result. LLPHR relies directly on each healthcare
system, which endanger availability. Besides, not every healthcare center will
probably own an EHR system in order to share their data. CHIES tackles
this issues by centralizing patient EHRs in a single robust scalable server and
providing an EHR module for healthcare centers that lack an EHR system.

CHISTAR [1] is another proposed system to integrate EHR. This proposal
also implements the two level approach and applies a cloud based architec-
ture. This system uses a semantic matching to receive data from external
systems [1]. Received data is not backed by any defined set of data within
the community (a MSD). In CHISTAR there is not a consideration within its
integration engine for potential healthcare centers that may also contribute
to the patient clinical history but do not own an IT infrastructure to mount
an own EHR system. We offer this feature through SaaS EHR module web
client for the mentioned entities.
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Other related works are discussed next. In [10] the authors propose the
use of archetypes to build a semantically rich Virtual Health Records (VHR)
for Clinical Decision Support (CDSS). The work in [4] demonstrates the fea-
sibility of Semantic Web technologies for enabling interoperability between
different healthcare providers, aggregating data from multiple resources and
providing a medical decision support service. In [5] the author shows how
an openEHR architecture based EHR system can be introduced in practi-
cal terms and how this could lead to interoperability within a emergency
department. Moreover, [2] discusses the concept of cloud computing, and
evaluates the opportunities and challenges of this computing model in the
improvement of the healthcare services. Our proposal consists of a two level
modeling approach with a cloud based architecture to integrate patients EHR
from heterogeneous EHR systems. Moreover, our model also considers the
integration of data from healthcare centers that currently do not have IT
infrastructure to implement an EHR system. The exchange data is based on
the MSD defined by the community.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Interoperability of healthcare system has become a challenge to nowa-
days health informatics. To overcome this issue we proposed a centralized
health information model. Combination of cloud computing paradigm, two
level model proposed by OpenEHR and the support of community defined
minimum set of data, allow the creation of a generic and scalable framework.
Integration of EHR can be accomplished through a strong effort in facili-
tate the interoperability among external EHR systems with the centralized
health information system. Our model adapts to external systems protocols
and propose an EHR system module via SaaS to include patients data from
healthcare centers that do not own the necessary IT equipment to mount
an EHR system. Future works include a module of Personal Health Record
(PHR) to allow patients to access their health record, manage privacy pol-
itics and upload of information regarding their health (e.g. blood pressure
measures, weight check, among others). Privacy policies regarding patients
data should be defined by patients themselves. Hence mechanism that allows
patients to do it without being an overwhelming task should be investigated.
Moreover, security mechanism to preserve integrity and privacy of stored
data should be defined.
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A Novel Pulse Width Modulation Algorithm Based on Time
Space Model
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Abstract

Modulation of voltage source inverters is commonly performed
using pulse width modulation (PWM) strategies. Actually, the
methods widely studied and applied in the industry are derived from
carrier-based or space vector schemes. Nevertheless, the development
of new techniques is always a challenge in this subject. This
paper introduces a new PWM algorithm for two-level three-phase
variable-speed drives based on a time space approach. The duty times
of the inverter legs are computed in a straightforward manner by the
selection of one parameter and without the use of voltage space vector
composition. Simulations results are given to demonstrate the viability
of this proposal. The new technique is assessed and configured to
replicate space vector schemes.

Keywords: Pulse width modulation, power electronics, three-phase

drives.

1. INTRODUCTION

Control of power electronics converters has been drawn the attention
of researchers, allowing the development of many device and applications
such as electric vehicles, smart grids and the integration of renewable
energy sources. The architecture of many high-performance AC controllers
aimed to regulate either power, speed, or harmonic content requires
the implementation of a modulator, which is controlled by appropriate
algorithms. The main objective of this technique is to generate a pulse
patterns with average-volt-second fundamental frequency component equal
to an AC reference voltage. This target must be done minimising the
distortion due mainly to large low-order voltage harmonics [1]. The study
and development of new modulation algorithms is an interesting topic for
the design of high-performance and robust AC drives [2, 3].
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the two-level three-phase VSI.

The modulation methods are commonly based on pulse width modulation
(PWM), which is the most utilised strategy for the control of voltage source
inverters (VSIs) [1]. Carrier-based PWM (CBPWM) and space vector PWM
(SVPWM) are the two schemes widely studied and applied in the industry
[4]. The CBPWM structure is simple and its implementation is easy, whereas
SVPWM provides better insight into the properties of three-phase drives
operation at the expense of more complex algorithms [5]. New modulation
strategies recently developed are limited to these two techniques applying
adaptations to improve some of the performance parameters or including
additional criteria [2].

This paper presents a new PWM algorithm. The technique utilises the
vectorial reference voltage components to calculate the duty times of the
three-phase inverter legs based on a time space model. The main contribution
of this work is the development of a flexible modulation scheme that can
easily operates either in continuous or discontinuous modes applying only an
appropriate parameter. The paper is organised as follows. First, the model of
three-phase drive is described in section 2. Then, section 3 derives the new
PWM algorithm. Simulation results and comparison between the developed
technique and the SVPWM are illustrated and discussed in section 4. Finally,
the conclusions are summarised in the last section.

2. OVERVIEW OF THREE-PHASE DRIVES

The system under study is the two-level three-phase drive (see Fig. 1).
The VSI is fed from a dc-bus with a voltage represented by Vdc. The
phase voltages and currents are designated by Vsk and Isk, respectively,
being k={1, 2, 3}. This topology is composed by two power switches
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per leg, symbolised by Sk, and at every time only one of them must be
activated (complementary switching states). These constrains allow the use
of 23=8 switching combinations that can be represented by a binary vector
[S1; S2; S3] with Sk ∈ {0, 1}. If Sk=1, the upper power switch of the k-leg
is ON (lower switch OFF); while the opposite case takes place when Sk=0
(upper switch OFF and lower switch ON). For the sake of simplicity, the
effects of dead, rising and fall times are neglected in this analysis. The phase
voltage set can be calculated from the switching function by means of the
following matrix equation [1]:



Vs1
Vs2
Vs3


 =

Vdc
3




2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2





S1

S2

S3


 (1)

Switching functions [0 0 0] and [1 1 1] synthesise null phase voltage,
while combinations of ±Vdc/3 and ±2Vdc/3 are achieved with the remaining
switching states. The VSI model can be also represented in another
orthogonal reference system using the space vector theory [1]. Then, the
new three-dimensional space is characterised by the projections in one plane,
namely α-β, and the z-axis using a magnitude invariant transformation
depicted in equation (2), where Cϑ=cos(ϑ), Sϑ=sin(ϑ) and ϑ=2π/3.



Vsα
Vsβ
Vsz


 =

2

3




1 Cϑ Cϑ
0 Sϑ −Sϑ

1/2 1/2 1/2





Vs1
Vs2
Vs3


 (2)

The fundamental frequency component engages the α-β subspace,
whereas the zero-sequence voltage (homopolar) is projected onto the z-axis.
As result of the transformation, two zero and six different active (magnitude
equal to 2Vdc/3) voltage space vectors are obtained [1].

The vector components can be also computed from the switching
states combining equations (1) and (2). The simplified result is detailed
in the equation (3), where vsj is the normalised voltage respect to Vdc/2,
vsj=Vsj/(Vdc/2). Notice that the last row is zero because the voltage has
been modelled respect to the common point. The same result is attained
applying the switching states in equation (2) and it is omitted hereinafter.



vsα
vsβ
vsz


 =

4

3




1 Cϑ Cϑ
0 Sϑ −Sϑ
0 0 0





S1

S2

S3


 (3)
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Figure 2: Symmetrical double-edge switching pattern of three-phase PWM
modulation during one sampling period.

3. PWM ALGORITHM BASED ON TIME SPACE MODEL

In this paper, double-edge switching pattern (see Fig. 2) and linear
modulation region are considered. The objective of modulation algorithms is
to synthesise an average-volt-second fundamental frequency component equal
to an AC reference voltage with the minimum low-order voltage harmonics
(distortion). This is achieved using PWM techniques, which are based on the
application of appropriate duty cycles Tk (0 ≥ Tk ≤ Ts) at every sampling
period (Ts).

In agreement with the modulation target, during the Ts period, the
average voltage value must be equal to its reference. Applying this
assumption in equation (3) together with the switching pattern and being v∗sα
and v∗sβ the normalised reference voltages in the α- and β-axis, respectively,
the modulation law is derived in the following equation:

∫ Ts

0

[
vsα
vsβ

]
dt =

4

3

[
1 Cϑ Cϑ
0 Sϑ −Sϑ

] ∫ Ts

0



S1

S2

S3


 dt

[
v∗sα
v∗sβ

]
Ts =

4

3

[
1 Cϑ Cϑ
0 Sϑ −Sϑ

]

T1
T2
T3




(4)

The duty times Tk can be also normalised respect to Ts (tk = Tk/Ts). The
simplified modulation law is displayed in the equation (5).

[
v∗sα
v∗sβ

]
=

4

3

[
1 Cϑ Cϑ
0 Sϑ −Sϑ

]

t1
t2
t3


 (5)
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The resulting system of linear equations has infinite number of solutions,
but only some of them are feasible for the modulation problem. The equations
and time restrictions are summarised in the following set of equations:

π1 : v∗sα =
4

3
(t1+ Cϑ · t2 +Cϑ · t3)

π2 : v∗sβ =
4

3
( Sϑ · t2 −Sϑ · t3)

R1 : 0 ≤ t1 ≤ 1

R2 : 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 1

R3 : 0 ≤ t3 ≤ 1

(6)

The modulation problem, equation (6), is schematised in the Fig. 3 using
a three-dimensional time reference frame defined by the axes t1, t2 and t3. The
restrictions R1, R2 and R3 enclose a cube (blue lines) with side length equal
to 1 and placed in the first octant. The planes π1 and π2 are perpendicular.
Furthermore, plane π2 (ϕ=π/4 respect to t1-t2 plane) is parallel to t1-axis
and it cuts the cube in a rectangle (shadowed shape). The line r is the
intersection between π1 and π2 planes. Moreover, r is the locus of times
vectors [t1 t2 t3] that synthesise simultaneously the reference voltages v∗sα
and v∗sβ. This line also intersects the rectangle in some points which are the
set of achievable solutions. Finally, the modulation problem can be simplified
and modelled as a two-dimensional line. The next step is the identification
of this set of solutions. It is remarkable that this model encompasses all the
similar modulation techniques such as CBPWM and SVPWM.
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Figure 3: Scheme of the modulation problem in the time space.
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Figure 4: New reference frame τ1-τ2-τ3 proposed in this work and possible
location of the line and plane. (a) Case v∗sβ <0. (b) Case v∗sβ >0.

A new reference frame τ1-τ2-τ3 is proposed in this work. The location of
these axes is shown in Fig. 4. The transformation proposed (rotation plus
displacement) depend on the v∗sβ reference voltage sign. The two possible
cases, v∗sβ < 0 and v∗sβ > 0, are illustrated in Fig. 4a and 4b, respectively.
The distance between τ1-axis and its nearest rectangle side is represented by
τd and it is calculated from plane π2 equation as follow:

τd =
3

4

|v∗sβ|
Sϑ

=

√
3

2
|v∗sβ| (7)

Then, the developed transformations between the time reference frames
according with the case (both are applicable when v∗sβ = 0) are defined in
the next equations:

Case: v∗sβ <0




t1
t2

t3 − τd


 =




1 0 0
0 Cϕ −Sϕ
0 Sϕ Cϕ





τ1
τ2
τ3


 (8)

Case: v∗sβ >0




t1
t2 − τd
t3


 =




1 0 0
0 Cϕ −Sϕ
0 Sϕ Cϕ





τ1
τ2
τ3


 (9)

Being Cϕ=cos(ϕ) and Sϕ=sin(ϕ). After the application of the transformation
(8) or (9), the resulting line equation is the same and it is detailed below.

r : v∗ =τ1 − Cϕ · τ2
0 ≤τ1 ≤ 1

0 ≤τ2 ≤ ∆τ2

(10)
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where, the following definitions have been used:

v∗ =
3

4
(v∗sα −

4

3
Cϑτd) =

3

4
(v∗sα +

2

3
τd)

∆τ2 =
(1− τd)
Sϕ

=
(1− τd)
Cϕ

=
√

2 · (1− τd)
(11)

It is important to highlight that only reference voltage is required to
build the line r in the new subspace. Figure 5a depicts the two-dimensional
resulting line and reference frame after the transformation. The line slope
is always the same, while the position into the τ1-τ2 plane is variable and
it is defined by the pseudo-reference voltage v∗ as is shown in Fig. 5b.
Additionally, the domain of variable τ2 depends on the value of ∆τ2 = f(τd)
and it makes complex the analysis. This difficulty has been overcame using
the parametric equation. The line r can be defined by means of P1(τ11; τ12)
and P2(τ21; τ22) points, see Fig. 5a, using the following relation:

τ2 − τ12
τ22 − τ12

=
τ1 − τ11
τ21 − τ11

= λ

τ2 − τ12
b

=
τ1 − τ11

a
= λ

(12)

From this last equation the parametric line is defined as follow:

τ1 = τ11 + a · λ
τ2 = τ12 + b · λ
λ ∈ [0, 1]

(13)
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Figure 5: Line in the τ1-τ2 plane. (a) Scheme of the line and its intersection.
(b) Position of the line r for different values of pseudo-reference voltage v∗.
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Table 1: Parametric line (13) for the different positions into τ1-τ2 plane.

Position
ππππ2

r
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d

v*
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-(1
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 )
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ττττ
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=
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d
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ππππ
2 r
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ττττ
2

ττττ
1

∆∆∆∆ττττ
2

P
1

P
2

A B

C

d

v
* =

 

v*
=
 1

Range of v∗ −(1− τd) ≤ v∗ ≤ 0 0 ≤ v∗ ≤ τd τd ≤ v∗ ≤ 1

Points
P1(τ11; τ12) ≡P1(0; τ12)

P2(τ21; τ22) ≡P2(τ21; ∆τ2)

P1(τ11; τ12) ≡P1(τ11; 0)

P2(τ21; τ22) ≡P2(τ21; ∆τ2)

P1(τ11; τ12) ≡P1(τ11; 0)

P2(τ21; τ22) ≡P2(1; τ22)

Coordinates
Eq. (10)

P1 : v∗ =0− Cϕ · τ12
τ12 =− v∗/Cϕ

P2 : v∗ =τ21 − Cϕ ·∆τ2
τ21 =v∗ + Cϕ ·∆τ2

P1 : v∗ =τ11 − Cϕ · 0
τ11 =v∗

P2 : v∗ =τ21 − Cϕ ·∆τ2
τ21 =v∗ + Cϕ ·∆τ2

P1 : v∗ =τ11 − Cϕ · 0
τ11 =v∗

P2 : v∗ =1− Cϕ · τ22
τ22 =(1− v∗)/Cϕ

Coefficients
a = v∗ + Cϕ ·∆τ2
b = ∆τ2 + v∗/Cϕ

a = Cϕ ·∆τ2
b = ∆τ2

a = 1− v∗
b = (1− v∗)/Cϕ

The parameter λ defines τ1 and τ2 for a given reference voltage. These
times together with τ3=0 are applied in transformation (8) or (9) to obtain
[t1 t2 t3]. Then, the method relies on the proper selection of λ. The remaining
variables of equation (13) depend on the value of v∗. Table 1 summarises the
three possible cases with P1, P2 and the coefficients a and b.

The developed PWM algorithm can be summarised by means of the
following pseudocode:

For every sampling period Ts :
Read the reference voltages v∗sα and v∗sβ;
Calculate τd, ∆τ2 and v

∗;
Select the value of λ;
Calculate τ1 and τ2 using λ, equation (13) and Table 1;
Calculate t1, t2 and t3 using transformation (8) or (9);
Apply the duty times within next Ts period;

End for

In this work, the selection of λ is aimed to reproduce the continuous
and discontinuous methods based on space vector approach. The proposed
algorithm provides flexibility and this task can be done according with the
modulation index in order to obtain the minimal distortion for a certain
sampling frequency during the VSI operation [1].
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Table 2: SVPWM strategies achievable with different values of λ.

λ PWM Technique
0.5 SVPWM
0 DPWM-MIN
1 DPWM-MAX

The SVPWM techniques can be either continuous (switching pattern like
the presented in Fig. 2) or discontinuous (one of the inverter legs does not
switch during a sampling period). According with the value of λ used, the
introduced algorithm can operate as conventional SVPWM or discontinuous
methods (DPWM-MIN or DPWM-MAX) described in [1]. The pair between
PWM techniques and λ values are summarised in Table 2. The traditional
SVPWM is replicated using λ=0.5, while discontinuous DPWM-MIN and
DPWM-MAX are reproduced with λ equal to 0 and 1, respectively. These
properties confirm the flexibility of the new PWM method.

Another interesting property of modulation algorithms is the utilisation
of the dc-bus [6] that can be measured with the modulation index m defined
as the normalised magnitude of the reference voltage respect to Vdc/2.
For instance, the SVPWM allows a maximum m=2/

√
3=1.1547 (15% of

overmodulation). The maximum values of reference voltage achievable in the
τ1-τ2 by the proposed algorithm are obtained when the line r passes through
the vertexes A or C, see Fig. 5. Considering the case of vertex C (v∗=1) and
combining equations (11) and (7) the following result is obtained:

v∗ =
3

4

(
v∗sα +

2

3
τd

)
= 1

v∗sα ±
√

3

3
v∗sβ =

4

3

(14)

Furthermore, being the reference voltage in the α-β plane defined as follow:

v∗sα =m · cos(ωt)

v∗sβ =m · sin(ωt)
(15)

where ω is the fundamental angular frequency and t is the time variable.
Then, combining equations (14), (15) and applying optimisation procedures
yields a maximum modulation index m = 2/

√
3. Same result is accomplished
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employing this analysis in the vertex A, v∗=−(1− τd). Finally, the proposal
achieves exactly the same dc-bus utilisation than SVPWM, which is the limit
for two-level converters [6].

4. RESULTS

The presented PWM algorithm has been implemented in the Matlab
environment and simulation results have been conducted to demonstrate the
properties of the technique. The parameters utilised during this evaluation
are shown in Table 3. The tests depict the phase voltage vs1, phase
voltage spectrum, duty times and switching pattern obtained. Fast Fourier
Transformer (FFT) algorithm tunned to the fundamental frequency has been
used to measure the phase voltage spectrum.

Figure 6 illustrates the results. The reference voltage has been fixed, while
the values of λ described in Table 2 have been used. In all the cases, the
algorithm shows good tracking between the instantaneous and the reference
voltage values, see Fig. 6(a). The duty times applied to the leg S1 are shown
in Fig. 6(b). Notice that discontinuous methods do not switch during 1/3 of
the fundamental period. Figure 6(c) depicts the resulting spectrum, which is
exactly the same reported in [1] for each method as it is expected. Low-order
harmonics are not synthesised and only carrier frequency along with its
sideband are generated. The switching pattern resulting, Fig. 6(d), displays
the continuous and discontinuous forms. Conventional SVPWM is replicated
with a simpler algorithm when λ=0.5. In the DPWM-MIN, during every
sampling period, one of the inverter legs is locked to the lower dc rail, λ=0.
The opposite case (one leg is locked to the positive rail of the dc-bus at
every Ts period) corresponds to the DPWM-MAX, which is obtained for
λ=1. Other discontinuous techniques are combination of DPWM-MIN and
DPWM-MAX according with reference voltage and they can also be easily
replicated with the proposed PWM scheme.

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Unit Value
Fundamental Frequency (f) Hz 50
Sampling Period (Ts) ms 0.5
Simulation step µs 1
Modulation Index (m) 1.1547
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Figure 6: Simulation Results for values of λ equal to 0.5 (SVPWM),
0 (DPWM-MIN) and 1 (DPWM-MAX). (a) Reference (dashed line) and
instantaneous (continuous line) phase voltage vs1. (b) Duty times of S1 leg
for a fundamental period. (c) Frequency spectrum of vs1 phase voltage. (d)
Switching pattern during one sampling period.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A new PWM algorithm had been developed in this paper. The
introduced method is based on a time space model and it operates as
space vector technique either in continuous or discontinuous modes by
the application of an appropriate parameter. This property allows the
development of a new flexible scheme to obtain minimum distortion at
a certain switching frequency. Simulation results have demonstrated the
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viability of this proposal. The new method shows good potential to be applied
in high-performance control schemes and to be extended to other topologies
of power converters such as multilevel and multiphase drives.
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Measurement and Monitoring System Water Level for Inland
Navigation.

Ignacio Andrés Villamayor Beńıtez,and Norma Silva 1,

National University of Asunción, Polytechnic School, San Lorenzo, Paraguay.

Abstract

This research was conducted with the objective of developing an
electronic system for measuring and monitoring baseline water depth
for river navigation. The study was carried out in the port Ita Enra-
mada Asuncion, between the months of May 2012 and June 2013. The
system features measuring sensors that collect information on the ref-
erence level of the water depth in this case the Paraguay River. Data
capture is via a programmable logic controller can process analog or
digital signals from the sensor and sent via wireless communication
to the central monitoring station, where the logic controller may re-
ceive the same signal, decode and store the data and then display
them in visual environments, located in the monitoring room, where
the SCADA system on the PC, displays information on the status of
all monitored variables and which states the level of water depth can
be observed at each field station. The system performs autonomous
measurements for reliability and security, prevent data are handled,
thus achieving effective information of water depth measurement. The
application of the measurement system is recommended in the vicinity
of the main channel of navigation of the critical sections with corre-
sponding signage for boaters.

Keywords: Electronic monitoring system, sensors, programmable logic

controller (PLC), SCADA.

1. INTRODUCCIÓN

El Paraguay es un páıs mediterráneo, pues carece de costas maŕıtimas;
sin embargo posee canales de comunicación fluvial con el océano Atlántico,
a través de sus ŕıos principales (Paraguay y Paraná)[1]. Según datos es-
tad́ısticos de la Administración Nacional de Navegación y Puertos (ANNP),
entidad encargada de los trabajos de mantenimiento, dragado y balizamiento

1E-mail Corresponding Author: normasil555@gmail.com
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de los ŕıos de nuestro páıs, existen pasos dif́ıciles que traban la normal nave-
gación del ŕıo Paraguay, acarreando grandes pérdidas económicas para el
páıs, ya que el 85 % de del comercio exterior paraguayo depende del sistema
de navegabilidad de sus principales ŕıos[2]. Este inconveniente es debido a
que actualmente el proceso de medición y registro de variación de los niveles
de agua, proceso fundamental para las acciones a tomar para determinar la
condición de navegabilidad se realiza en forma manual. Este procedimiento
consiste en colocada en forma vertical y perfectamente nivelada en el ŕıo una
regla escalada, aśı al subir o bajar el nivel de agua, varia aśı la medición de la
misma, y luego es registrado por un personal encargado. El proceso de reg-
istro se realiza completando manualmente un formulario. Luego se obtiene
el dato del nivel de ŕıo y se calcula la condición de navegabilidad. En efecto,
este trabajo se propone como objetivo el diseño de un sistema electronico de
medición y monitoreo del nivel de referencia del agua del Ŕıo Paraguay a fin
de contribuir en la disminución de crisis de navegación fluvial, reduciendo
la gran incertidumbre del proceso de medición actual. Para desarrollar el
trabajo se ha realizado una investigación con base en diversas fuentes bib-
liográficas analizando los conceptos de niveles de profundidad, patrones de
diseño, y diversas tecnoloǵıas aplicables para crear dicho sistema El propósito
final de este proyecto es ofrecer a los administradores del sistema portuario de
navegación del Paraguay una herramienta útil que les permita ser eficientes
en el sistema de monitoreo del nivel de profundidad del ŕıo Paraguay, con lo
cual podrán advertir posibles problemas de navegabilidad, con un positivo
impacto en la reducción del tiempo de ejecución de acciones para mejorar la
navegabilidad aśı como en la ostensible reducción de pérdidas.

2. MÉTODOS Y MATERIALES

El montaje se realizó en dos tableros, uno ubicado en la estación de
campo, que seŕıa en la costa del ŕıo Paraguay en los puntos estratégicos
y el otro tablero en la estación central de monitoreo. La medición del
nivel de agua del Ŕıo Paraguay se efectúa a través de variación de presión
hidrostática. Dentro de los tubos estabilizadores de oleaje son ubicados los
sensores de nivel tipo sumergible que transmiten las señales de variación de
presión hidrostónatica de forma analógica sin cáıda de potencial ni corriente.
Las mediciones tomadas por medio del sensor sumergido en el nivel de agua
del ŕıo serán transferidas al PLC, que se encargará de transformar las señales
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de entrada en datos procesables para los sistemas de visualización, y por
medio de ellos generar señales de alarmas cuando existan condiciones anor-
males en la operación. El sistema incluye dos entornos de comunicación con
el usuario, uno de ellos, es un sistema SCADA instalada en una PC situada
en la estación central de monitoreo y el otro es a través de una comunicación
directa del usuario con el sistema de campo, con el uso de tramas GSM en
caso de no ser posible con la estación central de monitoreo.

3. SISTEMA ELECTRÓNICO AUTOMATIZADO DEL SIS-
TEMA.

Este sistema de medición y monitoreo del Ŕıo Paraguay permitirá conocer
el nivel de referencia del ŕıo de navegabilidad, además proporcionará una
forma de comunicación sencilla y estandarizada entre el equipo de medición
y la computadora; ya que con este sistema se podrá recibir y acondicionar los
datos mediante la utilización del Controlador lógico Programable y el módem
TC65 con tramas GSM considerada de mayor cobertura para asegurar la
comunicación [3].

Con el Controlador Lógico Programable se podrá adquirir la señal emitida
por el sensor acerca del nivel de agua, y de este modo podrá realizar un
sistema capaz de promediar las mediciones durante un intervalo de tiempo.
Al mismo tiempo, podrá calcular un promedio del comportamiento de la
variable (nivel de profundidad del ŕıo). Seguidamente, se encargará de enviar
los valores a la estación remota o central para la visualización en la estación
de monitoreo a través del módem TC65 guiados por tramas GSM.[4].
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Figura 1 - Diagrama en bloque del Sistema electrónico.

4. ESTACIÓN DE CAMPO

La señal de nivel proveniente del sensor, son tratados en la estación de
campo para luego ser enviados a la estación central de monitoreo a través
del módulo GSM/GPRS, la misma toma 50 muestras cada 2 minutos, cada
muestra es almacenada en registros internos que posee el controlador lógico
programable, luego toma el promedio de las 50 mediciones realizadas con-
forme a los requerimientos establecidos por normas de calidad de medición.
Para luego enviar el dato del promedio a la estación central de monitoreo o
supervisión.
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Figura 2 - Diagrama en bloques del sistema de campo.

5. ESTACIÓN CENTRAL DE MONITOREO

La señal proveniente de la estación de campo, tanto del nivel del canal y
de la alarma, son recibidos en la estación central de monitoreo o supervisión.

El PLC toma los valores captados por el módulo y decodifica esa in-
formación para luego desplegarlo en una pantalla de visualización SCADA.
Tiene también la posibilidad de pedido de informe de forma inmediata a la
estación de campo en caso de que se precise ya la información independien-
temente del env́ıo programado en la estación de campo.

Con el sistema central de monitoreo además interactúa el sistema de
campo en caso de la alarma de nivel cŕıtico de navegación, donde una vez
visto la alarma el sistema central de monitoreo env́ıa una información al
sistema de campo a través de mensajes por SMS, que la situación ya ha sido
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notificada y que vuelva a la condición de espera hasta que pase el nivel cŕıtico
de navegación, reinicializando el proceso de alarma, independientemente al
env́ıo del nivel del ŕıo que se realiza cada 2 minutos.

Figura 3 - Estación de central de monitoreo.

6. MUESTREO DE LA VARIABLE MEDIDA

Para realizar el cálculo del nivel de referencia del nivel del Ŕıo se toma
como base el Reglamento internacional donde establece que se puede efectuar
mediciones del valor patrón de forma reiterada. El número de repeticiones
que asegura niveles de confianza razonable se encentra en 20 mediciones,
aumentando las mediciones se reduce el margen de error. Siguiendo este
método en los laboratorios acreditados y en procesos industriales cuando
importa una calibración exacta.

Reglamentos ISO empleados
ISO /IEC 17025:2005
ISO 10012:2003
ISO 286 :1988
IT12 al IT18
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Figura 4 - Cálculo del nivel de la variable medida.

7. SISTEMA DE VISUALIZACIÓN SCADA

Con el fin de tener un registro estad́ıstico de los datos del nivel de al-
tura del ŕıo (m), los pedidos de aviso, alarmas y curvas de nivel del com-
portamiento de la variable medida, se plantea el desarrollo de un programa
computacional tipo SCADA que sea capaz de tomar los datos del Contro-
lador Programable del sistema y mostrar el valor de los mismos en una in-
terfaz gráfica interactiva. Los datos capturados por el Controlador serán
procesados y almacenados en una base de datos cada un minuto.
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Figura 5 - SCADA pantalla principal.

Además, se cuenta con una pantalla exclusiva de la vista de todos los
demás puestos que podrán ser incluidos para visualizar las operaciones de
los sistemas de campo en los pasos requeridos por la ANNP para medir los
niveles de ŕıos en los pasos cŕıticos.

Figura 6 - SCADA. Puestos de Comunicación en diversos tramos cŕıticos.
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Las alarmas se presentan en una pantalla en forma de iconos de atención,
denotando aśı un estado irregular del funcionamiento de alguna variable para
alertar sobre los tramos cŕıticos de navegación.

Figura 7 - Estado de alarmas del SCADA.

En la pantalla de curvas de nivel se dispondrá de un sector exclusivo mostrando
el comportamiento de la variable y el valor de misma. Estos estados de alar-
mas se guardarán en una tabla de la base de datos con la hora y fecha de su
aparición. Las alarmas podrán ser desactivadas en la pantalla una vez que
el operador haya dado la notificación al sistema de la notificación aceptada.

El software del sistema, tiene la posibilidad de conectar el registro de
los valores capturados a una base de datos cuyo contenido se almacena en
un disco ŕıgido a largo plazo. El Sistema también ofrece la posibilidad de
visualizar el comportamiento del nivel de agua en un determinado periodo
introduciendo la fecha y la hora desde cuando se quiere visualizar hasta la
fecha que se desea.
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Figura 8 - Curvas de comportamiento del nivel del agua.

8. PRUEBAS Y RESULTADOS

Se verificó el correcto funcionamiento del equipo, en el puerto Ita Enra-
mada de la ciudad de Asunción del Paraguay, en lo cual el sistema respondió
correctamente arrojando resultados válidos ya que fue comparado con in-
strumento de medición. Los procedimientos para la validación del sistema
fueron: Se calculó el punto de medición a través de una regla centimetrada,
en el cual se eligió 1 metro de profundidad para comparar con los resultados
que arrojó el sistema de medición.

Se instaló en tubo estabilizador de oleaje en el punto de medición a 1
metro de profundidad de agua y se introdujo el sensor en el tubo estabilizador
de oleaje.

Se conectó el sensor con el sistema de medición, a través del módulo
EM231 y el PLC, en el cual se pudo corroborar los datos medidos y procesados
ya que arrojaban resultados válidos con un rango de error pero ya por las
caracteŕısticas técnicas del sensor.

El software de localización cumplió con los objetivos propuestos, su conexión
con la estación central no presento inconvenientes, obteniéndose los datos re-
queridos de manera correcta. Aśı como también se comprobó que su uso es
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bastante sencillo para cualquier persona con conocimientos básicos de op-
eración de computadoras.

Figura 9 - Fotograf́ıa de prueba en Itá Enramada.

9. CONCLUSIÓN

Se logro diseñar un sistema de medición y monitoreo aplicable para la
medición de referencia los niveles de ŕıos.

La configuración de los controladores, módulos y el sensor, de manera
que los datos recibidos sean las más precisas y confiables posibles.

La implementación de un software para la visualización de la variable
monitoreada con una interfaz gráfica y amigable.

Se validó el funcionamiento del sistema propuesto a través de pruebas
de campo y de laboratorio.
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Energy policies in the residential sector of the Republic of
Paraguay
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Abstract

Paraguay has several energy sources -both imported and domestic-
to supply the energy demand of the country. Currently, the coun-
try has a large availability of domestic supply of hydropower but a
low level of electricity penetration as a energy source of final use.
Thus, nowadays, energy demand associated to the use for cooking food
are mostly supplied by energy resources as Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG), charcoal and firewood; sources with low efficiency and high
level of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG); in addition, imported as
is it is case of LPG. Taking as starting point a model based on supply
and final consumption of different energy sources in the country and
taking into account multiple factors (technical, economic, social and
environmental) that influence on the choice of energy sources and tech-
nologies, this work analyzes energy policies at the residential sector
for starting a energy transition process in Paraguay. The main ob-
jective of this research, considering the actual situation, is to analyze
the impact of energy transition strategies from less efficient sources of
energy (oil derivatives and biomass) to electricity (domestic, renew-
able and clean energy source) for residential use, including efficient
electricity consumption and how it would impact in the supply of
electricity. To achieve the objective was developed an integrated en-
ergy model of Paraguay on Long Range Energy Alternatives Planning
System(LEAP c©) focused on residential sector, in order to generate
a energy prospective by simulating the long term behavior of the en-
ergetic matrix of Paraguay. Finally, this article seeks to analyze the
implications on evolution of characterized residential demand curve on
the energy supply of this sector as well as to study the environmental
impact on the variation of GHG emissions.

Key words: Computational Engineering & Technological Innovation,

Energy policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the 70s the hydroelectricity availability (clean and renewable energy
source) has begun to drastically rise, by growing to values that we know today
(4,650 thousand tonnes of oil equivalent), this due to the large implemented
hydroelectric power plant projects at the time, as Itaipu and Yacyreta. By
comparing the evolution from the 70s until 2008 [1], as far as energy is con-
cerned, we see that the gross domestic supply of hydropower grows about 355
times (as recorded in 1970) and conversely final consumption electric power
only grew by 28%.

Taking as core of this study, the high proportion of biomass consumption,
in contrast to the percentage of electricity use, the biomass demand was
disaggregated into final uses, determining that vast majority is for cooking
food at the residential level. In addition to biomass, other energy sources are
intended for cooking, among others LPG, charcoal and electricity.

We know that hydroenergy is compatible with a model of sustainable
development; therefore, it should be the cornerstone of an energy policy
that arises in Paraguay. This fact -combined with the heavy dependence on
imported oil derivatives to meet the energy demand in Paraguay and the
high percentage of fuelwood consumption- led us to identify the need to seek
strategies to propose raising the penetration of clean and renewable energy
such as hydroelectric sources, by replacing energy sources that either it needs
to be imported and has a significant environmental impact or it has a very
low efficiency rate.

These measures are aimed at reducing the negative environmental and
social impact of non-clean and sustainable energy (in terms of lower emissions
of GHG). Environmental benefits that entail implementing energy policies
proposed in this research are discussed.

To analyze this situation at country level, was developed an energy model
of Paraguay on LEAP c©and assumptions scenarios that simulate how the
country would behave from the energy point of view under specific study
cases.

With the developed model, results under the possible scenarios of substi-
tution and the behavior of different energy sources are analyzed, when energy
policies are applied, that provide for the efficient use of energy available to
the final consumer and migration to electricity.

The method of Net Present Value (NPV) is applied for the economic
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analysis of the efficiency measures and substitution that have been proposed
to determine the economic feasibility of the project in the long term.

2. OBJECTIVE

Analyze the impact of energy transition strategies from less efficient
sources of energy (oil derivatives and biomass) to electricity (domestic, renew-
able and clean energy source) for residential use, including efficient electricity
consumption and how it would impact in the supply of electricity.

3. JUSTIFICATION

Within this research, we analyze all energy sources that supply the energy
demand of Paraguay today. For this issue, the National Energy Balance is
used. From database is taken the information from 2004 to 2012 [2] these
data is considered historical and provide the basis on which the baseline
scenario is then projected.

The data is loaded into the LEAP c©model, which is a tool used for the
analysis of energy policies and assessment of climate change mitigation (GHG
emissions). This model allow us a comprehensive modeling of energy con-
sumption, production and processing resources in all sectors of a socioeco-
nomic system.

It is possible with the use of LEAP, to project a trend scenario correspond-
ing to Paraguay’s energy sector behavior (based on the historic behavior).
In addition, the utilization of the LEAP provides a vision of possible future
behavior of the energy matrix of Paraguay, by means of this we are able to
evaluate the different proposed scenarios.

With the Paraguay model in the environment LEAP c©and projected sub-
stitution scenarios we can see a range of possible future scenarios for energy,
with this, we get to anticipate future situations and outline appropriate en-
ergy policies.

4. ENERGY MODEL
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In the context of a prospective energy analysis, energy system model
attempts to capture the behavior of a complete energy system, as a nation,
city or region. Here, macroeconomic and demographic trends control the
model but are exogenous variables.

We use models to reflect complex systems in a meaningful way, by orga-
nizing a large amount of information and having a consistent hypothesis to
evaluate or analyze impacts on energy systems contextual framework.

Selected software
The selected Software is Long-range Energy Alternatives Planing Sys-

tem (LEAP c©) [3]. It is a tool for modeling energy and environmental sce-
narios. The scenarios are based on energy balances that describe the way
they consume, transform and produce energy in a given country or economy,
and alternative hypotheses as population, economic development, technology,
prices and other characteristics.

5. STUDIES CASE

Energy prospective
Prospective covers as many possible scenarios, which means that should

cover the most likely or possible future. On this basis,the prospective study of
the energy matrix of the Republic of Paraguay is made, focused on residential
branch and according to three baseline scenarios that differ by population
and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth projected [4].

Key assumptions
As key assumptions are set the time series of the macroeconomic and

demographic variables or user-created variables. In the developed model,
the GDP of the different sectors of the Paraguay as well as the population
evolution are established.

Demand scenarios
As we know, the future is uncertain, we do not know what will happen

tomorrow, but it is possible anticipate the unfolded uncertainties based on
events that have already occurred and outline possible trajectories of events
yet to take place. For prospective energy analysis, it was decided to outline
the prospective taking into consideration three possible future scenarios, i.e.
high demand, average demand and low demand. In each proposed scenario,
key assumptions are taken, i.e. GDP and population evolution.

Desired Scenario 1 (ED1)
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We propose two desired scenarios, based on the weaknesses identified in
the residential sector to the end use of cooking. The first desired scenario
called ”stoves replacement” is analyzed the implementation steps for replace-
ment of stoves in urban and rural areas. In 8% of urban households and 65%
of rural households [5], the cooking is done until nowadays with firewood
and other biomass. This represents approximately 521,000 households in the
country. Methods of cooking with biomass ranging from open air fire, wood
stove, tatacu, brazier among others, with an average efficiency of biomass use
between 5% and 10% for the final use of cooking. These data, translated in
terms of energy, for residential indicate that consumed 454 Mtoe (data from
2012), which corresponds to 25% of the biomass consumed in the country,
which takes up only 5% of the energy by efficiency of end-use technology,
leaving result in the loss of 95% of the energy used corresponding to 430
Mtoe. Only data from the year 2012, this represents the GHG emissions of
2,336 MtCO2 equivalents.

Given the abovementioned data, five instruments were proposed to gradu-
ally migrate from biomass to energy sources that can have higher efficiency as
LPG and electricity; in addition to the replacement of the means of cooking
currently used, for using stoves more efficiency.

The first stage of substitution, contemplates the provision of residential
firewood stoves more efficient since 2015 in urban and rural areas in order
to reach the year 2030 to the 20% of urban households and 60% of rural
households using biomass for cooking efficiently

In the second instrument, the migration from biomass cookers to LPG
cookers is contemplated. It is expected that by 2030 the 20% of urban and
rural households using biomass for cooking, stop using biomass for cooking
and use LPG.

Third instrument is the migration of biomass to electricity, by using in-
duction cookers. It is projected that by 2030 the 60% of the urban population
and 20% of the rural population using biomass for cooking, migrate to using
electricity through induction cookers.

In addition to the use of biomass migrate to other energy sources, it is
contemplated the migration LPG to electricity as fourth instrument. It is
expected that by 2030 the 20% of urban and rural households which use LPG
for cooking would migrate to electricity.

Finally, in the fifth instrument, we propose the migration from current
technologies that consume electricity to the utilization of induction for cook-
ing. It is projected that by 2030 the 60% of urban households and 20% of
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rural households using electricity for cooking, use only induction stove.
Desired Scenario 2 (ED2)

In the second scenario desired, efficiency measures and education cam-
paigns using electricity efficiently are proposed. For the electrical use for
lighting, we contemplate the 100% replacement of incandescent lamps at
2030 in urban and rural households, as well as education campaigns that
encourage the energy saving culture using sunlight, and the turned off of the
unused lights.

In the climatization demand, we propose the renewal of the current air
conditioner technology by technologies that are designed with energy effi-
ciency grade A.

Also, it is proposed education campaigns that include instruction of sav-
ing culture in regulating temperatures in enclosures, the turned off of the
unused artifacts, among other measures. Finally, by the end use of food
preservation, the replacement of 90% of old fridges for new appliances with
energy efficiency grade A is proposed. In addition, education campaigns in
using techniques refrigerators to prevent loss of cold are included.

6. METHODOLOGY

We develop a model representing the energy sector of the Republic of
Paraguay based on the energy balance prepared by the Vice Ministry of
Mines and Energy (VMME) where the primary and secondary energy offer
are structured with energy transformation and energy demand.

The data are taken from the year 2004 until the last National Energy
Balance (BEN) available, which corresponds to the year 2012.

Hypothesis considered
In developing the model, special attention to the final demand of the

residential sector is given, considering it is in this sector where efficiency and
alternative replacement measures are proposed.

The branch of residential demand was developed based on the proposal
structure presented in the “Useful Energy Balance of the Republic of Paraguay”
project, developed by the Parque Tecnolgico Itaipu (PTI) [6].

Characterization of residential demand curve
In order to analyze the impact of the implemented instruments under

the desired scenarios in national electricity grid (SIN) is necessary to char-
acterized the hourly electricity demand in the residential sector, in order to
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determine the new behavior of the hourly demand curve in order to identify
potential negative impacts of implementing efficient alternative proposal on
the power system network.

Characterization of residential demand are made through household sur-
veys about their hourly consumption.

Macroeconomic impact
The economic analysis is developed from a macro approach, where the

desired scenarios are presented as tools that obey energy policies established
by the State. The cost of policy implementation, monitoring and enforce-
ment thereof, are analyzed and taken into account savings by not consumed
energy (electricity, firewood, LPG), savings GHG not emitted and external-
ities related to the efficient use of biomass. GHG savings by not issued as
an externality, since Paraguay does not sell carbon credits are considered.
Finally, the NPV of each instrument is estimated. A discount rate of 12%
was used.

Energy Policy
Energy policy is a specification that provides the socio-economic policy

framework of strategic guidelines for its formulation. It is based on a di-
agnosis of the situation of the energy system as a starting point,and it is
considered that the socio-economic policy is aimed at finding the sustain-
ability of development.

With the developed energy model of the Republic of Paraguay, we are
able to assess the energy situation these following aspects:

. The energy sources, such as biomass, do not involve an appropriate
and sustainable use of these resources. This situation can cause severe
environmental damage, which are only reversible int the long-term.

. The scope of consumption, where it is visualized the low electric energy
coverage for basic uses, low efficiency in end uses (between 5% and 10%
for biomass), negative impacts on health and the environment due to
the misuse of energy end sources (especially biomass).

These problems are diagnosed with a transverse analysis, which included
the current status and operation of the energy system and a study of the
historical evolution revealed dynamics, past trends and signs of change.

7. RESULTS
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Table 1: Comparison of demand and savings (in thousands of tons
of oil equivalent)

Scenario
High Demand Med. Demand Low Demand

Saving
Dem. Saving Dem. Saving Dem. Saving

Tend. 1.199 – 1.100 – 1.002 – –

ED1 735 453 681 419 620 382 38%

ED2 1.088 100 1.007 93 918 84 8%

ED1+ED2 658 530 609 491 555 447 45%

The model of Paraguay has developed on LEAP c©, to validate the re-
sults, these has been compared with of BEN of VMME with LEAP c©results.
For different demand scenarios, we found that the energy savings under the
desired scenario compared to trend scenario is 38% under the ED1, 8% under
the ED2, then under the combination of both ED1 and ED2 scenarios, the
overall energy savings is of about 45% compared to the trend demand sce-
nario. The data are listed in Table 1 indicating percentage savings for each
proposed scenario relative to the trend scenario.

Regarding the impact on the Residential Load Curve of SIN -for differ-
ent demand scenarios- we observed that the decrements in peak hour load
compared to baseline scenario and the scenarios desired applied is 12% for
the ED1, 15% for ED2 and analyze both scenarios together a decrements of
22% of electricity consumption in peak load hours is presented. These data
indicate that one can increase the load factor of SIN, i.e buying less power
to supply the Paraguayan electricity market. Comparative data of electricity
consumption in peak load hours for the proposed scenarios of demand and
desired scenarios are detailed in Table 2, indicating the percent of decrements
for each scenario.

For different demand scenarios, we observed that the reduction of GHG
emissions relative to the baseline scenario and desired scenarios applied are
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8% for the ED1, from 5% to 12% ED2 and analyzing both scenarios together.
These results are exposed in Table 3, indicating the percentage savings for
each proposed scenario compared to the trend scenario.

Table 2: Comparison of consumptions in peak load hours (Mega
Watios per hour)

Scenario
High Demand Med. Demand Low Demand

Saving
Dem. Saving Dem. Saving Dem. Saving

Tend. 967 – 896 – 816 – –

ED1 941 26 872 24 794 22 3%

ED2 827 140 766 130 698 118 15%

ED1+ED2 803 164 743 153 677 139 17%

Table 3: Comparison of GHG emissions (thousands of tons of CO2
equivalents

Scenario
High Demand Med. Demand Low Demand

Saving
Dem. Saving Dem. Saving Dem. Saving

Tend. 217 – 201 – 183 – –

ED1 200 17 185 16 169 22 8%

ED2 206 11 191 10 174 118 5%

ED1+ED2 190 27 176 25 160 139 12%

Analysis of economic feasibility of implementing the proposed energy poli-
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cies was conducted by the method of NPV, where the energy savings and
externalities involving the migration of biomass to other energy sources such
as electricity are economically quantified. In this sense, it was considered
the savings by decreasing respiratory diseases, eye discomfort , burns and
poisoning , as well as saving time spent cooking [7]. Investments are cal-
culated annually according to the plan of implementation of policies and as
each replacement scenario.

On Tables 4, 5 and 6 the NPVs for the investment realized in each sce-
nario, the savings due to decreased demand and externalities for scenarios
of high, medium and low demand respectively indicated, and in the last col-
umn is analyzed the NPV of each escenario, but not including externalities
proposed by saving firewood each proposed scenario stage.

Table 4: NPV for high demand, discount rate of 12%, from 2015 to
2030 (millions USD)

High Demand ED1 ED2 ED1+ED2 ED1+ED2 (withuot
extern.)

Invest (28,1) (131,4) (159,5) (159,5)

Saving on electricity 16,4 58,5 74,4 74,4

Saving on LPG 15,4 54,6 69,5 69,5

Saving on Wood 19,3 1,2 19,9 19,9

Saving on GHG 8,0 6,1 84,2 –

Saving by extern. 700,4 43,1 732,2 –

NVP 731,4 32,1 811,7 4,3
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Table 5: NPV for medium demand, discount rate of 12%, from 2015
to 2030 (millions USD)

Medium Demand ED1 ED2 ED1+ED2 ED1+ED2 (withuot
extern.)

Invest (27,3) (125,2) (152,5) (152,5)

Saving on electricity 16,6 55,3 70,4 70,4

Saving on LPG 14,6 51,6 65,8 65,8

Saving on Wood 18,3 1,1 18,9 18,9

Saving on GHG 7,6 5,8 79,9 –

Saving by extern. 664,5 40,9 686,2 –

NVP 693,3 128,8 768,7 3,8
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Table 6: NPV for low demand, discount rate of 12%, from 2015 to
2030 (millions USD)

Low Demand ED1 ED2 ED1+ED2 ED1+ED2 (withuot
extern.)

Invest (25,7) (115,7) (141,5) (141,5)

Saving on electricity 14,6 51,6 65,7 65,7

Saving on LPG 13,7 48,1 61,4 61,4

Saving on Wood 17,1 1,1 17,7 17,7

Saving on GHG 7,1 5,4 74,8 –

Saving by extern. 621,8 38,2 642,2 –

NVP 648,5 119,6 720,4 3,4

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a comprehensive energy model of the Republic of
Paraguay in LEAP c©. The level of disaggregation of the structure of the
energy model developed allowed it possible to apply specific measures in the
residential sector.

The behavior of the energy matrix of Paraguay was analyzed with differ-
ent simulations and concludes that the implementation of a energy policy,
that can provide an alternative to the problem of energy projected for the
coming years, is necessary.

Also effective is the implementation of a culture of saving and efficient
energy management in the Republic of Paraguay. Especially focused on
households and representing the largest consumer of energy as VMME and
model that has been developed.

It proved to be feasible awareness for sustainable energy use, and replace-
ment of fixtures with low efficiency with higher- efficiency.
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The developed model, allowed analysis for cost-effective technical and
economic proposed, showing that they are cost-effective alternatives to long-
term.

Besides the strengths and weaknesses of each identified energy policy
even before its effective implementation, making it possible to model effective
solutions to conflicts that may arise in the future.

GHG emissions were analyzed before and after the implementation of
measures of substitution, resulting in the proposed instruments are effective
in mitigating the greenhouse effect.

For all scenarios the NPV is positive, with an internal rate of discount
of 12%, indicating that the project is profitable even without quantifying
externalities.

The methodology applied in this work, can be used to make similar analy-
sis for other demand energy sectors, like Industrial, Commercial, Government
and Public street lights.
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Marginal Abatement Costs for Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reduction in Paraguay’s Energy Sector: An Analysis under

Uncertainty

Juan P. Noguesa1

a Universidad Paraguayo Alemana

Abstract

No country is immune to the problems and risks associated with
climate change and Paraguay is no the exception. In general terms
Paraguay can be considered minimally responsible for emissions and
global climate change; but in turn Paraguay’s economy is so ineffi-
cient with respect to its emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) that in
relative terms it can be argued that Paraguay is a highly polluting
nation. For instance, in 2000, Paraguay emitted around 13.7 kg 16
of CO2-e per dollar of GDP [1, 2] while developed countries such as
France or the U.S. emitted between 0.4 to 0.6 kg CO2-e per dollar of
GDP 2 - see Figure 1. This indicates that Paraguay is highly inefficient
in economic output with respect to GHG emissions. The high value
of emissions is mainly due to the impact from Land Use, Landuse
Change and Forestry (LULUCF), which in turn is linked to urban
development, energy demand for biomass and agricultural expansion.
Even excluding LULUCF emissions the value remains quite high com-
pared to many countries in the region. Countries in the region such as
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Uruguay have an index of Kg
emissions per dollar of GDP below 3.6 kg CO2-e per dollar of GDP
- which is what Paraguay emitted without LULUCF. An analysis of
emissions in terms of tons per capita also shows that Paraguay emits
per person more than some industrialised countries. Accounting for
LULUCF Paraguay emitted about 15.7 tonnes of CO2-e per capita
while other countries of the region emitted far less in 2000. Brazil for
example which has a very high rate of deforestation emitted about
12.3 tonnes of CO2-e per capita in 2000. Excluding emissions from
LULUCF Paraguay continued to be above Colombia, Costa Rica, In-
dia,Uruguay and China among others. Therefore, one could argue that
per capita Paraguay is more responsible for greenhouse gas emissions,

1E-mail Corresponding Author: juan.nogues@upa.edu.py
2Values calculated from the UNFCCC online database
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and consequently climate change, than a resident in Chile, Costa Rica
or China, for that particular year.

Figure 1 - CO2-e emissions in Kg/GDP for the year 2000 for dif-
ferent countries. Values presented in terms of nominal GDP, with and
without LULUCF emissions accounted for. Emissions from bunkers
or biomass burning are not included. Values calculated from the Se-
gunda Comunicacion Nacional [1], the IMF World Economic Outlook
[2] and the UNFCCC online database.

The Energy sector of Paraguay is one of the main culprits of this
inefficiency with respect to GHGs. Paraguay is largely dependent on
fossil fuels for their energy consumption, although it produces clean
renewable electricity to suffice almost all its Energy demand. For in-
stance in 2011 only 15% of the energy was supplied by renewable en-
ergy (electricity) [3]. Paraguay meets its energy demand mostly with
biomass derived fuels (around 48% of the energy matrix in 2011) by
and petroleum derived fuels (37% of the energy demand) [3]. This type
of energy matrix composition affects the efficiency factor for Paraguay,
where only 37.1% of the energy consumed is used effectively [5]. There-
fore, it obvious that the Energy sector of Paraguay has a lot of room
for improvement regarding efficiency. It also happens that the Energy
sector is composed of a variety of sub-sectors (Industry, Transport and
residencial) and therefore offers a variety of technologies to solve the
problem of greenhouse gases. More efficiency improvements mean a
possible reduction in costs and a reduction in emissions of GHGs.
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In this study, an economic evaluation of possible technologies that
reduce emissions is done by considering the uncertainties in the emis-
sions reduction factors, the costs of the new technologies and the cur-
rent baseline operation. In order to calculate the economic gains/losses
of certain technologies an initial baseline scenario, of the energy de-
mands and the emissions associated, was calculated using the Long
range Energy Alternatives Planning System (LEAP) model [6]. Once
the baseline was determined three main technologies and policy op-
tions for Paraguay were identified: The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
system (or Metrobus), a Biodiesel initiative to increase the mix of co-
mun Biodiesel from 1% to 5% by volume, and the adoption of efficient
cookstoves in rural homes. The projections were done with the base
year 2013 and ended with the 2040.

Results show that as a first order approximation, based on cur-
rent consumption and the projection of the economy through 2040,
Paraguay, there are at least three options that give favorable economic
costs in most cases and reduce emissions significantly. Through an un-
certainty analysis, based on a Monte Carlo approach, results indicate
that the reductions of GHGs through a BRT system on average would
be around -0.30 US$ per ton of CO2 reduced - without considering
economic externalities such as reduction in respiratory problems and
gains in time of travel. Likewise, a switch to more efficient cookstoves
that use on average 50% less fuel has an average cost of -0.4 US$ per
ton of CO2. Finally an analysis of the impact of promoting a mix
of 5% BioDiesel mix with normal Diesel was done, and showed that
investing in this type of mitigation would have an average cost of - 7
US$/ per ton of CO2.

Keywords: Greenhouse gases, Monte Carlo, Marginal Costs, Paraguay’s

Energy Sector
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Neuro-Fuzzy Classifier for Deforestation Estimation in a Citizen
Science Project

Marilyn Menecucci Ibanez dos Reisa1, Adenilson Carvalho b, Eduardo Fávero

Pacheco da Luzb, Fernando Manuel Ramos a

aNational Institute for Space Research, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil
bNational Center for Monitoring and Warning Disaster, São José dos Campos,

SP, Brazil

Abstract

Brazil has the longest and most successful tropical
forest-monitoring program in the world. Since 1988, the PRODES
(Brazilian Amazonian Forest Monitoring by Satellite) program has
been carrying detailed annual deforestation surveys in the Brazilian
Amazon. PRODES uses a semi-automated procedure to perform
the digital processing of TM/Landsat images. More recently, the
DETER (Real Time Deforestation Detection System) program has
been providing weekly alerts of deforested areas of 25 hectares or more,
using MODIS (Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)
imagery from NASA’s TERRA and ACQUA satellites. Overall, this
monitoring framework, together with a free and open data policy
(all software and results are available on the Web), enabled greater
transparency and effectiveness in Brazils conservation efforts, and
helped the country to greatly reduce its annual forest loss in the
Amazon. Unfortunately, both projects involve a costly and
time-consuming inspection step of the automatic classification map
by specialists, which make difficult their replication in less developed
countries. Within the context above, a citizen science project called
”ForestWatchers” was recently launched with the goal to involve
citizens around the globe in monitoring deforestation. Using a Web
interface, volunteers around the world are asked to review satellite
images of forested regions, and confirm whether automatic assignments
of forested and deforested regions are correct. Considering the size of
the task – tropical forests cover an area of several hundred million
hectares – it is crucial the development of a fast classifier that meets
a twofold goal: mapping MODIS pixels into two classes (”Forest” and
”Non-Forest”), and selecting the pixels to be sent to the volunteers
for inspection, based on a confidence metric. Here we investigate

1E-mail Corresponding Author: marilynmenecucciibanez@gmail.com
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the use of Fuzzy Multilayer Perceptrons (FMLPs) neural networks in
classification of deforestation patterns in the Brazilian Amazon, using
MODIS imagery. Essentially, the MLP is a multilayer feedforward
network which utilizes a supervised learning mechanism based on the
setting of the parameters according to the error between the calculated
and desired outputs of the network. For the FMLP learning process,
we used PRODES classification maps as desired outputs. PRODES
maps, which originally display five classes of land-cover, with a spatial
resolution of 60m, were resampled into the two classes (F and N)
of our FMLP classifier. The spatial resolution was then reduced to
250m, the same displayed by MODIS imagery, used as input data in
the learning process. Generally, the MLP output passes through a
winner-take-all filter that assigns 1 (one) for the winner neuron and
0 (zero) for the others. In FMLPs, outputs are mapped into the range
[0, 1], and refer to the degree of membership of the input pattern
to each of the output classes. This allowed us to use normalized
degrees of membership as a metric of confidence in the classification
of each pixel, drastically reducing the volunteers task since only low
confidence pixels are visually inspected by them. We tested this
approach by producing a deforestation map for the State of Rondônia,
in Brazil. Rondônia has an area of 237, 576km2 (roughly, the size of
Portugal), originally covered mostly by the Amazon forest. Results
were compared with the corresponding PRODES deforestation map
with good agreement. The use of confidence metric permitted
drastically reduce the number of pixels to be inspected by the
volunteers.

Keywords: citizen, science, volunteer, neural, network, fuzzy, image,

satellite
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL
NONLINEAR PATH OF SINGLE GALAXIES IN N-BODY

SIMULATIONS

Diego H. Stalder D.a1, Reinaldo Rosa a, Esteban Cluab

aNational Institute for Space Research, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil
bFederal Fluminense University, Niteroi, RJ, Brazil

Abstract

Turbulent-like behaviour is an important and recent ingredient in
the investigation of large scale structure formation in the observable
universe [1, 2]. Recently, an established statistical method was used
to demonstrate the importance of considering chaotic advection (or
Lagrange turbulence) in combination with gravitational instabilities
in the CDM simulations performed from the Virgo Consortium (VC).
However, the Hubble volumes simulated from GADGET-VC algoritm
have some limitations for direct lagrangian data analysis due to the
large amount of data and no real time computation for particle ki-
netic velocity along the dark matter structure evolution. We use our
COsmic LAgrangian TUrbulence Simulator (COLATUS) [3], based
on GPU/CUDA technology, to perform gravitational Cosmological
N-body simulations and tracking the particles paths. In this work we
discuss the chaotic advection behavior of tracers galaxies based on the
angular velocity fluctuation analysis of single particles during its tra-
jectory to the gravitational collapse of super clusters at low redshifts.

Keywords: Turbulent-like, Cosmology, N-body simulations, GPU/CUDA
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Automated Coronary Artery Segmentation in CTA

Federico Lópeza1, Horacio Legal a

aFPUNA, Universidad Nacional de Asunción, Campus de la UNA, San Lorenzo,
Paraguay

Abstract

The main purpose of this work is to present an automated method
for the segmentation of human coronary arteries from images obtained
from Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA). The method con-
sists of three separate processes that perform the following tasks: heart
segmentation, blood pool segmentation, and coronary artery segmen-
tation. This work takes advantage of the properties of the distance
transform to perform the heart and coronary artery segmentation.

Keywords: Coronary Artery, segmentation, distance transform, auto-

mated, snakes, mathematical morphology

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the 2012 statistics presented in [1] the overall rate of deaths
attributable to cardiovascular disease (CVD) account for about one third of
the total deaths in the United States. These CVD’s include high blood pres-
sure, coronary diseases, strokes, and atherosclerosis among others. Coronary
heart disease (CHD) accounts for approximately 20gold standard to evalu-
ate heart disease, the segmentation of the coronary arteries has become an
integral part of the analysis of the disease.

Several different methods to solve the problem of coronary artery seg-
mentation have been described in literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. In this
work we divide the automatic coronary artery segmentation in three differ-
ent processes: the segmentation of the heart to separate it from the lungs,
the segmentation of the blood pools, and the segmentation of the coronary
arteries. The segmentation of the blood pools is based on the work presented
by Cline in [9]. The segmentation of the heart to separate it from the lungs
is an extension of the work presented by [10] in which we take advantage
of the properties of the distance transform to create a driving force for the

1E-mail Corresponding Author: fjlb@pol.una.py
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deformable model. Finally, the coronary artery segmentation method pre-
sented is a modification of the work presented by Bauer [11] in which we
reduce the computational complexity introduced by Gradient Vector Flow
(GVF).

2. METHODS

The method for the automatic segmentation of the coronary arteries in-
cludes three main processes: the segmentation of the blood pools, the seg-
mentation of the heart, and finally the extraction of the coronaries using a
vessel filter.

The first step consists of the segmentation of the heart’s blood pools. In
order to do so, we start with the windowed volume. We then iterate through
the whole volume in a slice by slice basis. For each slice, we first create a
binary image by setting all the pixels not equal to the maximum to zero.
This creates an image that contains both bones and blood pools. We then
apply a hole-filling algorithm to reduce noise from the previous step. Finally,
to segment the blood pools, we apply a method similar to what Cline does
in [9]. The process consists of mathematical morphological erosion followed
by a dilation applied to the binary image. The resulting image is a slice that
only contains the blood pools and bones. We can subtract this image from
the windowed image to obtain a slice without the blood pools and bones but
with the coronary arteries. The process is seen in Figure 1.

The third step is performed to segment the heart from everything else
(bones, lungs, etc.) in each slice. This is done to have a final image with
only coronary arteries and myocardium in them. In order to do so we start
with the binary volume. Again, we perform a slice by slice operation to
segment the heart’s contour. For each slice, the first step consists of applying
a median filter for noise reduction. We then find the centroid of the image
to have an initial contour that later will be deformed. The contour is found
using a traditional snakes algorithm [12] [13]. The snakes algorithm contains
an external energy field that will drive the initial contour (created around
the centroid) to the heart’s boundary. The external energy is calculated by
finding the vector field that points towards the heart’s border. The process
is seen in Figure 2.

The final step of the process is to apply a vessel filter that is based on the
work previously done by Frangi in [6] and Bauer in [4]. Unlike the work by
Bauer, that uses Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) our approach consists of an
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: (a) Windowed Image Iw. (b) Binary image of hyperintense region
(blood pools) Ibinbp. (c) Ibinbp, hole filled. (d) 3 erosions. (e) 3 dilations. (f)
Results.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: (a) Binary image Ibin. (b) Noise reduction. (c) Connected compo-
nent analysis. (d) Binary image’s borders. (e) Distance transform of images.
(f) Results.
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Figure 3: (a) Initial image. (b) Final image.

analysis of the second order structure of the vector field obtained using the
distance transform of the magnitude of the derivative of the volume. The
results are similar in the sense that they both produce vector fields that point
towards the center of the vessel.

To find the vesselness of each voxel in the initial windowed volume (using
Frangi’s vesselness definition), we first need to calculate two different Hes-
sian matrices. The first Hessian is calculated by first taking the normalized
gradient of the input image and then constructing the Hessian using the
derivative of the normalized gradient field. The second Hessian is computed
by first calculating the magnitude of the first derivative of the initial vol-
ume and then calculating its distance transform. The second Hessian is then
constructed by taking the derivative of this second normalized vector field.
The final vessel filter response consists using Frangi’s measure (for details on
this calculation please refer to the cited paper) with default values on both
Hessians and for each voxel choosing the greater value of the two.

The results of the calculations performed on a slice are shown in Figure 3.
To the right we see the initial slice that has been windowed using the param-
eters in the DICOM file and to the left we see the final slice after the four
steps of processing.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this paper was to implement a method to extract the

coronary arteries from images obtained in CTA. By combining and modifying
previously published methods, we were able to develop our own and unique
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method. We chose to take advantage of the computational simplicity of
the distance transform as opposed to the complexity of the GVF (Gradient
Vector Flow) proposed by Bauer et al. This was a key to our process since
it is used in two of the four steps that we need to segment the coronaries.
In the future we plan on adding noise reduction techniques to get cleaner
results.
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Abstract

Chagas disease is a tropical illness that continues to exist in Latin
America and exhibits high rates of infection in Paraguay. The agencies
responsible for public health in Paraguay invest a lot of resources in
both treatment and research to reduce this high rate of infestation [1].

In the field of research, methodologies used for field data collection
in endemic areas of Chagas disease are precarious [2], resulting in stale
data and the inability to make the best decision to draw up action
plans against this problem.

There are currently available platforms that allow the systematic
collection of data using editable graphical interfaces fitting the major-
ity of cases. These tools are available for free but they only offer basic
input functionalities and basic statistical analysis. The functionalities
needed for collection of Chagas data would require the purchase of
a commercial license. Analysis of historical data and comparisons of
variables are also essential to have a correct diagnosis of the topic to
study.

Our work helps to find an adequate solution to this problem. We
use technology to facilitate the process of data collection, providing
accessibility and ease to deploy a field study using digital forms. In
addition, they can launch a series of analyses that help diagnose a
particular situation, thus reducing the uncertainty and facilitating de-
cision making in less time, which is essential for public health issues.

As an initial case study, we use our platform for monitoring in-
tra and peridomestic Chagas vector infestation. The platform can be
reused for another scenario where data collection and processing are
required; this is achieved by employing generic data types that are
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configurable according to the needs of each case. In addition, mo-
bile devices with their embedded sensors and multimedia capabilities
including image and sound, open up new opportunities for the data
collected to provide broader and more detailed information regarding
the current status of the problem under study.

Keywords: Field data acquisition, Chagas disease, real time informa-

tion, mobile devices
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Abstract

With the increase in load and diversity type of network traffic, new
architectures and optical-network design for heterogeneous speed traf-
fic are critical issues in optical communications. In this paper we focus
on the complex problem of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
Network design considering simultaneously grooming - for low speed
traffic - and hierarchical - for high speed traffic- architectures using
Genetic Algorithm (GA). Basically, given a network topology and a
set of unicast requests with static traffic loads, the main objective is
to design a grooming-hierarchical WDM network with minimum cost
subject to physical layer constraint. Due to high complexity of the
problem in question, the proposed GA has been implemented with dif-
ferent traffic packaging approaches in which the experiment indicates
that the quality of solutions is highly dependent to traffic packaging
strategy.

Keywords: WDM Network, Grooming Network, Hierarchical Network,

Network Design, Genetic Algorithm
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Abstract

In order to predict the behavior of new products as they are intro-
duced to the market, we propose to extend the Discrete Bass model
as proposed by D. Satoh to include seasonal variations and decrease
prediction biases.

Some commercial products present important ups and downs in
their sales during certain seasons of the year. The standard Bass
model doesn’t account for peaks and valleys in its prediction, yielding
biased and inaccurate forecasts in those products that exhibit strong
seasonality.

Research in the literature indicates that starting from a discrete
model achieves greater precision when estimating the parameters of
the model. Thus we extend this discretized form of the Bass model by
adding seasonality, considering that the discrete form fully supports
the prediction of the standard model and keeps the same parameters
of innovation, imitation and market potential.

Keywords: Bass Model, Discretization, Seasonality, Parameter Estima-

tion.
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Abstract

The Automated Monitoring of Electrical Conductivity, humidity
and Temperature of Agricultural Soil, was developed with the motiva-
tion to provide an electronic tool for a faster and easier analysis of the
behavior of different soil types in agricultural production, as well as
the characterization and management of it during the entire growing
process of grains, vegetables and fruits.

It consists in the study, design and development of a tool that
makes possible the agricultural resources optimization in order to
achieve a homogenization in the yield of the cultivated products. The
engineering design, required researches with professors of Agronomics
Sciences Faculty, looking forward to get more knowledge about the
topic. The mentioned tool was possible through a combination of
measurement, positioning, transmission, management and storage of
technologies data. The values of electrical conductivity, soil moisture
and temperature add value to the agricultural operation, if they are
used to explain the variability in the crop field.

With the implementation of this system will be understood the
reasons why there are huge variations in performance, which leads to
a better crop management, also enhancing its performance by reducing
input costs or predicting more precisely the benefits to be gained by
trenching, add fertilizer, irrigation, building windbreaks or make other
improvements in the yield.

Keywords: Agriculture, Soils, Electronics in agriculture, Edaphology,

Soil temperature, Soil moisture, Automation

1. INTRODUCION

The field of Precision Agriculture (PA) has had important progress in the
last decades and researches about this are still in development. Due mostly
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to the fact that PA has become such a useful tool that allows localized man-
agement of agricultural practices, with higher products application efficiency,
reducing the impact to the environment and as a consequence, it diminishes
the costs of food production, which suggests improvements against conven-
tional agricultural methods. Books like [1] offers general view about the
advances and present applications about PA.

Humidity Level [2], temperature [3] and electrical conductivity level [4]
[5] [6] [7] of cultivation soil that varies in time and space; in order to know
the status of those levels, manual readings are performed about soil sensors
[8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16], strategically distributed on the field.

The method’s main disadvantage lies in the fact that the period of time
required is too long and proportional to the field surface, another problem
could be the fact that soil conditions vary with time mainly because climatic
changes (rains, temperature changes, droughts, etc.) that influences on the
soil measured variables.

2. OBJECTIVES

The essential objective of this work is the development of a real time
monitoring system that features a remote terminal which is located in the
cultivation ground which constantly sends data about the status of the vari-
ables that are studied, thanks to ZigBee transmitters [17] [18] to a computer
that draws the curves and classifies chronologically the behavior of those
levels in an electronic chart.

3. RESULTS ACHIEVED SO FAR

Obtaining a functional prototype which acquires information about levels
of humidity, temperature and dissolved salts in the soil, and transmitted in
real time to a remote monitoring central, for its statistic treatment
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At the beginning, the tests performed to measure the performance and
accuracy of the electronic tool prove the very reliable behavior of it, thanks
to the calibrations performed to it by the recommendation of the manufac-
turer. The values of the studied variables obtained in the trial measurements
showed no significant deviations in comparison with the values obtained by
traditional methods.

4. DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE SCOPE

Through performed researches, errors on the traditional monitoring method
could be fixed.

The tool allows obtaining automated information in real time of the status
of humidity, temperature and dissolved salts levels of the soil in the cultiva-
tion field. This information constitutes support for agricultural managers.

With the implementation of the system in the field, it will be possible to
make preventive and corrective actions on managing measured variables. In
this way, a higher percentage of development in the harvest will be obtained.

The future aim is the implementation of a network of monitoring stations
through the entire field, it will be made-up of the remote stations and the
data reception center unit, in order to make possible to know the behavior
of the entire field.
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Resumen

The work consists of sizing and implementation of a prototype wire
plate type electrostatic precipitator for collecting particulate matter
(PM) of coconut pit , and applying the method of gravimetric con-
centration level of the existing PM is calculated in the body issuer
(fireplace) , and finally compare with international quality guidelines
air in relation to the same and determine their viability in this appli-
cation. The evidence relating to airborne PM and its effects on public
health agree reveal adverse health effects of people. The electrostatic
precipitator consists of a power supply based on a flyback transformer
that generates high voltage necessary to produce the electrostatic field,
collectors and discharge electrodes, and an exhaust fan for introducing
air into the prototype.

Keywords: Electrostatic precipitator, particulate matter, gravimetric,

flyback transformer.

1. INTRODUCCIÓN

Este proyecto tiene por objetivo contribuir en la disminución de la conta-
minación del aire causado por las emisiones de los humos industriales a través
de un Precipitador Electrostático placa-alambre aplicado a la combustión del
carozo de coco. Los precipitadores electrostáticos se utilizan en la industria
para limpiar los gases de combustión y los humos de los altos hornos recolec-
tando el material particulado lo los mismos. Estos humos al ser liberados sin
tratamiento alguno, contaminan el aire que respiramos causando enfermeda-
des en las personas. El precipitador electrostático utiliza el campo eléctrico
para separar las part́ıculas de polvo de los humos que los arrastran, y captan
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part́ıculas del tamaño de 0,01 m a 100 m con una eficiencia de más del 99
porciento. [1]

Según una evaluación de la OMS de la carga de enfermedad debida a la
contaminación del aire, son más de dos millones las muertes prematuras que
se pueden atribuir cada año a los efectos de la contaminación del aire en
espacios abiertos urbanos y en espacios cerrados (producida por la quema de
combustibles sólidos). Más de la mitad de esta carga de enfermedad recae en
las poblaciones de los páıses en desarrollo. [2]

2. MÉTODOS Y MATERIALES

La metodoloǵıa adoptada para la determinación de la concentración del
PM.

La metodoloǵıa adoptada para la determinación de la concentración del
PM es la gravimetŕıa. Este método consiste en obtener la diferencia de pesos
entre un filtro de PM con el contaminante recolectado y el peso del mismo
filtro limpio cuyo resultado es la cantidad de material particulado recolectado
en un volumen de aire determinado. La concentración del polvo o materia
particulada en el aire muestreado se calcula a partir de la cantidad P, me-
diante la siguiente expresión:

C=P/V

Donde: C es la concentración de polvo o materia particulada en aire, en
g/m3. P es la cantidad de polvo o materia particulada, en g. V es el volumen
de aire muestreado, en m3. [3]

El esquema siguiente muestra el proceso propuesto para determinar el
nivel de concentración del PM.
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Figure 1 - Proceso para obtener el nivel de concentración del PM.

Descripción del proceso
1. Puesta en funcionamiento del PES conectada a la chimenea para reco-

lectar el PM, durante un tiempo de 24 horas.
2. Recolección de las part́ıculas de las placas colectoras del PES.
3. Determinación del peso del PM recolectado por el PES mediante una

balanza digital.
4. Cálculo de la concentración del PM.

Normas de calidad del aire según la OMS.

Nivel de concentración del PM10 = 25 g/m3 media de 24 horas.

Normas de calidad del aire para EE.UU. y MEXICO

Material particulado suspendido total (TSP), para 24 hs.
Nivel de concentración del PM = 260 g/m3. [4]

Indicador del nivel de contaminación de la atmósfera para chile.

Establece un episodio de emergencia para PM10, para 24 hs.
Nivel de concentración del PM10 = 330 g/m3. [5]

La metodoloǵıa del diseño del prototipo del precipitador elec-
trostático.

La metodoloǵıa del diseño del prototipo del precipitador electrostático se
basó en el estudio, dimensionamiento y diseño de las partes principales del
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precipitador electrostático: fuente de alimentación, electrodos colectores y de
descarga.

Figure 2 - Principio de funcionamiento del precipitador electrostático.

Fuente de alimentación

El estudio e investigación de la fuente de alimentación se basa en el fun-
cionamiento de los transformadores flyback, el cual consta de las siguientes
bloques: fuente de alimentación, oscilador, conmutador, protección y transfor-
mador flyback. Esta fuente posibilita obtener una tensión variable del rango
de 1kV a 22kV.

Electrodos colectores

Consta de un total de tres electrodos, para su construcción se utilizó chapa
galvanizada número 29 por sus caracteŕısticas de espesor muy delgadas, su
resistencia ante la corrosión, su abundancia en el mercado nacional y su bajo
costo.

Electrodos de descarga

Compuesto por un total de cuatro electrodos con diez cables cada uno
separados a una distancia de 6 cm unas de otras, para su construcción se uti-
lizó alambre de acero inoxidable tipo cercado eléctrico por sus caracteŕısticas
de espesor 0,60 mm de diámetro, su flexibilidad y resistencia al tensionarlos
y principalmente está preparado para manejar alta tensión y baja corriente.
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Figure 3 - Vista frontal del prototipo PES cuyas mediadas están en
cent́ımetros.

Figure 4 - Imagen del prototipo de precipitador electrostático.

3. RESULTADOS

Cálculo de la eficiencia del prototipo de PES.

En la tabla 1, se observa las pruebas de laboratorio hechas para los cálcu-
los de la eficiencia en la recolección de PM de carozo de coco. Dicha prueba
fue realizada a una velocidad de flujo de aire de 3 m/s y a una tensión de
13 kV, punto de operación del prototipo donde se obtuvo la mejor eficiencia
promedio de 94
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Tabla 1 - Valores de eficiencia del PES para la recolección de PM de
carozo de coco.

Cálculo de validación del prototipo de PES para la reducción
del PM.

Para el siguiente cálculo se realiza una simulación de una emisión de 330
g/m3 de concentración del PM correspondiente a la combustión del carozo de
coco, y se aplica la metodoloǵıa propuesta por el proyecto para determinar
su efectividad.

Nivel de concentración de PM C = 330 g/m3 en 24 hs.

Caudal del PES Q = V . A

Donde:

V = velocidad de aire dentro del PES.

A = área del ducto del PES.

Q = 3m/s . (0,20)2 = 0,12 m3/s

Pasamos el caudal Q a 24 hs.

Q = 0,12 . 60 . 60 . 24 = 10368 m3/24 hs.

Eficiencia promedio del PES 94

Cálculo del peso equivalente de C = 330 g/m3
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C=P/V ; P=C .V=330g/m3 .10368 m3/24 hs.= 3,42 g/24 hs.

PM Recolectado por el PES = 3,42 . 94

PM que escapó del sistema = 3,42 – 3,21 = 0,21 g/24 hs.

Cálculo de la concentración resultante:

C=P/V= (0,21 g/24 hs)/(10368 m3/24hs)=20,25 g/m3

4. CONCLUSIÓN

Los cálculos de rendimiento hechos al prototipo son satisfactorios, resul-
tados que reflejan la efectividad del sistema.

Se logró validar la efectividad del sistema propuesto para la reducción de
la reducción del aire donde de un lugar de concentración del PM de 330 g/m3
se redujo a 24 g/m3 ingresando dentro del nivel mı́nimo de exposición en 24
horas según las gúıas de calidad de aire de la OMS.
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Abstract

Incompressible Navier Stokes equation models a lot of processes
in industry and science. Due to its importance several implementa-
tions seeking to increase the performance in its resolution have been
reported in the literature [1].

In this work a stream function - vorticity formulation is used for the
numerical resolution of the 2-D laminar incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation. This implementation is used to solve benchmark problems,
for instance the lid driven cavity flow.

The physical configuration consists of a square container filled with
a fluid initially at rest. At a specific time, denoted as initial time, the
lid moves with a constant velocity U, and this yields the motion of the
fluid.

Figure 1: Problem configuration

In two dimensions, the Navier-Stokes equations can be expressed
using the stream function ψ and the vorticity ω, implying the elimi-
nation of the pressure from the equations.

For a homogeneous, bi-dimensional incompressible flow, the vor-
ticity transport equation is given by:

∂ω

∂t
= −u∂ω

∂x
− v∂ω

∂y
+ ν(

∂2ω

∂x2
+
∂2ω

∂y2
) (1)

1E-mail Corresponding Author: lauri oporto@hotmail.es
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where ω is the vorticity, defined as:

ω =
∂u

∂y
− ∂v

∂x
. (2)

Defining the stream function ψ, velocities u and v can be expressed
in the form:

u =
∂ψ

∂y
, v = −∂ψ

∂x
. (3)

Replacing equations (3) in (2), the Poisson equation for the stream
function is obtained:

∂2ψ

∂x2
+
∂2ψ

∂y2
= ω (4)

In the context of this work, equations (1) – (4) are approximated
by finite differences. Forward difference is used for time and central
differences for spatial derivatives.

The fluid velocity on the boundary segments are u = v = 0, except
for the upper boundary, along which the velocity is equal to the given
lid velocity uwall = U = 1.

Initial conditions for equation (1) is the fluid is considerate to be
at rest, which means u0i,j = 0 v0i,j = 0 in the interior points. Thus,

ω0
i,j = 0 and ψ0

i,j = 0 at the interior points.

The boundary condition for the stream function is ψk
wall = 0. The

following figures show the stream function for Re=100 and Re=700.
Equations were solved using a 51× 51 grid mesh and 2500 time steps.

Figure 2: Driven cavity, streamlines for Re=100 and Re=700

MATLAB is used to solve the system, and the results obtained
are compared to those shown in the literature [1],[2],[3]. This work
is presented as a scientific initiation to determine a bachelor thesis in
the field.
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Stability command of a Tilt-rotor vehicle with a Fuzzy Logic
controller
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Abstract

The project consists in the design, modeling and building of a two-
planar rotor aircraft by the implementation of a Fuzzy Logic controller
on a 8-bit microcontroller, with the use of the eFLL library [1]. The
simplicity and intuitive way to apply the Fuzzy Logic control in real
applications makes from it an attractive alternative to other, more
complex, control systems. It has an accuracy that is at the level of
the most elaborated controllers based on mathematical models. The
design and simulation of the control system was implemented with
the use of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox included in Matlab R©[2]. The
practical fundamentals of Fuzzy Logic controllers are explained in this
paper with all the analytic studies for its employment on a Tilt-rotor
vehicle.

Keywords: Fuzzy Logic controller, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Matlab, Tilt-

rotor, Aircraft, control system, eFLL, microcontroller.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, there was a huge advance in the development of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) for its uses in many civilian applications [3].
However, the development of the control system of these vehicles is not an
easy task. The complex dynamics of aerial vehicles, which involves many
degrees of freedom and non-linear characteristics, makes the mathematical
modeling of it becomes a really headache, even for the most experimented en-
gineers. A known control system called PID is the one usually implemented
for these and for, probably, most systems that require an autonomous con-
trol. A mathematical model is, indeed, needed for the development of a
PID control system [4]. Fuzzy Logic allows the treatment of information in
a human like style. It can treat imprecise data, like low temperature, high

1E-mail Corresponding Author: edamcor@gmail.com
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pressure, medium height, in terms of fuzzy sets. These sets are used to asso-
ciate a grade to each linguistic term (known as fuzzy memberships) and can
be combined through rules to define actions. We are aware of the not need
of mathematical models to control, by ourselves, the behavior of something
[5], and that is the same way that a Fuzzy Logic controller works.

The main goal of the project is: design and implement a control system
for the aerodynamic balance of a Tilt-rotor vehicle. The Tilt-rotor is an
aircraft that generates lift and propulsion by two rotors mounted on rotating
engine pods, usually at the ends of a fixed wing. The implementation of
Fuzzy Logic in the control of a system like this aims to demonstrate its high
control capability with few use of mathematics. This is the reason why this
model of vehicle was chosen.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

To develop the system it was decided for the use of brushless motors
for the two rotors, each one of them attached to a servo motor, which al-
low directional changes of the planar action of rotors. The two motors are
controlled by an 8-bit PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) so that the throttle
can be generated by the need of correction of the system. To measure the
angular and altitude changes, it was decided to use an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) sensor. These values are acquired via I2C communication by a
microcontroller (ATMEGA 2560), which also is in charge of the Fuzzy Logic
control implementation.

3. STRUCTURE

To put in practice the Fuzzy Logic controller a Tilt-rotor system was
designed. The main aspects of it are: the two ”wings/arms” are made of
aluminum. Few other parts, like the rotor blades, the blade protectors and
other supporting components, are made of PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) and
acrylic. All the junctions are done by bolts for its easy assembly/disassembly.
These materials are used for its light weight and resistance. The next image
shows a 3D model of the system.
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Figure 1: 3D design of the Tilt-rotor system. Image rendered in CATIA V5.

4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND FUZZY SET DEFINITIONS

This stage consisted in the modeling of the Fuzzy Logic controller by
the definition of input and output variables. The input variables are the
angular errors introduced to the system. The error variable has five fuzzy
members that gives an approximation of how it changes. The number of
fuzzy members depends on how much linguistic qualified information would
be enough such that the Fuzzy Logic can generate the appropriate control
[6]. There are two angular errors that requires control, one is introduced by
changes in pitch axis and the other by changes in roll axis.

The angular error is the difference between the reference angle (set point)
and the current measured angle:

e=Aref-Aact

The error corrections in pitch axis is done by the planar rotation of the
rotors, for this purpose, a Fuzzy Logic controller for the servo motors was
designed and applied. On the other hand, by applying more thrust to one
rotor and less thrust to the diametrically opposite rotor is the technique
applied to make corrections on angular errors in roll axis . The generation
of the appropriate thrust is, also, designed and applied with a Fuzzy Logic
controller.
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As viewed, there are two sets of paired actuators that need a control. For
that reason, four output variables are defined. Brushless and servo motors
have electronic drivers that can be commanded by PWM. However, there
is a slightly difference in the commanding mode of the two motors. Brush-
less motors varies its speed rotation by the increase or decrease of current
flow through stator. On the other hand, in servo motors, different but de-
fined PWM values are used to make them do clockwise or counterclockwise
rotations.

The Fuzzy Logic Controller generates the two PWM values for the brush-
less motors so the throttle of them can minimize the angular error or maintain
it equal to zero. It also generates the two PWM values for the servo motors
that controls the planar angle degree of the rotors.

External forces are usually getting to the system and makes it unstable,
those are known as perturbations and have to be handled by the Fuzzy Logic
controller. For that reason, fuzzy Rules are defined so they decide how to
react and generate the appropriate output control signals, according to those
changes that try to destabilize the aircraft [6].

The goal of the controller is to keep the Tilt-rotor vehicle horizontally,
that consists to maintain the roll axis and pitch axis angular errors near to 0
degree or as minimum as possible, with 0 degree and 90 degree as reference
(set point), respectively.

The angular error in pitch and roll axis are the two input variables of the
fuzzy controller. For both input variables was defined five fuzzy memberships:
Big-Negative Error (NG), Little-Negative Error(NP), Zero Error (Z), Little-
Positive Error (PP), Big-Positive Error (PG). On the other hand, for the
two brushless motors are defined two outputs, each one of them with five
memberships: Very Slow (VS), Slow (S), Average (AV), Fast (F), Very Fast
(VF). Also, for the two servo motors are defined two outputs, each one of
them with five memberships: Thirty (T), Sixty (S), Ninety (N), One Hundred
Twenty (HT), One Hundred Forty (HF). It is just a coincidence that the
number of memberships defined for the inputs and outputs are the same, in
other cases there probably will be needed more members to achieve a better
control.

The ranges for each of the memberships are defined according to the
quantity of divisions that the expert considers will be needed so that the
system can achieve an autonomous control and according to the expectations.

The type of curves used (triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, etc.) and
ranges varies for different systems. The type of curve widely used is the
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triangular and/or the trapezoidal. For the ranges definitions, usually is used
a bigger amplitude toward the farthest zones of control center and a smaller
amplitude toward the desired control point.

Once all the memberships are defined, the next step is to define the Fuzzy
Rules, which are five for each pair of motors. The rules are defined so for the
same input there are two different outputs, both of them working in opposite
to achieve the stability. The defined rule bases are shown next.

A. Defined rules for the two brushless motors:

Rule base
1 if(angular error is NG) then (PWM-2 is VF And PWM-1 is VS)
2 if(angular error is NP) then (PWM-2 is F And PWM-1 is S)
3 if(angular error is Z) then (PWM-2 is AV And PWM-1 is AV)
4 if(angular error is PP) then (PWM-2 is S And PWM-1 is F)
5 if(angular error is PG) then (PWM-2 is VS And PWM-1 is VF)

B. Defined rules for the two servo motors:

Rule base
1 if(angular error is NG) then (POS-2 is HF And POS-1 is T)
2 if(angular error is NP) then (POS-2 is HT And POS-1 is S)
3 if(angular error is Z) then (POS-2 is N And POS-1 is N)
4 if(angular error is PP) then (POS-2 is S And POS-1 is HT)
5 if(angular error is PG) then (POS-2 is T And POS-1 is HF)

5. MODELING AND SIMULATION OF THE CONTROL
SYSTEM

All information described above was transmitted and loaded correspond-
ingly to the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox included in Matlab, in order to simulate
the control system [2]. The following images show the entire process.

A. Fuzzy Logic controller for the two brushless motors:
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Figure 2: Definition of input/output variables and inference system.

Figure 3: Definition of memberships of the input variable.

Figure 4: Definition of memberships of the output variables.
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Figure 5: Simulated curves of the Fuzzy Logic controller for the two rotors.

Figure 6: Output values for 3 different input values.

B. Fuzzy Logic controller for the two servo motors:
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Figure 7: Definition of input/output variables and inference system.

Figure 8: Definition of memberships of the input variable.

Figure 9: Definition of memberships of the output variables.
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Figure 10: Simulated curves of the Fuzzy Logic controller for the two rotors.

Figure 11: Output values for 3 different input values.
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6. MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAMMING

The implementation of the Fuzzy Logic controller on an 8-bit embedded
system (ATMEGA 2560) was possible by the use of the Embedded Fuzzy Logic
Library (eFLL). The code is written in C++/C language with the use of the
standard library ”stdlib.h”, for that reason it can be used in any embedded
system coded in C. The main features of this library are:

A. Fuzzy memberships definition: it does not have an explicit limitation
for the number of fuzzy memberships for the input(s)/output(s), neither a
limitation for the number of fuzzy rules, they are just limited by the process-
ing and storage limitations of the used microcontroller.

B. It uses the process of: maximum-minimum for the fuzzification, Mam-
dani [6] for the fuzzy inference and center of area (centroid) for the desfuzzi-
fication.

The fuzzy control was ported to an 8-bit embedded system, which is in
charge of input data reading, the application of fuzzy rules to those vari-
ables (known as fuzzification), and finally the defuzzification of the results,
to generate a valid output control value in the specified ranges [7].

The pseudo-code of the control system is:

LOOP:
READ accelerometer and pressure raw data from the IMU.
COMPUTE angle and height from raw data.
DETERMINE angular errors.
GET the transformation of input values into grades of membership

for linguistic terms of fuzzy sets (fuzzification).
COMBINE the facts obtained from the fuzzification with the rule base

and get the fuzzy reasoning process (fuzzy inference machine).
GET the transformation from a fuzzy set to a reasonable number value

(defuzzification).
SET the obtained values to the actuators.

7. ACHIEVED RESULTS

The simulation and implementation of a Fuzzy Logic controller on a Tilt-
rotor aircraft was successfully achieved and the results are as expected. At
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the present time, the Tilt-rotor system is under analysis to get definitive
results and draw conclusions based on them.

Preliminary analysis have led to the observation of a transition time (like
the observed in a classic PID control system of second order), this is barely
perceptible if changes are small or medium (up to 30 degrees of angular error)
and more considerable if changes are large (greater than 60 of angular error).
The observed response is over-damped, reaching up to 60% of maximum over-
step in the worst condition. Test:

- Starting angle= -90◦; - Reference angle= 0◦;
- Result= the highest position reached is approximately 50◦;
- Maximum over-step= (50/90)*100%= 55%;
So the system becomes unstable in the presence of large changes in short

time intervals. However, if the changes are small or extended in time, it shows
great accuracy and stability, without the presence of noticeable oscillations.

8. DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS

The project shows the benefits presented by a Fuzzy Logic controller
opposite a PID controller. The simplicity to define linguistic variables and
the facility to transfer the knowledge into a control system, in a fast way, are
the advantages that the Fuzzy Logic provides. For these reasons the goal is
to expand the knowledge of this control system, so it can be implemented
as a good alternative to a PID controller in all system susceptible to be
automated.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The versatility and simplicity to implement a Fuzzy Logic controller, ap-
plied on a complex system, has been proved. The definition of few member-
ships, for the inputs/outputs, and some rules were enough to develop a good
and a working control system. To achieve a precise control a basic knowledge
of the entire system is needed, so if you are not an expert, it is recommend-
able to approach a first study to know all variables that the system has,
otherwise the results probably will not be as expected. For a better stability
it is recommendable to define more Fuzzy memberships for the input and
output variables.
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Abstract

A research area in Computer Vision focuses on the identification of articulated
objects, and can be used in human-computer interaction. This article analyzes a
new point descriptor, the Contour-Point Signature - CPS; that allows achieving a
better matching of points between two figures. In addition CPS is robust to rigid
traslation, scaling, rotation and independent of the origin point.

Keywords: Contour-Point Signature, Affine Transformation, Local Descriptor, Wavelet.

1 Introduction

An image I is considered as a finite set of points (pixels) arranged in a matrix I of
dimensions f × c, where an object inside I is represented by a finite subset of its contour
points individualized by its coordinates A = {a1, ..., aM}, ai ∈ N2.

Given the contour of a figure, the goal consists in determining the object and its groups
of belonging. Hence, it is necessary a function to represent adequately the contour. This
is performed by the Contour-Point Signature (CPS) introduced in [1].

2 Contour-Point Signature

The shape of a figure A is represented by a discrete set of sampled points of the object’s
outer contour, which will be the reference points. Based on this we adopt the following
definition for the signature.

Definition 2.1. Given a contour A, whose reference points are P = {p1, ..., pN}, pi ∈ R2,
the Contour-Point Signature of the point pi is given by the discrete function:

fpi(j) =:
1

‖N‖|pi − pπ(j)|, (1)

where π(j) = (i+ j − 1) (mod N) + 1 is a cyclic permutation, j = 0, 1, . . . , N , ‖N‖ ir a norm

and |pi − pπ(j)| is the arc-length from pi to the others reference points.

We adopt ‖ · ‖ as the square root of the polygon formed by the points of A. The CPS
has the following properties [1]: (a) invariance to translation, (b) invariance to rotation,
(c) scale invariance and (d) starting point independence.

1E-mail Corresponding Author: gaby.lorely@gmail.com
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2.1 Transformations and Correspondence between contours

Here we use the property of wavelet in performing hierarchical decomposition of functions,
and apply it to the contours descriptor. This allows us to give low priority to the higher
frequencies (probably noise) without losing any information of the contour [2]. Then we
find the best rotation to align two contours to process subsequent transformation. We
consider reference points P = {p1, ..., pN} and Q = {q1, ..., qN} associated to the contours
A and B, respectively. For each pi ∈ P , seek the best match with a point qj ∈ Q.

The next step is to estimate a plane transformation τ that may be used to map
arbitrary points from one shape to another. For modeling the transformation, we use an
affine transformation [3] y = Tx+ b composed of linear transformations, and translations
and displacements.

Using the affine transformation above and the Definition 2.1, a dissimilarity mea-
sure is defined. Taking the contour signature matrix B defined as fi and the contour
signature matrix A′ defined as gi, where A′ is the contour obtained after applying the
affine transformation on a contour A, then the measure induced by the CPS is defined as
dCPS(B,A′) := 1

‖A‖
∑

i d(fi, gi), where ‖A‖ is a norm (root of the contour area). Anal-
ogously, we define the measure induced by the affine transformation as the equation
dT (B,A′) := 1

‖A‖‖M‖p , where M = Q− PT , ‖M‖p =
∑N

i=1

∑3
j=1 |Mij| is the sum of the

elements of the array (matrix norm Entrywise).

3 Numerical Results

For this purpose we use the yoga video introduced in [4], which contains 16 different
positions classes and a total of 428 frames.

First, we will test the system’s behavior under different resolutions using wavelets.
The results of precision and recall are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Depending on the
posture to compare, we can choose the resolution that is most accurate.

(a) System precision for different image
resolutions.

(b) System Recall.

Figure 1: Results for multiple resolutions Image
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To perform the experiment were selected 60 figures and having the best rotation,
misalignments of all the points is performed. In Figures 2a and 2b are observed the

(a) Results for misalignments performed
to the right

(b) Results for misalignments performed
to the left

system’s error rate. In general, a normal distribution is observed in the error ratio, and
shows that the system provides some leeway to these kind of errors.

4 Conclusion

The approach presented is efficient and easy to implement, and showed robustness against
errors that may occur in the process of points correspondence. A training step is important
to incorporate in the process for the choice of some parameters in the recognition of
postures. In addition, we remark that the proposal has feasible structure for parallel
computation since each comparison between a frame and any reference posture can be
made completely independently of the rest. The authors are very enthusiastic with the
results obtained.
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Abstract

The Parareal method developed by Lions, Maday and Turicini pro-
poses non trivial time discretizations to solve a partial differential
equations system, that allows numeric methods approaches to obtain
an approximation of the solution.

This work presents an approach that defines the solver’s input and
output interfaces that allows a parallel implementation in PETSc of
the Parareal method using a multiple-shooting approach. The dis-
cretizations needed as input for the method are also described.

Finally, an implementation of the Parareal method with the dis-
cretizations is presented as an example of the proposal.

Keywords: Parareal, PETSc, multiple-shooting, function interfaces.
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Abstract

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr(VI)) is a toxic and dangerous chemi-
cal used in several industrial processes (textile dyes, wood preserva-
tion, steel coating, among others) where effluents can pollutes rivers,
streams and groundwater resources. Added to this, chromium is the
sixth most abundant element in the earth’s crust and is registered by
the U.S. EPA as a priority pollutant waste water due to its carcino-
genic effects in humans and also others health problems if it’s ingested
in certain quantities. [1, 2].

In the treatment of groundwater and surface water contamination,
numerous techniques, both physical and chemical, have been devel-
oped for the removal of chromium(VI). One of them is the use of Zero
Valent Iron (ZVI), a micro scale powder of elemental iron (Fe(0)),
which has been used for over 20 years [3]. The ZVI powder is gen-
erally used in the construction of filters, called permeable reactive
barriers (PRB), which are mixed with sand and buried underground
with the intention to immobilise contaminants as they flow through it.

One of the challenges of remediating Cr(VI) using ZVI barriers is
understanding the redox chemistry between Fe(0) and Cr(VI). There-
fore, one way to approach such a problem is to use numerical model-
ing of the chemical reactions between Fe(0) and Cr(VI). This paper
presents a sensitivity analysis that provides a better understanding of
the conditions - pH, pe, concentration - that occur by the reduction
and subsequent precipitation of the chromium species. The simula-
tions were done using PHREEQC, a computer program written in
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C/C++ languages that is designed to perform a wide variety of aque-
ous geochemical calculations [4].

Our preliminary results show that strong reducing conditions - cre-
ated by the release of electrons of the oxidation to a ferrous (Fe+2)
or ferric (Fe+3) iron - are favorable to reduce the Chromium(VI) to
Chromium(III), which is a valence state of chromium with less mo-
bility and toxic properties. Additionally, Chromium(III)species form
precipitates in the presence of iron, enabling its removal from waste
water [3]. This work shows the optimal reduction and precipitation
conditions that can be obtained for this redox system and which vari-
ables are significant to obtain this reduction.

The authors thank to DCI-ALA/2012/302464-AIEP/UE/Paraguay
for financial support.

Keywords: Redox Reaction, hexavalent chromium, Zero-Valent Iron

(ZVI), Batch system, PHREEQC.
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Abstract

This work proposes a comparative analysis of Multi-objective
Ant Colony Optimization (MOACO) algorithms applied to a Many-
objective TSP. For experimental test, TSP instances with a low
correlation among objective functions were generated considering 2,
4 and 8 objectives. Hypervolume and coverage performance metrics
were applied to the Pareto Fronts calculated by each algorithm in order
to compare the solutions. The algorithms parameters were adjusted
empirically for improving the hypervolume calculated.

Keywords: MOACO, TSP, Many-objective, Hypervolume, Coverage

1. INTRODUCTION

MOACO algorithms were traditionally used to solve multi-objective
optimization problems. Past works as [1], [2] and [3] applied these algorithms
to solve real world optimization problems, and can be observed that they
are efectively applied to problems with 2 or 3 objectives. However, this
efectiveness may be reduced when the number of objectives increases, as
it happens with most evolutionary algorithms [13]. This works studies
the performance of MOACO algorithms when applied to many-objective
TSP considering 4 and 8 objectives, as well as 2 objectives for comparison
purposes. Also, some variants of the MOACOs are proposed in order to
improve considered performance metrics hypervolume and coverage.

The next sections present the many-objective TSP, the MOACO
algorithms considered and the variants implemented, as well as the
experimental results obtained. Finally, conclusions and future works are
presented.

2. MANY-OBJECTIVE TSP
TSP can be represented as a fully connected weighted graph G = (N,A),

where N represents a set of nodes and A represents the set of edges that
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fully connects the nodes of N . In a mono-objective case, every edge has an
associated cost dij, that represents the distance between nodes i, j ∈ N .
In other words, TSP can be formulated as finding the minimal distance
Hamiltonian cycle, starting at an initial node, visiting each node exactly
once and returning to the initial node [11]. For symmetric TSP dij = dji
for every pair of nodes. For the many-objective case, k cost functions are
considered, having d1ij, d

2
ij,...,d

k
ij for every edge (i, j) and the problem consists

in minimizing every cost function simultaneously [12].
In the literature several bi-objective TSP instances are known (TSPLIB1);

however these benchmarks were not extended to many-objective problems
with 4 or more objectives. This work proposes the resolution of many-
objectives TSP problems, for this purpose instances of 2, 4 and 8 objectives
instances were generated. For each instance, an adjacency matrix was
generated, ensuring a low correlation among objectives. Pearson correlation
coefficient [4] was used as the correlation indicator. Correlations between -1
and 0.1 were accepted, representing a reasonably low correlation or ensuring
a compromise relation among objectives (contradictory objectives).

3. MOACO ALGORITHMS CONSIDERED

In this work, MOACS [1], M3AS [2] and MAS [3] were the MOACO
algorithms implemented. Several tests were performed using the random
generated instances against each considered algorithm. Each algorithm ran
with 2, 4 and 8 objective. Every test was executed in a cost minimization
context. Attending the preliminary results, MOACS was selected for
parameters adjustment (see the pseudocode of MOACS below in algorithm
1). Several variants for some execution parameters as the ant count, λ
distribution parameter, and the visibility impact were tested. Also, a
modification of the dominance area of solutions from the Pareto Front was
made, in order to verify the impact of the performance metrics according to
previous works like the one by Sato et al. [5].

4. MOACO ALGORITHMS CONSIDERED

In this work, hypervolume and coverage proposed in [7] were used as
performance metrics. Hypervolume considers the size of the dominance
region on the objective space, and coverage compares 2 non-dominated set of

1http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/TSPLIB95/tsp/
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Algorithm 1 Generic pseudocode of MOACS

initPheromone()
while stops criterion is not verified do

for i = 1 to m do
(T = BuildSolution)

end for
if (Yknow was changed) then
initPheromone()

else
for all (T ∈ Yknow) do
updatePheromone()

end for
end if

end while

solutions estimating the fraction of solutions dominated by the other set.
Hypervolume combines distance, distribution and extension metrics in a
single value [8]. Coverage can be used to show that an algorithm dominates
other one; however, it can’t quantify how better an algorithm is with respect
to the other [8]. The algorithm implemented for calculating the Hypervolume
is the Hypervolume by Slicing Objectives (HSO), proposed in [9].

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents experimental results obtained, and the different
parameters adjustments made. All performance tests were executed on a
computer with an i7 Intel proccesor and 8 GB of RAM over a Mac OS
X. Every algorithm ran 1500 generations, 4 times foreach instance. Table 1
shows the default parameters configuration used for the MOACO algorithms.

pi,j =





ταi,jη
β
i,j∑

x∈Ji τ
α
i,xη

β
i,x

si j ∈ Ji
0 en caso contrario

(1)

5.1 Comparison of MOACO algorithms

Several tests with 2, 4 and 8 objective using MOACS [1], M3AS [2], MAS
[3] and NSGII [14] were executed. In tables 2 and 3 a similar behaviour
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MOACO
Parameter Value

Max. Generations 1500
Ant count (m) 10

Pheromones impact (α) 1
Visibility impact (β) 2

Evaraporation coefficient (1− ρ) 0.3
τ0 0.1
τmax 0.9
q0 0.5
fmax 7782

Table 1: Algorithms parameters values, based on past works [1], [2], [3], and
[15]

of all MOACO algorithms (MOACS, M3AS and MAS) can be observed in
terms of hypervolume. NSGA-II shows a lower hypervolume for 2 and 4
objectives, however for 8 objectives outperforms the MOACO algorithms.
In general, the hypervolume decreases when a different instance with more
objectives is considered. For the MOACO algorithms, it can be observed
that hypervolumes tends to 0, and the ammount of solutions tends to
maximum attending to the total number of solutions generated for every
ant in all generations. Thus, the computational time needed to compute
the hypervolume increases considerably when applied to problems with 16,
32 or more objectives and therefore it becomes non-viable. Considering
this limitation to compute the hypervolume in a reasonable time, this work
limited to 8 the number of objectives. Considering the obtained results,
showing a slight improvement of MOACS, it was selected as the algorithm for
testing several parameters adjustments in order to increase the hypervolume
obtained.

In what follows, parameters adjustments are shown, including their
corresponding empirical results.

5.2 Ant count adjustment

Initially, every algorithm were executed using a constant ammount of ants
m = 10. This parameter was modified attending to the following strategies:
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2 4 8
M3AS 0,80 0,37 0,04
MAS 0,82 0,39 0,04
MOACS 0,83 0,39 0,04
NSGA-II 0.59 0.14 0,007

Table 2: Hypervolume of eval-
uated MOACO algorithms

2 4 8
M3AS 59 1204 9881
MAS 29 1094 9536
MOACS 45 1223 9617
NSGA-II 25 183 118

Table 3: Ammount of sol. for
the MOACO algorithms

2 4 8
MOACS k1 0.80 0.38 0.04
MOACS k2 0.81 0.39 0.04
MOACS k3 0.82 0.38 0.04
MOACS k2 0.82 0.37 0.04
MOACS krandom 0.81 0.38 0.04
MOACS kconstant 0.81 0.42 0.04

Table 4: -MOACS hypervolume for each ant count variation strategy

Multiples of the number of objectives: The number of ant used
was changed to m = k.n, where k represents the number of objectives and
n ∈ {1, 2, 3, k}. Thus, the number of ants will be a multiple of k.

Randomly selection of the number of ants: A random selection
of the number of ants per generation was implemented, according to m =
10 + ram, where ram represents a number between k and k2, with k being
the number of objectives.

Constant growth of the number of ants: A constant growth of
the number of ants was implemented, according to m = m + const, where
const = MaxGenerationNumber/(m2

0 − m0), with m0 being the initial
number of ants. For testing purpose mo = 10 was considered.

In table 4 the evolution of the hypervolume obtained for each strategy
implemented and every number of objectives is shown.

As observed in table 4, neither of the proposed strategies shows a
significative improvement of the hypervolume. Considering the results and
for simplicity reasons, the use of a constant value m = 10 is proposed.
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2 4 8
MOACS Dim. 1%/ 15 gen. 0.81 0.39 0.04
MOACS Dim. 6%/ 100 gen. 0.82 0.38 0.04
MOACS Dim. 30%/ 500 gen. 0.82 0.38 0.04

Table 5: -MOACS hypervolume decreasing the impact of the visibility.

5.3 Impact of visibility

This work proposes 3 strategies for decreasing the impact of the visibility
when computing a MOACO next state probability. This modification is
used to guide the search based on the pheromones trails when some number
of generations elapsed. The following strategies were tested:

• Reduce the impact of visibility 1 % every 15 generations.

• Reduce the impact of visibility 6 % every 100 generations.

• Reduce the impact of visibility 30 % every 500 generations.

In table 5 the evolution of hypervolume can be observed attending 2, 4 and
8 objectives and the different strategies implemented.

In this case, no significant improvement of the hypervolume can be
observed, for this reason a constant value of the parameter β that weights
the visibility is proposed.

5.4 Modification of the dominance region

The algorithm presented in [5] was implemented, to a contract and expand
the dominance region of solutions of the Pareto Front. The dominance area
was modified according to a value Si, in the interval [0.25, 0.7]. In table 5
the obtained results can be observed.

In this case, neither of the modifications produces a significant improve-
ment of the hypervolume. For this reason, this variant was also discarded.

5.5 Lambda distribution (λ)

Some adjustment in the assignment schema of the λ parameter were
tested, that weighted the visibility impact considering the different objectives
to optimize.
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2 4 8
MOACS S0, 25 0.66 0.29 0.02
MOACS S0, 3 0.66 0.32 0.02
MOACS S0, 35 0.70 0.37 0.03
MOACS S0, 4 0.81 0.37 0.04
MOACS S0, 45 0.81 0.38 0.04
MOACS S0, 5 0.81 0.38 0.04
MOACS S0, 55 0.80 0.37 0.03
MOACS S0, 6 0.77 0.36 0.03
MOACS S0, 65 0.75 0.34 0.03
MOACS S0, 7 0.73 0.32 0.02

Table 6: -MOACS hypervolume applying contraction and expansion of the
dominance region.

In other works that solve multi-objective problems using MOACO, the λ
parameter assigns, for every ant of a total of m ants, k variables λ1, λ2, ..., λk,
one for each objective. Generally, every λi takes one of m possible values
without repeating a value assigned to other λj. Thus, the distribution of
λ represents a k-permutation of m, that difficults the use of all possible
permutations when the number of objectives is increased and the number of
ants is a fixed parameterized value.

To tackle this issue, this works proposes 2 strategies: a randomly selection
of the permutation of values for λ using a Tabu search [10], and a new variant
denominated p-base randomly selection of λ.

5.5.1 Random distribution using Tabu search

In this approach, this work used a Tabu search with a 5 values queue.
A randomly selection process is implemented to choose the permutation
of λi to be used, where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, without repeating the last 5
permutations according to the Tabu search. It was tested 2 variants of
λ assignment, normalized values according to the number of ants m, and
without normalization.

5.5.2 P-base randomly selection

In this case, a restriction of the number of possible values that λi can
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2 4 8
MOACS λ Tabu normalized 0.73 0.28 0,02
MOACS λ Tabu non normalized 0.72 0.28 0,02
MOACS λ run 0,84 0,41 0,04
MOACS λ iteration 0,84 0,50 0,09

Table 7: Obtained results for the λ assignment strategies

take, was applied. Considering the objectives f1, f2...fk, for every ant an
assignment of values for λ1, λ2...λk is needed. For this purpose a random value
in decimal base is generated, between 0 and pk − 1, where p is a parameter
of the strategy that represents the number of possible values that every λi
can take. The generated value is transformed to p base, thus, k digits are
obtained, d1, d2, ..., dk, where di ∈ {0, 1, ..., p − 1} for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}.
Then, the assigment is made as follows λ1 = d1, λ2 = d2, ..., λk = dk, where a
value of 0 represents the minimal weight and p−1 the highest. For this work
p = 3 was used, so every λi can take values of 0 (low weight), 1 (medium
weight) and 2 (high weight).

To evaluate this new approach, 2 variants are proposed:

• P-base assignment of λ at the start of the run.

• P-base assignment of λ at every generation (iteration).

The evolution of hypervolume can be observed in table 7. In order to
get a detailed analysis, the numerical values computed for hypervolume
(comparing the considered MOACS with the proposed variant, for every
number of objectives) are shown in table 8. These results prove the advantage
of using the proposed variant of MOACS up to 8 objectives, reflecting how the
improvement in the hypervolume, compared with the considered MOACS,
increases as the number of objectives do.

To reinforce the obtained results, the Pareto Front obtained by the
MOACS λ iteration was compared to other Pareto Front using the coverage
metric in both directions. In table 9 the results of coverage for 8 objectives
are shown.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The current work presents a comparative analysis of MOACO algorithms

applied to a many-objective TSP , considering 2, 4 and 8 objectives. Several
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2 4 8
M3AS 0,80 0,37 0,04
MAS 0,83 0,39 0,04
MOACS 0,82 0,39 0,04
MOACS λ run 0,84 0,41 0,04
MOACS λ iteration 0,84 0,50 0,09

Table 8: Obtained results for the λ assignment strategies

MAS M3AS MOACS
COV.(MOACS LAMBDA ITERATION, x) 0.0030 0.0018 0.0031
COV.(x, MOACS LAMBDA ITERATION) 0.0014 0.0017 0.0014

Table 9: Coverage

adjustment to different parameters were made, as the ant count, the visibility
impact, the dominance region and finally the λ values assignment strategy.
Analyzing the hypervolume obtained, a significant improvement when using
the λ assignment per generation using the p-base proposed strategy was
observed. For this reason, this strategy is recomended for the many-objective
case when using MOACO algorithms.

As future works, instances of more of 8 objectives can be solved in order to
validate the behaviour of the proposed λ assignment strategy. A comparative
analysis against evolutionary algorithms for many-objective problems also
can be implemented.
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Abstract

In this scientific initiation work, we present the dynamical evolu-
tion of miscible displacements in a rectilinear flow for a two-dimensional
porous medium. The phenomena is modeled using Darcy’s law, the
advection-diffusion equation and the continuity equation for incom-
pressible fluids. For convenience, these equations are recast into a
stream-function-vorticity formulation in order to be solved numeri-
cally. This yields a system of partial differential equations, which
takes into account the spatial distribution of permeability, fluid vis-
cosities, advection and diffusion. Numerical simulations are performed
using a finite-difference scheme. The sensitivity and stability of the
numerical solution to the Peclet number was mainly observed. The
authors are currently motivated to correlate this results with labora-
tory tests of the displacement of fluid by a contaminant inflowing the
porous medium.

Keywords: Computational Physics & Chemistry, Porous Media, Finite

Difference, Viscous Fingering; Miscible Displacements

2. BASIC FORMULATION

Consider a two-dimensional porous medium in a horizontal rectangular
domain Ω = [0, Lx] × [0, Ly] and an incompressible fluid being injected uni-
formly from the left boundary with a given velocity U . The transport process
is characterized by the advection-diffusion equation considering an homoge-
neous medium with constant permeability k. Denoting the Darcy velocity as
u = (u, v), the basic governing equations take the form:





∇ · u = 0

∇p =− µ

k
u

∂c

∂t
+ u · ∇c =D∇2c

(1)

1E-mail: juanguidozena@gmail.com
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where D is the dispersion coefficient, µ = µ(c) is a known function of the
concentration denoting the viscosity and k = k(x, y) is the permeability func-
tion. In addition to (1), some appropriate boundary and initial conditions
must be imposed. The boundary conditions considered are:

u =U, v = 0, c = c1, at x = 0,

u =U, v = 0, c = 0, at x =Lx,
(2)

the no-flow condition at boundaries associated to y = 0 and y = Ly of the
rectangular domain:

∂c

∂y
= 0 at y = 0 and y = Ly. (3)

The initial condition has the following form:

u =U, v = 0, ∀(x, y),

c =c0(x, y).
(4)

3. STREAMFUNCTION-VORTICITY FORMULATION

In order to solve the equations numerically, the system of differential
equations (1) is recast into the streamfunction-vorticity formulation. By
introducing the streamfunction ψ and the vorticity ω in the usual way as:





u =
∂ψ

∂y
,

v = −∂ψ
∂x

,

ω = ∇× u.

(5)

the system of equations (1) become,





∂c

∂t
+
∂ψ

∂y

∂c

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂x

∂c

∂y
=

1

Pe
∇2c

ω =R(∇ψ · ∇c)− 1

k
∇ψ · ∇k

∇2ψ =− ω

(6)
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Figure 1: Initial condition and simulation results for Experiment 1 at a
simulation time = 1.75× 10−4.

where the Peclet number Pe and the mobility ratio R are defined as:

Pe :=
1

D
and R := − 1

µ

dµ

dc
. (7)

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

To solve the system (6) a central finite difference discretization of order
O(h2) is used for the spatial derivatives and forward Euler discretization for
the temporal derivative. The horizontal rectangular domain Ω = [0, Lx] ×
[0, Ly] is used with Lx = Ly = 1. Two different experiments are considered.

Experiment 1. It is considered a Peclet number Pe = 70, R = 1 and
k = 1. The mesh grid has 130× 130 internal points and τ = 10−6 to assure
the stability of the numerical method. Any other internal tolerance for the
resolution of the linear system is set to tol = 10−7. The initial condition is
taken as a concentration varying from c = 1 and c = 0 passing through all
values, as shown in Figure 1. Observe that the initial solution diffuses when
the solution evolves overcoming the initial fingers. Hence, the fingering effect
tends to disappear.
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Figure 2: Initial condition and simulation results for Experiment 2 at a
simulation time = 1.75× 10−4.

Experiment 2. It is considered a Peclet number Pe = 300, R = 1 and
k = 1. The mesh grid has 250× 250 internal points and τ = 10−6 to assure
the stability of the numerical method. Any other internal tolerance for the
resolution of the linear system is set to tol = 10−7. The initial condition is
the same as in Experiment 1. As shown in Figure 2, in this case the diffusion
is not enough to overcome the fingers, so they become more accentuated
when the solution evolves.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, a simulation modeling a flow in a rectilinear porous medium
was presented. A system of partial differential equations was derived, which
was solved using a finite difference scheme. It was observed that greater
values of the Peclet number imply more instability events. In the preliminary
results with smaller Peclet number the fingers tend to remain their form,
while the solution is more sensitive with larger Peclet and certain fingers
become dominant.
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Abstract

Superlinear convergence has been observed long before on Conju-
gate Gradient in the solution of large sparse linear system with a single
right hand side Ax = b, and in general on Krylov Subspace Methods.
This phenomenon has studied in detail for the single right-hand-side
(rhs) under two situations, first when the matrix present some special
eigenvalues distributions and second when the components of initial
error in the eigenvector basis has nonuniform distribution. However,
very few references of this superlinear behaviour can be found for the
case of Conjugate Gradient with many rhs (Block Conjugate Gradient-
BCG).

On one hand, experimental observations shown important results,
such as that the convergence strongly depends on the number of rhs
vectors and the eigenvalue distributions of the matrix. On the other
side, the BCG and in general block versions of related solvers are im-
portant for being explored in the context of new computer paradigms,
due to its high ratio computation/memory access. This property
makes block algorithms more competitive than single vector meth-
ods. The limit of the block size should be imposed by the underlying
computer architecture. Moreover, numerical experiments show that
the increase or even decrease of the block size does not contribute to
accelerate this convergence, that is, depending on the eigenvalue dis-
tribution we must find the right amount of block size a each iterations.
This is the subject of our study: how do we can control the superlinear
convergence behaviour just varying the block sizes?.

In this work we study the convergence of a numbers of strategies
for varying the block sizes. Basically we present different strategies to
vary the block size, measuring the approximations to the most near
invariant subspaces on each iteration and comparing each of them
to the total computational cost. These strategies are tested on two
groups of matrix, one artificially created and the other taken from

1E-mail Corresponding Author: torres.pedrozpk@gmail.com
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real applications. The numerical experiments show that the adaptive
strategy of decreasing the block size based on the Ritz values computed
on each iteration is better than the other tested strategies, resulting
in a decreasing computational cost and storage for some matrix with
a certain eigenvalues distribution. This results encourage the analysis
and design of adaptive block algorithms.

Keywords: Superlinear Convergence, Block Conjugate Gradient, Ratio

Computation/Memory access, Ritz Values.
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Abstract

The use of modern digital systems hardware designs based on the

ability to dynamically recon�gure at runtime has increased dramat-

ically during the last years. Hardware recon�gurable devices were

initially employed to shorten the time to the market, allowing an ac-

celerated design-test-debug cycle. However, with nowadays enhanced

capabilities, the use of this kind of devices has spread to other ap-

plications, and now they are being employed in the design of onboard

instrumentation for satellites, for example. Moreover, with the appear-

ance of partially dynamically recon�guration capable devices, a good

plani�cation and placement algorithm must be used in order to obtain

the maximum throughput from the device. A simulator have been de-

veloped which allows the study of di�erent task allocation strategies.

Keywords: Recon�gurable hardware, FPGA, dynamic partial recon�g-

uration, allocation, simulation

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of recon�gurable hardware has been spreading in the last years,
although this technology appeared in 1985. However, last technological en-
hancements have increased the complexity and capabilities of recon�gurable
devices, allowing them to compete with ASICs and general purpose proces-
sors. The FPGA is a set of hardware resources (multiplexers, logic gates,
memories, �ip-�ops, LUTs, etc.) and a con�guration memory that deter-
mines how they connect altogether in order to perform a speci�c task. A
hardware task is a logical design with speci�c functionality, and stored in a
�le [1]. This �le is called bitstream, and once it has been loaded into the con-
�guration memory, it is ready to use. Modern FPGA allow partial dynamic
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recon�guration, that is, they allow loading a bitstream into a region of the
FPGA while other tasks are still executing.

2. PARTIAL DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION

One of the main problems associated with partial dynamic recon�guration
is the fragmentation of the area in the FPGA [2, 3]. Many authors have made
proposals for a solution to this problem [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. A contribution to the
solution of this problem is in [9]. The allocator maintains, among other
structures, a list of vertices which de�nes the free area in the FPGA. When
a new task is to be allocated, the allocator searches for the vertex which
maximize the adjacency. This way, the fragmentation can be minimized.

3. DYNAMIC ALLOCATION SIMULATION

To our purposes, the FPGA is considered to be divided into regions,
called Minimum Allocation Region, MAR. Each MAR groups a number of
CLBs, as well as communication speci�c hardware. The whole set of MARs
conform a mesh and each MAR can communicate directly with its neighbours
and route messages directed to other MARs. When a task is allocated into
the FPGA, it occupies as many MARs as necessary. In the case when two
tasks must communicate in order to exchange data with each other (i.e. a
task needs some data generated by other task), they can accomplish this by
means of the routing capabilities of the MAR structure. However, dependent
tasks are not necessarily adjacent in the FPGA, so communication delays can
impact global performance severely. The aim of this project is, then, to be
able to compare di�erent allocation algorithms which can take into account
several factors, such as global fragmentation and communication delays. A
software simulator have been implemented which allows the comparison of
performance on several scenarios: the �rst one, when only a job composed
of several dependent tasks is to be allocated; the second one, when two or
more jobs are competing for the hardware resources. Also, the problem of
o�-line and on-line plani�cation is to be considered. O�-line plani�cation
can be used when all jobs to be executed are known at the beginning of the
execution. On-line plani�cation, on the other hand, must be used when jobs
arrive in a dynamic and unpredictable manner . Both plani�cation strategies
have been implemented into the simulator.
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Abstract

. Using reconfigurable devices are an option in biomedical moni-
toring systems for vital signs featuring flexibility when designing and
testing phase to optimize the final design. we presents the proyect
FPGA-based system that monitors ECG biomedical signals, using sig-
nal processing for transmission wirelessly to an access point for pro-
cessing and presentation of real-time signals visually receiving data
presented sensors.

Keywords:Monitoring, biomedical signal, FPGA, real-time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring sensory signals is one of the most extensively studied areas in
electronics. Its applications range from industrial monitoring signals , auto-
mobiles , airplanes and of course the measurement of vital signs of patients
under treatment. This is very important because the average population is
entering the age considered elderly which will force the state to invest more
amount of equipment to meet the demands of future health . Within this
discipline vital signs monitoring is critical because they are computers that
have a high cost and therefore require an investment in health not only to
meet the new requirements but to replace computers that are obsolete [1 ]
[2] .

2.RECONFIGURABLE DEVICES

The FPGA is a set of hardware resources (multiplexers, logic gates, mem-
ories, flip-flops), more memory settings that determine how the different
resources are connected together to perform a task. Moreover, using recon-
figurable devices introduces flexibility to the period of testing and debugging
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technology project required around reducing costs during this step and re-
ducing the risk of damage to the initial prototypes. Besides the need for
a system that enables data transmission distance of biomedical sensor sig-
nals in real time allows biomedical monitoring vital signs can be followed
not only in the immediate vicinity where the patient but is in also in a site
geographically paragraph [3] [ 4] [5 ] . optimization of the final design

3.MONITORING VITAL SIGNS

The project aims to design a system for monitoring vital signs using
reconfigurable hardware to optimize the design of the project. This design
will serve as a starting point to go to expand the services offered with a
minimum of modifications reducing the time and cost to have a new design.
In the first stage the objective is to design a wireless monitoring system that
transmit vital signs of the patient to a physically separate access point.
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Abstract

The project “Mapeo de la Vulnerabilidad y Riesgo de Contami-
nación del Agua Subterránea del Gran Asunción” [1] evaluated the
risk of contamination of the Patiño aquifer using a vulnerability and
risk index that takes into account hydrogeological and anthropogenic
factors. The methodology used in the above mentioned work is a mod-
ified version of the well established DRASTIC method [2]. The pro-
cedure consisted in the collection and analysis of existing geospatial
data and maps, with hydrogeologic and anthropogenic information,
distributed across different institutions and not available on web. The
evaluation of the geospatial information acquired was used to create
an initial map of the modified DRASTIC vulnerability index. This
map was then calibrated, using known groundwater concentrations of
nitrogen and coliforms, in order to obtain a more accurate vulnera-
bility and the risk map. The results of the calibration were separated
into three maps of risk of contamination: one for nitrogen, another for
coliforms and one that mapped the overall risk, which was obtained by
overlaying the first two maps. These maps can help policymaker and
technicians to identify the areas with the highest vulnerability and
risk of contamination, as well as set public policies regarding urban
planning and environmental regulations.

The access to geospatial information of Paraguay is difficult be-
cause it is distributed throughout different institutions that do not
provide a Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) that allows visualization,
access and data distribution via the Internet. Therefore, the work pre-
sented here arises from the need to share and provide access to data,
information and results obtained in the above mentioned project. This
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work aims to exploit the potential of information technology (IT), Ge-
ographic Information Systems (GIS) and the Open Geospatial Consor-
tium2 (OGC) standards to generate interactive maps through layers
on a server, sharing data, information and georeferenced maps in a
web map viewer.

The web page created allows the user to visualize spatial data in
the form of maps and gives access to related project information. The
results of the project are accessed through a friendly and intuitive
graphical interface, which helps promote the project, identify and link
people interested in the topic. The work uses the tools included in the
OpenGeo Suite3: Spatial data stored in a PostGIS; layers served by
WMS in GeoServer; viewer and composition of layers combining the
libraries: OpenLayers, ExtJS and GeoExt.

Keywords: GIS Web, vulnerability, DRASTIC, risk of contamination,

Patiño Aquifer.
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Abstract

A study of the OH+ SO → H+ SO2 reaction using a quasi-classical
trajectory method is presented with the aim of investigating the role
of the ro-vibrational energy of the reactants in the reactivity. The
calculations were carried out using a previously reported global po-
tential energy surface for HSO2(

2A). Different initial conditions with
one and both reactants ro-vibrationally excited were studied. The
reactive cross sections, for each studied combination, are calculated
and then fitted to a capture-like model combined with a factor ac-
counting for the recrossing effects. The Vibrational Energy Quantum
Mechanical Threshold of the Complex method was used to correct for
the zero-point vibrational energy leakage of the classical calculations.
State specific and averaged rate constants are reported. The reactiv-
ity is affected when ro-vibrational energy of either of the reactants is
changed. The present calculations provide a theoretical support for
the experimental rate constant for temperatures below 550 K, but fail
to account for the significant fall in the observed rate constant upon
increasing the temperature above this value.

Keywords: Reactivity in gases.
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Abstract

Simulations of contaminant transport in porous media were
conducted to evaluate geochemical reactions between zero valent iron
and water containing hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)). The simulations
were done using the Hydrus model [1, 2]. Hydrus is a Windows-based
software that is used to simulate water flow in porous media and the
subsequent geochemical reactions between species. The simulations
consisted in making water flow in horizontal and vertical set ups
using different boundary and initial conditions. In the first set of
experiments, simulations modelled horizontal and vertical water flux
in 1D using a combination of Dirichlet-Dirichlet and mixed Dirichlet-
Neumann conditions. The second set of experiments replicated the
initial set of experiments but considered a 2D model. The purpose
of these simulations was to understand which set-ups, boundary and
initial conditions result in the best conditions for removal of Cr(VI)
and precipitation of Cr(III) for the design of a zero valent iron filter.

Keywords: water flow, porous media, Hydrus.
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Abstract

The transformation of raw materials into final products involves a
series of operations, usually produce waste and effluent to be treated
for disposal. Environmental problems caused by improper waste and
effluent management adversely affect either directly or indirectly on
human health form. Among the compounds listed in the US E.P.A.
main pollutant is chromium. Chromium exists in the environment in
various chemical species, like hexavalent chromium, Cr(VI), and triva-
lent chromium, Cr(III), are those that stand out for their carcinogenic
action and industrial importance respectively. The Cr(VI) can be
reduced chemically or biologically, but greater efficiency is achieved
through the chemical mechanism. Chemical redox reactions involv-
ing electron transfer and these occur simultaneously and in the same
degree, therefore, the oxidation reaction is always accompanied by
the reduction reaction. The reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) requires
the accompaniment of another redox pair, which are often commonly
H2O/O2, Mn(II)/Mn(IV) and Fe(II)/Fe(III). The reduction of Cr(VI)
by action of Fe(II) occurs in spite of not being thermodynamically
favored because high concentrations of Fe(II), electrons sufficient to
reduce the Cr(VI) was obtained. Under acidic conditions, the final
products of this reaction would be Cr(III) and Fe(III). Considering
neutral to alkaline conditions, the ultimate product would be Cr(OH)3
and Fe(OH)3 because of the low solubilities in this pH range and even,
it is considered a mixed precipitate of both compounds.

Keywords: reduction, iron filings, Cr(VI).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Kinect sensor is an input device that can recognize gestures and
movements of user’s hands and body. This technology allows a more natural
human-computer interaction compared to traditional interaction interfaces.
This sensor was designed for Microsoft’s Xbox 360 console; but currently, sev-
eral tools for developing PC applications with Kinect are available, including
the official Kinect SDK [1] and open source tools [2].

The availability of programming tools allowed the development of many
applications that explore the possible uses of the Kinect outside of gaming
area. Thus, there are many works using Kinect in different fields of applica-
tion, among which are robotics [3] and medicine [4].

Education is a promising area for the development of Kinect applications.
In this work, we consider the development of an application with games for
children in pre-school age (4-5 years). The interaction form proposed by
Kinect is ideal for developing the eye-hand coordination, the ability to use
simultaneously and in an integrated manner the hand and sight in order
to perform an activity [5]. In the pre-school age, this ability is developed
through activities and games. The proposed application is intended to be a
tool for teachers to complement this aspect of the educational work. It will
include educational games with content for pre-school children and will be
developed using open source tools.

Currently, there are applications for teaching children, teenagers and
adults based on Kinect sensor. Notable examples include language teach-
ing [6] and education of children with disabilities [7].
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2. APPLICATION DESIGN

For the subject of the games, in this work was decided to develop activ-
ities that reinforce concepts taught in pre-school education, in the field of
mathematics.

After the analysis the following games were selected:

1. Match, in which the child matches a number of objects with the corre-
sponding numerical representation,

2. Order, in which the child orders a sequence of objects from lowest to
highest, and

3. Sum, in which the child objects placed in boxes representing the ad-
dends of the addition operation and displays the numeric representa-
tions of each part of the operation.

For the development, was chosen OpenNI [2], an open source frame-
work for developing applications with natural interaction technology based
on C++.

3. EXPERIMENT

For the evaluation, the application was introduced in a classroom of
ABC Children’s Center, an education center for children aged up to 5 years.
Guided by teachers, the kids tested the games one by one, while the others
watched. The teachers explained to the children the goal of each game and
helped if the kid had difficulties in the interaction. In total, 20 kids and five
teachers take part. After the experience, a questionnaire was given to the
teachers to evaluate its assessment of the application.

4. CONCLUSIONS

During the experience, it could be seen that the application caused a very
positive impact on both students and teachers. Children showed great en-
thusiasm to try the games and could quickly understand what the purpose of
each and how they should interact with them. Although the application had
a positive reception, there are some drawbacks. For example, using Kinect
requires a large space, as the projector must be placed at some distance from
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the projection surface and the sensor requires a minimum distance of the
player to function properly (0.8 m).

This experience let us see that technologies like Kinect have high poten-
tial in the field of education, especially in the pre-school education. Un-
fortunately, despite that there are mature tools for development, there isn’t
many alternatives for teachers according to the contents that should be teach.
However, the application developed in this work is a first step towards the
inclusion of Kinect and similar technologies in the educational field.
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Abstract

Multimodal Medical Image Registration is treated as an optimiza-
tion problem. Deterministic algorithms are mainly used to solve it.
A drawback of the latter is that many of them are trapped in a lo-
cal optimum. For multimodal registrations, one of the most popular
metric approaches is the Mutual Information using deterministic opti-
mization algorithms to compute the cost function with the mentioned
problems. This work is aimed to overcome this disadvantage using
three different clever optimization algorithms for the registration pro-
cess, contrasted with Regular Step Descent Optimizer. Qualitative
and quantitative validations of the results are satisfactory. Compar-
ing with conventional methods the clever optimization algorithm has
performed the registration of multimodal medical images with low er-
ror matching and not being stuck in local optima.

Keywords: Registration, Mutual Information, EV, EO, PSO.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image Registration (IR) is a challenge that arises in many image process-
ing applications when several images must be aligned. We treat the particular
case of the registration of medical images which can be of different modalities,
Figure 1(a), (b). In this context, one of the most popular approaches is the
Mutual Information based methods [1], [2]. IR is treated as an optimization
problem with the goal of finding the spatial mapping that will bring the mov-
ing image into alignment with the fixed image [5]. Figure 1(c). Deterministic
algorithms are mainly used to solve it, together with some stochastic ones. A
drawback of the latter is that many of them become stuck in local optimum,
especially in multimodal registration with several parameters [2]. This work
is aimed to overcome this disadvantage using clever optimization algorithms.
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One plus One, Particle Swarm Optimization and Extremal Optimization Al-
gorithms [3], was tested as optimizers for the registration process, contrasted
with Regular Step Descent Optimizer.

Figure 1 - (a) Goal of the Image Registration, (b) Two diferent modalities of brain
image overlapped, before and after IR process (c) Similarity metric cost function to be

optimized looking for the most suitable transformation parameters.

2. METODOLOGY

2D/2D multimodal medical image registration of tomographic CT and
MRI of brain images was performed over a database of 600 2D medical im-
ages based in project RIRE2; adapting the optimization algorithms to the
specific problem at hand. We used the Insight Segmentation and Registration
Toolkit (ITK)3, which is a set of libraries in C++ designed for the develop-
ment of registration methods [5]. Figure 2, show the ITK basic components
of de registration framework: two imput images, a transform, a metric an
interpolator and a optimizer, represented by the next pipeline.

Figure 2 - ITK registration framework.

2http://www.insight-journal.org/rire/
3http://www.itk.org
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To determine the performance of the proposed 2D/2D IR methods us-
ing clever algorithms we conducted registration experiments of CT-MRPD,
CT-MRT1 and CT-MRT2 the tests was performed searching six parameters
(translation (x,y) , rotation(x, y, angle) and scale). The experimental results
show that the clever algorithms, combined with the MI-based metric pro-
posed by Mattes et. al. achieve good performance in contrast to the Regular
Step Descent Optimizer algorithms implemented in ITK. Table 1 and 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Qualitative and quantitative validation of the results are satisfactory.
Comparing with conventional methods the clever optimization algorithm
have performed the registration of multimodal medical images with low error
matching and not being stuck in local optima.
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Abstract

Digital Microfluidic Biochips (DMFB) [1] are very promising to
concurrent bioassay, like DNA analysis, recognize substances, new
drugs discovery, real time toxicity detection and pathogen agents. One
of the most important challenge in DMFB is the routing problem of
microfluidics [2] where the movement must be scheduled in a multi-
plexed manner. This work addresses the microfluidics routing problem
as a non-Pareto multi-objective optimization problem. For that, an
Ant Colony Optimization [3] algorithm is developed to calculate the
optimal routing of microfluidics considering criteria in lexicographic
order as the interference between droplets, the total travel time and
the number of cells used. Experimental results indicate that the pro-
posal is promising to study the problem in question.

Keywords: Microfluidics Routing, DMFB, Ant Colony Optimization.
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ILP-based Mathematical Model for node failure protection in
Optical Multicast Network

Miguel Bŕıtez 1 and Diego P. Pinto-Roa 2
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Abstract

Internet have experienced a large growth on traffic demand for in-
formation. Due to high capacity and low cost of Optical Networks
mostly communication system migrated in this technology either in
transport networks or access networks. In this massive implementa-
tion of optical networks will also accompany the flaws that are gener-
ated in nodes and/or links failures. In this paper we cover the failure
of nodes whose probability of occurrence is much lower than the failure
of links; but, node failure is catastrophic.

A previous study [1] proposes partial and total reconfiguration
approaches to protect multicast services. The quality of solution of
these approaches may not be optimum when the complexity of prob-
lem increases as the network cost and disruptions by reconfiguration
objective functions are considered simultaneously.

In this paper is proposed an approach that generalizes the above
particular cases [1]. A mathematical model based on Integer Lineal
Programming (ILP) is defined in order to calculate optimal solution.
Experimental results indicate the convenient of the proposed approach
in comparison with partial and total reconfiguration strategies.

Keywords: Optical Networks, Failed Node, Reconfiguration Techniques,

Integer Lineal Programming.
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Abstract

During replication, DNA molecules undergo topological changes
that affect supercoiling, catenation and knotting. To better under-
stand the function of the enzymes that control the topology of DNA
during replication, two-dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis was
used to examine a bacterial plasmid containing the replication fork
stalled after replication of 60 % of the molecule and divides it in
the replicated region and the non-replicated region. The DNA was
isolated and treated in vitro with two type II DNA topoisomerases:
topoisomerase IV (Topo IV) and DNA gyrase. The effects of these en-
zymes on the topology of the replication intermediates and computer
simulations based on the Metropolis Monte Carlo method helped us
to predict the thermodynamic stability of these molecules. Using the
result of the computer simulations we obtained the potential energy
curve vs. writhe to determine the enthalpy variation that can be stored
in the non-replicated region. We also found the potential energy curve
vs catenation number in nicked chains, to get the enthalpy variation
that can be stored on the replicated region. Once we obtained the en-
thalpy curves for supercoiling and catenanes it was possible to guess
which was the most stable conformation for an replication interme-
diate under the effects of both topological phenomena. This method
could be useful to interpret the signals observed in two-dimensional
agarose gels.

Keywords: DNA Topology, supercoiling, DNA catenation, DNA repli-

cation, DNA Topoisomerase.
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Using Goal Programming: A Case Applied to Paraguay
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Abstract

Economic growth is pertinent to present population analyses and
to the prognosis of a country future. Human capital is central to a
country economic and social viability. Therefore, the examination of
factors such as the education of the population is an antecedent to
the preparation of the work force. In this study, education level is
examined. Specifically, the study examines educational intergenera-
tional inheritance using the Shorrocks index of intergenerational ed-
ucational mobility. A mathematical optimization model provides the
opportunity for the practical application of the creation of estimation
parameters, controlling for outliers in the regression model. The prob-
lem of parameter estimation on educational intergenerational inheri-
tance can be stated as one of linear goal programming as Charner et
al. (1977) cited in Schniederjans (1995)[4]. This procedure considers
balance regression equations expressed in goals for obtaining the tran-
sition probabilities, minimizing the objective function the sum of the
deviations in the formulation. In the study, the model developed was
tested using aggregate data from 1990 to 2011 for Asunción and the
Central State of Paraguay. The data represented primary, secondary
and tertiary levels of education, reported by male and female heads of
household. The findings indicated that in Asunción and the Central
State, the heredity weight is statistically significant for intermediate
levels of education. The greatest predictive power is attributed to the
parents who did not complete high school. It appears that a par-
ents educational achievement level predicts 46% of the variability in a
childs educational achievement. Furthermore and specific to gender, a
son whose father has not completed primary school has approximately
40% chance to repeat the same educational achievement level. Was
obtained a M(P)=0.89, for the Shorrocks mobility index; a high mo-
bility in the intergenerational transmission of education was verified.
Analyzing mobility matrices built for heads of household by gender,
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greater inheritance is observed in the transmission of education among
women heads of household and her progenitors. The Shorrocks in-
dex for male household heads was M(P)=0.91. In other words, for
female-headed households the index indicates moderate mobility with
a M(P)=0.68. Overall, with the support of a goal programming model,
it was possible to measure one of the socio-educational indices never
examined in Paraguay, Shorroks index for intergenerational educa-
tional mobility. For the reason that the intergenerational transfer of
education significantly alters the operation of production systems and
much of the economic growth, this paper represents current and accu-
rate information for making high-level decisions for public policy and
socio-educational interventions.

Keywords: Educational mobility, transition matrix, goal programming,

Markov chains.
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A Quantitative Paradigm for Quality of Protection in WDM networks
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Abstract

Currently growing web services have generated a huge need for
wider transmission bandwidths. Therefore wavelength division multi-
plexing (WDM) networks are used commercially to exploit the capabil-
ity of the optical fiber [1]. WDM networks are subject to catastrophic
failure due to the high volume of information to be carried in opti-
cal fibers. Therefore, WDM networks require new capabilities such
as network survivability and quality of services (QoS), which together
are named as quality of protection (QoP) [2]. In the WDM network
design problem, with services subject to QoP requirements, is neces-
sary to adjust flexibly the QoP levels to variety of existing demands
of connection, mainly due to lack of fairness distribution and optimal
resource administration.

We propose a new paradigm for quantifying the degrees of pro-
tection service based on link-failure recovery probability. With this
quantization scheme is able to generate, in a flexible way, multiple
service levels according to planned service model. For optimum de-
sign of primary and backup paths is implemented a Genetic Algorithm
[3] that calculates paths subject to QoP of each unicast request and
considering the degrees of protection service of system. Experimental
results indicate that the proposed approach is a promising solution
to obtain less expensive and more fairness services than traditional
protection approaches based on non-flexible QoP.

Keywords: WDM networks, Recovery Probability, Protection, Quality

of Protection (QoP), Genetic Algorithms.
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Design of a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Model for
Cooperative Agricultural Production Planning, Including

Inventariables Resources Managing
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and Jorge L. Recaldea

aPolytechnic School, National University of Asunción, Paraguay

Abstract

Small producers of seasonal crops (e.g., vegetables and fruits), take
a number of decisions to insure their productivity. For example, it is
customary for them to consider matters related to type of product,
crop rotation cycles, resource need and allocation. Additional com-
plexity arises when small producers join cooperatives to lessen issues
of land size, labor, production and type of crop sought by the mar-
ket place. The present study reflects the design of an optimization
model to plan vegetable production for small producers, with spe-
cific factors including land preparation costs, resource management,
capacities and costs of production and inventory. Regarding the in-
tegrity of the model are restrictions specified as the range of usable
land size, the crop rotation, the customer demand, and others. The
study is sensitive to the Paraguayan context, and as such it are in-
cluding the limitations in the use of refrigerated storage according to
national production standards. To validate the model will be solve
with a optimization software, using as parameters the technical and
real data for each type of vegetables, to finally make a comparison
between the actual costs and the originated with the designed model.

Keywords: Mixed-integer linear programming, optimization model, pro-

duction planning, management of resources.
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Abstract

Inventory is the counting process, either manual, semi-automatic
or automatic, of tangible goods, readily available for consumption,
use, processing or sale, belonging to a company [4]. Control over it is
very important for any organization as a result of fundamental part
of operating costs. For this reason, many companies have automated
inventory management processes in order to minimize errors in manual
processes and reduce costs. However, how to obtain efficiently the
accurate inventory remains a challenge.

The Real-Time Locating System (RTLS) could be used to resolve
the inventory problem. These systems are used to monitor and trace
objects in real time, as well as, to keep track the volume of products,
automatically.

In this research, a real time monitoring system of goods using
the Wi-Fi technology is proposed. The proposal allows the physical
location of assets within a monitored area and, through it, perform an
inventory control.

The RTLS systems involve the tags utilization (attached to ob-
jects), and reader devices that receive wireless signal from the tags,
allowing them to calculate the position of objects within the moni-
tored area. The physical surface to be controlled can be a warehouse,
room, floor or block of building where are goods, which in turn could
be fixed assets, commercial products or objects to be monitored by
using a tag.

An architecture for RTLS was designed using Wi-Fi. The designed
architecture allows to work with different Wi-Fi tags, including differ-
ent brands. Each brand has its own tag application-level protocol and
interacts with its own middleware through the wireless infrastructure.
In turn, each middleware communicates with the RTLS server using
the same protocol. The proposed architecture is able to centralize the
localization in a single server without relying on a specific tag brand.

For the assets location, the so-called fingerprinting method based
on Wi-Fi signal was used [5]. A fingerprint (or signal sample) is a
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vector of signal intensities associated with the position (x,y) where
the signals were recorded. The Wi-Fi fingerprinting method involves
finding and storing the intensity level of the signals received from the
access points (AP) in different parts of area to monitor. Stored fin-
gerprints are then used to compare the levels of signals received by
the tags, and thus estimate the position [1]. The methodology imple-
mented in this project requires adaptation work to the environment
to be monitored.

The scenario selected for the proposed RTLS is a hospital orga-
nization, which is taken as a particular case study. Specifically, we
want to monitor in real time the existing medical equipments within
the hospital facilities, such as: wheelchairs, stretchers, defibrillators,
infusion pumps; especially valuable equipment. Determining their ex-
istence and knowing where is the nearest can define the quality of
patient care, streamline service delivery and enable better manage-
ment of these resources.

The tests were performed in the operating room of the first floor
of Hospital de Cĺınicas, in an area of 39 m x 25 m (975 m2), which has
13 rooms, plus circulation areas. Four AP were necessary to cover the
area to monitor and they were configured in different channels because
the AP that shares the same channel or nearby channels could cause
interference [2].

The accuracy was calculated using the average Euclidean distance
between the estimated location and the true position (mean distance
error), while precision was obtained using the distribution of distance
error between the estimated location and the true location, i.e., the
cumulative probability function of the distance error as mentioned
in [3].

To obtain the distance between fingerprints, 306 samples in 51
points (6 fingerprint per point) were recorded and 260 tests were per-
formed on random location positions covering the entire area. An
accuracy of 2.3 m, a physical location precision of 65% and room-level
location precision of 73% was obtained. The errors were distributed
between 1 m and 14 m. The room-level location precision was greater
than the physical location precision because many location errors be-
tween 1 m and 5 m are in the same room as the monitored object.

The accuracy and precision obtained were considered within the
limits, taking into account the size of the area (975 m2), the room
dimension (between 8 m2 y 56 m2), and considering other precisions
and accuracies of RTLS wireless-based existing systems mentioned
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in [3].
Finally, this work also serves as a starting point for further re-

search. Some of which are listed below:

• Evaluate system performance in stressful situations.

• Improve the search algorithm used in the fingerprint method to
reduce the processing time. In addition, can be introduced a
variable time to calculate positioning, which will minimize the
errors generated by the sudden jumps in waves intensity.

• Evaluate the proposed RTLS using other indoors location meth-
ods.

Keywords: RTLS, Wi-Fi, Access Point, Tag, Reader.
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Abstract

The expansion of agriculture, mainly due to the widespread use
of pesticides, has contributed directly to water pollution. Pesticides
generally have high chemical stability, and are usually resistant to con-
ventional biological processes, demonstrating the necessity to develop
new treatment alternatives. In this context, advanced oxidation pro-
cesses (AOPs) are effective new technologies able to eliminate stable
and recalcitrant compounds. Depending on the transformation during
the AOP, not only the active substances must be analysed, but also
the transformation products (TPs) generated during the treatment
[1]. Pyrimethanil (PYR), N-(4,6-dimethylpyrimidin-2-yl)-aniline, is
an anilinopyrimidine used as a fungicide in agriculture, formulated
as a suspension concentrate. It has preventive and curative effect
on a wide range of foliar fungal diseases. It inhibits the secretion of
fungal enzymes which are necessary for avoiding infection and stop-
ping the infection process of the pathogen; also inhibits the absorp-
tion of nutrients, development of germinative tube and therefore the
growth of the fungus. Some studies have related the potential dan-
ger of PYR to an increase in liver weight. Histopathological changes
in liver and thyroid have been observed in short-term toxicity stud-
ies in rats and mice [2]. The study of this compound in degradation
studies is urged by its widespread use in agriculture. In order to
obtain information on the structural and energetic properties of this
molecule a computational study was carried out. Calculations were
performed using the density functional theory with functional hybrid
B3LYP, B3PW91, B98 and BH&LYP, using in all cases the basis set
6-31G (d, p) and cc-pVDZ, with the last one for analysis of neutral
forms of these molecules. A similar study was carried out on the dif-
ferent ions, a protonated and a deprotonated forms, and fragments
which can be detected in chromatographic studies in the gas phase.
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The B3LYP hybrid functional was selected as recommended in the
literature for the study of gas-phase organic molecules [3]. To vali-
dated results, bond lengths and angles of the optimized structure of
cypermethrin obtained from computational analysis were compared
with an experimental X-ray diffraction study of the crystal structure
of this molecule [4]. Structure-activity/property correlation studies,
QSAR/QSPR type, were also conducted using energy parameters ob-
tained by theoretical modeling of the structures of pyrimethanil and
its main degradation products. Calculation of various physicochemical
and energetic properties of these molecules allows the prediction of the
primary processes of fragmentation associated with the experimental
technique of mass spectrometry.
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Abstract

Compounds known as pyrethroids, derived from the family of pyrethrins,
and are typically employed as insecticides constituents. Their high
lipophilicity, relatively short lifetime in the environment and with low
impact on terrestrial vertebrates have led to their wide acceptance for
use as insecticides. This kind of compounds are widely used for dif-
ferent types of formulations for agricultural use, domestic use, public
health and food preparation stages [1, 2]. In order to obtain infor-
mation on the structural and energetic properties of some members
of this family of molecules a computational study was carried out on
permethrin. Calculations were performed using the density functional
theory with functional hybrid B3LYP, B3PW91, B98 and B97-2, us-
ing in all cases the basis set 6-31G (d, p) for analysis of neutral forms
of these molecules. A similar study was carried out on the different
ions, a protonated and a deprotonated forms, adducts and fragments,
which can be detected in chromatographic studies in the gas phase.
The B3LYP hybrid functional was selected as recommended in the lit-
erature for the study of gas-phase organic molecules [3]. Calculation
of various physicochemical and energetic properties of these molecules
allows the prediction of the primary processes of fragmentation asso-
ciated with the experimental technique of mass spectrometry.
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A Multi-objective Study of Cooperative vs Selfish Routing in WDM

Networks

Baudelio Báeza1, José Colbes a2, Diego P. Pinto-Roa a3

aPolythecnical School, National University of Asunción, Paraguay

Abstract

The design and management of wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) network to obtain the maximum performance is essential in
optical communications. In particular, wavelength converter alloca-
tion is a problem where the routing scheme –centralized or distributed–
plays a critical role in the WDM network performance [1]. This work
studies the benefit of a centralized routing in relation to the distributed
routing in wavelength converter allocation problem considering multi-
objective context. The distributed routing is based on selfish model
[2] in which each connection tries to improve its blocking probability.
In counterpart, in centralized routing, all connexion are calculated by
a master which tries to obtain the best average blocking probability
of the system, thus being a cooperative model.

For the study, we developed a multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm [3] for design and management of WDM network. In the cooper-
ative context it is proposed a pure evolutionary algorithm to calculate
the converters allocation and traffic load flows at the same time. For
selfish routing, an hybrid algorithm calculates the converters alloca-
tion by evolutionary process while the traffic load flow assignment that
maximizes the benefit of each connection (selfish model) is performed
by a simulation with the Wardrop equilibrium as stop criterion.

Both approaches are compared using the Pareto Anarchy Price
measure which is a proposal of this works as generalization of An-
archy Price classic concept. Experimental results indicate when the
traffic load increased, the Pareto Anarchy Price improves; however,
the quality of solutions gets worse.

Keywords: WDM Networks, Wavelength Converter Allocation, Coop-

erative Routing, Selfish Routing, Anarchy Price, Multi-objective Optimiza-

tion, Evolutionary Algorithms.
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Voronoi Tessellation for calculating local 3D densities on the
environment of clusters of galaxies
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Abstract

A customary problem in Astrophysics, and also in other areas, is
the need for calculating punctual densities in a distribution of points.
In the case we are interested in, we need to calculate local 3D den-
sities for the environment of galaxies and clusters of galaxies. An
algorithm for calculating the Voronoi Tessellation, using 3D Delaunay
triangulation, was designed with this aim. Normally the 2D version of
the Voronoi Tessellation can be obtained from specifically constructed
software packages in different computational environments, but 3D
functional versions are not easily available. The algorithm we present
was programmed in a combination of FORTRAN language and R
project environment. In the 3D version of the Delaunay triangula-
tion, the Voronoi neighbours are defined as those who conform the
vertices of the tetrahedron that follow the Delaunay condition, i.e.,
no other points in the distribution can be located inside the circum-
sphere that is traced by the vertices of the respective tetrahedron.
The circum-center of such sphere is a vertex of the Voronoi cell for a
given point, and from obtaining all those vertices for that point we are
able to calculate the volume of its cell. We, then, calculated the local
density as the inverse of the volume of the Voronoi cell for each of our
galaxies and galaxy clusters. We also present the results of applying
this methodology to the sample of 3 410 galaxy clusters in the Local
Universe up to a redshift of 0.15.

Keywords: Voronoi tessellation, local 3D densities, galaxies: clusters,

Cosmology: Local Universe.
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Two-Phase Flow Including Capillary Pressure And Buoyancy
Effects: A Two-Dimensional Model To Study The Carbon

Sequestration Process
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Abstract

Modelling and simulation of multiphase flows in porous media haven
been focus of several areas, including: enhanced oil recovery, pollution
of aquifers caused by NAPL’s 2, geological storage of carbon dioxide,
absorption processes in catalytic beds, etc [1]. This poster presents
a mathematical model that use the ImPES 3 algorithm in order to
simulate a two-phase flow in two dimensions, including heterogeneity,
capillary pressure and buoyancy effects. In addition, scaling techniques
are applied to analyse the influence of scales in simulations. Spatial
discretization of fluid fluxes are performed using finite volume meth-
ods [2]. Finally, the results of sensitivity analysis to determine the
influence of several physical parameters in the saturation front and
pressure transmission of carbon dioxide in the storage process into a
salty aquifer are presented [3].

Keywords: Two-phase flow, ImPES algorithm, Finite Volume Method,
Carbon Sequestration.
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HTTP-WS-AD: Anomaly Detector for Web Applications and
Web Services
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Abstract

Web applications have become the most demanded systems to be
developed today. This is because they have several advantages com-
pared to traditional system models. Due to massive use of web ap-
plications they have become one of the main targets for cyberattacks.
There are several types of known attacks, among which stand out XSS
(Cross Site Scripting) and SQL Injection, which are still the most pop-
ular because the effectiveness and simpleness of them.

In this paper we present HTTP-WS-AD which evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of different anomaly detection models in presence of new
attacks such as HPP (HTTP Parameter Pollution) or mXSS ( mutated
XSS) and it includes new anomaly models for HTTP requests based
on XML or JSON formats usually corresponding to Web Services and
AJAX3requests respectively.

Keywords: Anomaly Detection, Web Application Firewall, HTTP, Se-

curity, XSS, SQL Injection.

1 Proposed Work

HTTP-WS-AD is based on a transparent proxy that can be placed in front
of web servers to analyze traffic, for to record requests and generate the mod-
els in the training or learning phase and to analyze requests and eventually
prevent them from reaching the protected web server in the detection phase.
The transparent proxy enables any web applications to be protected regard-
less of the used platform, and it is safer because if the attack succeeds it will
only affect the proxy and not the protected application.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our anomaly detector and evaluator.
The dotted line indicates the training or learning phase. In this phase the

1E-mail Corresponding Author: jdgimenez@pol.una.py
2ccappo@pol.una.py
3AJAX: Asynchronous JavaScript And XML
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Figure 1: Architecture of HTTP-WS-AD

requests are captured by the transparent proxy. Then these requests are ana-
lyzed for a signature-based WAF named PHPIDS [1]. The reason of this step
is to eliminate the requests with attack and so to obtain a clean database for
training. Normal requests obtained this way are the input for the Anomaly
Model Builder. This module generates the models and it saves them in the
normal models database. The filled line indicates the detection/evaluation
phase. In this phase the transparent proxy is switched to the Anomaly De-
tection/Evaluation module. In this module, requests are compared with the
normal generated model. Sufficient deviation is considered an attack. Also
this module generates reports about the models’ effectiveness. To evaluate
this effectiveness we include synthetic HTTP requests with new attacks.

The anomaly models implemented in HTTP-WS-AD are classified in
three categories: a) Parameter models : these represent the behavior of a
simple parameter (in a GET or POST request), b) Query String models :
these evaluate the structure of all the parameters that an application re-
ceives in a particular URL. These ones evaluate the parameters set as as
whole entity, and c) Session models : these represent user interaction and the
different programs that exist in a web application.

The Parameters Models include these models: token, length, character
distribution and structure inference [3] [4], ngram [2] and Mahalonobis dis-
tance [5]. The Query Models are formed for these models: attribute presence
or absence and attribute order [3] [4]. In this category we include our mod-
els: the XML and JSON model. In both models we identified the order of
elements in the XML or JSON format. In the learning phase the anomaly
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model builder registers all observed structures (in XML or JSON format)
and in the detection phase the anomaly detector tests the request structure
with the normal observed structures saved in the generated models database.
Finally the Session models include the access frequency and the invocation
order [4].
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Paraguay
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Abstract

This paper proposes the guidelines and actions to be taken in order
to obtain a sustainable energy structure for the Republic of Paraguay,
based on data of energy consumption behavior. This work is developed
as part of the energy balance in terms of useful energy, elaborated in
Paraguay for the year 2011. These data are linked to the correspond-
ing leading variables, and consequently reflect the actual behavior of
energy consumption in Paraguay.

The developed model is structured on the base of the software
platform called LEAP c©(Long-range Energy Alternatives Planning
System), where consumption sectors and energy sources employed in
the Paraguayan energy system interact in a dynamical and integrated
form.

This model has the advantage of being the first with these charac-
teristics, only possible by recent data obtained in the development of
the national energy matrix for the Republic of Paraguay, which was
validated and structured by disaggregating data by energy consump-
tion sectors in useful energy terms.

As main result, it is obtained the determination of critical points
in the energy system, derived from the current and future energy be-
havior. Another important result obtained is the identification of the
major consuming sectors, responsible for the emission of large amounts
of greenhouse gases (GHG) and the energy sources that cause this sit-
uation.

In this work, comparisons are made among potential energy be-
havior scenarios through the short, medium and long term trends,
using the year 2040 as study horizon. Likewise, it is analyzed the
economic components of possible scenarios, in which possible energy
sources substitutions are available, what is important to satisfy the
energy needs and to make adjustments in the energy sectors, based on
government planning proposals. It also identifies the optimal time to
implement alternative measures in energy substitution for the specific

1E-mail Corresponding Author: eburzarquis@pol.una.py
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sectors of energy consumption, in order to obtain a positive effect on
the sustainability of the Paraguayan energy structure.

This paper, further notes that, with a proper planning energy sys-
tem, Paraguay not only can obtain a sustainable energy structure,
but also with the energy model acting holistically, energy sustainabil-
ity can be achieved at minimal cost and favorable to the environment.
In that sense, this paper presents a model of energy behavior prospec-
tive, where the economic variables and the greenhouse emissions gases
are directly linked. This model may serve as a fundamental tool to
guide decision-making, and consequently pursues to contribute to sus-
tainable development of the Republic of Paraguay.

Additionally, this paper presents the time periods in which the Re-
public of Paraguay will need new electric generation units, necessary
to supply the domestic consumption and to guarantee energy supply.

Finally, this paper analyze the energy resources available in Paraguay
and their future availability, based on the trend behavior of energy de-
mand, in an attempt to identify possible scenarios that could generate
a deficit due to indiscriminate use of energy sources from biomass.

Keywords: Republic of Paraguay, Energy Balance, Useful Energy, En-

ergy Policy, Substitution, Greenhouse gases emissions, LEAP.
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Neuro-fuzzy Approach Addressing Predictability
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Abstract

Here we address the joint use of the Breeding method and Neuro-Fuzzy
systems for predictability, described as a classification problem. The bred
vectors are inputs for two Neuro-Fuzzy systems ANFIS and GUAJE, based
on Takagi-Sugeno-Kang and Mamdani approaches, respectively. A better
classification performance is obtained using ANFIS, but the automatic rules
generated by the GUAJE are more interpretable.

Keywords: Predictability, bred vector, neuro-fuzzy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictability is defined as quantitative evaluations that assess prediction qual-
ity. Statistical methods are usually employed for this means but recently it has also
been addressed as a classification problem [1, 4].

Lorenz strange attractor has been very widely used as a prototype of chaotic
behavior [3]. It has two regimes, which could represent two possibilities in a
world with only two seasons (e.g.“winter” and “summer”). Although apparently
simple, in such a system it is hard to identify when a regime change will happen
and how long it will last.

The Breeding method [2] is used to estimate forecast errors and is often ap-
plied in weather models (operational centers). Bred vectors are simply the dif-
ference between two model runs: the second originating from slightly perturbed
initial conditions, periodically rescaled (see Fig. 1.a). The scheme based on breed-
ing approach was employed to derive rules of thumb to classify the prediction of
regime on Lorenz system [1]. In the present work, we use the breeding method
and Neuro-fuzzy systems ANFIS and GUAJE [5, 6] to identify Lorenz attractor
behaviour.

The model equations and comments on previous studies using bred vectos are
described in the next section. Section 3 presents the results obtained with neuro-
fuzzy systems, and final remarks are addressed in the last section.

1E-mail corresponding author: haroldo@lac.inpe.br
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2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

The Lorenz Model equations are given as [3]:

dx/dt = −σx− y (1)
dy/dt = −ρx− y − xz (2)
dz/dt = xy − βz (3)

With σ = 10, ρ = 28, β = 8/3 as parameters, the resulting system is a strange
attractor [3] (see Fig.1.b).

The bred-vectors algorithm is given as follows [2]; initialization step 1 is ex-
ecuted only once and steps 2 and 3 are repeated for each time interval (identified
as a fixed number of time steps):

1. Calculate the initial perturbation A = δf(x, t), using an arbitrary norm.

2. Add the perturbation calculated in the previous step to the basic solution,
integrate the perturbed condition with the nonlinear model for a fixed num-
ber of time steps, and subtract the original unperturbed solution from the
perturbed nonlinear integration

δA = δf(x, t+ ∆t) = f(x, t+ ∆t)− f(x, t) . (4)

3. Measure the size A + δA of the evolved perturbation δf(x, t+ ∆t), and
divide the perturbation by the measured amplification factor so that its size
remains equal to A:

δf(x, t+ ∆t) = δf(x, t+ ∆t) ∼ A/(A+ δA) (5)

The Breeding scheme was applied by [1] to classify the prediction of regime
on Lorenz system, using as classes the size of the bred vectors, described by stars
in colors red (s(t) > 0.064), yellow (0.032 ≤ s(t) < .0064), green (0 ≤ s(t) <
0.032), and blue (s(t) < 0). [1] proposed the use of the following rules:

R1: Growth rate exceeding 0.064 over eight steps with presence of one (or more)
red stars, the current regime will end after it completes the current orbit.

R2: The length of the new regime is proportional to the number of red stars.
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a) b)
Figure 1 - a) Lorenz strange attractor and b) Breeding method.

Neuro-fuzzy systems uses a set of pairs (input, desired outputs) to derive fuzzy
systems. ANFIS and GUAJE are neuro-fuzzy systems [5, 6] based on the Takagi-
Sugeno-Kang (TSK) and the Mamdani approaches. Considering input variables x
and y and output z, the rules in these systems are modeled as, e.g.:

ANFIS: IF x is Low AND y is High THEN z is (px + qy + r),

GUAJE: IF x is Low AND y is High THEN z is Low,

where Low and High are fuzzy sets and p, q, and r are (real) constants.

3. NEURO-FUZZY CHAOTIC SYSTEMS PREDICTION

ANFIS and Guaje were applied on Lorenz attractor to determine the classes
of dynamics, using as input the counts of the bred vectors size color classification
and 4 dynamic classes as output: 1 (trajectory remains in the region), 2 (trajectory
changes after 3 cycles), 3 (trajectory changes region and remains there from 4
up to 6 cycles) and 4 (trajectory changes region and remains there for more than
6 cycles). Tables 1 brings the result of applying ANFIS and GUAJE on Lorenz
attractor, using bred vectors. Even though ANFIS presents higher accuracy with
respect to GUAJE (89.81% against 77.09% of correct answers), the rules derived
from Guaje are more interpretable.
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ANFIS 1 2 3 4
1 143 7 1 3
2 6 87 4 1
3 0 3 14 2
4 0 0 1 3

GUAJE 0 1 2 3
0 153 1 0 0
1 47 49 2 0
2 0 9 10 0
3 0 0 4 0

Table 1: Confusion matrices (275 patterns)

4. FINAL REMARKS

We have presented the use the breeding method and Neuro-fuzzy systems AN-
FIS and GUAJE to classify Lorenz attractor behaviour. ANFIS produced more
accurate results, but rules from GUAJE are more interpretable.

Future works include to apply the methodology to other dynamical systems,
such as space weather [7]. Other investigations also include to explore a classifi-
cation with more classes (precision), with possible clustering of classes, in order
to have a better accuracy, for producing a good balance between precision and
accuracy – searching to enhance the interpretability.
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ian agencies of research support.
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Abstract

In order to solve the profession selection problem, a problem that
affects most of the people at the time they finish their high school,
artificial intelligence techniques are implemented in the development
of a system capable to generate vocational recommendations. At first,
a group of students from the Colegio Sembrador and the Centro Re-
gional de Educación complete vocational tests, which are available
online in a web page. Next, with the assistance of a professional, one
or more vocational areas are recommended for each individual. Fi-
nally, the results of the tests and the professional recommendations
are used as samples data in a procedure where the system learns and
acquire, by using computational intelligence algorithms, the capability
to provide recommendations automatically in future operations using
as its input data nothing else but the results of the vocational tests.

Keywords: Artificial neural networks, Artificial intelligence, Personnel

selection, Vocational Orientation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In most scientific areas, there are many ways for collecting data from nat-
ural complex systems [1] in order to extract data structural information and
perform different kinds of analysis on them [2]. For this reason, researchers
usually have a lot of data sets stored independently, occupying huge hard
drive memory space, which increases with the technological advances. In this
context, data systems are often composed by spatio-temporal information of
one, two and three dimensions that can represent many distinct possible
measurements taken from the same observed system.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are a learning and automatic processing
paradigm, inspired by the functioning of the nervous system of living beings.
Its main purpose is the processing of information to solve problems [3].
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The main feature of ANN is its capability to build a system capable of
solving classification and pattern prediction problems after a learning process
in which the ANN receives sample data based solutions, for the problem to be
modelled, which have been obtained previously. No pre-defined algorithms or
models are necessary for a neural network to find the solution to a problem,
only the sample data are necessary.

Considering this characteristic, this paper presents the implementation
of an Artificial Neural Network capable of recommending vocational areas
based on the information obtained in vocational guidance tests. The main
objective of this work is to solve the problem of interpretation of the results
that young people obtain from one or more vocational tests.

The implementation of neural networks is proposed because the prob-
lem of recommending vocational areas is not the kind of problem that can
be traditionally programmed (it has to do with subjective opinions that are
not defined by a specific model), there are only examples (vocational rec-
ommendations for a certain set of results from vocational tests applied to
individuals) that the system must be able to learn and emulate [3].

1.1. Motivation

It has been decided to implement Artificial Neural Networks because they
can be used in problems whit just input / output values, such as the problem
to be solved. The purpose is to determine if the network is able to learn
in order to become capable to offer similar vocational recommendations or
at least close to those which are provided by a professional in the field of
psychology.

Another motivating factor is the fact that Artificial Intelligence and Psy-
chology have been associated in rare cases, so it is a sprawling area. The
possibility of establishing a comparison between the method of vocational
guidance through neural networks and the traditional psychological methods
has also been an important point to be taken into account for the decision
to conduct the research.

1.2. Objectives

General Objectives
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To implement an artificial neural network capable of inferring an individ-
ual’s vocational area based on his/her skills and/or preferences.

Specific Objectives

• To gather information about skills and preferences of individuals through
psychological tests.

• To model input and output vectors (training data) from the data col-
lected in psychological tests.

• To efficiently configure the neural network on an experimental basis.

• To obtain working results from the network.

1.3. Vocational Guidance

Vocational guidance is associated with the area of personnel selection and
there are research studies that have sought to resolve such kind of problems
by implementing artificial neural networks. Below are described four of them.

Personnel selection using artificial neural networks

The project was executed in 2006, in the Escuela de Ingeniera Eléctrica
y Electrónica, Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia. The work consisted
in choosing candidates who were apt to enter the Escuela Naval de Cadetes
Almirante Padilla, Cartagena, Colombia. The system was based on the psy-
chological 16-PF test, where First Order factors and the motivational distor-
tion are extracted to be used as input to a pattern recognition algorithm that
acts as a behavioral predictor. The experiment used two types of artificial
neural networks, where the Multilayer Perceptron yielded a 60% effectiveness
and Radial Basis Network yielded a 70% efficiency [4].

Neural network for classification of psychological profiles with
Dr. RB Cattell’s 16PF test applied to a student population
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The aim of this study, conducted by Eng. Adolfo Gordillo in Colombia,
was to detect possible conflicting personality qualities in students so as to
apply the appropriate treatment according to the results obtained after the
processing. The 16-PF test was used in this work where the neural network,
a Multilayer Perceptron, obtained a nearly 100% effectiveness [5].

Prediction of student performance and diagnosis using neural
networks

The project was carried out at the Technical University of Buenos Aires
and it was aimed at the implementation of an artificial neural network with
the ability to predict whether a college student would be able to approve or
not a specific course, for that purpose the network used the results obtained
in exams as input parameters. The type of neural network used was the
Multilayer Perceptron using the Backpropagation learning algorithm with
the Gradient Descent technique. The system effectiveness was of 96% [6].

Artificial neural networks for assistance in psychiatric diag-
nosis

In this study, which was conducted at the University of Washington, two
artificial neural networks have been developed: Backpropagation Network
and Kohonen Network, with the ability to classify psychiatric patients to
make a diagnosis. The possible diagnoses were: schizophrenia, neurosis and
normal person. At the end of the project, it was found that making a diag-
nosis using RNAs was more effective than using an expert system [7].

1.4. Hypothesis

It is possible to build a system capable of reproduce, with a high degree of
accuracy, the process by which a professional in the field of psychology uses
its knowledge and experience to analyze the results obtained by a person in
one or more vocational tests and gives a vocational recommendation.

1.5. Personal Interest Test: Interest Inventory Hereford
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Questionnaire of 90 questions that are numerically answered by selecting
a number from 1 to 5. Each question is part of a specific area of interest, for
example ”play a musical instrument” is part of Music area, while ”Read the
classics” is a question concerning the area of Literature.

1.6. Aptitude Test: Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)

It is constituted by eight forms that contain different types of exercises,
whose amount varies in each form. Unlike interest inventory Hereford, in
which there is no incorrect result but only estimates of interest degrees, the
answers to the exercises of the forms from the DAT test may be right or
wrong [2].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Materials

Hardware: Computer: Four-core processor running at 3.5 GHz (64 bits),
8 GB memory RAM DDR3, Hard disk 1 TB

Software: Technical Scientific programming language for implementing
neural network Application for design and development of web sites and web
applications.

2.2. Methodology

Two vocational tests were used for the development of this work: the
Hereford Interest Inventory and the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT). Both
tests have been made available on a website programmed in HTML [8] and
PHP [9].

A total of 78 students from high schools Centro Regional of Education
Dr. Jos Gaspar Rodrguez de Francia and Colegio Sembrador have completed
both vocational tests accessing the website made available for the purpose.

Once all sample results were obtained from both vocational tests, and
once the corresponding recommendations were made, the ANN was imple-
mented.
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The data structure established for data processing was as follows:

Input data

Vocational testing results, which include 17 items (9 Hereford test results
and 8 DAT test results) standardizedin numerical values between 0 and 1.

Output data

Vocational recommendations composed of four binary items, which can
take values 0 or 1. Each item represents a vocational area (Physics / Math-
ematics, Chemical / Biological, Social Sciences, Humanities / Arts). The
output value of the item determines whether the vocational area to which it
refers is recommended (value 1) or not (value 0).

Figure 1 - Design A of the deployed Network.
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The input data was designed in two ways, and the ANN was implemented
using two types of structure, the first one can be seen in Figure 1, which
constitutes the above mentioned design.

The second design can be seen in Figure 2, this is a structure in which
the Hereford test results are obviated and only DAT test are used as input
values.

Figure 2 - Design B of the deployed Network.

Once all appropriate recommendations were made for each subject, the
samples were divided into two groups: 60% for training the network and 40%
for testing.

The artificial neural network has been implemented using a technical
scientific programming language for both input structures seen before, and
an experimental stage has been executed, which consisted in a search of a
network configuration that would give the results or recommendations that
were closest to those made with specialist assistance, which can be checked
by contrasting the network output after processing the test data (40% of
samples) with the expected output for that test data.

During the experimentation, the following parameters have been altered
to obtain an acceptable effectiveness:
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• Number of neurons in each layer: number of processing units in the
input layer, output and hidden network.

• Number of hidden layers: the multilayer network, by definition, consists
of a single layer of input neurons and a single layer of output neurons.
The quantity of hidden layers may vary according to the needs of the
problem.

• Activation function of each layer: is a function that is applied to the
scalar product of the input vector and the weight vector of a neuron.
It defines the output value of the processing unit.

• Target: the minimum expected error. The performance function used
for the network was the Mean Square Error.

• Iterations: the number of times the weight vectors of the neural network
are updated.

• Minimum Gradient: the minimum performance gradient.

• Maximum value for lambda (λ): λ is an adaptive value that regulates
the tendency of the algorithm

The learning algorithm for all neural networks implemented is the Levenberg-
Marquardt’s.

To test the efficiency of different network configurations in the test pro-
cess, it has been used ROC curve graphs.

3. RESULTS

The different neural network configurations where two vocational tests
have been used were discarded after the experiment, for not achieving an
acceptable efficiency after being trained.

The neural network with the best results is one of those that have as
input the results of one single test. After the training process, the network
with the best configuration has offered total of 25 (80.6%) recommendations
that exactly match with those made with professional assistance, while the
number of mismatched recommendations was six (19.4%).

Its ROC curve from test data can be observed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - ROC graph of the Network trained with the best configuration.

In a ROC graph, each curve represents the effectiveness of an output
neuron of the neural network; therefore, having four output neurons, four
curves are shown. The graph shows the correlation between the True Positive
Rate (TPR) and the False Positive Rate (FPR). The higher the TPR and
the lower the FPR, the more accurate is the output provided by that neuron.
In the Figure 3, it can be perceived that in all cases the FPRis less than or
equal to 0.2 and TPRis greater than 0.8. Thus, the network provides results
considered acceptable.

4. DISCUSION

ROC analysis is directly and naturally related to cost/benefit analysis in
diagnostic decision making from machine learning. This applied to the stud-
ied case, implies that is possible to model and simulate subjectivity through
the implementation of artificial neural networks, understanding subjectiv-
ity as an opinion or recommendation based on a personal assessment by a
specialist or one that is performed with the assistance of the same one.

However, the modeling of the data that is going to be processed by the
network should be made in a way that allows the input values to be closely
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interrelated and that a pattern of particular output exists, a pattern that
should be able to be recognized by the network during the training process,
as occurred in this work with the network that has been trained using as
input only the results of the DAT test.

Otherwise, it will happen what has happened when both: DAT and Here-
ford tests results were implemented as input values of the network, where
there was no cohesion between them, as these are very different and even
contradictory estimates (the first provides estimates of the skills while the
other does about interest), that their combination does not lead to a pattern,
ie, the input data and their results are random, which leads to the inability
of the network to learn regardless of the different configurations that it can
take.

The characteristics of the individuals performing the vocational tests and
their results do not imply a risk of the system to erroneous recommend.
However, during the training process, the conditions that the professional
considers in order to give the recommendations can lead the network to learn
in a wrong way and therefore not accurately recommend once it has started
to do so. This would occur if the studies carried out over the samples by the
professional lead to recommendations that are random or almost random.
Also it would occur if the professional took a portion of the samples and
make recommendations; then, after a period of time in which the recommend
criteria have changed, the professional made the recommendations for the
second part of the samples. In that case, the recommendations for the two
parts of the sample would not be consistent with each other, leading to the
network to enter in conflict in a case where it finds two identical samples or
very similar to each other, but with very different outputs.

5. CONCLUSION

It has been able to implement a system capable of recommending a vo-
cational area to the individual, after having processed his results obtained
in an aptitude test. It is important to note, however, that when the system
generates a recommendation, it only takes into account a number of input
variables that estimate the abilities of the person to perform in determined
areas in the future, but it does not cover other psychological, social, family,
economic or other kind of factors, that also has direct influence on the skills
used by the individual when he/she has to function in those areas.
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Abstract

The numerical simulation of second order exothermic chemical re-
action in plane mixing layer is performed. The standard Galerkin
finite element method is chosen to solve the problem, which is im-
plemented in Python language using FEniCS Project libraries. The
results show roll-up characteristic structures in the interface due to the
velocity difference between the reactants, and also the viscosity which
is function of the reactants and product concentrations contributing
to the instability in the system.

Keywords: Numerical simulation, Plane mixing layer, FEniCS Project,

Finite Element Method.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of plane mixing layer is important in chemical engineering.
Some applications of this kind of phenomenon are the transport and mixing
of substances in chemical reactions, as combustion or pollutant transport
in hydraulic channels [1]. The mixing layer is produced by the interaction
of two parallel fluids streams, away from the wall with different velocities
u2 > u1 ≥ 0 [2]. Due to the velocity differences in the interface, the shear
stress generated produces the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [3], which is char-
acterized by the enrolled structures enhancing the momentum, heat and mass
transfer.

The authors of [4] studied second order exothermic chemical reaction of
type A + B → P in laminar closed channel flow in high convective condi-
tions. They performed parametric analysis in order to study the instabilities

1E-mail Corresponding Author: drweiberlen@gmail.com
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and roll-up phenomenon. These instabilities facilitate the mass removal or
promote its displacement [4].

This work is an initial part of a research dedicated to the simulation of
reactive flows applied to chemical engineering. In this work, the standard
Galerkin finite element method (FEM) is implemented in Python language
using FEniCS Project libraries [5]. With this method, a numerical sim-
ulation of plane mixing layer with chemical reaction similar to [4], using
lower parameters is performed. The use of lower parameters is due to the
numerical deficiencies present in the chosen method for the convection dom-
inated phenomena [6]. Qualitative numerical results are analysed in order to
implement, in the future, others numerical methods suitable to the highly
convection dominated phenomena.

In the next section, the governing equations and some details of the nu-
merical method used are presented. In the last section, some results obtained
from the simulations are shown with some final remarks.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METH-
ODS

The problem is modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with the
continuity equation for the fluid flow, the reactant and product are repre-
sented by the scalar transport equation, as well as the temperature. The
exothermic reaction studied in this work is similar to the one performed in
[4]. The fluid viscosity depends on the reactant, product and temperature
concentrations. The mentioned equations in dimensionless form are [4]:

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p+

1

Re
∇ ·

[
µ
(
∇u +∇uT

)]
, (2)

∂Ca
∂t

+ u · ∇Ca =
1

ReSca
∇2Ca −Dae−β/(T+1)Ca (1− Ca − Cp) , (3)

∂Cp
∂t

+ u · ∇Cp =
1

ReScp
∇2Cp + 2Dae−β/(T+1)Ca (1− Ca − Cp) , (4)

∂T

∂t
+ u · ∇T =

1

RePr
∇2T + 2DaQe−β/(T+1)Ca (1− Ca − Cp) , (5)

µ = exp (RaCa +RpCp − T ) , (6)
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where, u is the fluid velocity vector, p is the pressure and µ is the fluid
viscosity; Ca and Cp are the reactant A and product concentrations, respec-
tively, so the concentration of reactant B is Cb = 1 − Ca − Cp, and T is
the temperature. The dimensionless numbers present in the equations are:
Reynolds (Re), Schmidt (Sc), Prandtl (Pr) and Damköhler (Da); β and Q
are the activation energy and heat of reaction, respectively; Ra y Rp are the
viscosity ratios between reactants and product.

The problem is solved using FEniCS Project libraries [5] for the finite el-
ement method implemented in Python. The finite element used is triangular
with Lagrange polynomial interpolation of degree 1 for the pressure and 2 for
the rest of the variables. The velocity profile is obtained by Chorin projection
method [6] and Crank-Nicholson scheme is used for the time discretization
of scalar transport equations, and the source terms are set in explicit way.

Two dimensional computational mesh of 101× 32 points is used to sim-
ulate the problem for a rectangular domain of 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and −1 ≤ y ≤ 1.
The simulation time is set to 10 and the time step is 0.0005, which satisfy
the CFL condition.

Initially, the upper half of the domain is full of the reactant A (Ca = 1)
with temperature T = 0 and the lower half with reactant B with temperature
T = 1. The reactants enter in the domain with hyperbolic tangent velocity
profile with some perturbations. The reaction between reactant A and B is
occurred in the interface, and is enhanced due to the instabilities generated
by the velocity differences and the viscosity. The parameters used are: Re =
1500, Sca = 0.1, Scp = 0.1, Pr = 7, Da = 0.1, β = 1, Ra = 2.3026,
Rp = −1.608.

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Figures 1 and 2 show the profiles of the variables studied at t = 6.25
and t = 8.75, respectively. Due to the velocity differences, roll-up structures
in the interface is observed, which grows from t = 6.25 to t = 8.75.
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Figure 1 - Simulation at t = 6.25, reactant concentration A (upper left),
product concentration (upper right), fluid viscosity (lower left),

temperature (lower right).

Figure 2 - Simulation at t = 8.75, reactant concentration A (upper left),
product concentration (upper right), fluid viscosity (lower left),

temperature (lower right).

The initial result obtained is promising. It is emphasized that the Schmidt
numbers used are small, because of the numerical instabilities presented in
convective dominated processes. Also, it should be noted that due to the
first order time discretization used, high numerical diffusion is generated and
restricts the appearance of roll-up structures in the interface.
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Further investigation must be achieved in order to overcome the numer-
ical instabilities, using different numerical schemes, such as, discontinuous
Galerkin for spatial discretization and Adam Bashforth for the time dis-
cretization. In this way, simulations with wide range of parameters could be
performed.
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Abstract

In facial recognition systems that use comparisons between a query-

ing image and each object in the database to �nd a match, the recog-

nition process tends to be increasingly slow as the number of images

in the database grows. Since it is an important practical problem sev-

eral works proposed alternatives to improve the scalability of these

systems, as well as to provide accurate matching results. This pa-

per presents a novel approach that combines a Principal Components

Analysis algorithm with an image indexation method based on per-

mutations. The proposed alternative optimizes the image storage and

accelerates the search process to determine similarity among objects.

The proposal was evaluated using the FERET (Facial Recognition

Technology) database using di�erent distance metrics.

Keywords: Facial recognition, image indexation, image similarity mea-
sure

1. INTRODUCTION

The challenge of image search in large databases for face recognition is
to achieve short response time without sacri�cing accuracy. Several meth-
ods have been proposed with the aim of indexing large databases, such
as tree structures, approximations methods, probabilistic methods, data-
independent and data-dependent hashing [2, 4]. This paper presents a tech-
nique for image indexing based on the permutations of the indexes of an array
of pixel intensity that represent an image, named as Emiap. The proposed
method is an alternative for the search process in databases of thousands of
images. It is used here in combination with the Principal Components Anal-
ysis (PCA), that reduces the dimensionality of data. Two implementations
of Emiap are proposed:

(1)Simple indexation: this implementation uses permutations to repre-
sent the order in which the elements of a set of images P are seen from
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each object of the database that will be indexed. The set P is randomly
selected or through a heuristic [1]. The Fig. 1a illustrates the search process.
The similarity between permutations are determined using: Spearman's Rho,
Spearman's Footrule and Kendal Tau [2]. The searched image and the re-
sulting candidates are compared each other directly by Euclidean, Maximum,
and Mahalanobis distances [1].

(2) Convex combination indexation: in this implementation similarity
search is based on an Euclidean distance approximation using a convex com-
bination [3]. The convex combination is de�ned by the equation λs(u,v)+(1−
λ)Π(u,v), where s(u,v) is the Euclidean distance between u and v, known as
the magnitude part (or the symmetric part) and Π(u,v) is a metric between
the permutations σ(u) y σ(v), known as the shape part [3]. The search process
schematized en Fig. 1b.

(a) Simple indexation (b) Convex combination

Figure 1: Search scheme with Emiap's algorithm implementation

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The two implementations were evaluated using the FERET database.
The Fig. 2 shows the success rates obtained with the proposed implementa-
tions.These experiments show that better hit rate is reached using Kendall
Tau or Spearman's Rho as a similarity metric between permutations and
Euclidean distance as similarity metric in direct comparisons among the
searched image and the candidates. The Fig. 2e shows that the hit rate
is higher when the heuristic is applied to the selection of the order set. The
heuristic applied in this work is the minimization of the Spearman's Rho.
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(a) Spearman's
Rho

(b) Spearman's
Footrule

(c) Kendall Tau (d) Convex Com-
bination

(e) Set order selec-
tion

Figure 2: Success rate of Emiap implementations

3. CONCLUSION

The indexation alternative presented here facilitates the search process
and the e�cient match. In the simple indexing approach, only a sub-set of
the database is evaluated. In the convex combination approach, the simi-
larity is determined by the approximation of the Euclidean distance, which
is calculated between the representation of the queried image and the repre-
sentations of images stored in the database. Experimental results show that
the proposed method, reduces the number of direct comparisons during the
search process and maintains a high success rate.
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Abstract

Currently, the food industry is progressing in the development of
lower calorie sweeteners per serving compared to sugar. Some Euro-
pean and Latin American industries have successfully developed pow-
der sweeteners products, composed of mixtures of sucrose and Stevia.
However, the process for obtaining this product depends largely on
the solubility of the raw materials and it is necessary in most of the
cases a method of controlling the supersaturation of the mixture by
simple instrumentation. This work consists of two parts: in the first
one has been obtained the curve of the solubility of a mixture of ste-
viol glycosides coming from leaves of Stevia rebaudiana Bertoni native
of Paraguay and Criolla variety of priority composition in stevioside,
approximately 53% and compared with existing data in the literature
of other containing majority composition in Rebaudioside A, as far we
know this is the first time that this curve is obtained. In the second
part a crystallization process was performed by vacuum evaporation
to evaluate the variation of the Brix degree of the mixture during
the course of evaporation, without interrupting the vacuum applied,
this method is based on the ”conductivity principle” which is propor-
tional to the content ions dissolved in a solution water. Therefore,
as the mixture of sucrose and steviol glycosides it’s concentrates due
to the water evaporation,the Brix degree of the mixture increase and
thereby; decreases the conductivity of the same. With this principle,
the conductivity of the mixture is determined and corresponding to
the Brix degree desired to be reached without interrupting the process.
Finally the graphs of the variation of the conductivity and resistivity
with the Brix degree for the mixing of steviol glycosides and sucrose
are presented for the crystallization process defined. The parameters
obtained in this research will provide the basis for defining the ap-
propriate methodology for crystallization of a sugar-Stevia solution of
priority composition stevioside and paraguayan origin.
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Abstract

This work is framed on the improvement of the efficiency use of
the biomass in Paraguay. In this context, a study of the potentiality
of the vegetable waste, for his efficiency use as a fuel is necessary.
Actually in Paraguay, more than 60% of the energy used for thermal
purposes comes from firewood, which could be cause a huge environ-
mental impact in long term. Moreover, industrials wastes generated
in large quantities of coconut shell and core of the Acrocomia ac-
uleata, are used by the industries for similar purposes, with all the
inefficiency that imply to burning with open fire. In the process of
carbonization, the raw material, is transformed to carbon, in which
is eliminated an important quantity of volatile, which correspond to
hydrogen and oxygen elements on the precursor resulting in a car-
bonaceous skeleton with a rudimentary pore structure. This process
was performed in the absence of oxygen to which it was necessary for
inerting the atmosphere by injecting nitrogen at a constant flow rate
and in a temperature range between 450 ◦C and 900 ◦C. Performance,
the immediate analysis and calorific value was obtained. Moreover, an
evaluation of the variation in the efficiency of the carbonized material
was obtained with three different temperatures and different granu-
lometries of the raw material. Based on these results, an interpolating
equation was constructed, in order to predict the response variable
experiment in other levels of interest. In this manner, an empirical
model of the studied phenomenon was obtained. The calorific value of
carbonized material obtained was compared with others fossil fuels.

Keywords: efficiency, industrial wastes, biomass, fuel, calorific value,

empirical model
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Abstract

In this work the behavior of a reactive distillation column for
biodiesel production using numerical simulation is studied. Modifi-
cations in the column operating parameters, specifically in feeding
conditions, are introduced to assess the influence on biodiesel purity
and process yield as well as the time required for the system to return
to its steady state condition. The simulation results showed a linear
trend of disturbances in relation to the purity and yield of reaction,
producing at large, a reduction in the reactive distillation column per-
formance during a considerable settling time where alterations in the
steady state operating conditions are presented.

Keywords: Reactive distillation, biodiesel, numerical simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reactive distillation is a chemical unit operation in which chemical reac-
tions and product separations occur simultaneously in one unit. This tech-
nology has demonstrated that its application in the production of biodiesel
improves overall conversion rate, unit productivity and reaction time, and
produces low capital and operating costs compared to the classic combina-
tion of a reactor and separation units [1]. A large number of investigations
have been reported on the implementation of RD to biodiesel production for
different reagents, catalysts and column configurations through experimen-
tal works and simulations [2], but the study of the column dynamic behavior
is required, where changes in the flow rate or undesired disturbances occur
during transitory regimes. This motivates to evaluate, using numerical si-
mulation, the alteration in the process under specific disturbances in the feed
flow rate and the feed composition.
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2. METHODOLOGY

The dynamic simulation of the RD column is performed by a code in
Matlab 2012a R© available in the literature [3] which is modified in this work
for the study of the oleic acid esterification with methanol, based on the
kinetic data of the reaction, the column design configuration and initial con-
ditions calculated by the commercial simulator ProII 9.2. R©. In this code
the RD process is described by a model based on mass balances, vapor-liquid
equilibrium phases, tray hydraulics, reaction kinetic data and UNIFAC ther-
modynamic method. The disturbances are generated by square wave pulses
at regular intervals during 1 min, for variations of the following feeding con-
ditions: total flow increase (Trial A), total flow decrease (Trial B), oleic
acid increase with constant flow rate (Trial C) and oleic acid decrease with
constant flow rate (Trial D).

3. RESULTS

The Figure 1 presents the biodiesel purity variation over the time for a
disturbance of 15 % in the feeding conditions. Disturbances from 1 % to
13 % cause similar disturbances generated by the 15 % change, therefore,
the maximum variation of the purity is shown in Figure 2.a, where a linear
trend is presented. The same has been done for yield, where the minimum
variation over the time is presented to all trials in the Figure 2.b. In all
trials, are shown that disturbances of 1 % to 15 % in feeding conditions
require settling time of 4 min to 19 min, to restore steady state condition.
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Figure 1: Purity variation over time at disturbances in feeding conditions.
(a) Trial A and B. (b) Trial C and D.
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Figure 2: Alteration in column behaviour by disturbances in feeding condi-
tions.(a) Change in biodiesel purity. (b) Change in process yield.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of disturbances during the RD column operation gene-
rates an appreciable influence on the biodiesel purity and yield, where a linear
trend being observed. The simulation results showed that disturbances which
reduced oleic acid flow rate produce an increase in biodiesel purity, but de-
spite this apparent improvement process conditions a significant decrease in
process yield occurs and a considerable settling time is required. These re-
sults show that a proper design of the reactive distillation column for the
production of biodiesel should include efficient control strategies that main-
tain the column operating parameters in minimum variation ranges to offer
a quality product with uniform characteristics.
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Wireless Sensor Network for Aerosol Measurement
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Abstract

Internet technologies, communications, ICT, convergence as well
as the advances in microelectronics and miniaturization of components
have enabled wireless sensor networks (WSN). One application of this
technology is the environmental monitoring for air quality diagnosis.
This work involves the design and implementation of a wireless sensor
network to quantify the amount of particulate matter/ aerosol, indica-
tors of air quality. The different sensor nodes or motes communicate
to an access point using ZigBee wireless technology. A database store
the information obtained by the different wireless sensors . A Web
page displays the results of aerosols measurements by the different
sensors.

Keywords: WSN, ZigBee, Aerosol measurement, Air quality.
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To Triatoma infestans Capture
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Abstract

In Latin American countries, Chagas disease is one of the trou-
bling issues in the public health, being Triatoma infestans, commonly
called kissing bug; it is the main vector in South America. The aim
of this work was to produce and characterize porous kaolin pellets to
use as slow-release devices pheromone for T. infestans trap. For the
pellets production, a mixture of kaolin and cornstarch was uniaxially
compacted, using a cylindrical die of 20 mm diameter, and sintered in
air at 900◦C. The cornstarch was used as a porogenic agent. Each pel-
let was impregnated with benzaldehyde, a pheromone substance. The
pheromone release assays were carried out at two different tempera-
tures, 29 and 39◦C, in order to determine the influence of temperature
on time. Furthermore, bioassays with kissing bugs were conducted for
evaluating the maximum release time from the pellets. The DRX spec-
tra showed the presence of illite and quartz phases. The FTIR results
showed bands that correspond to benzaldehyde and also bands indi-
cating the presence of benzoic acid. For the sample submitted to the
assay at 39◦C, the amount of pheromone released was twice the value
recorded in the assay at 29◦C, suggesting that at higher temperatures,
there is an increase of the release pheromone. From the bioassays, it
was possible to obtain promising results for both females and males
kissing bugs, but not for 5th stage kissing bugs. Other parameters,
which could influence on the release process will be studied in future
works, like the influence of humidity, longer assays, among others.

Keywords: kissing bug, benzaldehyde, kaolin, slow release.
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Describing the role of space-dependent bistability for the
phenomenon of morphogenesis
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Abstract

Pattern formation during embryonic development, or morphogen-
esis, is one of the most intriguing problems in biology. During this
phenomenon, a sequence of processes allows a simple system, the fer-
tilized egg, to become a mature organism. An essential step in this pro-
cess is the translation of the genetic information, stored at the micro-
scopic level of the DNA molecule, into macroscopic spatial expression
patterns. These patterns precede the embryo segmentation and the
tissue-organ scale of body organization. Drosophila melanogaster, the
fruit fly, is one of the most studied systems for understanding pattern
formation in biological systems. During its embryonic development,
a chemical pre-pattern of gene-regulatory proteins precede the tissue
differentiation that gives rise to organs and tissues. The sharp borders
exhibited by these patterns are critical for separating neighboring cells
into different types at the borders different tissues. To understand this
phenomenon, we used a systems biology approach combining dynam-
ical systems theory with experimental and computational techniques.
We developed a diffusion-reaction model describing gene regulation at
the molecular level. Our results show that space-dependent bistability
plays a critical role in generating the sharp borders of the chemical
pre-pattern. We show that dynamical behaviors like bistability are
critical components in the flux of information from the microscopi-
cally stored genetic information to the macroscopic organization of
cells and tissues.
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